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Commander Slryker under tire
In the city

STRYKER'S RUN for the BBCMicro B, B+, Master, Master Compact, and Acorn Electron
the role of Commander John Stryker commissioned to take this top-secret
information to the Allies' HQ.

Your character in the game can jump, run, duck, fire his laser pistol and

Battling In the air An action close-up Enemy equipment (Enhanced
BBC Master version)

A camouflaged Battle fortress
(Enhanced BBC Master version)

Stryker's Runfeatures probably the best graphics ever seen on the BBC
Micro or Acorn Electron; the action is intense and the animation is
superlative.
Thebattlefield graphics include cities, edifices, wrecked buildings, trees,
gravestones, bridges, despatch-posts, military bases, helicopters and jet
ships, with hillsand mountains in the background. The Master-enhanced
version also includes statues, watch-towers, a neglected cafe, a deserted
cinema, aircraft hangars, aeroplanes, trucks and tanks.
For many years, a war has ensued between fhe Allied Nations and the
Volgans. Thebattle was reaching a stalemate position, but recently the
Allies through good intelligence workand some luck have managed to
obtain the plans of the Volgan's next offensive. Ifthe Allied Forces can
capitalise on these plans they can end the impasse and the war.You play

Enhanced Version for the BBC Master Series
Stryker's Run is the first release to include a specially enhanced version tot the
BBC Master making use ol its 128Kot RAM
An extta 40Kot detailed graphics are provided together with additional
lealures and atmospheric music
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throwgrenades. Hecan also board aircraft and fly them, making use of
their more powerful weaponry.
Your opponents, the Volgans, have a variety of weapons at their disposal
comprising rifles,pistols, grenades, machine-guns, mortars, mines,
helicopter gunships, rocket launchers and SAM missiles.
Stryker's Run isone of our most successful releases ever. Ithas topped the
BBC Micro software charts for six weeks and received several glowing
reviews:"The graphics are stunning... This should be in every collection"
enthused A & BComputing.

) Micro Cassette £9.95 BBC Micro 5'A" Disc
BBC Master Compact 3Vj" Disc.£14.95 Acorn Electron Cassette.
The screen pictuies show theBBC Micro version of thegame.
The graphicsofotherversions may vary.

£11.95

...£9.95

24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE

All mail orders are despatched
within 24 hours by lirst-class post
Postage and packing is tree.
Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced Immediately
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Special Offer Prices valid
until Sept 10th 1987 10707 52698 or 0707 50913

5Va Micro Media Brand Discs

10 20 30 50 100

SS/DD 6.99 13.10 18.70 29.50 55.80
DS/40T 8.50 16.00 22.75 35.90 67.60
DS/80T 9.99 1870 26.35 41.05 76.35
DS/HD'o-PCAT 24.15 46.25 66.25 105.25 200.10

5'/4 Reversible discs (Flippy's)
~\ave two write protect notches & index holes
Suitable for single sided drives

10.25 19.55 27.15 42.25 78.45

AU

Freepost, Rydal Mount, Baker Street
PottersBar,Herts EN6 3BR (&S8&)

™;W~~~: :"'••• •': -v-•:"'•;

All discs

supplied are
with labels,
5'/>" write

protects,
envelopes &
hub rings.

Discs purchased direct from
one major manufacturer.
100% certified error free -

lifetime guarantee.

S}A RainbOW DiSCS come in five colours
20 50 100 250 500

SS/DD 13.20 30.75 57.10 134.50 252.45
DS/40T 14.35 33.10 60.70 141.45 262.20
DS/80T 15.20 35.20 64.85 148.75 276.00

1 5Va Unbranded Discs
I SS/DD 9.65 22.45 41.40 97.10 181.13
I DS/40T 10.95 2500 45.55 105.25 193.20
1 DS/80T 11,85 26.73 49.55 116.45 216.20

3'/2 Micro Media Brand
SS/DD 19.99 38.40 55.50 87.25 163.90
DS/DD 21.99 42.55 61.60 96.90 182.30

PRICES
INCLUDE
V.A.T.

3 h 1 3V& Unbranded Discs
Oil- 10 30 50

Is* cc/r\r> lyioc Mnc at c
10 30 50 100 150

14.95 42.95 61.50 111.65 164.50
16.70 48.30 78.20 147,20 212.20

AcomAP80

API 00

Brother Ml 009

Colours

HR15MS

Fabric

Canon PW1156/1080

Centronics GLP

Colours

Epson FX/MX/RX80/85

Colours

LX/GX80

Colours

MX/FX105

LQ800

Juki 6100 MS

5510

Colours

KagaKP810/910
Colours

MAallyMT80MS
NICPC8023

Colours

Panasonic KXP110/108

Colours

SelkoshaGP80

GP100

ShlnwaCP80MS

StarNLlO

3 6 12

755 13.80 25.55

7.40 14.15 26.20

8.10 15.50 28.95

12.30 24.60 49.20

10.70 20.70 39.35

11.05 21.40 40.70

7.95 15.20 28.30

8.10 15.50 28.95

12.30 24.60 49.20

7.25 13.80 25.55

13.20 2640 52.;

6.90 13.10 24.15

12.60 25.20 50.40

8.80 16.90 31.75

10.00 19.30 36.60

7.25 13.80 25.55

7.25 13.80 25.55

13.20 2640 52,

7.95 15.20 28.30

13.20 26.40 52.80

10 70 20.70 39.35

11.75 22.75 43.45

15.30 30.60 61.20

110.70 20.70 39.35

19.35 38 70 77.40

7.25 13.80 25.55

7.40 14.15 2620

10.70 20.70 39.35

18.60 3660 71.10

Colours available -
Red/Brown/Blue/Green & Yellow

Ifthe ribbon you require Is not listed please
let us quote

The above Is a small selection of the 250

different ribbons we stock. We shall be
pleased to find your ribbon, however old

or obscure.

Computer Labels
Conl.nuous tuntokJ. sprocket ted

Price per 1.000 3.000
70x36 4.80 13.20

89x36 4.90 13.50

89x49 6.80 18.30

102x36 5.20 14.40

Please state no. of labels across

the sheet (1. 2 or 3)

Computer paper
Plain tanfold. micro pert edges

ExactA4

WNfflt

WeghllOOOs
gsm per

ftcepwtxu
Ibox 3Dis-

1650 4680

2040 56.10

2760 7350

17.40 43.80

U Fuefl tractor paper avaiabie

i

ALLPRICES INCLUSIVEOF POSTAGE
& PACKING AND VAT.

mcRO riEDiR
Computer Supplies

Freepost, Rydal Mount, Baker Street,
Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 3BR

Access & Visa

Out of Office Hours

0707 52698
Orders despatched 24 hrs.

Please allow 5 days for delivery.
For next day delivery, please ring for

details. Postage covers U.K. only.

ACatalogue isavailable with a more
comprehensive range of products

including - 3M & Verbatim discs - a
wider choice of paper labels, ribbons

and accessories.

Ring or write to obtain your copy now!

Educational and HMG orders

accepted. For official orders/invoice/

credit orders there is a minimum order

value of £15.00 excluding V.A.T. Any
order under £15.00 will be subject to

£3.00 handling charge.

Personal callers welcome

Weekdays 8.30am - 5.30pm
Saturdays 10.00am - 4.00pm
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NEWIHACHINE
ARCHIMEDES: THE NEW ACORN MICRO/Page 11

At last Acorn has unveiled its RISC-based machine. We put
it through its paces

FEATURES
IT'S SHOW TIME!/ft»ge 31

THE

1987
ACORNUSER

The Acorn User Show is in town from 23 to 26 July. Miss it exhibition
at your peril.

DAY TO DATE/Page

Joe Telford develops a desktop calendar and year planner
for his JOE front-end

ONE UNEKS/Page 95

Your one-line graphics programs produced some amazing
effects as Robert Miller finds out

INTERRUPTING BASIC/Page 97

Mark de Weger's multi-tasking programs open up new
programming possibilities

DHCKftROIIHO

iW.l'x %{,'

COVER

Photograph by
John Barlow

NEXT MONTH
Discs and digitisers special:
Full Archimedes benchtest,

Joe goes Greek and
David Lawrence tells you

how to squeeze more
files onto a disc

cannot

necessarily
' and

© Redwood Publishing Ltd 1987. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced without prior written permission of the publisher. The publisher car
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TWTLLSTAR COMPUTERS LTD
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MASTER 128
Complete With Internal
Software
Master Turbo Upgrade
Master Econet Module
Master ET
Master 512 Upgrade
The Master 512 upgrade board
incorporates the Intel 80186
processor, plus 512K bytes ot RAM.
Digital Research DOS+, which is
copatible with both MS/DOS version
2, and CP/M 86, allows you to run a
large proportion of the most useful
programs available. A dual 80 track
disc drive is required to run
programs on the 512. Provided free
with 512 upgrade board are three
GEM packages, GEM Desk Top, GEM
Write, GEM Paint.

£420.00

£113.95
£46.00

£360.00

£217.35

UNIVERSAL SECOND PROCESSOR
This allows you to connect
co-processor boards designed for
the Master Series to your BBC
Models B or B+. Fitting a Turbo
board boosts the BBC's already
rapid performance to twice the
speed of the standard processor.
Fitting the 512 co-processor
converts the BBC micro into a 16bit
machine, opening up new
possibilities within the world of
MS-DOS and CP/M 86. £86.25
Eprom Cartridge £14.95
Reference Manual Part I £14.95
Reference Manual Part 2 £14.95
Acorn Teletext Receiver £108.00

FILESTORE
Filestore provides shared access to
file and printer services on Econet.
The filestore consists of two units -
a dual 3.5 inch floppy disc unit 1.2
Mbytes of storage (Filestore E01)
which can be expanded with a high
performance 20 Mbyte Winchester
disk drive unit(Filestore E20).
FILESTORE E01 £952.00
FILESTORE E20 £829.00

ECONET ACCESSORIES
100m Cable £89.00
Station Lead Set £29.00
Econet Starter Kit £99.00
Econet Bridge £199.00
Level I Fileserver 40 Track £99.00
Level 2 Filesaver 80 Track £235.00
Print Server Eprom £49.00

wwftrm
64K Upgrade Kit £39 95

17/70 Upgrade Kit
ADFS ROM

£49 94
£29 95

Disc Upgrade Kit £6500

Econet Upgrade Kit
DNFS ROM

£49 00

£20.00

WORDPROCESSING
SPECIAL PACKAGE
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PACKAGE 1
Based on Master 128 The Twillstar
All in One Word Processing Package
contains a Master 128. View 3 0.
Viewsheet, High Res Green Monitor
800K Dual Drives with PSU.
Quendata Daisy Wheel Printer
together with a box ot Discs. Paper
and all the Cables £899.00

PACKAGE 2
Based on Master Compact 128 The
Twillstarpackage includes Compact
128, latest version of the View Word
processor, single 640K disk drive,
monochrome monitor,
correspondence quality printer All
connecting cables for above and
also 5 disks and some paper

£635 00

Twillstar continues to offer the
MASTER COMPACT for your Home
Education and Business needs'
Complete with bundled software
and an integral 3.5" Disk Drive in the
following Systems -
SYSTEM 1 (me vaii £414.00
•128K" 'Single 640K Drive* "UHF
Modulator' "Bundled Software'

SYSTEM 2 imc vat. £488.75
As System 1 With "12" High Res
Monochrome Monitor*
SYSTEM 3 nnc vaii £626.75
As System 1 With '14" Medium
Res RGB Monitor'
SPECIFICATIONS: * Compatible
with Master Series micro subset *
128K RAM inc 64K sideways RAM *
64K ROM inc 32K MOS. 16K BASIC
* Up to 4 internal ROM sockets *
3.5" 640K formatted disk drive *
OUTPUTS: Video/RGB/Printer/
Mouse or Joystick * Disk drive *
(optional) Econet * Serial * 5V
Cower from disk drive module *

sual 8 BBC disply modes inc
Mode 7 * BUNDLED SOFTWARE:
Pull down menus ' Desk top inc
note pad. calculator ' VIEW 3.0 "
CARD INDEX ' Full LOGO ' BBC
BASIC4 0'ADFS • Unls ' Welcome
suite ' Tutorials ' (1770 DFS under
licence)

2nd DRIVE KIT £113.00

MONOCHROME MONITORS
Phillips BM 7502
12" hi res P31 Green Phospher
Screen CVBS input Audio input
Band width 20 MH* 2000 CHRS
Dispay Ad|ustable viewing angle

£79.00

Phillips BM 7522
Amber Screen £95.00

Phillips BM 7542
Dedicated WD phosphor Screen
monitor £95.00
Philips BM 7513
12" Green IBM compatible £120.00

TAXAN
New Taxan Monochrome Screens
Taxan KX117
12" Green Screen P31 £89.00

Taxan KX118
12" Green Screen P39 £99.00
Taxan KX119
12" PUL Amber Screen £99.00

COLOUR MONITORS
Microvitec 1431 Std Res £201.25
Microvitec 1451 Med Res £255.00
Microvitec 1441 Hi Res £391.00
Microvitec 2030 Cs 20
Sid Res £425.50

Microvitec 1431 AP
Std Res £224.25
Microvitec 1451 Ap
Med Res £293.25

PHILLIPS

New from Phillips
Phillips CM8833
14' CVBS and RGB medium
resolution colou' monitor IBM PC
compatible past blankup to enable
superimposing Slereo Audio Ear
phone socket 600 dots » ?85 lines
vertical £269 00
Philips CM8852
14 RGB professional moil res
colour 700 dots x 285 £289 00
Phillips CM8873
14 RGB high resolution colour
monitor Res 860 x 480 £550 00

FAST REPAIR SERVICE
In house service department

Repairs for computer printers
and disk drives Call

01-574 5271
and ask for our engineering
depatment
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Taxan Super Vision 620

High Resolution colour monitor
with several unique features, at
an affordable price.
SUPERVISION 620
12" RGB High resolution colour
monitor Fully compatable with IBM.
Apple. BBC and most other Personal
Computers. 635 x 312 line resolution
Positive or negative sync input
Text colour switchable to green,
amber, white or blue or inverse
white Super high contrast tube
Optional tilt-swivel base (with
clock/calendar available) Special
introductory offer. £299.00

NEW SUPERVISION 625
12" high resolution colour monitor
661 dots x 312 lines £369.00

MONITOR TO TV

CONVERTER
AV 7300 Colour tuner module

Push button control 12 preset
channels Built in aerial. Compact
design Composite video only

£69.00

Mitsubushi 1404 Medium
Resolution Monitor with 640 X 200
Pixels RGB available with IBM or
BBC Leads £249.00

SWIVEL BASE

OFFER
Special summer price Tilt and swivel
base for 12" or 14" monitor or TV
"Looks very elegant'' at anubeatable
price £995

KTif73

MITSUBISHI DISC DRIVES
User Friendly Disk Drives 100% BBC
compatible slimline disc drives All
drives are supplied complete with
formatting diskette, comprehensive
users manual and all necessary
cables All drives are 40/80 Track
switchable at Ihe front and have two
years warranty

SW Drives without

P.S.U.
MD 400A Single 400K
Double Sided £118 00
MD 802C Dual 400K
Double Sided £219 00

5W' Drives with P.S.U.
MD 400B Single 400K
Double Sided £135 00
MD 802E Dual 400K
Double Sided £249.00

SPECIAL
MD 80?D Dual 400K Drives
horizontally mounted in a monitor
stand to fit both the BBC B and the

Master series £269.00
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SOURCE DISK DRIVES
Source SD35 VA" disk drive, single
drive £85.00

Source SD352 3W dual drive
£149.00

Supplied cased complete with
cables, powered from computer.
Extended two year warranty.
Source SD35S 3V4"single drive with
P.S.U. £135.00

Source 352S 3'/?" dual drive with
P.S.U. £199.00

Source SD3545S Combo dual SV*"
and 3W drives with P.S.U. £249.00

Source HD20 Twillstar's 20 Mbyte
Winchester drive including Acorn
ADFS ROM complete with P.S.U.

£599.00

Source HDP201 Twillstar's 20 Mbyte
Winchester drive and a 400k double
sided floppy drive built in a plynth
to accomodate monitor on the top
and the computer underneath.
Includes ADFS ROM and PSU

£869.00

Source TS10 10 Mbyte tape
streamer backup unit with utilities

£695.00
Othe size hard disks are available,

please call for our latest prises

Taxan KIF 4308 buffer compatible
with any Centronics interface
printer £149.00
Further 64k upgrade available.
Printer/Computer sharers.
2 - 1 £39.00
6 - 1 £79.00

Serial and Parallel T Switches
Parallel T switch £67.85
Serial T switch £67.82

FLOPPY DISKS
Raven SV*" pack of 10 in a clear
library box £15.00
Raven SV*" rainbow colour pack of
10 in library box £17.00
Raven 3V4" single sided pack of 10
in library box £18.00
Raven 3Vi" double sided pack of 10
in library box £25.00

LOCKABLE STORAGE BOXES
Trackmaster SV*" 70 x 5VV
lockable £7.95
Trackmaster SV*" 100 x SV*"
lockable £9.95
Trackmaster 3W 40 x 3W
lockable £6.95
Trackmaster 3W 100 x 3W
lockable £9.95

MODEMS EPROMS
Components and spare parts

Joysticks
Disk storage boxes

Dust covers
and lots more

The latest range of Software
Business Education

Games
All in stock, Call for details

PRINTER STAND
Fits nearly any width of printer
Allows paper storage and gives ide^al
viewing position Can also be used
for computers and monitors Steel
construction prevents bending or
buckling £18.00



YOUR ONE STOP
MEGA-COMPUSTORE

FOR HOME,EDUCATION
& BUSINESS NEEDS!

SPECIAL OFFER
OF

THE MONTH
FREE PRINTER STAND

FREE BBC CABLE

200 SHEETS OF PAPAER

When you buy a
Panasonic KX-P1081 The
faster and enhanced KX-P1081.
120 cps in draft mode. 24 cps
in NLQ mode. Fully Epson RX80
and IBM Matrix and Graphics
Printers compatible. Standard
friction and tractor feed.
Operator accesible print mode
switch. Standard 8 bit parallel
interface. RS232 interface
is optional £179.00

Juki 5510
• Gives you 180 CPS &

NLQ Standards £269.00
Compatibile with both the Epson and
the IBM Graphic Printer). Standard
2K memory (expandable to 14K)
built-in Parallel Centronics interface
and 8-switch international character
sets.

If you need colour too, the optional
Juki 5510 Colour Kit gives you seven
colours £112.00

STAR NL-IO
Fine Near-Letter-Quality. 100%
compatibility ant) total reliability all
in one easy to use printer. 120 cps
in draft mode and 30 cps in near
letter quality. £229.00

EPSON PRINTERS
Epson FX800 and FX 1000 range offers
superior printing and technical
features 200 cps in draft and 40 cps in
NLQ. Complete with tractor and friction
feed as standard. Offering IBM
compatibility, full graphics. Also
includes two NLQ fonts, 10,12,17 and
20 cpi, double height and double width
with 8K buffer built in.
FX 800 £369.00
FX 1000 .£499.00
FX 800 Sheetfeeder £141.00
FX 1000 Sheetfeeder £163.00

Epson EX 800/1000 High speed
printers 300 cps in 12 cpi mode Also
offers four colour printing
EX 800 £465.00
EX 1000 £626.75
Colour option for both £62.00
Epson LX 86 120 cps Epson & IBM
comaptible Near letter qualify
standard Centronics interface £229.00
Epson LQ 800 £499.00
Epson LQ 1000 £669 00

CANON 55A
Wide version. Fully IBM
compatible. £39900

II
II

CANON PW1O80A
80 column printer with 160 cps draft
and40cpsNLOwilh built in friction
and tractor feed. Fully compatible
with Epson FX80 Standard parallel
interface. £249.00

STAR NL-IO
Fine Near-Letter-Quality. 100%
compatibility and total
reliability all in one easy to use
printer. £229.00

STAR NX-15
Same as Star NL 10 but with 136
column width Both Epson and IBM
compatible £399.00
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MP200
200 cps in draft, 40 cps in NLQ mode
7K buffer as standard (128 down
loadable characters in NLQ) optional
8K memory IC font cards £274,85

MP201
Same as MP200 with 136 columns

£318.55

MICRO P MP165
80 Columns 165 cps in draft mode
35 cps In NLQ mode Ultra high
resolution graphics Friction and
traction feed ? Year warranty Epson
or IBM compatible control codes.

£199.00

MP135

Just released
135 cps. 80 column printer Frictio/

NLQ Epson & IBM
£145.00

tractor feed

Compatible

MP480

New
Fast reliable 480 cps dot matrix
printer 74 cps. NLQ.80 column, fully
Epson & IBM compatible. Sid
parallel £349.00

CITIZEN MSPIOE
The new MSPIO with 160 CPS Draft
and 40 CPS NLQ With TWO years
Warranty £269.00

CITIZEN MSP-15E
17" Wide carriage . 136 column,
operating at 160 cps and at the push
of a switch will print near letter
quality at 40 cps. Fully Epson and
IBM compatible. 8k of standard
buffer built in Standard Centronics
are optional RS232 £379.00

TAXAN KXP815
Taxa:i KXP 815 New enhanced KP
810 with 160 cps and fully Epson &
IBM Compatible £299.00

TAXAN KXP915
Taxan KXP 915 New enhanced KP
915 with 180 cps and fully Epson &
IBM Compatible £420.00

wmmmm

CITIZEN 120D
Dot Matrix Printer The 120D
precision printer brings to the small
business, educational and home
user good quality and attention to
detail Its compact si?e. host of
standard features and built in quality
and reliability that supports Citizen's
unique full TWO-YEAR warranty
make it a must for all computer
users Fast draft output 120 cps
Built-in NLQ 25 cps IBMand Epson
compatible Plug-in interface
cartridge Tractor and friction feed as
standard Optional cut
sheet feeder £179.00

CITIZEN LASER

OVERTURE IIO

Overture 110 Prints 10 pages per
minute COmes complete with
internal controller with print
resolution of 300 x 300 dots per inch
Print capability of Standard Text.
IBM& Epson tut map graphics. IBM
graphic character set. Epson graphic
character set Resident fonts are
Citizen Pica upright/italic, Citizen
Elite upright/italic. Citizen Courier.
Citizen Bookface (over 56 typefaces),
downloadable one character set in
Epson Mode 11 international
character sets Standard Centronics
Parallel and Serial RS232C Standard
512K memory 384-byte user
available Fully compatible with
Epson FX1000 IBM Propnnter &
Diablo 630 £1850.00

SOUKC£
ike&3tnp/ateSolution
INTRODUCESTHE NEW

TECO VP1814
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Dot matrix printer. VP1814 is fast
highly reliable and easy to operate.
to Standard 80 column
6The high-speed, low energy
consumption 9 wire dot head gives
printing speed of 189 cps and NLQ
speed 36 cps
ftBi-directional, Logic seeking in text
mode

viThe use of fan-fold, roll or cut-sheet
paper is possible with adjustable
sproket pin feed and friction feed
<rOffers emphasized, double print,
super script, sub script
•.'••Justified print mode are also
available including left, centre, right
and full justification
69 graphic modes are available
frBoth download and inprint buffer
can exist simultaneously
•67K input buffer standard can be
expanded to 15K
^Printing modes selectable at front
panel (NLQ/draft, Pica/Elite, enlarge,
emphasize, condense, italic
611 Language international
character font is internalized
iVBoth IBM and Epson compatable

MAIN UK DISTRIBUTOR
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE

(inc. VAT) £229.00

DAISYWHEEL

PANASONIC KX-P3131
A Fully Formed Serial Impact
Daisywheel printer with print speed
of 17cps. Diablo compatible print
wheels Print pitches available are
10, 12. 15 and proportional spacing
Standard friction feed and optional
tractor Paper width 13.5 inches
Standard Centronics optional RS
232C Built with 6K text buffer
expandable to 32K buffer £289.00

BROTHER HR 20
The new Brother Daisywheel HR 20
8K standard buffer upgradable to
16k. Comes standard with serial and
parallel port £389 00

JUKI Daisywheel
Juki 6100 £329.00

NEW MP26 Daisywheel
MP26 A feature rich very quiet
printer. Universal compatibility with
almost al personal computers at an
unbeatable price Speed: 26 cps 132
columns Diablo 630 compatible

£249 00
Optional Tractorfeed £95.00
Optional Sheet feeder £145 00

MP40
A very fast, quiet printer with
features and compaible with
virtually all computers at a fantastic
price. 40 cps. 132column, diablo 630
interfacew, parallel interface, built in
standard RS232 optional £355.00

You can purchase any of the
items listed. All you have to do is
write your requirements on a
sheet of paper, and we will
despatch your goods within 24
hours, subject to availability.
Please add the following
amounts for Postage and Packing.
Items below £10.00 add £1.50
Items below £50.00 add £2.50
Items below £100.00 add £3.50
Items over £100.00 add £8.00

(UK Mainland only)
All prices include VAT at 15%

Prices correct at time of going to
press but subject to change
without notice
Please make cheques payable to:
TWILLSTAR COMPUTERS LTD.

Access/Visa Card Holders:
Welcome. Call now on:-

01-571 5938 or 574 5271
TELEX: 25247 Telex G attn TIL

FAX: 01-574 4326

ASK FOR YOUR FREE
CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST
Visit our

NEW SHOWROOM

Open 9am-6pm Mon-Sat
OPEN SUNDAYS 10-2

CREDIT FACILITIES
Full credit facilities now available
nationwide

" LOW DEPOSITS
• FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE
• UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY
We have negotiated with a leading
Finance Company to provide this
additional service for our clients. Cal
for further details Typical APR 36 3%

mmvm

SOUTHAU
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Don't let your
Computer ROT!

Your BBC Micro/Master
Has So Much Potential—

Don't Let It GoToWaste
AtBeebug we are keen to help you get serious with your computer. Our magazine (currently sent out
to 20,000 members) aims to stimulate you with new and interesting ideas and to keep you up to date

with the latest developments and programs.

Whether you are a hardened computer buffor a complete beginner, Beebug has much to offer you.

As A Member Of Beebug You Would Benefit From:
% Free access to our technical support team, to obtain impartial advice

and help on any computer hardware, or software problems.
% A swift mail-order service for all your hardware & software

needs at competitive prices, with 5% members discount;.
% A showroom with knowledgeable staff on hand, where you can

try out the latest hardware, peripherals and software.
# Free personal adverts in the magazine to sell your unwanted kit.
0 A Trade-In service to upgrade your BBC to a Master.

A New Members Pack, including screen planning sheets, key strip,
computerreference card, a 56page introduction to your computer,
membership card, mag. indexes & latest magazine

Recent issues of Beebug have Included informative
features and programs on the following subjects:

Business Graphics, Sideways Ram Construction Project,
Home Banking, Sorting Data Files, Character Definitions,
Storage Oscilloscope, Master Printer Buffer, File Security,
Letter Headings, Virtual Arrays, View Printer Driver, Auto-
Alarm, Chart Recorder, Help System.
As well as these we regularly include articles for beginners
and experts, workshops, reviews, news, hints & tips and
much, much more.

FOR A FREE BEEBUG INFORMATION PACK PHONE St. Albans (Q727) 40303

Iwould like to subscribe to Beebug for 1year and receive a new
members pack and the next 10issues of the magazine.
My machine is a BBC/Master/Compact. Delete as appropriate

Name

Address

Ienclose a cheque for £.
account with £

Card

No.

/Please debit my Access'Visa
Card expiry J. E3

Subscriptions may now also be placed on
Micronet 800. Just type *BEEBUG #•

All payments must, be in pounds sterling.
Cheques must be drawn on a UKbank.

Subscription Rates

UK.BFPO.Chls £12.90
Rest Of Europe E19.00
Middle East £23.50
America & Africa £26.00
Elsewhere £28.00

Signature.

MS
Stop The Rot And Join Now

Send To Beebug, Dept. AU8, Dolphin Place,
Holywell Hill, St.Albans, Herts. AL11EX.

Or Phone St. Albans (0727) 40303



Quest Mouse
launch
Watford Electronics is hoping
to grab a large slice of the
mouse market with its latest

product, the Quest Mouse.
Launched in conjunction

with a chip-based art package,
Quest Paint, the mouse boasts
a rubber, non-slip ball and high
quality construction.

Quest Paint, which comes on
a 32k ROM chip, claims to
have more features than any
other art package available.

It has advanced cut and paste
facilities, allows the full screen
area to be used and can in

corporate pictures created by
Watford's digitiser.

The Quest Mouse costs
£40.25 and Quest Paint sells for
£39.10. Alternatively, you can
buy the two together for
£67.85. Watford can be con
tacted on (0923) 37774.

News in brief
• Compute magazine covers
games on the BBC and Spec
trum micros — and some of the

cover price is donated to char
ity. It costs 30p. Details from
Compute, 22 Church Vale,
London N2 9PA.

• A company called Fatsoft
has produced an email package
for people running networks
on S J Research file servers.
Features include 80-column

screens, multi-level access and
data encryption. Write to Fat-
soft, 106 Hervey Road, Lon
don SE3 8BX.

• People still confused by the
Data Protection Act may be
interested in a new pamphlet
just published by the registrar.
It's a brief set of guidelines and
is available from The Data Pro
tection Registrar, Springfield
House, Water Lane, Wilmslow
SK9 5AX. Tel: (0625) 535777.
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RISC micro to
star at show

Acorn has chosen the Acorn
User Exhibition to unveil its
RISC-based micros, to be cal
led Archimedes (see page 11).
And several companies will be
showing software for them.

Acorn provided development
versions of the micros to sev

eral software companies which
have traditionally been in the
BBC micro market. But soft

ware development has been
hampered by constant changes
to the RISC operating system
and late delivery of the win
dowing environment.

However, Acorn claims the
system is now finalised, and a
range of products should be
ready, or nearing completion
by the time of the show.

According to Computer
Concepts' spokesman Charles
Moir, the company's future
output will be 'almost exclu
sively ARM-related'.

Computer Concepts has
been working on Atari ST soft
ware, but Moir said that soft
ware for the Archimedes will
not be ST conversions.

The company's first product
for the machine will be Disc
Doctor 2, an ARM version of
the very successful BBC micro
utility package. It should be
out by September, followed by
versions of the Inter series and
Wordwise Plus wordprocessors,
designed to run under the 6502
emulation program.

The main Computer Con
cepts' package for the RISC
machine is a wordprocessor —
without a title as yet. The new
software is a full WYSIWYG

wordprocessor which makes
full use of the RISC windowing
environment.

The new AMX mouse

Other features include: multi

ple columns on screen; full use
of the Archimedes' fancy fonts;
multiple line headers and foo
ters; footnotes which can in
clude graphics; and a built-in
spelling checker.

Clares has also been busy.
The company is producing
software to be sold - or given
away - under the Acorn label,
but won't release details yet.

Other packages which Dave
Clare would reveal include
Alpha Base, a free format data
base which is file compatible
with Beta Base.

At Acorn's suggestion,
Clares has adopted the
Archimedes name for its toolkit
utility package, which is mod
elled on Ramrod. But no name
has been decided as yet for an
art package.

Advanced Memory Systems
(AMS) has close links with the

machines. The new AMX

mouse is the same model as the
one already supplied by Acorn
with the machine.

Minerva is producing several
database systems for the
Archimedes. They're based on
existing packages, like System
Delta, but use the full facilities
of the machine, such as its
windowing and use of a mouse.
The first isDeltaBase, a general
purpose database, which was
used as a test bed for the more
advanced packages. Minerva is
releasing the package at a price
of £24.95.

System Delta Plus is a more
sophisticated database package,
with a capacity only limited by
the available storage, and
allowing complex searches and
maths operations. Delta Plus is
fully programmable and will
cost £69.95.

PC runners
wanted
Acorn User would like to hear

from anyone running PC soft
ware on the Master 512. We're
trying to put together an up-to-
date list of compatible software
and programs.

Please give an idea of how
thoroughly you have tested the
software, as programs often run
for a while and then crash
when you try to do something
awkward - like printing out a
file! Send any information to
PC software, Acorn User, 141-
143 Drury Lane, London
WC2B 5TF, or email us on
Telecom Gold, 81:RED001.



You may get a nasty result
without a Mitsubishi Disk Drive

Using second-rate components can make your hardware bite back.
Over the past three years we at Mitsubishi have sold over a million
disk drives; a record that makes us very much number one in the market.
But we don't impress just on quantity. There's quality too.

Both our 3W and 5Ya" floppy drives perform with the proven reliability
that's made us one of the world's largest manufacturing companies. Within
the units you'll find high compliantheads that ensure less wear on the
diskette. Ifthe power is switched off or interrupted, our circuitry prevents
data from beingcorrupted. Theunits themselves are toughand durable, so
they'll stand up to a lotof rough treatment and last longer. And because of
their remarkably high precision, they enable far safer data interchange,
even if the diskettes are worn or there's interference from nearby monitors.

So it's hardly surprisingthat the list of companies using our disk drives
reads likea who's who of personal computer manufacturers. So don't get a
mega-bite, ask for Mitsubishi by name.

Another example of Electronics from Mitsubishi.

A MITSUBISHI
DISK DRIVES

Mitsubishi Electric UK Limited, Hertford Place. Maple Cross, Rickmansworth. Herts WD3 2BJ. Tel: (0923) 770000. Telex: 916756. FAX: (0923) 777368/777385



Diary dates
Here are a couple of dates for
your diary. Westech is a com
puter show for the west of
Eng\and. It is at the Bristol
Exhibition Centre, October 20-
22. Call Markethill Exhibitions

on (0272) 650908.
The Logo Workshop '87

offers three days of practical
experience for people in educa
tion and youth work. It runs
from August 24-27. Contact
British Logo Users Group, PO
Box 79, Walsall WS5 3RW.

Blunderbox
There was a minor error in the

Joe's Jottings Calculator in
June's yellow pages. Line 320
should be:

320 IF k=l PROCcl:ENDPROC

This allows the clear button on

the calculator to work proper
ly. In July, a slip with the
scalpel caused a problem with
Copyfiles-11. There should have
been a comma in line 610:

610 DIM dir*(31>,file*(3l>

And line 900 should read:

900 IF key*="l" THEN s
ystem*(out)="ADFS" :link

NEWS

Ecosystem launched
New Domesday System in
teractive videodiscs have been
launched by the BBC and Epic.

BBC Enterprises has pro
duced the Ecodisc. It's a prac
tical guide to ecology based' on
the Field Studies Centre at
Slapton Ley Nature Reserve in
south Devon.

The idea is to draft a plan to
manage the reserve and its acti
vities by discovering and ap
plying ecological facts and
ideas. Users can take 'walks'
round the area, use a boat on
the lake, see the reserve from a
helicopter, and so on.

The material is aimed at ecol

ogy and GCSE studies, but the
BBC says it should prove use
ful in areas like geography, en
vironmental studies, computing
and technology studies. The
price should be under £300.

Other products from the
BBC include the Domesday
Display software which allows
you to present pictures and
data from video discs as a 'slide
show'. And future software
will allow users to integrate
their own data with that held

A scene from Ecodisc

on the video disc.

Epic's disc is entitled Intro
duction to Solid State Electro

nics. It's a complete course in
analogue electronics intended
for City and Guilds students.
Another disc covering digital
electronics is expected soon.

BBC Enterprises is at Wood
lands, Wood Lane, London
W12 0TT. Epic can be con
tacted at 7 Leicester Place,
London WC2H 7BP.

Watford DFS
Watford Electronics has up
dated its double density disc
filing system which works in
both single and double density
modes, and has automatic 40/
80-track sensing. Error check
ing can be switched off or
speed up disc operators, and
ADFS compatibility is possible
with an additional ROM.

It costs £39 from Watford

Electronics, Tel: (0923) 37774.

Next month's Acorn User

POST A PROBLEM
Acorn User has a guaranteed fast reply service for enquiries. Your
answer will be returned within 10 working days for just £3
(includes VAT), or your money back.

Just write out your problem, fill in the coupon (right), and send
both off to Acorn User with a stamped addressed envelope and
cheque or postal order for £3. If you want recorded delivery add
cost of this on. Include as much detail as possible, and a disc or
cassette if a program is involved," with enough space to record any
corrected listing.

Please note: debugging readers' programs or those from other
magazines is a complex task. Unless the problem can be spotted
quickly, the service will only beable to make general comments or
suggest a strategy for the reader.

ARCHIMEDES A complete
benchtest of Acorn's new

RISC micro.

JOE'S JOTTINGS If the
technique of getting your prin
ter to handle special characters
is all Greek to you, Joe Telford
could have the answer to your
prayers. Joe shows how to get
your micro to speak Greek and
youmight even learn enough to
survive the tourist battlefields

of Mikonos.

FIRST BYTE The everpopular
Tessie Revivis shows how to

call machine code routines, and
pass parameters to them.
HINTS AND TIPS Another
lucky dip of handy hints, in
cluding a ::'FIND command to
help you locate any file on an
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ADFS disc.

HARD DISCS Are Winches

ters worth the expense? We
take a look at the pros and
cons, and examine some of the
leading 20Mb units.
128 DFS Need more files on a

disc, but don't want to use
ADFS? David Lawrence shows

you how.
DIGITISING Phil Wilkes ex
plains digital image processing,
as well as a review of digitising
packages.
QUEST PAINT Watford's
new art program and mouseare
put through their paces.
GAMES David Lawrence does

his usual round up of thegames
scene, plus reviews including a
look at the Xor designer.

NAME

ACORN USER READER SERVICE

141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £3 and an sae with my
problem.
OFFICE USE ONLY Date in:

Date out:

Answered by:



Computaccount (UK) Ltd
21 Spring Hill
Birmingham B18 7BH
Tel 021 236 3455

We are major supplier to the educational
and health sectors

Please send an SAE forour free extensivecatalogueand price list. Hundredsof products listed at excellent prices.

ACORN

NEW MASTER COMPACT series. Standard
system Is 128K, single 3.5 inch drive,
bundled software.

Compact entry system £375.00
Compact TV system £389.00
Compact with mono monitor £459.00
Compact with colour monitor £589.00
RS 232 interlace for compact £26.00
Extra 3.5in drive lor compact £99.00
PAL TV adaptor for compact £26.00

Master 128 £399.00
Master ET £325.00
Master econet module £43.47
Turbo upgrade £108.00
64K upgrade kit £34.74
Master 512K upgrade £199.00
Z80 2nd processor with software

£346.00
6502 2nd processor £173.00
10 MbyteHard disc with fileserver'

£1086.95
30 Mbyte Hard disc with fileserver

£1608.95
Eprom cartridges £13.00
Acorn DNFS kit £82.60
1770 upgrade kit £43.42
ADFS ROM £26.04
ATPL Sideways RAM/ROM board

£39.00

CONCEPT Keyboard £124.95
View manual £10.00
Viewsheet manual £10.00

SOFTWARE

Master 512K professional software now
available.

Call for details on Wordstar, dBase,
Lotus, Framework, Symphony, Jave
lin, Delta, Cobol, Sage and hundreds
morel

Vast Range of BBC/Acorn soltware for
Business & Education, Scientific and
Industrial applications. Send SAE lor full
lists and catalogue.

ACCESSORIES

LISTING PAPER
Allstandard sizes available at very com
petitive prices. Single and multi-part.
LABELS
Various size, 1-across, 2-across,3-
across

RIBBONS
for most common printers, Epsom,
citizen, Star, Amstrad, Juki, Canon etc.
CLEANING KITS
For UDU, disc drives and keyboards

DISCS

Full range ol 3", 3.5" and 5.25" discs
available at very competitive prices.

AMX

Please state whether for BBC or Master
AMX mouse with Super Art ROM £78.00
Pagemaker £43.43
Paintpot £13.00
Desk £21.70
Super Art ROM £43.43
Database £21.70
3DZicon £21.70
Utilities £13.00

ROM SOFTWARE
Acorn:

£45.00
£63.00
£25.75
£33.50
£45.00
£45.00

orB+)
£23.00
£52.00

..£39.00

GXR (please state whether for E

£46.00
£52.00
£26.04

£40.00
£25.00
£48.00

£27.50
£51.30
£48.00

£48.00
£28.50
£46.00

£33.00
£25.00
£29.00
£29.00
£27.00
£27.00
£28.00

..£32.00

Computer Concepts:
WordwisePlus
Printmaster
Accelerator

Communicator

Spellmaster
Beebugsoft:

£24.00

..£29.57
Pace:

COMPACT SOFTWARE
Revs 5 £16.95
Hits 1/Hits 2 £12.95
Pascal £59.00
Citadel £12.95
Repton2 £12.95
Karate Combat £12.95
Strykers Run/Enhanced Strykers £12.95
CrataForce £12.95

FLEA MARKET
All items subject to availability

EPROM programmer £40.00
Programming software (ROM) £5.00
EPROM eraser £24.00
1200/75 Modem + Comm software

£35.00
Torch Light Pen £25.00
Plannercalc. Torch CPN format ...£35.00
Masterplanner. Torch CPN format

£85.00
IBM user manuals (installation/Basic)

£15.00

MONITORS
Mono:

Colour:

Philips 8533 RGB Med-res +
£399.00

composite

Monitorcables (state types required)
£3.50

Monitor bridgesingleheight £14.90
double height £18.90

PRINTERS

DOT MATRIX
Epson LX800 -NEW 150 CPS NLQ

£229.00
Epson FX800 £324.75
Epson FX1000 £453.75
Epson EX800 (optional colour) £457.88
Epson EX1000 (optional colour) £614.63
Epson LX80/86 tractor unit £20.00
Epson LQ 800 180 cps 24 pin matrix
NLQ £489.00
Epson LQ 1000 180 cps 24 pin 132 col
NLQ £659.00
OlivettiDM100 80col NLQ 120cps

£225.00
Olivetti DM280 80col NLQ 160cps

£349.00
Canon PW1080A NLQ 80col 160 cps

E258.00
Brother 1109 Par. + Ser. 100cps +
NLQ £209.00
Brother 1409 Par. + Ser £349.00
Brother 1509 Par. + Ser. 180cps +
NLQ £449.00
Brother 2024 Par./Ser. NLQ 24pin
160cps £750.00
STAR. Full range stocked. Call for
prices
Star NL 10 serial NLQ 80 col 120cps

£279.00
Star NL 10 parallel NLQ 80 col 120cps

£239.00
Star NX15 NLQ 132 col 120 cps £330.65
Star SD10 NLQ 80 col 160 cps £330.65
Star SD15 NLQ 132 col 160 cps £415.65
Star NB 2415 NLQ 24 pin 216 cps

£645.15
Star NB15 NLQ 24 pin 300 cps £806.65
Citizen 120D parallel 120 cps NLQ 80col

£199.00
Citizen LSP10 120cps Eps/IBM comp
NLQ £225.00
Citizen MSP10E 160cps Eps/IBM comp
NLQ £296.00
Panasonic KX-P 1081 £179.00
Panasonic KX-P 1090 £233.00
Panasonic KX-P 1092 £315.00
Panasonic KX-P 1592 £405.00
Micro-P MP165 NLQ £208.70
Micro-P MP200 *NEW* £299.00
Parallel printer cable BBC £9.00
Parallel printer cable IBM,etc from

£15.00
Epson GQ3500 LASER 6 pgs/min£1795

DAISY WHEELS
Sanyo PR3000 £199.00
Sanyo PR5200 £299.00
Brother HR10 £239.00
Brother HR15 £349.00
Brother HR25 £650.00
Brother HR35 £825.00
Juki 6100 £279.75
Juki 6200 £454.00
Juki 6300 £694.00
Juki 2200 typewriter/printer £238.00

PRINTER
ACCESSORIES

Epson FX 80/85 Tractor Unit £32.00
Epson FX 80/85 Sheet Feeder £125.00
Epson FX100/105 Sheet Feeder£139.00
Brother HR sheet feeder £209.00

Epson MX/RX/FX80 Ribbons £3.75
Epson MX/RX/FX 100 Ribbons....\.£4.50
Canon PW1080/1156 Ribbons £5.00
Taxan Kaga KP810 Ribbons £5.00
Citizen printer ribbons £3.99
All Epson Spares available £POA

Massive range of other compatible
ribbons available

HOW TO ORDER

10

Payment by cheque to:
COMPUTACCOUNT (UK) LTD

Carriage: Items less than
£50: £2.50: £50-£100: £4.50 E-
Carriage and insurance on £•
items more than £100: £9.50 £•

Please add VAT at 15% to Total, including Carriage.
Send to Computaccount (UK) Ltd., 21 Spring Hill, Birmingham B18 7BH or telephone 021 236 3455

NAME

ADDRESS.

Quantity Item

AMSTRAD
NEW PC 1512: Prices start at £449 for
basic single drive + mono monitor sys
tem. Phone for prices of other systems.
PCW 8256 £399.00
PCW 8512 C499.00
2nd disc drive tor PCWB2S6 £155.00
Serial interface lor PCW £59.00
Modem with Chit Chal software .... £169.00
Wordstar deluxe £60.00
Suporcalc £43.00
Sagesoft Popular Accounts Plus. E130.00
Dbasell £103.00
3 inch discs (or PCW s £3.50

DISC DRIVES
Opus 5802 400k DS 40/80 track £109.00
Opus 5802DB dual 400k DS 40/80 track

£205.00

Opus 5802D dual 40Ok DS 40/80 with
PSU £233.91
Opus Challenger 256k £179.00
Opus Challenger 512k £199.00
Opus DDOS kit £52.12
Pace PSD1P 100k 40T with PSU

£125.00
Pace PSD3P 400k 40/80T with PSU

£144.00
Pace PDD3P dual 400k 40/80T with
PSU £260.00
Akhter MD802E dual 400K DS 40/80T
mounted in monitor stand £285.00
CumanaCSXIOO 100k SS40T ...£99.00
Cumana CS100 100k SS 40T with PSU

£129.00
Cumana CS400S 400k DS 40/80T with
PSU £152.00
Cumana CD800S dual 400k SS 40T
with PSU £295.00
Cuman CS354 SS 3.5" with PSU

£121.70
Cuman CD358 DS 3.5" with PSU

£210.00
Cumana CCD2000S 3.5"+5.25" with
PSU £282.17

MODEMS

Nightingale with Commstar £135.00
Voyager 11 £99.95
WS 2000 £108.69
Modem 1000 (BT approved) Special
Offer £30.00

NEW TORCH RANGE

280 processor board with software
£229.00

Twin floppy drive unit £283.00
Both above combined at £459.00
20 MBHard plus one floppy unit £826.00
40 MB Hard plus one flopy unit £1125.00

Massive range of torch software
available.

SPECIAL SOFTWARE
Torch Turbo Library - Special func
tions & procedures for Turbo Pascal to
access the power of BBC/Torch facili
ties.
Newnet - Powerful friendly Torchnet
Management software with password
protection, etc.

dBASE SPECIAL
dBase helper programme now available
for those who do not want to learn
programming in dBase, but need the
powerful facilities quickly.
Price only £40.00

Price

TOTAL £.
_l
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NEW ACORN MICRO

RISC
revealed
Acorn has announced its long-awaited
RISC technology micros, to be called the
Archimedes series. As predicted by Acorn
User in June, two new machines will carry
the BBC name.

The Archimedes series is no less than

four computers, ranging in price and capa
bility from the basic A305 0.5Mb machine
to the A440 with a 20 Mb hard disc plus
four Mb of RAM. You can see them first at

the Acorn User Show in the Barbican

Exhibition Hall on July 23-26.
The A305 will cost £975 with

monochrome monitor and single 3.5-inch
disc drive; the one-megabyte A310
machine costs £1235 with a colour moni

tor. The comparable price for a Master 128
mono system would be about £700. There
should be 2000 A305 and A310 machines

available between July and September, with
volume deliveries to dealers starting in
September. The 400-series machines will be
unveiled later in the year; prices are yet to
beannounced. A440 delivery is planned for
November and the A410 should be avail

able from next January.
Anyone familiar with the existing BBC

micro should feel at home with the

Archimedes. The new machines can run

much existing BBC micro software. The
inclusion of BBC Basic 5 means that the

Archimedes will run most well-written and
legal Basic programs for the model B or
Master. And it will run them between 15

and 25 times faster than a model B. A 6502

emulator will run other software - for

example the entire View family - just as if
it were running in a Master Turbo co
processor. But programs, like most games,

Superb graphics aid games designers
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The new micro's innovative use of WIMPs and linked menus

which don't follow the programming rules
and won't run in a co-processor, and so
won't run under the emulator either.

The Archimedes operating system sup
ports most of the star commands of the
existing BBC micro. But in addition, it has
a full colour windows, icons, menus and
pointers (WIMP) system as shown above,
with a screen resolution of up to 640 by
512. Some screen modes have up to 256
colours, chosen from a range of 4096
shades. Games too will benefit from the

graphics and speed - for example David
Braben's game (shown left) in which a
mouse-controlled craft flies over a scrolling
tropical landscape which will appear on the
Welcome disc.

The Archimedes will contain four times
as much ROM as the Master 128. But for

the first batch of 2000 machines, not all the
intended half-megabyte of ROM will be
fitted. Parts of the operating system will be
supplied on disc, to be loaded into RAM.
However, all these machines will be up-
gradeable through a special registration
system when the final 512Kb operating
system ROM is available.

All this doesn't mean the end of the

Master series. Acorn says it intends to
continue manufacturing and selling both
the Master 128 and Compact 'while there
remains a demand', and managing director
Brian Long stated 'the Master 128 has sold
better than expected against the 16-bit
competition' over the last year. And in
view of the price difference, the
Archimedes won't appeal to everyone, so
Masters will be around for some time yet.

The graphics and speed of the
Archimedes should lend themselves to

complex applications such as computer-
aided design and desktop publishing.
Acorn plans to release Fortran 77, Cam
bridge Lisp and C in September, and
Comal and Pascal by the end of the year.
Most of these languages have already been
seen on the ARM Development System.
New developments include a version of
View Professional, an integrated version of
the View family, which will beavailable for
the existing BBC micros too.

Other companies working on new or
converted software for the RISC machines
include Clares, Computer Concepts, AMS,
Minerva, Grafox, GST, AutoCAD, Logo-
tron and, of course, BBC Soft.
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MASTER MASTER
QUALITY HARDWARE and FIRMWARE

for Acorn Master and BBC Computers
We have pleasure in listing below our products for Acorn computers. All
items are the result of careful design and clever programming, enhancing
our reputation for high-quality accessories and value-for-money.

ACORN MASTER
The MASTER REPLAY tape to disc utility is packed full of useful features
and cannot be surpassed for it's efficiency and ease of use. Built-in
formatting, verification and automatic file creation with the saving of as
much memory as required into a maximum of 22 files per disc, are only
some of the facilities included. Operated by single key presses and a
built-in switch the system is invisible when not in use. 'Anti-piracy
encoding' resticts REPLAY discs to personal use. Available as 'self-
contained, or as an add-on to the ROMBOARD '3'.

•MASTER REPLAY (Self-contained) - £41.95
•MASTER REPLAY (Add-on) - £36.95

The MASTER to 'B' conversion kit enables most BBC 'B' tapes to be
used and transferred to disc on the Master. (M/REPLAY must be
present.)

MASTER/B conversion kit - £14.95 (state which
M/REPLAY)

Use the ROMBOARD '3' to overlay up to three extra ROMs in place of
the unused built-in ROM software. Optional switches (extra) can be used
to change over as required.

•ROMBOARD *3' - £19.95. Switches: 1 - £2.00, 3 -
£4.00

"IMPORTANT - Because all the above products require the 1Mbit
ROM (IC24) to be extracted please ensure that this ROM is not
soldered into the baseboard.

ROMBOARD '4' - £29.95
Independant write-protect switch for one or both RAM banks

WRITE-PROTECT SWITCH - £8.95

BBC 'B' and 'B+'

The REPLAY System for tape to disc transfer is still the market leader.
Easy-to-use routines allow the saving of memory to disc. Extra features
allow a screen display to be printed through a suitable printing program,
there is a pause facility and mid-play stop and save. Anti-piracy encoding
restricts discs to personal use. Versions available to suit all popular disc
interlaces.

BBC REPLAY - £35.00
(Please state which disc interface is fitted)

The B+ to B conversion kit expands the number of tape programs
available to the B+ user. A board carrying the O.S.1.20 ROM is p\\i9Q«<i
into the computer and a switch allows selection of normal or 'B' mode.

'B+ to B' Converison - £25.95, or without O.S. ROM
- £15.95

BBC 'B', 'B+' and ELECTRON
The ADDCOMM ROM extends the BASIC language of the computer by
forty Toolkit/Graphic commands, and is a firm favourite with all it's users
as well as excelling in comparison tests published in the leading
computer monthlies.

ADDCOMM ROM - £28.00
The MATRIX ROM was developed in co-operation with the Civil En
gineering Dept., University of Southampton, and offers a fast, reliable
means of performing matrix operations and solving linear simultaneous
equations - an invaluable tool for all engineers.

MATRIX ROM - £41.40 (25% discount on two or
more)

** All products fully documented "
" No soldering or track-cutting required **

" Step-by-step instructions allow easy home installation **
** Prices include VAT, also postage when ordered direct **

" Any item may be ordered through your own Dealer **
" Further details of any product sent on request **

N ROMBOARD '4' may be used instead of, or in addition to, ROMBOARD N
p '3'. Up tofour new ROMs canbesupported, 'over-laying' the RAM banks £
*- or cartridge slots, various combinations may also be set by links. This w.
W board incorporates a built-in read/write-protect switch for the RAM banks. "

VINE MICROS, MARSHBOROUGH,
NR. SANDWICH,

KENT.CT13 0PG.
Tel: 0304 812276.
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Tireless
Performer

For precision, it runs rings
around all alternatives. With

360° freedom, you can move in I
any direction at any speed with

the minimum of effort. J

/

\

A Whole New
Ball Game

Tracker Ball is the professionals
answer to cursor control. More

accurate than a mouse. More

responsive than a joystick.

\

\

/

The Fine Art

of Ball Control

\

/ ^

^i
\

/

/

/

\

/

X

Tackles Any
Application

With 20 models, choose one
tailored to your precise

CAD/CAM, PC, ROBOTICS
or control needs.

\

Hard To Beat
A tough military pedigree and
the Marconi name promises a

prolonged lifetime of reliability.

/

\ \

I I

I /
/ /

/

/

MEDL RB2 TRACKER BALL. A TOUCH MORE CONTROL

Official
Domesday Project

Controller

Where To
Get Your Hand

On One

Farnell, Leeds

Tel: 0532 636311
Economatics, Sheffield

Tel: 0742 690801
Technomatic, London

Tel: 01-208 1177
Watford Electronics, London

Tel: 0923 37774
J.S. Simnet, London

Tel: 01-541 1495
Pineapple Software, llford

Tel: 01-599 1476
Metrotech, Sunderland

Tel: 0783 47247

Or Contact

Marconi Electronic Devices Ltd,

Power Division,
Carholme Road,
Lincoln LN1 1SG,
England.
Telephone (0522) 29992
Telex 56163

MEDL
POWER DIVISION
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The lowest costyi roller
you'll ever
Perhaps the only one!

/hen you use the Nidd Valley mouse the first thing you'll
. /appreciate is the stable, non-slip, accurate control - so

important for graphics and free-hand drawing. ,

you'll also notice the "chunky" feel - it's designed ^
) fit comfortably in your hand.

syou to draw perfectly straight
lines freehand in X or Y directions independently of
the software. t

1jot only do we offer a choice of two drawing
packages (details below) but also you have the

freedom to use Digimouse control in your
own software with the help of the
POINTER ROUTINES supplied.

Just as important, it's compatible with many other
graphics packages including AMX and Wigmpre.

AVAILABLE FOR

BBC B/B-f/MASTER 128 and

MASTER COMPACT with a choice of s

jflgrftifo

tfisssr***m ^x^r;^^;^/ 'CAD-
c<"?s,Oft for

n°Tna
'Wuci, m0u

''Hw?**• NtwCT*"• He.
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-auto,
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*» -S?-*SS-«u 'Ptor, 3

delete

Qac/

f0rder7i<* Zoorn

design

'Plus** ^orcc

JrP*nt out.

"-y^s.

DIGIMOUSE with GRAFIK & pointer routines for BBC B/B+, Master 128 or Compact. €39.90
DIGIMOUSE with ARTROOM for BBC Master 128 or Compact (disc) £59.90
CHAUFFEUR for BBC B/B+, Master 128 or Compact (disc) £9.90
BBC B/B+ userswhodo not have Sideways RAM fitted may purchase Chauffeur disc complete with RAM cardfor. £24.90

I9's"7
or E US ON

»^^™Z>*
3na

syour

1your £[Pinter '*** of
r°uti,nest0

uai.

• HOW TO ORDER

Bycheque or access or official educational order direct from
Nidd Valley. Or ask at your local computer shop.Please state
for which model computer. Allow 14 days delivery (we aim
to complete within 7 days). All prices include VAT. post&packing.
• OVERSEAS: VAT elementcoversextra air mail postage.
DISTRIBUTED IN AUSTRALIA BY EAST-WEST COMPUTERS

A NIDD VALLEY PRODUCT
NIDD VALLEY MICRO PRODUCTS LTD.
Dept AU887
Freepost, Wetherby, West Yorkshire
LS23 7YP. England.
Telephone: 0937 844661 Telex: 57453 MYSEC G

AAzn
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WE'RE ABOUT TO

CHANGE YOUR VIEW

OF WORD PROCESSING.

View Professional is

the latest addition to the

well-known View suite of

productivity software.

A highly advanced

Word Processor, it also in

cludes spreadsheet and

database facilities to form a single,

powerful package.

So for example, you could

prepare a price list, add it up,

create a second column for V.A.T.,

write a letter around it and send

it to a hundred addresses without

even switching programs.

Easy to use, View Professional

is suitable for the BBC B, B + ,

Master 128 and Master Compact

and costs £99.95. A version for

Archimedes will be available later

in the year. View it now at your

local Acorn dealer.

ACORNSSFT

VIEW PROFESSIONAL

Acorn Computers Ltd.,Technopark,645 Newmarket Road,Cambridge CBS 81'D.Tel: 0223 214411.



NEW ACORN MICRO

Archimedes for under £1000
Externally, the Archimedes' design is of
the 'threepale grey boxes' variety favoured
for business micros. There is a separate
keyboard unit, main system box and moni
tor. The keyboard and main case are com
mon to thewhole Archimedes range, and a
mouse also comes as standard.

The keyboard is a major departure for
Acorn - it will be most familiar to those

who have used an IBM PC recently. The
key layout is almost exactly the same as the
PC-AT enhanced keyboard, though the
legends on the keys are more in line with
the BBC micro - Escape instead of Help,
for example. It's a big keyboard, with
normal QWERTY keys, numeric keypad,
cursor keys and editing keys all in separate
blocks. On the 305 and 310, the red
function keys (12 of them) and a flip-up
key-strip holder remain as a landmark for
BBC users - the keys will be grey on the
Acorn-badged versions.

The Reset key is carefully recessed at the
back of the keyboard, well beyond typing
error range. Little legs under the keyboard
allow it to be tilted to a comfortable typing
angle and the unit is connected to the main
system box by a single curly lead and
mini-DIN plug.

A similar connector is used for the

mouse - it plugs into the rear of the
keyboard unit. A Swiss-made three-button
affair of very high quality, this mouse is
soon to be sold under the AMX label too!

The circuit board inside each of the

machines is thesame four-layer PCB, com
plete with RAM, ROM, the ARM chip,
memory controller, video controller and
I/O controller. Also fitted are the 1772

floppy disc controller chip (as used in the
Master Compact) and a real-time clock
(familiar from the Master 128). But the
hard disc controller chips and circuitry to
drive high-resolution multi-sync monitors
are only fitted to the 400 series
Archimedes. These will be dealer-only up
grades for the 300series. The table summa
rises the difference between the machines.

Standard interfaces on the rear of the
main case comprise parallel, serial, monitor
and sound ports. The parallel printer port
is a 25-way D-type socket similar to that
on the IBM PC, and the serial port is the
same nine-way socket as a PC-AT.
Another nine-way D-type connector gives
analogue RGB output for colour monitors;

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987
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The Archimedes' keyboard is influenced by IBM's PC-AT

mono output is on a phono socket like the
Compact. The sound port is a 3.5mm
stereo jack socket, so you can just plug in
your Walkman headphones or connect the
sound output to your hi-fi.

The connectors have been changed from
those used in the original BBC micro,
partly to give more industry standardisa
tion (you can use the same cables as with
an IBM PC to link to the printer or
modem), and so that the Archimedes meets
radio interference regulations in force
abroad. It is also for this reason that the

main case is a complex metal construction.
All the machines are available either

without a monitor, with a 14-inch colour

monitor or with a 12-inch white-screen

monochrome monitor. But the Archimedes

cannot be used with a domestic television.

The monitors are Philips units, similar to
those supplied with the Master Compact.
Neither of them can take advantage of the
three highest-resolution modes (modes 18,
19 and 20) giving 640 by 512 pixels - for
this, you need both the extra high-
resolution circuitry and a 'Multi-Sync'
monitor that can interpret the special video
signalsiof these modes. The most common
at present is the NEC Multi-Sync monitor,
costing about £600, but other models are
appearing on the market and the prices of
these units are now falling.

THE ARCHIMEDES MICROS

A305 A310 A410 A440

Mono system £975 £1065 £1665 £2700

Colour system £1150 £1235 £1840 £2875

Without monitor £920 £1005 £1610 £2645

Badged BBC BBC Acorn Acorn

Function keys Red Red Grey Grey
RAM 0.5Mb 1Mb 1Mb 4Mb

Upgradeable to 1Mb - 4Mb -

Second 640k disc drive Optional Optional Optional -

Expansion backplane Optional Optional Standard Standard

(needed for podules) Two-slot Two-slot Four-slot Four-slot

Modes 18-20 circuitry Optional Optional Yes Yes

Hard-disc controller Optional Optional Yes Yes

20Mb hard-disc Optional Optional Optional Yes
Volume delivery Sept '87 Sept '87 Jan '88 Nov '87
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NEW ACORN MICRO

Mac-like Arthur SSL*
For reasons best known to Acorn, the
Archimedes operating system is called
Arthur. It supports all the star commands
of theexisting BBC micro, and can be used
in the same way - ::"CAT to catalogue a
disc and ::'FX 5 to control the printer for
example. But Arthur has been extended.

First, a full windowing system has been
added so that any program can use win
dows, icons, menus and the mouse-
controlled pointer. This is the kind of 'user
interface' which has proved popular on the
Apple Macintosh, and on business PCs
fitted with front-end software like Micro

soft Windows and Gem.

Arthur also supports 'relocatable mod
ules' - machine code programs that can be
loaded at any memory address - and a
context-switching facility so that several
windows running different programs can
be active at once.

The video controller chip in the
Archimedes, VIDC, can provide up to
1000 by 1000 pixel resolution, but Arthur
makes use of only part of this. Screen
modes 0-7 of the existing BBC micro are
duplicated, although mode 7 is a software
simulation - there is no special teletext
chip. The new modes are shown in the
table below. Because normal monitors

can't display 512 pixels vertically, a special
multi-sync monitor is necessary .to use
modes 18-20.

Sound on the Archimedes is also con

trolled by VIDC, with eight stereo sound
voices. Sounds are no longer controlled by

SCREEN MODES

Mode Resolution Colours Text

8 640x256 4 80x32

9 320x256 16 40x32

10 160x256 256 20x32

11 Text only 4 80x25

12 640x256 16 80x32

13 320x256 256 40x32

14 Text only 16 80x25

15 640x256 256 80x32

16 Text only 16 132x32

17 Text only 16 132x25

18 540x512 2 80x64

19 640x512 4 80x64

20 640x512 16 80x64

16

envelopes; instead a data table must be set
up in memory which VIDC uses to gener
ate the sound waveform. Several default

waveforms are provided, but almost any
sound could be constructed with the

appropriate data. Commands enable the
eighth voices to be positioned indepen
dently on the sound stage.

The ADFS supplied with the
Archimedes is similar to the existing

The Compact-like processor box

ADFS, and the new machine can read
existing 640k ADFS 3.5-inch discs like
those from a Master Compact. But the
filing system has been rewritten to improve
its speed, and a new format allows up to
800k on a single disc.

A big welcome
The Welcome disc for the Archimedes will

contain tutorials on the keyboard and
ADFS, several powerful utility programs,
and a game written by David Braben,
co-author of Elite. The utilities include a

musical front-end to complement the
machine's sound capabilities, a painting
program and a set of graphical fonts. The
fonts are outline fonts, and can be scaled to
any size, in contrast to those on the
Macintosh which come in only a small
range of sizes. There is also a font designer
program included.

Bundled with the Archimedes is the 6502

emulator: this will run any 'legal' BBC
micro program, just as if it were running in
a turbo co-processor. Most programs run
underthe emulator at about thesame speed
as they do ina BBC micro; some with a lot
of input and output activity run faster.
Most people will use the emulator to run
languages like View - surprisingly, this
works in the new 132 column modes.

The Archimedes series machines are sup
plied with BBC Basic version five. This
should run all properly written programs
from earlier versions of Basic. But the

language has been extended, with enhance
ments to existing commands, as well as
many new structures and commands to
control the new Archimedes hardware.

And, of course, it runs fast: the Byte 'Sieve'
benchmark for finding prime numbers is
completed in 8.4 seconds. In comparison, a
32-bit Compaq Deskpro 386 takes 21
seconds, an Amiga takes 66 seconds and
the Atari 1040ST 85 seconds. The new

PCW benchmark results are shown in table

2 opposite.
Among the most important new intro

ductions are two new control structures.

One of these is WHILE... ENDWHILE,
which works like a REPEAT loop except
that the loop may be executed zero times -
the statements in a REPEAT loop are
always executed at least once. Also new is
CASE. Similar to the statements in Comal

and Pascal, this allows you to choose one
from a number of options.

Enhancements include multi-line IF. ..

THEN statements, new or extended com
mands to control the colour and sound of

the new machine and also the ability to
continue the program after an error, even
within a loop or procedure.

Another major new feature concerns
passing variables to procedures. At present,
only the value of the variable is passed -
the procedure works on a copy of the
variable, not on the variable itself. Now
procedures can pass the values of variables
back to the main program using the RE
TURN statement.

Arrays can be passed to procedures too-
the procedure can find the size of the array
with a new DIM function. Procedures can

have local arrays as well. And a range of
new matrix operations like:

newarray () = oldarray ()
have been added.

Although Basic 5 is in the Archimedes
ROM, an extended version provided on
the Welcome disc also includes extensive

help text describing the syntax of each of
the commands. This runs slightly faster
than the ROM Basic, because the ARM
processor accesses the RAM much quicker
than ROM.
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NEW ACORN MICRO

A key feature of the original BBC micro is
itsexpansion potential - second processors,
modems, printers and teletext units all just
plug in. The Archimedes too has plenty of
scope for add-ons.

Most fundamentally, extra RAM can be
added to the A305 and the A410, to bring
them up to 1Mb or 4Mb respectively. The
extra RAM for an A305 should cost £102.

Fitting this is a simple job, as the sockets
are provided on the circuit board. But
neither of the A300s can be upgraded
beyond 1Mb.

Other plug-in options for the machines
include a second floppy disc drive, and
Econct. The Archimedes accepts the stan
dard Master series network card, and can
be attached to an Econet system along with
ordinary BBC micros.

Other expansion options are arranged
around the system of peripheral modules,
or 'podules' about the size of a video-
cassette, which plug into a expansion con
nector or 'backplane' inside the main
Archimedes box. A backplane accepting up
to four podules is standard on the 400
series. But the 300 series requires an
optional two-podule backplane to be fitted
before any podules can be added. This
option should cost £40.

Three podules are planned for delivery
between September and November. First
comes an I/O unit, which will give the
Archimedes the user port, 1MHz bus and
analogue port connections of the 'original'
BBC micro and Master series. However,
while your peripherals may plug in, their
software may need updating before they
work. An extension to the I/O podule will
be a MIDI interface, so the micro can
control electronic musical instruments.

Next onthe list is a ROM podule, allowing
ROM-based Archimedes software to be
plugged in for instant access.

An important option will be a podule
aimed at giving the Archimedes a measure
ofIBM-PC compatibility. The plug-in card
contains a separate processor, and software
to emulate the PC. Acorn corporate com
munications manager, Michael Page, said
that Acorn 'does its best to retain compati
bility with what has gone before', so the
podule is expected to be based on the
80186 processor and DOS Plus software
used in the Master 512 co-processor.
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KK.T Who will buy if?
According to Brian Long, Acorn intends to
sell the Archimedes to its traditional

buyers - and that means education, plus
the users in science and industry, and, of
course, home users. But it doesn't just
mean the United Kingdom: the micros
have standard features aimed at making
their appeal more international. A third of
Acorn's business is already conducted
overseas, and this proportion is set to rise
in the future.

For educational buyers, the primary
attraction is the Archimedes' speed and
graphics. This gives plenty of scope for
developing easy-to-use educational soft
ware, using the Macintosh-like windows,
icons, menus and pointers (WIMP) system
provided by the Arthur operating system.
There is to be a new discounting scheme
for volume purchasers, details of which
have yet to be announced.

But acceptance of the Archimedes in
education rests partly on the outcome of a
heated debate: some local education au
thorities now see MS-DOS capability as a
necessity for education, despite the fact
that it will most likely be obsolete by the
time today's students reach the job market.
And few MS-DOS applications are specifi
cally educational.

Acorn sees its main rivals in the educa

tional sector as being Apple and Research
Machines Ltd. Both RML and Apple are
specifically targetting education with new
or updated machines. But Acorn has the
advantage of a more powerful micro, at a
significantly lower price. The A305 is
almost half the cost of a Macintosh SE, and
closer to a third of the price of the

IBM-compatible Nimbus VX386.
Scientific and industrial users have needs

similar to people in higher education. Raw
processing power and the ability to use
large amounts of memory should prove
attractive, as will the early availability of
languages like Fortran and Lisp.

For current BBC home users, the temp
tations of the machine surely lie in com
patibility, in the capabilities of its graphics
and sound, as well as the speed which
allows Basic programs to run as fast as
machine code on the existing BBC micro.
But most home users don't use the full

power of their BBC micros in their own
programming - only commercial packages
stretch the computer to its limits.
Graphics, publishing applications and
musical programs are areas where current
BBC micro software is severely limited by
the design of the machine. And so the
domestic demand for the Archimedes relies

on advanced application software - which
will take some time.

For the home market, Atari and Com
modore also have capable, though less
powerful, 16-bit machines in the ST and
Amiga ranges. The 68000 processor that
both use is typically five times slower than
the ARM. Both machines are comparable
in price to the Master 128, but are ham
pered by lack of compatibility with either
the IBM-PC or the BBC micro (and with
BBC Basic in particular). In effect, Atari
has conceded this argument already, with
its long-standing intention to supply a
BBC Basic emulator. This is still 'close to
completion', and is reported to run Basic
programs rather slower than an Electron.

BENCHMARK PERFORMANCE (TIMES IN SECONDS)

Archimedes BBCB Compact Amiga 2000
Basic 5 Basic 5 Basic 2 Basic 4 Amiga Basic
ROM RAM

intmath 0.35 0.26 2.80 2.22 1.7

realmath 0.38 0.28 6.18 4.62 2.7

triglog 1.41 1.02 71.7 33.2 6.7

textscrn 4.4 4.2 23.0 19.4 150.3

grafscrn 6.9 6.5 21.9 22.4 25.0

store
16.5'

6.52

16.51

6.52
22.03 39.21 32.7

1 Old 640k ADFS format 2 New 800k ADFS format 3 200k DFS format
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Could you produce this advertisement on your Micro?

There is uery little that is not
possible when you haue a graphics
system as fast and as poiuerful as

PIICRDBRUSH
Hicrobrushis a professional graphics package
for either the BBC B or the Master. Whichever
machine you have, Nicrobrush transforms it into
a powerful graphics computer. If you ouina
Master then Microbrush offers you extended
resolution in mode 0 and mode 1.

MorJeD -1216M16

Model -608*416

This whole R4page was
composed as one mode 0
high resolution image
using the out- board scroll
system, and has a resolution
of 1216 *900pixels.

MicrDbrush for the BBCBis

comprised of two 16K roms.
The Master version contains a

third rom. The first two roms can
be used in either machine.

Thewhole system is menu driven and
controlled bythe Marconi RB2 tracker ball
for speed and precision, butmayalso beused
with either theRMK or the Whigmore mouse.
Please note that the tracker ball is not included.

Microbrush H-E150 2,16K roms+disc utilities, BBCB and Master
Microbrush B-£?00 3,16K roms+disc utilities, Master only.
ijnen ordering please remember to state which system you require, whether you need
40or80 track discs and a telephone no. ifyou have one, Orders and information requests
should be sent to-RB Designsj 81Suttoncommon Road, Sutton,Surrey, Phone 01644 6643

The Paint Box system
This is just1of33major graphic systems
contained within Microbrush andoffers you
42colours in mode 1and 42grey tones in
mode 0. New colour palettes can becreated
with which you can draw lines, sketch, fill,
paint inforeground, background, opaque,
transparent and combined colour. Rdd this to
a colour rubber which will selectively erase
anyactual colour and youhave a very
powerful paint box system with more than
1,000,000 possible colours.

Above the paint-box system in mode Q.

The ikon Generator
The ikon generator is the main workhorse of
the Microbrush system as it is usedfor both
generating and positioning any ikon up to 6*3
characterblocks. This system isalso used

is to the Microbrush system include-The out-board scroll system-£40, anextended Master rom offering you 14colours inmode 1and
inmode O-£85,a typeface editorplus fifteen extra typefaces -£25,the Masterrom-£65. No UHT if purchased before September 1.

Extentians

4 colours
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bythe typesetter and forcreating colour
palettes, rubbers, paint-brushes and type
faces. Up to46ikons can bestored in
memory. The scopeofthe ikon facility is
immense as it allows youto transform the
Microbrush system into a purpose built
design tool that suitsyour needs.

The Type Setter
With theMicrobrush systemyou will receive
50proportionally spacedtypefaces.The
smallest allows you up to 170 characters to
the line andif this isnot enough then you
candesign yourown typefaces.

The typesetter displays thecurrent
font as a scrollable menu allowing you to
quickly produce professional typography.

The Screen Editor and the
Special Effects Generator
The screeneditor isa powerful drag system
that allows you to storeup toa quarter of
the screenin memory. Once stored, images
canliterally bedragged across the screen,
repeated, copied, saved todisc orfed to the
special effects generator.
The SpecialEffects Generator
This isa veryversatile system which will
automatically outline, inline, shadow, 3°,
half-tone, etc. any image held within the
screen editor's memory.

The Injector rom
The Injector rom isthesecond rom in the
Microbrush system.This rom contains the
drawing functions suchas lines, rectangles,
circles, ellipses, arcs, rotate, squash, stretch,
zoom, halve and quarterscreens,plus a
whole host of other functions.

This isa verybrief description ofjust7of
the 33 graphics systems contained within
Microbrush. Rll of thesystems are both fast
and easy to access. Microbrush also includes
a 7*1 characterpixel editor and anEpson FXBQ
screen dump.

The Master rom
The Master ramtakes youinto a completely
different world of graphics with almost 4
times the resolution inmodes 1and0,plus2
on-board graphics screens, 10 rom based
typefaces and a 3D generator which islinked
to a 10 point perspective system.This allows
you todeal with exceptionally complex
perspective taskssuch as thecamera seen
above. Also available for the Master rom is an
out-board scroll system which allows you to
build images with a resolution greaterthan
1216*2000, plus there are high res. screen
dumps far both Epson and Integrex printers.

Lastly flick through thepages ofthis
magazine and seehaw many af theother
graphic systems arecapable ofproducing
their ownadvertising.
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I THE NEW PANASONIC KX-P1081

WHAT'S MORE, ATTHE SPECIAL OFFER PRICE, IT PROVIDES
INCREDIBLE VALUE FOR MONEY. JUST LOOK AT THESE FEATURES• • • •|120 cps draft printing

|24 cps near letter quality (NLQ)
|Parallel interface as standard,
with optional Serial interface
|Epson and IBM compatible
through dip switch settings

|Epson compatible mode including
elite, emphasised, double strike,
condensed, superscript, plus 10,
12,15,17 characters per inch (cpi),
italics and proportional in NLQ

d NLQ mode can be selected by
external hardware switch

!J Prints 80 columns on A4 cut sheets,
continuous stationery or roll paper

• Dot matrix 9x9 (draft), 18x23 (NLQ)

ECT MASTER BRIDGE UNITfPIR
3YEAR WARRANTY
FRONT PANEL SWITCHING
CONFORM TO BS415
800K DUAL DRIVE
FULL RANGE AVAILABLE NOW
PRICES FROM £134.95 INC. VAT

HOW TO ORDER
Simplyfill in the coupon or write to us with your requirements enclosing a cheque/postal order or your
creditcard no.for the total amount. Don't forget to add £8 for courier delivery.Allow7 to 10days for
delivery. Credit card holders may order by telephone on our sales hotline 01-643 9903 (8 lines). Orders
from overseas should be exclusive of VAT(Please deduct 15% from the total cost).

OFFICIAL ORDERS

Official orders from education establishments, Government departments and Piccompanies accepted.
Viglen has a special education department to process orders and queries from schools, colleges,
universities andLocal authoritiesso pleaseaskforoureducationdepartmentwhenyoucall.Being one of
the majorsuppliers to the Educationmarket, the experienced Viglenteam willbe able to understand and
help you with your requirements.

Direct disk drives are man
ufactured to the highest
standard using high quality
Japanese mechanisms. All
drives are supplied com
pletewithuser manualand
utility diskette.

Fill inandpost to Viglen Ltd., Unit7,TrumpersWay,Hanwell, London W720A Tel.No.01-5439903. Pleasemakechequesandpostalorders
payableto Viglen Ltd.

1

STOCK CODE DESCRIPTION

Pleasefindencloseda cheque/postal order D*
Ipreferto pay by VISA Q- ACCESS ••
•Tickone please.
Card No

Name

Address

-Signature.

. Postcode.

QUANTITY

Carriage

Total

-Expiry date _

-Tel.no..

TOTAL PRICE

Special
offer

£249.95

StockCode Description R.R.P.
SP029 Bridge Unit £299.95

Dealer, Trade and Education
Enquiries Welcome

Showroom OpeningTimes
By appointment only

|Sales Hotline 01-8439903^

Vi/jlerx
The Perfect Partners
Viglen Ltd., Unit 7,
Trumpers Way,
Hanwell, London. W72QA
Telephone: 01-8439903
Telex: 919 304 VIGLEN G
Fax:01-5745126
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The Advanced Plus Four (A.P.4.)
• A FULLY ACORN COMPATIBLE disc l/face for the 'ELK' & Plus 1
• Accepts any standard 5'/," or 3y2" disc drive with PSU
• Supplied with 1770 DFS (as supplied on the B+ & Master series)

(A.ED. is still available for Plus 3 users at £24.15 inc.)
• Page stays at &E00. the same at Tape F.S. NO LOSS of RAM
• Will allow more tape software to be run from disc
• Access compatible BBC disc-based software. No conversion program needed
• Extra sideways ROM socket fitted as standard
• A self-contained, well finished and fully tested product
• No 'short cuts' in design, finish or components
• ROM s/ware includes format, verify, free space and utils.
• Achieve greater BBC compatibilty

£69.55 (+VAT)

"/ can recommend it to anyone contemplating upgrading to disc".
Electron User, June '86

"The AP4 should be considered the standard interface for the Electron".
Acorn User, July '86

AP4 SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICES
AP4 100 = AP4 ♦ 5'A" 40 track S/S including PSU £199.00
AP4 400 = AP4 + 5'/«" track switchable D/S including PSU £229.00

These prices include VA T and delivery

iisc drive t Ion

[CTRdN user, J

i
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THE i ADVANCED ROM ADVXPTl

The Advanced ROM Adaptor II
Our versatile cartridge continues to grow in popularity and demand. This
ROM/EPROM adaptor is a quality product fully enclosed in an Acorn
approved casing, providing full protection foryour valuable firmware' A.R.A.
2 not only allows 8K (2764) & 16K (27128) ROMS/EPROMS but also
supports 27513 &27011 devices (when used with the correct software) for
which we are currently devoloping new products. Fully compatible with the
Master Computer &Electron Plus 1 "The best ROM cartridge is by far the ACP
ARA2", A+B Dec 86

Ki

ADVANCED PRINT BUFFER (5'A ADFS) / B / M/ C / £5.95
Isa program that runs in sideways RAM and provides a large Print Buffer, instead of the resident 63 bytes. Large means over 14K (14700 characters)
allowing letters, reports, documents, listings, etc. to be printed while you carry on with naother task. Full control isprovided to switch Buffer on off. Purge
Buffer, even changing the effect <ESCAPE> has on the Buffer (essential when using w/procs such as View)

ADVANCE BBC DFS Eoo
Enables B+ or upgraded B users to run 1770DFS at Eoo when used in 16K sideways RAM

ACORN plus ACP = Plus One
ACP are proud to announce they are now producing the Acorn plus one

X I I

POINTS THE WAY FOR THE ELECTRON USER
AMX MOUSE
Catch an incredible AMX MOUSE! The advanced opto-mechanical device that brings to your
ELECTRON facilities once only available on more expensive computers Now you can use ICONS.
WINDOWS, AND POINTERS in your own programs.

AMX PACKAGE
Plug the MOUSE into the user port, and the EPROM into yourA.P.5.The latter contains fast machine
code routines for creating on-screen windows, icons and pointers. And means that the MOUSE buttons can be programmed for use with
commercial software such as Wordwise and View. Thereare twomanualsincluded, explaining howtooperate the MOUSE and the ROM routines.
which are available in both basic and machine code programs.
Included in the package are two superb programs
AMX ART has to be seen to bebelieved! It'sa computer-aideddrawingprogram that's just as good forserious applications•such as the preparation
of d.-tailed architectural andengineering drawings or teachers'worksheets •as it isfor having lots offamily fun! And if you reartistically inclined.
you'll be astonished atthe quality of work you can produce and save It makes full use of on-screen menus, pull-down menus and icons the ideal.
easy way for novices to learn and gain in confidence
ICON DESIGNER is an invaluable program for creating and storing icons for use in your OWN programs.
The ACP/AMX mouse package may be used on an ELECTRON fitted with a PLUS I&AP5. The ART' software issupplied oncassette but can be
transferred to DISC (DFS not ADFS)

£69.95 - MOUSE PACKAGE AND AP5 £125.00

Advanced Computer Products Ltd., 6 Ava House, High Street, Chobham, Surrey. GU24 8LZ Tel: 0276 76545
THIS IS WHAT ELECTRON USER SAID ABOUT A.P.5:-
"Looking at the A.P.5. shows it to be constructed to a high standard, it lookssolid and robust. TheA.P.5. Interface opens up the
new Electron for a whole new'typeiof computing.! E.U. Dec '"

(5'/4DFS)/B+ £19.99

Introductory price £49.95 inc

1 1
I



NEW PRODUCT
Advanced Battery-backed RAM for
Master and Electron users. A battery
backed 32K RAM cartridge A.B.R. is a
self-contained cartridge containing two
16k pages of sideways RAM with a re
chargeable battery back up. Each 16k
page can be individually locked by
software. Supplied with full software
support, to include loading software,
ROM save, advanced print buffer and a
disc utility MAKEROM.
(08/M/E H) - £39.99
"It's a superb Addon and a must for all
serious Electron Users" EUJune

//III
ADVANCED DISC TOOLKIT

p01)/M/B/E/C £34.60
ii;Any Acorn user including Master. BBC B+.

Electron, DFS. 1770 DFS, ADFS. 2nd. & co
processors A.C.P.'s BEST SELLING product

^containing over 30 commands inc.:-powerful
memory & disc editor, search memory/disc/
basic, catalogue/unplug ROMS, load/run
programs below page, automatic menu, file
transfer (inc. locked cassette files). ADFSutils

||etc. etc. ("it's superb" ... Database Pubs. -
|f"A top-class toolkit - Ihave no hesitation in
^recommending it Acorn User Nov. 86)

m

IADVANCED ELECTRON DFS
|05) /E/ £24.15
|Jfelectron & Plus 3 users gain BBC
Compatibility by adding the Advanced
lllectron DFS (1770DFS) thisisthesamedisc
Ifiling system supplied with the BBC B* Now
Brou can produce and access (compatible)BBC

disc based software ACP also supplies 5V4"
sjjisc drives to add to your Plus 3 (inc 2nd
iflrive adaptor). "ACP has produced another a
^Superb ROM for the Electron" Electron User
lleb '86
5i(supplied on 16K EPROM ♦ DFS MANUAL)

1 1
ADVANCED PLUS 4
(08)/E + 1/ £79.98

,», DISC DRIVE COMPATIBILITY AT LONG LAST
M (Electron User June '86) this sumsupAP4 &ACP s

approach to producing products AP4 is a fully
,J ACORN compatible disc l/face &will accept any
H standard drive inc PSU. runs 1770 DFS (as fitted in
|^ the B- &Master), keeps page &Eoo. utils in ROM

& provides a spare rom socket ACP s PLUS 4
comes out on top I can recommend it to any-

I one " (E U. June '86)
.AP4 should be considered the standard inter

face lor the Electron (AUJuly '86)
| AP4 100 £199.00 (inc VAT &Secuncor delivery)
AP4400 £299.00 (inc VAT &Sucuncor delivery)

i;>
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lADVANCED ELECTRON DFS E—
|(14)/E+ASR/ £19.99
| An alternative to our AED(05) for Plus 3 and

ASR users. This optional alternative DFS is
; designed for use in Sideways RAM (ASR)and
| allowsthe user tooperate adisc filing system
\ &E00 when using the Plus 3 (inADFS page
\ would normally be &1Dee). The DFS is simply
i loaded using the software supplied with the
i ASR from disc, (optional upgrade for existing
:AED users £9.50 on return of original
•: EPROM) (3j" ADFS disc + manual)

' S :•:

^DVANCED ROM ADAPTOR 2
•p03)/M/E»1/ £14.95

SgAn Acorn approved cartridge containing a
;i card with special zero' profile sockets that
J|allow you to fit compatible 8K or 16K
||£PROMS/ROMS The cartridge is fully
^enclosed providing complete protection for
i&your ROMS Simple to use -no switching-
Sjjjcomphes fully to the Acorn (sideways) Rom

gFiling System A.R.A.2 contains 2 sockets
single adaptor is also available
R.A.I (02)/E/ £10.35 "The best ROM car-

e is by far the ACP ARA 2" ... A+B

ADVANCED DISC INVESTIGATOR
f||06) /M/B/E/C £28.75

A very powerful Disc utility for standard &
non-standard discs Backup most protected
discs, edit any type of nonstandard disc,
check & repair faulty tracks, create new disc

Hformats. copy 40track discs to 80track discs.
verify two nonstandard discs

«S;{"ADI features an extremely comprehensive
"Rector editor, and one of the finest I've seen''

Tubelmkon Prestel)

(supplied on 16K EPROM ♦ manual)

m?"

f=f
[ADVANCED PLUS 5

f|(09)/E + 1/ £66.70
|§A triple interface cartridge providing

•S| 1)a TUBE i/face allowing a second processor
::|Sto be connected increasing BOTH speed &
^memory (PAGE 4800 HIMEM 818000 in all
:|;:modes)
||2) a 1 MHz BUS for control applications &
•&|prommers

,3) the USER PORT for mouse and graphic
devices

5 iiAlso contains 2/3 ROM sockets and on board
operating software for 2nd processor

ADVANCED CONTROL PANEL
(20)/M/B/E/C E34-50
ACP is a front end control panel lan
guage providing a sophisticated yet
friendly interface between user and
computer for access to Languages.
MOSS functions and the users own file
utility etc. Main features include pull
down windows, simple to change MOSS
configure, floating point calculator, file
manager,

SW ROM's facilities.
(16KEPROM & FULL MANUAL)

I \ \ \ \
^ADVANCED SIDEWAYS RAM
M04)/E+1/ £ 29.90

?|$A highly versatile but simple touses/w RAM
;ii!partridge that is automatically write protected
S;"pn loading Contains 16K RAM but can be
Ipwitched(externally)to2X8KRAM Supplied
Hyvith instructions &full software support (on

assette) to save ROM images to disc/tape,
oad RAM from file. Advanced Print Buffer &

akeRom a utility to merge several filesfrom
sc to be run from the ROM FS.

S/Ware on disc please add . -
1 5'/, DFS £2 3V2 ADFS)

^ADVANCED ROM MANAGER
p07)/M/B/E/C *E14.95*

A friendly utility for ROM & sideways RAM
IpExamme ROM/RAMs. load files into RAM.
gifmove memory to/from SWays ROM /RAM.

l^catalogue/kill ROMS, offer commands to
.^specific ROMS, save ROMs to disc/tape.

AUTOROM a file (inc BASIC) to run from
fisWays ROM/RAM. execute specific

JjSjmachine code subroutine ina ROM. generate
l||a ROM's checksum & CRC. "Represents
S-jSamazing value for money. Go out and buy
llthis real bargain". . . Dec 36 Database Pub-

ADVANCED 1770 DFS
3 version! ADM/CMD - ADB(12)
ADE (13) £34.50

ACP have totally re-written the Acorn 1770
DFS. enhancing existing features & adding
new ones The result is probably the fastest &
most powerful disc filing system your
computer could have With the ability to
operate in double density occupying both

„, sides of a disc (640K) Automatic file
gig relocation, improved file handling. 62 file
Is catalogue and Sways RAM can be used as a

fast RAM DISC

(16K EPROM ♦ comprehensive manual)
*wi*to itttJSMnWP!luWrILlLbCTRbN ASSEMBLYTRFICr

B00B by Bruce Srfth £4.95 (144h_
ove book on^3.5" A.D.F.S ?3.50 (145) or 5.25" D.F.S

•OTHER PRODUCTS & SPECIAL OFFERS*

£1.50 (146) •'Software for

VIEW cartridge (101)/Et 1/£ 14.95 3W discs in 1/box
Vsheet " (102)/E t 1/£ 14.95 514" discs ds/dd"
VIEW & SHEET (119) /E I 1/ £ 22.00 5'A discs ss/sd
LISP cartridge (103) /E 11/ C 9.99 3W disc drives
E/Adv User Guide (104) /E/ € 3.95 5'A" disc drives
LOGO cartridge (106)/E/ £29.95 2nd Drive Adaptor
PASCAL cartridge (107)/E/ C 29.95 Compact 2nd Drive
VIEW pack BBC (118) /B/ £ 49.00 3V-?" library box 10
AP4 100 (140) /E t 1/ £199.00 16K EPROMS
AP4 400 (141) /E • 1/ £229.00 VIEWSTORE
AP5 4 MOUSE Pckage (143) /E+1/ £125.00 VIEWPLOT

/E/= Electron /E+1 /=Electron + Plus 1
PROD

NO

(1201/M/B/E/
(12D/M/B/E/
|122)/M/B/E/

£24.00

£12.99

£ 8.99
£129.00

£149.00

(130)/E +3/ £ 7.95
Adaptor (144)/C/£14.95

(124) £ 2.95

(131) £ 3.75
(117)/M/B/(e) £57.95
(142)/M/B £26.95

I
Equipment codes /M/= Master /B/ =BBC /C/=Compact^

@ TOTAL
S|i§ Please send order to -

!;•¥• Advanced Computer Products Ltd.
6 Ava House High Street.

H CHOBHAM. Surrey. England
i GU24 8LZ Tel 0276 76545

_!§• (mail order onlyl
I All our prices include

I UK delivery &VAT

El
(in event of any query •
please include your tel no I

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

TEL

PRODUCT QTY

I enclose payment for £.
CREDIT CARD No. Exp date



Cut-price Disks from Direct Disk Supplies
from only £9.99 for 25 disks delivered to door

n° doubts -,hese "

peoo/eW^'0* orh^'rho.x. sPatn/ah«. ?.'ner

Offer 1 ^ Premium Universals
Not only are all our universal disks individually certified to 96tpi but they
are now prepared to an even higher specification to ensure fewer
problems, high reliabilityand value for money. Plus, of course, our Lifetime
Warranty. Disks are packed in 25s complete with envelopes, labels and
write protect tabs

£ 14.99

£ 26.99
£ 49.99
£ 96.99
£119.99
£219.99
£379.99

25 disks
50 disks

100 disks
200 disks
250 disks
500 disks

1000 disks

* Full spec Hlgrade disks, made to 75%
clipping level

ir Life-time no quibble warranty
* Hub-rings on 5.25" disks
* Label sets and envelopes included
•*• No extras - VAT and delivery included

Offer 3 MEDIA Don't settle for less-get thebest
3.5" UFE disks in FREEplastic library boxes.

Quantity

10 disks
20 disks
SO disks

100 disks
200 disks
250 disks
500 disks

SS OS
(includes plastic library box)

14.99
28.99
69.99

129.99
249.99
299.99
589.99

16.99
33.49
79.99

149.99
289.99
359.99
699.99

Made m Japan by a leading manufacturer, our
single and double sided disks are fully tested
and certified to I35pti.

Don't forget- the price includes VAT, delivery
and library boxes1

N.B. If you don't need boxes on quantities of
100 or more, then phone and ask for our
special trader prices for BULK disks

i„spec"w10.99

;Dricepe,
' BX-VA.T
" Only}

il?fi*
MB}

£

P '9-99

i?1 99.11

Jheyri

mm
^*'o*

Offer 2
Total Price (No extras!)
£ 9.99 25 disks
£ 19.48 50 disks
£ 37.99 100 disks
£ 74.99 200 disks
£ 93.99 250 disks
£185.99 500 disks
£299.99 1000 disks

Don'f forget - No extras

com
''>st

SO if.
first

u oe missed/

New from DDS

Super Savers
on

Single Sided
It'll twist your tongue,
but not your pocket'

Cash 'n Carry
prices on

disks from

Direct Disk

Supplies

Offer4
ivers

disks, 5 disks

Rainbows'

sSSB&r*3*bows.W W?_V;"„ market.

How to order

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

& DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR!

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS

1. DIAL-A-DISK ON 01.979 7811, and give your
ACCESS or VISA number and expiry date.

2. Send your cheque etc. to Direct Disk Supplies Ltd.,
3. Official Orders, Bona-fide orders from Universities.

Colleges, Schools, Charities, etc are very welcome.
4. Cash orders, no minimum value.

Account orders, minimum value £30.

S'reddrskon^em
£ 18-9?
e 35-2&
|,29.99
£149.99
£279-99

25 disks
50 disks

10O disks
200 disks
250 disks
500 disks

•3 Direct Disk Supplies Ltd.
DEPT All, FREEPOST, 129 High Street,

Hampton Hill, Middlesex TW12 1BR

mm\W^*"-i •'••! I^^^^^ I A ELECTRONICS,m\\\W \ '•• J j \^L\\W | I I • MANOR HOUSE ROAD,
-Wt i -« 1 ^LaaaaaaW jesmond.
warn. IS53 !^^^^^ ' ^r Newcastle upon tyne.

VID EIV
Do you have a control interface ?

CIBER (Control Interface BASIC Extensions ROM) from JOEL will give you
extra commands to control your interface from BASIC.

You could use commands in your I'IBER is available for.:
programs like this

DCP I nterbeeb £30.00
10 REM Environoem Control MFA Computer Interface. . . £25.00
20 sonsor-O: heai-l. lwlieh-2: REM Inputs Pilot IN/512/E £25.00
30 lamp-0i fan-7: rem outputs Control it interface £25.00
40 REPEAT Valiant Turtle £30.00
so ir <scnsor>orr TURNON<lanp> else TURnoiT<lamp> Unilab Robotics Interface
oo if <he«t>0N TURNOK<fan>:PAUSE<60> TURNO(T<fan> (Fischertechnik Kit) . ..£25.00
70 PAUSE<120> REM -nil ror t*o minutes

80 until <»itch> orr Price inc. PiP Send C.w.O.

and other commands like : OUT<34>, iN<value>, ADC<1,number>

More ROMS are under development ask now for details send Af> SAE to JOEL

Portobello Trading Company
RISC machines call for prices and availibility

HARDWARE
Acoustic Modem (inc. softwareandleads)- £19.95 BBC Joystick- £4.95
Acorn 1770DFS-£43.43 Master128-£395.00
Acorn512kMSDOSupgrade-£199.00 Master ET- £324.00
BBC to Centronics Printercable-£7.50 MasterCompact from-£299.00

SOFTWARE
Electron View and Viewsheet £9.95 each or £14.95 for both,

View 3.0 £49.00 Interword
View 2.1 £29.00 Intersheet
Viewsheet £29.00 Interchart
Viewplot £19.00 Spellmaster
Viewspell £25.00 Wordwise Plus
Viewindex £10.00 Wordwise
Overview £79.00

Send S.A.E. for full list of games from £1.99 each,
Carriage free in U.K. All prices exclude vat

300-302 Portobello High Street, Edinburgh EH152AS
Phone 031 -657-2988 (9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat)

22

£42.00

£35.00
£22.00

£45.00

£45.00

£20.00

ra

Price List — Education June 1987

Whittle Systems
For APPROVED

YOUR NIMBUS PC gpiMAMA distributor
Expansion

HARDWARE

CSR200 5.25" DSDD External floppy drive forNimbus £124.00

CRM20 20Megabyte external Winchester for Nimbus PC £575.00

CRM30 30Megabyte external Winchester forNimbus PC £599.00
CRM40H 40Megabyte, high speed external Winchester £899.00
CRM60H 60Megabyte, high speed external Winchester £1095.00
DTI MODEM CABLE to Nimbus aux port £9.95
8 BIT PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE £19.95

SOFTWARE

NIMBUS VIEWDATA Complete local Viewdata package £95.00
(includes WD-EDITOR. NFD'DISPLAY. Nt'DTVTOR, Moilem cable/

TRAPDOOR Theultimate debugging aid £49.95
(also mailablefor IBM PC. APRICOTPC. XI, XEN)

ZEM Z80CP/M Emulator

CP/M 80 Programmer's Guide by Morreii &whittle...
£49.95

£8.95

Network prices of software

Up to 8 stations @3 x standalone pric
Up to 16tuitions :'/•;• standalonepric
Up to 24 stations 0 5 x standalone pric
Up lo 32 itatioiU © 6 X slandalonc pric Allprices exclude P& P and Vat.

Tel 0865 7119569, Herschel Crescent, ™0865
Littlemore, Oxford OX4 3TS
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Epson LX800 - The Brand New Best Seller! E195
Star NL10-The NumberTwo Seller-Best Spoc E210
StarNX15-ThoNewWide-bodyNL10! E288
SlarNRI5-ReplacestheSR15-AGreatMover £424
Panasonic 1080 lOOcps C129
Panasonic 1081 120cps& 80 col-Brand New! £149
Panasonic 1091 - Byte Magazine Says It's No 1 E228
Panasonic 1595-The Panasonic Favorite C521
EpsonLQ800-Letter Ouality-24Pin Printhead £423
Epson LQ1000-Letter Oualily-24Pins-132 Col C577
Epson LQ2500-Thisone is roa'tygood! C694
Epson SQ250O-Ink your jet with Ihis one! £988
Epson FX8O0 - Brand New'240cps! Wow! C298
Epson FX1000-Brand New'Replaces FX105 C385
Epson EX800- 300cps &80 column-Super Fast! C385
Epson EX1000-300cps& 136 column-Super Fast! £517
Star NB15- The big. up-market Star 24-pin 300cps £679
StarNB24-15-Sameasabove.but216cps £525
StarN824-10-80column24-pinwinner £415
SeikoshaMP1300AI-300cps! E299
SeikoshaMP5300AI-132colVersionofMP1300 E439
MP 165 -Cheap Fast AndGood Ouality180cps E170
MP 200-200cps! 132 column! E260
MP201 - 132column200cps E295
NECP6 - Good Buy £389
NECP7- One ot the Best Sellers Ever -24 pin E447
OkiMicrolme 182-TheNumber2 Brand £188
Oki Microline 192 - Perennial Favourite £282
OkiMicrolino 193 - Worth A Look £366
OkiMicrolino293 - Worth A Long Look £608
Citizen MSP 10-160cps draft 80 column £277
Citizen 120D - 120cps draft 25cps NLQ £165
Citizen MSP20-200cps draft 50cps NLQ £299

WE TAKE PRIDE IN OUR LOWPRICES'

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Star Power Type 18cps- The Current Cheap One £179
Juki 6100-20cps-Very Popular £254
Juki 6200 - 30cps - Still Popular £397
Juki 6300-40cps-Very Up-Markel £660
Juki 6500 - 60cps - Heavy Duty and Very Fast £966
Qume Sprint 11/90 - 90cps Daisywheel Printer E1200
Citizen HPQ-45 45 cps £499

COLOUR PRINTERS
Okimale 20 Thermal Printer £159
Juki 5520 - The Market Leader - Fast! £335
Epson EX-Senes Colour Option £55
NEC P565XL - Hoavy-Duty Office Favorite! £744
Epson LQ2500 Colour Option/Makes LQ2500 Colour £55
ScikoshaMP1300 Colour Kit/Makes MP1300 Colour £87

PLOTTERS, DIGITIZERS &LASERS
NowOki Laserlino 6 - 6 pages per minute £1459
HP LaserJet II- Newer, Belter. Cheaper! £1945
Cherry A3 Digitizer .; £475
Roland 880A Plotter -Best Value A3 Plotter £649
Epson GQ3500 - Brand new Epson best-seller! £1359

CABLES AND THINGS
IBM-Compatible Centronics Parallel Cable (Round) E12
BBC Centronics Parallel Cable (Ribbon) £8
Serial Cables Made to Order £20
Two-Way Printer T-Switch £40
Fan-Fold White Paper. 11in long, 1000 sheets E7
80 Col Printer Stands £21
132 Column Printer Stands £28
SpaceBase Adjustable Floor-Standing Printer Stand £85
DiskStore (Stores 50 5.25in diskettes) £10

AMSTRAD PC
Amslrad 1512 Single Floppy/Mono Monitor £435
Amslrad 1512 Double Floppy/Mono Monitor £535
Amstrad 1512 Single Floppy/Colour Monitor £595
Amstrad 1512 Double Floppy/Colour Monitor £685
Amstrad 1512 20mb Hard Disk/Mono Monitor £865
Amstrad 1512 20mb Hard Disk/Colour Monitor £1019
Upgrade any 1512 to 640k (including labour) £40

EPSON PC's
Epson TaxiPC. 256k RAM. Single Floppy £466
Epson Taxi PC. 256k RAM,Double Floppy £539
Epson Taxi PC. 256k RAM. 20mb Hard Disk £870
Epson PC* 640k RAM.Double Floppy. Video Card £900
Epson PC» 640k RAM, 20mb Hard Disk, Video Card £1000
Epson PC AX-20 AT640k RAM.1 2mb Floppy.20mb HD.. £1499
Epson PC AX-40 AT640k RAM,1,2mb Floppy, 40mb HD.. £1899
Epson PC AX-60 AT640k RAM. 1.2mb Floppy,60mbHD .. £2399
Epson PC AX-80AT640k RAM. 1,2mb Floppy. 80mb HD .. £2799
AllEpson PC's, PC>'s and AX's roquiro monitors and all PC's
and AX's also require Monitor Adaptor Cards.

MACD0UGALL PC's
MacDougall286AT512k10mz/20mbHD/monomonitor ... £999

OLIVETTI PC's
Olivetti M24 Single Floppy Base Unit/640k
OlivottiM24 Doublo Floppy Base Unit/640k
OlivottiM24SP 20mb/single floppy Base Unit/640k
Olivetti M28 ATCompatible -20mb Hard Disk
OlivettiM2820mb Hard Diskwith20mb Tape Back-up ....
Olivotti M28 40mb Hard Disk. 640k RAM
OlivettiM2840mb Hard Diskwith20mb Tape Back-up ....
Special Offers:
Olivetti M24 with 640k, 7-slot Bus Converter
Monitor,MS-DOS/GW-Basic, Keyboard, 20mb Hard Disk
M24SP Complete Systom (Monitor/Keyboard/DOS)

COMPAQ
Compaq Portable IIIModel 2 640K/20MB HD
Compaq Portable III Model 3 640K/40MB HD
Compaq Deskpro 286 Model 20 640K/1 FD/20MBH.D. ..
CompaqDeskpro286Model40640K/1 FD/40MBH.D. ..
Compaq Deskpro 386 Model 40 1024K/40MD HD/Tape Bk
Compaq Deskpro 386 Model 70 1024K/70MB HD/Tape Bk
Compaq Deskpro 386 Modol 130 1024K/I30MB HD/Tape
Compaq Mono Video Controller Board
Compaq 286 EGAColourAdaptor
Compaq 286 HighResolutionEGA-styleColour Monitor
Compaq Dual-Mode Mono Amber or Green Monitor

TOSHIBA

£799

£899

C1399
£1884
£2368

£2199

£2877

El 349
£1599

E2824

E3136
£2161

£2536

E3999
£4499

E5622

£150

£372

£413

£162

Toshiba T3100 Lap Top £2675
Toshiba T3100 Carrier Bag £40
Toshiba T2100 Lap Top £1800
Toshiba T1100 Plus Lap Top £1395
Toshiba External 5 25 Disc Drive £335

MONITORS
Dyneer 12m 12MHI Mono Monitors Tilt/Swivel Stand £99
TaxonK12SV3 Supervision IIIColour Monitor £359
EizoER8042S14in Ultra-High Res EGAColour Monitor .... £465
ADI 14m Mono Monitor with Tilt/Swivel Stand £120

Atari 520STM 512k RAM, TV Modulator, no disk drive £199
Atari 520STFM 512k RAM. disk drive, mouse £299
Atari 1040STF1mbRAM.diskdrive,mouse.nomonitor .... £439
Atari 1040STF with Mono Monitor. 1mb RAM. disk drive .... £519
Atari I040STF with Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor £705
Atari 1040STF with Phillips 8833 Colour Monitor £660
Atari 1040STF with Phillips 8852 Colour Monitor £663
Atari SF314 1mb Floppy Disk Drive £143
Atari SH204 20mb Hard Disk Drive £478
Cumana CS354 1mb Floppy Disk Drive £113
Cumana CS358 double 1mb Disk drive Unit £198
Micro Peripherals DD41 ImbDiscDrive £110
Atari SMI 25 High Resolution Monochrome Monitor £114
Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor £296
Phillips 8833 Colour Monitor £249

mini imm unguium
Flight Simulator II £37
VIP Professional (Lotus Clone Gem Version) £139
Molacomco Lattice C Compiler £67
Metacomco Macro Assembler £37
Easy Draw release 2 £57
Megamax C Compiler £109
All Other Atari Software 15% discount

CATS'N'MICE
Mouse Systems Mouse with Pop-Up Menus &PC Paint .... £145
Mouse Systems Mouse with Pop-Up Menus Only £125
MicrosoftBus or Serial Mouse - Don't forget the cat! £132
Logimouse £77

DISKETTES
Computer Express 5.25m DS/DD 48tpi disks Cl.OOeach
Computer Express 5.25m DS/DD 96lpi disks CI.40each
Computer Express 5.25m DS/DD96tpi Hi-Density ... CI.85 each
Computer Express Branded 3.5in DS/DD diskettes .. C1.99 each
Un-branded Verbatim 3.5m SS/DD diskettes E1.15each

COMMUNICATIONS
Miracle WS4000 V21-V23 Modem £139
Miracle WS3000V22 Professional Modem £385
Sage Chitchat Comms Pack (Modem/Sottware/Cable) C199
CrosstalkIV CommsSoftware , £93
Sago Chitchat Comms Software £71
One-To-One Electronic MailSubscription £20
RS232 serial modem cable £15

HARD DISKS
Dysan/Wostern Digital 20mb FileCard £289
Miniscribe 30mb Scribocard Hard Disk Card £325
Seagate 20mb Hard Disk Kit with WD Comtroller &Cables .. £275
Plus HardCard 20mb £595

ADD-ON BOARDS
ASTSixPack Plus 64k memory MultifunctionCa'd £169
QubieSixShootor MultifunctionCard 64k memory £125
Intel AboveBoard wilh 0k installed £225
Everex MiniMagic Ram Expansion Card (384K) £117
Hercules Graphics/Graphics Plus Card £179
Everex EverGraphics Plus (Clone Hercules Card) £95
EizoAuto-Swilch EGA Card £219
Paradise Auto-Switch EGA Card £245
Serial Port £39

CO-PROCESSOR AND DRAM
MEMORY CHIPS

64k dRAM chips (nine to mako 64k) £1.15 each
256k dRAM chips (nine to make 256k) 150 N.S £3.00each
Intel 8087 5mz Maths Co-Processof £97
Intel 8087-2 8mz Maths Co-Processor £139
Intel 80287-8 Malhs Co-Processor £189

WordStar 2000 release 2 £228
WordStar Version 4 - New Features in Old Dress £199
WordStar Professional Version 4 £239
Dbase IIIPlus - Best Selling Professional Database £325
Framework IIVersion 1.1 £312
Lotus 1-2-3 ver 2.1 Top SellingPackage InThe World £223
Supercalc ver 4 - The Celebrated Lotus-Beater! £ 195
Smart System - The Best Integrated Package £349
Word Perfect ver 4.2 - The Number 1WP Package £244
Microsoft Word ver 3 - Number 2 WP Package £249
Multimate ver 3.31 £189
Multimate Advantage £239
Executive Systems X-Tree(Super FriendlyHDOrganizer) .... •£40
Pegasus Accounts (per Module) £199
Psion Chess-You too can play like Gary Kasperov £25
Quaid Software Copywrite (Back up Protected Software) .... C35
Lolus Symphony version 1.2 (Latest Version) C319
Microsoft Flight Simulator - Don't crash! C34
Funk Software Sideways C40
Borland Turbo Lightening C47
Microsoft Windows C59
Lotus Manuscript - Latest Blockbuster WP Package! £268
PFS: First Choice £110
Gralox Logistix £80
Norton Utilities 4 £52
Xerox Ventura DeskTop Publisher £636
Smart Spelling Checker £80
Freelance Plus £269

ALTERNATIVE LOW-COST IBM/

AMSTRAD COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE
VP Planner by Paperback Software • Best Seller! ... C61
VP Info (dBASE II Clone) C62
VPExpert £75
Borland Sidekick - The Original Co-Resident Process! ... £49
Borland Turbo C - C How Yoj Like This' £65
Borland Turbo Pascal • The Classic Borland Product £47
Sage Bookeeper . £75
Sage Retrieve Database £71
Sage PC Planner Spreadsheet (Lotus Clone) £71
Sage Desk-Set ... £49
Sage PC-Write Word Processor .. £71
Sage Accountant £110
Sage Accountant Pius • Iop Selling Cneap Accounts £155
Sage Payroll £85
Sage Financial Controller-Just reduced from 995' C240
Personal Word Perfect C149
Word Perfect Junior £80
Microsoft Word Junior £62
WordStar 1512 £60
Multiplan Junior £62
Supercalc 3 £60
Amstrad Reflex £60
Migent Ability- Top Integrated Package £68
Migent AbilityII - Spend a Little More, Mate! £135
Words* Figures-Lotus 123 vl Clone with WP £80
Gem WordChart £89

SPECIAL OFFERS
Epson PC* 20mb with Eizo 8042S EGA Monitor & Card ... £1489
Epson PC* 20mb with Epson Mono Monitor £989
AmstradPC1512Summer MonoBundle(w/prinler &software) £659
Ericcson Portable PC 512k. Printer.360k Floppy(ex-demo) £1500
Atari SH204 20mb External Hard Oisk £478
Olivetti DM290 132 column 200cps printerw/lractor teed ... £296
Olivetti M28 40mb 640k £2199
Above offers subject to payment wilhorder and validonly
whilecurrent stocks last. Firstcome first served. Only
ono of each item per customer and you must mention this ad.

All pricesexclude VAT anddelivery Pricesarecorrect al Ihelimeofgoing 10 pressallhough iheyaresub|ecilochange
notification OMicial purchaseorderswelcome Full backupandsupport OpenMonday 10 Friday 9am-6pm OpenSaturday10;

FOR FULL PRICE LIST PLEASE CALL

TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME ES 0727-72790 Hj
SINGLE AND MULTI-USER MICRO-COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE SALES AND SUPPORT

99 PARK STREET LANE • BRICKET WOOD • HERTFORDSHIRE• AL2 2JA • ST ALBANS (0727) 72790
Telex: 8950511 ONE ONE G (Quote Ref: 15412001)

'NO SNAKESIN

THE GRASS HERE:
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Understanding INTER-WORD
INTER-WORD is an advanced word processing package for
die BBC Micro range of computers. The primary aim of this
book is to provide self-contained sections covering each of
the important facilities. Aided by approximately 100
illustrative diagrams, the information Is conveyed simply but
concisely:

Some of the topics covered include:-
• Starting from scratch • Edit mode • Pull-down menus • Text
layout • Marked sections • Printing • Saving and loading
• Multi-file • Long documents • Search & Replace • Spell-
Master • Shadow & Sideways RAM • Comprehensive index
• Glossary of terms

Price £6.50
postage free.

Please send your
cheque or postal
order, made out to:

Arlon House
Publishing
Arlon House,
Station Road,
Kings Langley,
Herts WD4 8LF
Tel: (09277) 68328

Official Orders
Accepted

Trade Enquiries
Welcome.

ISBN 0-946273^3-0

Understanding
CD

Beginners Guide

By Rob Pickering

ROOM 7 SOFTWARE
MATRIX
Standard Matrix Operations 26 x 26.
Also Solution of Simultaneous Equations.
Ideal Tuition Program £9.20

ALSO BUILDERS SOFTWARE
The following packages are available: Central Heating, Electric Cable, Structural
Beam Size Calculations.

ALL ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Available on BBC 'B' and MASTER. Please state 40 or 80 track

disc. All prices include V.A.T. at 15%

INVESTMENTS ANALYSER
Version 1: unit trusts, shares, client linked life assurance, 10 year plans. Easy
reviews and graphical display. 25 investments per disc £18.95
Version2: Data printout,graphic comparisons, graphic dump £25

24

Letters/cheques to: W.L. Computers Services, First Floor, H.S.L.
Buildings, 437 Warrington Road, Rainhill L35 4LL.

Visa card orders - tel: 051 426 9660.

V23 MODEMS
STOCK CLEARANCE

Line powered V23 modems with
simple data interfaces to

V24/RS232C standards 75/1200 bit/s.

Quantity Discounts Available
Genuine Trade Enquiries Only Please

to:

Dept B906, 79 Silver Street,
Reading RG1 2SZ

RBRC
SO FTWAR

+- Hands on Experience in
Business Dynamics.

+ Live Business
Simulations.

+ The teams (as boards of
directors) have to cope
with all aspects of
managing the business.

Crisis

Management
Fothergale Co Ltd, makers of
the 'Castaway' disposable
shirts.

For sixth formers (16-19)

The Cement

Business Game
The Goliath Cement Co Ltd,
a small independent cement
maker coping with all its
problems.
For fifth and sixth formers

(15-18)
(Sponsored by Blue Circle Industries PLC)

Both 80 track DFS for BBC/B, Master, Compact,
'Nimbus'.

SPECIAL OFFER

Crisis Management (with comprehensive
tutor's guide and players' guide) alone £45
+ VAT and p&p.

With the Cement Business Game (players'
guide) the two together £70 + VAT and p&p.

From: SYSTEM SOFTWARE

12 COLLEGIATE CRESCENT

SHEFFIELD S10 2BA.

Telephone: (0742) 682321

E3 S
Dealer enquiries welcomed

Wi
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OFF-BOARDS FOR ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS DESIGN
An exciting development in the field
of educational microelectronics.
Unlike other 'push together' systems
boards withlimited flexibility,you'
find the OFFBOARDS truly open-
ended, ideal for design problem
solving. They provide an essential
stepping stone to the complexities of
pure breadboarding. With the OFF-
BOARDS you can introduce a
component-based approach without
the usual drawbacks of lost time on

The taster course contains a re-
useable self-contained kit. requiring
no special environment or mains
supply. It allows teachers with little or
no previous knowledge to create the
first awareness of modern micro
electronic technology, and stimulate
an interest for further studies. Some
of the areas covered by the course
include recognition and use of
resistors and capacitors, current flow.
a lamp flasher circuit with audible
alarm, binary to decimal conversion
with automatic/manual counting and
decimal display.

simple wiring faults. Each of the ten
OFFBOARDS consists of a small PCB
with a set of Veropins fitted to one end.
These can be pushed into a standard
I.C. type breadboard, and powered up
to provide a useful systems function.
The Veropins of the OFFBOARDS
mate with the sockets of the bread
board, and pupils can investigate the
circuits sub-systems by using the
breadboard to interconnect and
adding components.

£59.95
BBC MICRO*
INTERFACING COURSE
An inexpensive guide to using the
BBC Micro-computer as a monitor/
controller of various devices. The
eight-hour course follows a set of
Pupil Worksheets, from BASIC
program writing to controlling the
loco' of an N-gauge model railway.
Central to the course is the versatile
interface card, with 19 in/out sockets,
which connects the BBC Micro
computer user port.

TREKKER
The complete educational robotics
package. Designed by a teacher for
other teachers to use in their class
rooms, TREKKERis supplied ready-
built with a complete survival pack of
courses on computing, electronics and
robotics. Just plug into your BBC user
port, and start in less than three
minutes. TREKKERis the best way to
introduce new technology into the
curriculum. No programming know
ledge is required as the pack includes
44 ready-to-use software programs.
Applications range from geometry to
electronics, white line following to bar
codes, and from music to distance
measuring. TREKKERembodies
components, circuits and design
techniques from public syllabuses in
Control Technology, Modular
Technology, Electronics and Robotics.
If you want to be in control of
technology, keep on the right track
with TREKKER.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD DESIGNER
Designing printed circuit boards with
computer aided design provides many
advantages for both teacher and pupil.
Its quicker, cheaper and easier to use
than traditional tape and transfer
methods. Using the PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARD DESIGNER the
layout can be changed at any stage of
the design. Good physical co
ordination is no longer necessary to

produce a neat and accurate p.c.b.
mask. Once you've used this program
to design a p.c.b. you'll soon be
attempting more and more complex
circuits. Tapes, transfers and strip-
boards will become things of the past.
The dot-matrix printouts of your
designs can be used to make either
single or double sided printed circuits.

CTL
CLWYO TECHNICS LIMITED

Clwyd Technics Ltd
Antelope Industrial Estate

Rhydymwyn, Mold, Clwyd CH75JH
Telephone: Hendre (035283) 751

Educational prices quoted, excluding VAT.



DISK DRIVE REPAIRS
All makes of BBC disk drives...
REPAIR, ALIGNMENT AND TEST £35.00

BBC AND COLOUR MONITOR REPAIRS ...
* 3 MONTHS WARRANTY.

* FIXED REPAIR CHARGES.

All prices exclude spare parts, delivery
and V.A.T charges

A M ELECTRONIC 8c COMPUTER
SERVICES LTD

130BNorth Lane, Aldershot, Hants.
Tel: (0252) 25608

VIDEO-TITLER II for the BBC-B
VIDEO-TITLER II is a sophisticated professional caption generator/video
typewriter program with features that will impress both the pro and semi-pro
video maker.

Features include:
* 8 large fonts * Proportional spacing * Unlimited page savings
recall * Full,fast text editing withauto centering or screen
positioning * Drop shadows underlining * Use of 16 colours in Modes 1
or 2 * Broadcast-style VTR starter clock which allows the user to add
collegeor company name &program identification * AfullMode 7
sub-titler program using centred double-height characters in blue box
background, withfulltext editing, saving &reloading • Program also ideal
forslide-making and A/Vapplications

Simplicityof use is the key to the success of this excellent suite of programs as
used extensively by colleges and video-makers around the country. Supplied
withfull instructions, advise on titling yourvideo productions and colour
interfacing your BBCwith a video recorder.

VIDEO-TITLERIIis £15.75. Disc only. Please state 40 or 80 track. Official
orders welcome. Available exclusively from:

VISIONCRAFT SOFTWARE
PO BOX 135, LONDON N20 0HF

KENPAD
18-Key DEC VT100
STYLE KEYPAD FOR

TERMULATOR ROM.

A SOURCE PROVIDED

FOR OTHER USES.

WORKSTATION ROM

PATCH AVAILABLE.

CHECKOUT THE NEW

MASTER TERMULATOR

KENPAD matches the on-line HELP facilities and documentation of DEC VAX VMS

4.3. KENPAD has transparent legcndable keytops and requires a BBC B/B-f- with
TERMULATOR. KENPAD has been supplied to Industry, Education, MRC, SERC,
NERC, MoD etc. PRICE: 166.00 inc. Contact for quantity or Educational Prices.
Please send cheque with order, allowing up to 28 days for delivery.
K.C.BLANSHARD, 66 SOUTHWAY, BURGESS HILL, SUSSEX, RH15 OSY
(Tel 04440 41200)

• NEW SOFTWARES HARDWARE AT DISCOUNT PRICES
• "TRADE IN" DEALS ON NEW SOFTWARE
• USED SOFTWARES HARDWARE
• WE ALSO BUY IN YOUR USED SOFTWARE & SOME HARDWARE
• BEEBUG-CLARES-AMX-ACORNSOFT-PACE-WE HAVE THEM ALL

Softwarefor "trade in" or "buying in" must be inoriginal boxes complete withallthe
appropriate literature.
SendSAE todayforPriceLists(over600 items). Ifyouwant to "trade in" orsellletus
knowwhatyouhaveand/orwantand forwhichcomputer. Youwill herefromus by
return.Thiswill bethe best 13pyouwill everspend!!

Instant MiniOfficeon Eproms * Discount Price £53.94
Trade in Mini Office 11 for Instant Mini Office £49.60
Computer Concepts Interword * Discount Price £45.08
Trade in Wordwise Plus for Interword £40.25
Secondhand PriceComputerConceptsPrintmaster £14.47
Plusmany, manymorebargains.
Prices includeVAT: Please ADD 92pp&pUK Mainland
ACCESS and VISA cards Mail Order: Tel. 045 74 65953

Computed: (DeptAU):2 Werneth Road: Glossop: Derbyshire: SK139LZ
WARNING! Anyone sending "pirated" soltware on any media will be reported lo the software house orauthor lor legal

action by them!

contex,
BANK MANAGER is the most advanced and versatile personal bank account program for all
BBC computers. "Data entry isadelight. . .professional. . .excellent product" Micro User.
36 separate accounts, 9999 standing orders, 99 analysis codes, thousands of transactions, budgets,
graphics, foreign currency support, screen and printed reports, report writer, password, recovery and
much much more. STANDARD BANK MANAGER for the BBC and BBC+, disc only £17.50.

MASTER BANK MANAGER with many more facilities including ADFS, sideways RAM,
40/80 column screens. Only for the BBC Master and Compact computers £22.50.

BANK MANAGER BUSINESS UTILITIES adds trial balance and programmable
spreadsheet reports to both Standard and Master Bank Managers for business users £12.00.

TYPING TUTOR. The recommended way to learn touch typing. 90 smoothly graded lessons
and many facilities and options. Disc ortape £12.50.

All orders should specify disc format required, 40or80track, 5'A" or3Vf.
•jksk Prices fully inclusive. Free postage in UK (overseas add £2.50). «jr—»
F\^ Enquiries and ACCESS credit card orders telephone 023 03 347. ! \'\|

CONTEX COMPUTING
15 WOODLANDS CLOSE, COPLE, BEDFORD MK44 3UE

"DISKS"
AT LOW PRICES

SUPERSTAR

BASF

5 W DSDD £8.50 per 1 O

3Vz" DSDD £2.25 each

5WDSDDE1 perlO

ALL DISKS GUARANTEED!!

All the above are plus £1.00 p&p

Makecheques/P.O. Payalbeto:

GRYPHON SOFTWARE SYSTEM LTD
PO. BOX 225 BRIDGEND WALES.

BEST QUALITY UNBRANDED DISKS
Supplied complete with white protect, lables, sleeves and hub rings

(Boxed in tens price per box of 10 discs)
1+ 3+ 5

5W DS/DD 40T £5.50 £16.00 £26.50
DS/DD 80T 6.00 17.50 29.00

3Vz" SS/DD 40T 12.50 36.00
DS/DD 80T 16.00 46.50

3W SS/DD 40T 2.50 36.00 60.00
DS/DD 80T 16.00 46.50 77.00

DISC DRIVES (Mitsubishi Disc Drivesby UFD 2 yrs guarantee)
MD 400A Single without PSU£125.00 MD 400B Single without PSU£135.00
CHIPS
27128-25ons 21vpp £4.00 65C02 4MHz £16.00
27512-25ons £10.00 8271 CPU FDC £37.50

EPROMS

27128-250ns21vpp £4.00 8271 foe £37.50
27256-250ns £5.00 6264LP-15 £3.00

27C256-250ns £6.50 65C02 CPU 2MHz £9.00
27512-250ns £11.00 4MHz £18.00

8271 foe + CMOS & TTL CHIPS (Ex DFS Rom) £42.50

RAM MODULES 16K 32K
Battery Backup £25.00 £35.00
Non Battery Backup £15.00 £25.00

FLORA ELECTRONICS
14 LEVER STREET

PICCADILLY
««> MANCHESTER M11LN
CiJ Tel: 061-228 3553

CALLERS WELCOME
Educational and institutional orders welcome.
All prices inclusive VAT & P&P.

MAIL ORDER ONLY

All prices inclusive of P&P and VAT
DAIL - A - DISK

258 Wilbraham Road
Manchester M16 8QL

Tel: 061-881 7712
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VIEW GUIDE

Bruce Smith's
Dabhand book

Bruce Smith has covered all aspects of wordprocessing in this
comprehensive guide to View.

The 240-page book covers: Command and Edit mode,
Rulers and Margins, Saving and Loading text, Boot files,
Markers, Formatting and Justification, Search and Replace,
Stored Commands, Page layout, Printer Drivers, Macros,
Handling Long Documents, Hints and Tips, View Manager,
Machine Code utilities, ViewSpell, Viewlndex and OverView,
Utility programs, View version changes, Quick reference,
Printer Control codes and Technical notes. Applicable to the
BBC B, B+, Master 128, Compact and Electron.

PIease send me:

. .copiesof View A Dabhand Guide at £12.95
(including p&p)

-copies of book and 5.25-inch disc at £16.95 (£1.00
Discount)

Discount)
copies of book and 3.5-inch disc at £17.95 (£2.00

I enclose a sterling cheque/PO payable to Dabs Press for
£_ (outside the UK add £2 p&p)

Send this coupon with your remittance to Dabhand, Acorn
User Merchandising, Redwood Publishing Ltd, 141-143
Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987
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RAMBOARD

ROM/RAM
Expansion Board

Edinburgh Software Products' Sideways ROM/RAM board is
being offered toAcorn User readers at a bargain price ofonly
£64.95, a saving of £10.00. The board allows any BBC model
B micro's memory to be fully expanded, up to a total of
256Kbytes. Four sideways RAM banks are fitted as standard
and the board will accept up to six sideways ROMs (16Kbyte
or 32Kbyte chips).

This well-built board simply plugs in to the circuit board,
so no messy soldering is necessary. Compatibility is good;
unlike some other sideways RAM boards, the user port is not
corrupted, and the board works with shadow RAM boards
too. It has been tested with a wide variety ofsoftware and has
worked without problems.

The board is British made and comes with excellent after
sales support. A battery back-up upgrade can be fitted to the
RAM, as can read/write protect switches.

As written in Acorn User when we reviewed the board last
month, 'This board rates as one of the best I've seen. The
overall quality is excellent - well laid out and robustly made.'
You won't find a cheaper or easier way to upgrade your
micro's memory than this.

Please note this board is only for the BBC model B.

Please send me ROM/RAM boards at £64.95.

I enclose my cheque/postal order payable to Edinburgh
Products Ltd for £

(including Postage and Packing)

NAME

ADDRESS

Send this coupon with your remittance in an envelope to
ROM/RAM Offer, Acorn User, Redwood Publishing Ltd,
141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.
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At Akhter we believe in freedom of
choice which is why we have many
combinations of disk and streamer pro
ducts available for you. All these pro
ducts are designed and manufactured
in the U.K. and conform to the highest
UK industry standards. With products
ranging from stand alone 20 Mbyte
Hard disk drives through to complete
subsystems comprising of 20 Mbyte
hard disk with 10 Mbyte Streamer and
1 Mbyte floppy disk we feel we can
meet even the most stringent of applic
ations.

HARD DISC

AND

STREAMER

PRODUCTS

;,il.il*. tfr jP^^sarae^anEag^^FSTOgr^g

MODEL DESCRIPTION PRICE

HD1000 10MBHARDDISKWilli POWERSUPPLY £599.95

HD2000 20MBHARD DISK WITH POWER SUPPLY £699.95

HD4000 40MB HARD DISK WITH POWIRSUPPIY £995.95

HDI085 85MBHARD DISK WITH POWLRSUI'PLY £1899.00

HO1140 140MB1IARD DISK WITH POWER SUPPLY £2995.00

STREAMER 10 10MBTAPE STREAMER WITH PSU £749.95

ARCHIVE 10MBSTREAMER+1MB FLOPPY WITH PSU' £949.95

NUCLEUS 20 20MB+ 10MBSTREAMER + 1MB FLOPPY' £1499.95

NUCLEUS 40 40MB+ 10MBSTREAMER + 1MB FLOPPY' £1995.95

Ul D21X1II 20MB+1MB FLOPPY* £899.95

Ul 1)4000

•These unilsarc
12»Series and

^MB* 1MB FLOPPY £1199.95

mounted in .1 plinth suitable (or the Atom Mast
ncludes Power supply units.

Allprices inelude V.A.T.

flHiHTER

AKHTER
GROUP PLC.
AKHTER HOI ISE. PERRY ROAD,
STAPLETYE,HARLOW, ESSEX.
CM187PN.UK

Ml:H\RIOY\ ill.'"'!!-!-} r,_'I
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At Akhter we believe in reliability which
explains why we choose a floppy disk
drive mechanism with the highest pedi
gree to use in our boxed drives using
nrrjrtiikiii

includes characteristics such as glass
welded head/white heads, all helps to
make the unit robust and durable and
gives us the confidence to offera 2 year
warranty on this selection of our floppy
disk drive units.

55323

SINGLE

&

DUAL

DISK

DRIVES

JaTiluau.iu.auu.il.m,u, j„ J&La, u.j. iimi abj

MODEL DESCRIPTION PRICE

400K Drive. Double Sided vvilh
MD400A 40/aotrack switch

£139.95

400K Drive. Double Sided with
MD400B 40/W) |rack swHth+P.S.U. £154.95

Dual HOOK drive vvilh 40/110

MD802C track switch
£269.95

Dual HOOK drive, double sided,
MD802E wilh 40/80 track switches and

P.S.U.

£299.95

Dual HOOK drive, double sided,
MD802DM with 40/80 track, P.S.U. £324.95

All ".'A" Drives have 40/80 track switch mounted in front

plate of diskdrive.

All pricesincludeV.A.T.

USEI

flHHTEPt

AKHTER
GROUP PLC.
AKHTER HOUSE, PERRY ROAD,
STAPLE TYE, HARIOW, ESSEX,

(M1H7PN.UK

TEL: HARLOW |027S1 44 15Jl
TELEX: H18H')4 AKHTER Ci



Come along
and say hello
While you're at the exhibition,
drop in and say hello. Acorn
User will be on stand 24. We'll

have the latest issues of A U and

Educational Computing on
sale, as well as the usual back
issues, discs and tapes.

There will be special deals on
bumper back-issue bundles,
and a '14 issues for the price of
12' subscription offer.

We'll be demonstrating our
latest software package, Cal
ligraphy, which is based on the
popular Desalet program and
contains many new fonts. And
business users will be able to

take a look at the ViewChart

graphics software.
Acorn User staff and contri

butors will be on hand to

answer any queries you may
have about the magazine or
your machine.

Finally, our tireless merchan
dising supremo, who wishes to
remain self-effacingly anony
mous, wants us to point out
that the famous AU tiger fam
ily will be on the stand.

ROMboard out
Vine Micros has produced
another version of its ROM
board for the Master.

As its name suggests, the
ROMboard 4 takes up to four
ROM chips which, as far as the
machine is concerned, occupy
the places normally used by
either thesideways RAM banks
or the cartridge slots - you
select which. External switches
are also available which allow

you to choose between the
Master's own ROM sockets or
the ROMboard's.

Theproduct can also be used
in conjunction with the pre
vious ROMboard 3, which
overlays the Master's built-in
ROM software.

The cost of the ROMboard 4

is £29.95. Prices for the switch

ing units will be available at the
show.

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987
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Archimedes arrives!
Acorn's most important new
set of products since the launch
of the original BBC micro in
1979 will be unveiled to the

public for the first time at this
year's Acorn User Exhibition at
the Barbican.

The Archimedes series of
RISC-based micros is an im

portant step for Acorn. The
company has been left behind
by the trend towards 16-bit and
32-bit machines, and has felt
the squeeze as suppliers of MS-
DOS business micros push into
th'e education market.

With the Archimedes, Acorn
now has a machine using
leading-edge technology and
with graphics and sound that
will enable it to compete
against - and in some respects
greatly out-perform - machines
like the Commodore Amiga
and the Atari ST series.

Acorn is looking to the
education market for most of

its sales, but it will want to
woo home users too. The

Mouse-based
Genie on show
PMS is launching several pro
ducts at the Acorn User show,
including utilities for Genie and
a new version of the desktop
package which works with any
AMX-compatible mouse.

The Genie utilities disc in
cludes facilities to transfer data

between Genie and various
database programs.

There's also a utility to print
out information contained in

the diary as a week, month or
year planner. The disc is £9.95,
although there's likely to be a
special show price.

The mouse version of the
package is offered as an alterna
tive to the normal version and
there's an exchange service for
existing owners.

PMS is also launching a book
on NLQ printing.

Get yourhands on the new micro at the AUshow

machine's superb graphics and
sound will attract the more ser

ious home users, although it's
unlikely many people will buy
it to play games on.

You're unlikely to be able to
pick up a machine at the show.
Supplies will be limited at first,
and Acorn will have all the
demonstration machines firmly
bolted down! In any case, with
the entry-level machine costing
in the region of £1000 it's hard

ly the type of thing you buy in
impulse. So take a look at the
machine at the show and decide

for yourself whether it's worth
saving up.
• Several software companies
hope to be showing early - or
even finished - versions of their

RISC products. They include
Computer Concepts, with utili
ties and wordprocessing, and
AMS with its art package (see
page 7).

Win a RISC micro
There will be lots going on at
the show. Acorn is giving away
two Archimedes machines as

first prizes in competitions.
One competition has been

run in local newspapers
throughout the country, with
regional prizes provided by Su
perior Software. The other
competition is London-based.

I

• Please note that the Thurs
day is for bona fide trade and
education visitors only. If you
fall into that category you'll be
able to get in free.
• If you're coming along on
the other days, and haven't
already bought advance tickets,
bring along the coupon below
for a 50p discount.

T H E

1987
ACORNUSB?
exhibition

This voucher entitles the bearer to

50p OFF
admission to the 1987

Acorn User Exhibition, applicable
to one dayonly.To besurrendered

on entry. Only one voucher per
I person may beused.
I July 23-26 Barbican Exhibition Halls, London EC2. Thursday (Trade and

Education only) 10am-6pm, Friday &Saturday 10am-6pm Sunday 10am-4pm.
| British Rail; Holborn Viaduct, Moorgatc, Cannon St, King's Cross, St Pancras,

Liverpool St. Tube; Moorgate, Barbican, St Paul's, Bank, Liverpool St.
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FAST REPAIRS FOR THE
UA,.„»|W|^, BBC MICRO BY
[MIUCIRIQI THE ACORN APPROVED

SERVICE CENTRE
191 FRESTON ROAD, LONDON W10 6TH

PHONE: 01-968 9214
• Ripak contra for IK B, B+, Electron,toe drives etc
• Wo km boon Acorn sorvtce specialistsfor 3 veers end are pntfflabry racoonisod as

expertsInthis Held.
• BBC microreeelra: averepe cost E15-E20.
• Complete discdrive caMbration: £15/drtve.
• Upgrades: Disc- £65 Inc.instenetton.

Econet-£68 Inc. Installation.
• Other upgrades carriedoutas required.
• Al repairsfatty guaranteed.
• Insured return carriage Nreooired.
• Extended warranties avataoie on most aojdpment
• Low pricesfor MHsaaisM dtoc drivesandAcorn peripkerais.
• Acorn aethorised Econet rapport centre. Expert Installations and tronoie-sbootlnf.
9 Expressservice by prior arrangement
• Opening bows: Mormatty Mon, Taos9.30am-«pm, Wods-Fri 10»m-4.W, batpbwe Brst

RING 01-968 9214 AND ASK FOR MARK DUFFILL

QUESTION: WHAT SEARCHES 150 MAGAZINES IN UNDER 300SECONDS?
ANSWER: themagazine bibliography database
It contains details of nearly 21,000 references and includes every issue of
ACORN USER, MICRO USER, A&B COMPUTING, EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING and
BEEBUG e.g. articles, listings, reviews, hints, tips, corrections, news items and
readers' letters - everything remotely related to the BBC Micro!
Chose any subject or keyword; the fast two-string search option (0.39 seconds
per 10K) provides the title, description, source, page number and date of all
occasions when it has been written about, on screen with global or selective
hard copy.

Magazine reviewers have called it "the ultimate index", "a valuable asset that
has tremendous possibilities", "outstanding", "unique" and a "remarkable pro
duct". B/B+/Master compatible.

Please specify number of tracks, sides and drives when ordering, or send large
S.A.E. (or full details.

MAGAZINE BIBLIOGRAPHY 1-16

ACORN USER1-4

MICRO USER1-3
A&BC0MPUTING1-3

(Dec '81-April '07)
(July'82-LI ec'CO)
(March '83-Aug '86)
(May'83-May'87)

1.415K
394K
255K
282K

£60
£20

£15
£15

MCHugh Enterprise, 43 Hookstone Oval, HarrogateHG2 8QE.

ROTHERHAM Te|. (0709) 36gg12 (2 lines)
COIVIPUTER call us now for a price list
CENTRE

BBC Master 128 £385 +VAT

Master turbo-upgrade £99.00
Master 512/upgrade £189.00

NEC DISC DRIVE

ND400A 40/80 D/S £99

MONITORS (including BBC Cable) PRINTERS
RGB
RGB
RGB

RGB
Green

E169.00 Citizen
£209.00 Star
£215.00 Citizen
£259.00 Star

£69.00 Taxan KAGA

120D
NL10
MSP10E
NX15
KP815

80 col NLQ
80 col NLQ
80col NLQ

135 col NLQ
80 col NLQ

Microvitec 1431 STD RES
Microvitec 1451 MED RES
Mitsubishi 1404 MED RES
Phillips 8533 HI RES
Phillips 7502 HI RES
Phillips 7522 HI
Taxan KX120IHI

RES Amber £74.00 BBC-printer lead
RES Green £94.50 Inlegrcx colour Inkjet 132

MD 400A
MD 400B
MD 802C
MD 802E
MD 802 DM

DISC DRIVES

40/80
40/80
40/80
40/80

MD802E

D/S
D/S + PSU
D/S Dual
D/S Dual + PSU
Inmaster plynth

£114.00
£126.00
£209.00
£235.00

£255.00

"ALL MD DRIVES HAVE A 2 YEAR WARRANTY"

£169.00
£209.00
£295.00
£365.00
£299.00

£8.00

£4<>9.00

BOX(10)D/S80T £8.50 11"x9'/2"Box 2000 £11.00
BOX (10)S/S/40Tprecision £5.50 All standard Ribbons available

Please add 15% VAT to all prices
Carriage - items below £200 add £4.00

Items above £200 add £6.00

All orders dispatched within 48 hours
subject to availability.

ROTHERHAM COMPUTER CENTRE
135 WELLGATE

ROTHERHAM S60 2NN
Tel: 0709 369912

32K SIDEWAYS RAM FOR
£14.50 INCLUSIVE

SpHflflTn^ tech"0*097' \

..te BBC B, BB^ ^^^^^00kPlease state^W0*

ONinstand

iiii

"§»obnmsrwabfs

Utiles '"^clrch. speeds-r s,editor. stnn|sea ro« ^

Jlthmodule- ^

K"

Send order form to: BRAINSOFT, 22 BAKER ST, LONDON W1M 1DF. TELEPHONE 01-486 0321 MAIL ORDER ONLY

We have educational discounts on request.
P&P is £1 on orders beiow £4,

otherwise prices inclusive.

32

SIDEWAYS RAM COST No TOTAL

16K (PIGGY BACK) £12

16K (EPROM SIZE) £14

32K (EPROM SIZE) £14.5

FOR A WRITE PROTECT

SWITCH FOR THE ABOVE ADD £2

CHIPS & SOFTWARE COST No TOTAL

HM62256LP-12
HM62256LP-12 2+off
74HC04

SOFTWARE

£12

£11
£0.40

GRAND TOTAL. DATE

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE No CHEQUE No

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987



SHOW GUIDE
New releases
from Audiogenic
Atone time it looked as though
Audiogenic was going to miss
the show. But the company has
sorted out its personnel
changes and at the eleventh
hour put together what it calls
'a small but lively stand'.

New releases which should
be on show include Omega
Orb, reviewed on page 139,
and Graham Gooch's Test
Cricket. There should also be
the first sighting of Ransack -
the latest game by Peter Scott,
and other new games by Gary
Partis and Dean Lester.

Gary Partis and Peter Scott
will be making guest appear
ances on the stand, and Au
diogenic will be selling soft
ware at discount prices.

Hybrid launches complete
synthesiser package

Kid's Castle
Fernleaf will be using the ex
hibition to show off its new

historical strategy game, Castle
Under Attack. Designed for
nine to 14-year-olds, the prog
ram is set in medieval times and

played between two sides - one
attacking the castle, the other
defending it. The game can be
saved and resumed later.

Castle Under Attack is com

patible with all BBC micros
and is available in both 5.25-

inch and 3.5-inch formats. It
costs £17.95, with extra players
booklets in packs of 10 at a
price of £4.95.

By Steve Mansfield
Hybrid has combined its music
products for the BBC micro
into one complete package and
will be showing the system,
along with the new Music 4000
keyboard, for the first time at
the Acorn User Exhibition.

Hybrid will be using the
show to demonstrate its pro
ducts, and you'll also be able to
have a go yourself. The new
package consists of the Music
5000 synthesiser unit, the
Music 4000 keyboard plus soft
ware, including Hybrid's music
programming language Ample.

All you need to add to get an
advanced polyphonic synthesis
er is a BBC micro. The system
comes with 80 predefined
sounds, including imitations of
a wide range of instruments -
as well as abstract and special
effects sounds.

The keyboard is 'live' with
all the software, including the
music editing and composition
programs. That means you can
playa note and see it appear on
the on-screen stave.

The software offers real-time

'recording', with the option to
automatically correct your tim
ing. And you can always edit
the tune later.

The complete package of
Music 5000, Music 4000 and

MAKE YOUR MICRO EARN!
Yes, makingmoney becomes incidental when you knowhow.

Your micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine, the size and make
is irrelevant.

Make the initial effort NOWby starting yourown

HOME BASE BUSINESS
Remember: You'll never get rich digging someone else's "ditch".

It's more rewarding than playing games.
The benefits are many and varied. Full or part time, for FREE

details S.A.E. to,

97 Pilton Place (AU3)
King and Queen Street

Walworth, London SE17 1DR

ACORN USKR AUGUST I9S7

The Hybrid Music System with Mixing Desk

software costs £330, making it
an inexpensive synthesiser -
particularly when you consider
the sophisticated software. Ex
isting Music 5000 owners can
get the keyboard for £169.

Other products are also on
the way. The Music 2000 is a
MIDI add-on which will enable

you to control MIDI-equipped
instruments using Hybrid's
Ample music language. The

Music 1000 amplifier is aimed
at schools, and provides three
headphone outputs.

On the software side, Hyb
rid is releasing its first two
albums. Cosmix and Ample
Bytes Back are both available
on floppy disc. And Ample
Microworlds 7 is a set of educa
tional programs based on the
Music 5000. All will be shown
for the first time at the show.

niCROfffllR
0707 52698 or 0707 50913
FOR ALL YOUR SUPPLIES

REQUIREMENTS AT SPECIAL

SHOW PRICES - SEE US ON
STAND 72

33



C&F DCIATES
BBC CASSETTE SOFTWARE BBC DISC SOFTWARE

Our Our
Title RRP Price Title RRP Price

SpyvsSpy 9.95 7.75 Spy vsSpy 12.95 10.95
Paper Boy 9.9b 7.75 Paper 14.95 12.95
Konami coin-op Hits 9.95 7.75 Ravenskull 11.99 10.95
Starquake 9.95 7.75 Starquake 11.95 10.95
Grand PrixConstruction 9.95 7.75 Grand Prix construction 11.95 10.95
Xor 9.95 7.75 Xor 14.95 12.95
Firetrack 9.99 7.75 Firetrack 14.95 12.95
Superior Collection 1 9.95 7.75 Mini-Office2 16.95 14.95
Superior Collection 2 9.95 7.75 Mini-Office 2 (Master) 19.95 17.95
Sentinel 9.95 7.95 Sentinel 14.95 12.95
Colossus Chess 9.95 7.75 Revs 14.95 12.95
Ravenskull 9.95 7.75 Elite 14.95 12.95
Revs 12.95 10.95 Repton3 11.95 10.95
Elite 12.95 10.95 Colossus Chess 14.95 12.95
Repton3 9.95 7.75 Cholo 17.95 15.95
Strykers Run 9.95 7.75 Ounjunz 7.95 6.95
Spy Hunter 9.95 7.75 Enthar7 16.95 14.95
Raid Over Moscow 9.95 7.75 Superior Collection 1 11.95 10.95
YiearKungFu2 8.95 7.20 Superior Collection 2 11.95 10.95
Oxbridge 7.95 6.75
RickHanson 9.9b 7.95 MASTER COMPACT DISCS
Myorem 9.95 7.95
Phantom Combat 9.9b 7.50 MiniOffice2 21.95 19.50
Acornsoft Hits 1 9.95 7.75 Imogen 11.95 10.95
Acornsoft Hits 2 9.95 7.75 Superior Collection 1 14.95 12.95
Unbelievable Ultimate 9.95 7.75 Superior Collection 2 14.95 12.95
Footballer of the Year 9.95 7.75 Elite 19.95 17.50
Thunderstruck 2 7.95 6.75 Steve Davis Snooker 12.95 10.95
Sphere ofDestiny 7.95 6.75 Strykers Run 14.95 12.95
Graham Gooch Cricket 7.95 6.75 Grand Prix Construction 14.95 12.95
Omega Orb 7.95 6.75 Revs 19.95 17.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE & PACKING
(Overseas orders add £1. 30 per order or Airmail £2.00 per item)

Cheques/PO Payable o: C & F ASSOCIATES and send to:

C&F ASSOCIATES (AU) CRAWFORD HOUSE, WOOLSERY,
BIDEFORD N.DEVON EX39 5QY

Tel: (023 73) 619
Orders normally despatchedwithin 24 hoursof receipt,butallow 7 days

oxford PASCAL
BBC 8
MASTER
ECONETOxford Pascal is the most popular full

extended implimentation of PASCAL for Acorn machines.
"The code produced is very compact" Acorn User
"/ can wholeheartedly recommend it to Pascal novices andexperts alike"

Computer Weekly.
The Oxford Pascal package contains

1) A Resident compiler. This compiler runs entirely in RAMand provides a very fast and
convenient way to learn the language and debug programs. Using the resident compiler is
likeusinga BASIC interpreter in that programs are ready to run in seconds.

2) A full diskto diskcompiler producingrelocatableobject files. Thiscompiler iscapableof
compilingvery large programs (e.g. the compiler itself!)

3) The LINKER. Thisextension to standard Pascal allowsyou to break up programming
tasks into smallseparately compilable filesand then link them together into a singleobject
module. Whenever you make a change to a fileyou need only compile that fileand relink.
Because you can work with short filesyou can use the resident compiler even for
developing large programs.
The LINKER alsoallowsthe building of libraries.

4) The LOCATOR.This utility allows you to produce stand alone programs which run on
any machine without the Pascalsystem.

Oxford Pascal allowsmany extensions to standard Pascal including:
program chaining
sound extensions

Bit manipulation
Random numbers

Machine code callswith parameters
Graphics(Move,draw,plot etc)
Hexadecimal numbers and I/O

Run time error trapping
ECONET USERS

^Oxford Pascal is now available for the ECONET with BBC B or MASTER stations and is
stalled in numerous educational sites in the UK and Europe. Call us for details

This month's special offer.
Oxford disk Pascal for the BBC B£Jp0f£19.9S

* String input
* Clock access

* Peek. Poke etc

* AND MORE

S.S.O.L. I6B WORCESTER PLACE, OXFORD OXI 2JW Tel: (0865) 54I95
Please rush me: - OXFORD PASCAL FOR THE BBC B (DISK) 40T D 80T D £39.95

OXFORD PASCALFOR THE MASTER(DISK)£59.95 •
OXFORD PASCAL ECONET INFO PACKFREE •

I enclose cheque/postal order for .
(prices includeVAT. please add C\00 pp UK. £3.00 overseas).

NAME

ADDRESS,

PHONE.

MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO S.S.O.L.
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Allow 14 days for delivery.

ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS
this is serious CAD at

lightheaded prices

Probe-around Miteyspice's
computer model of your model circuit.
More informative, more fun and
faster than a breadboard. Plot the
AC& DCcharacteristics, quantify
bandwidth with the digitising cursor,
sweet components, investigate
temperature and noise (20 param
Ebers Moll model) and when
perfect, lay it out and etch it accurately
with PCB using an ordinary DM
printer. These programs have too
many superb features to cover
here, please send for details.

Those

Engineers

really
useful

people

"Just released**

MITEYSPICE
incorporating the unbeatable
Microspice circuit simulator

(£119 + VAT)

P.C.B.
pineapple's acclaimed "a

utility I thoroughly
recommend" Julian Rogers

Micro User March'87 circuit

board drafting program
(£85 + VAT)

106A Fortune Green Road,
West Hampstead, London NW6 1DS
Telephone 01-435 2771
Telex 8950511 mark for mailbox 23332001

or <s^$
THE WINDOWED TASK-SWITCHING ROM FOR THE BBC/B MASTER

Sideset is an interactive software system providing

* REAL TASK-SWITCHING

with nested windows working in any screen mode. And
comes complete with supplied

* Pop-Up Desktop Utilities

e.g. Calendar / Diary, Calculator, Notepad and
Address book etc., which may be called from within
any application, (e.g. INTERWORD, VIEWSHEET etc).

SEE IT AT THE SHOW

on stand no 2<4a.

Sideset is supplied as a plug-in chip with disc
utilities. A full list of the features of Sideset is
too extensive to list here. Further details can be
obtained from:

MAZE TECHNOLOGY

11 Braemar Ave, Neasden, NW10 ODY. TEL: 01-452 8372

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987



SHOW GUIDE

Your guide to the exhibitors

ABDesigns
Acorn User
Advanced Computer Products
Advanced Memory Systems
Akhter Computer Group
Amcom

Argus Specialist Publications
Avon Computers
AVP Computing
BBC Soft
Beebug Publications
Bowthorpe Emp
Brainsoft
Cadsoft

Care Electronics
CED

Ccntec Electronic Systems
CJE Microcomputers
Computer Concepts
Computer Manuals
Dabs Press

Dataphonc
Datastore
Design People Software
DirectDisc Suppliers
Disking
Electro-music Research
Elsevier-Biosoft

Fernleaf Educational Software
FSoft Computing
HCR Electronics
Home &Business Computers
HS Software
HSVComputer Supplies
Hybrid Technology
J BSoftware
LCL
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EDUCATION AND BUSINESS

FEATURE

:32
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Logotron 50
Marconi Electronic Devices 13
MazeTechnology 24A
Meedmore Distribution 15
Micro Aid 58A
Micro-Media Computer Supplies 72
Micronct 800 32

Micropower 17
Mijas Software 34A
Millipede 40
Minerva Systems 16
Miniature ToolElectronic Graphics Company 74
NiddValley Micro Products 12
Norwich Computer Services 55
Opus Supplies 60
Overbase 27A
Pace Micro Technology 38
Peartrcc Computers 70
Permanent Memory Systems 11
Pineapple Software 13
Rams ComputerCentre 10
Rickitt Educational Media 25
Slogger Software 52
Solidisc Technology 41A
Superior Software 61
System Software 42
Torch Computers 31A
Tubelink 12
Twillstar Computers 45A
U Music 9

Viglen 21/21A
Vine Micros 49
Watford 45/6
We-Serve 63

Wight Scientific 25A
Wild Vision 36
Zonefour 19

Getting around
To save you the trouble of
dashing around in search of
elusive products, Acorn User
has arranged a free product
location service.

All you have to do is tell the
person on the reception desk
what sort of product you're
interested in - you're allowed
up to three categories - and the
database will spring into action,
providing you with a printout,
showing a map with the re
levant stands marked.

If you prefer to find your
own way around there will be
an inexpensive show guide on
sale, with a stand-by-stand
description of all the exhibitors
and their wares.

People with advance tickets
should put pen to paper before
arriving. If you look at your
tickets you'll see various sec
tions that have to be filled in,
detailing your interests and so
on. Please fill these in before

getting to the hall.
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CENTRAL x
LONDON COMPUTERS

SPECIAL OFFER

NASHUA

Diskettes
£7.65 Pei
k Box 10

ima«aisEiaia
AMB15 Master

ADB12 Master ET

ADC06 Master Turbo Upgrade
ADC08 512k Upgrade

UFD DISK DRIVES

£349.00

£312.00

£97.50

£189.00

with no power supply
MD400A 40/80 Track Switchable £112.50

MD802C Dual 40/80 Track Switchable £197.00

with integral power supply
MD400B single 400k, 40/80 Track Switchable £127.00
MD802E dual 800k, 40/80 Track Switchable £227.00
MD802M dual 800k, horizontally mounted in
monitor stand, 40/80 Track switchable £247.00

3.5" DRIVES WITHOUT POWER SUPPLY

MD400F single 400k, in dual case with blanking
plate, to allow easy upgrade £79.00
MD802F Dual 800k drive version of above £169.00

3.5" DRIVES WITH POWER SUPPLY

MD400GAsMD400Fbutwithpsu £113.00
MD802GAdMD802Fbutwithpsu £185.00

3.5" & 5.25" DRIVE COMBINATIONS

COMBO(E) 5.25" 40/80 Track 400k + 3.5"
400k with psu £225.00
COMBO(C)Asabovebutnopsu £249.00

FD BOXED HARD DISKS FOR BBC AND MASTER SERIES

HD2000 20Mb hard disk in BM802E case

with psu, control cards & BBC host adaptor £499.00
HD4000 As above but with 40Mb hard disk £799.00

lul'h'lU'JitJ

BM7502 Philips High Res. Mon Screen
Philips 8833
1451 MS Microvitec Med. Res. colour

ARCHIMEDES

£69.00

£229.00

£225.00

CALL FOR PRICE

FULL RANGE OF MONITORS PLEASE PHONE

GHQUE
Star NL-10 Parallel

Star NX-15 Parallel

Star NR15 9 pin 240 cps 132 col
Star NB 24-10 pin 216 cps 80 col
Star NB24-15 pin 216 cps 132 col

FULL RANGE OF PRINTERS PLEASE PHONE

£226.00

£295.00

£479.00

£486.00

£616.00

FULL RANGE OF BBC SOFTWARE AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE
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CENTRAL LONDON COMPUTERS
01-323 2840

37 Store Street, London WC1
Allprices are exclusive of VA T. Visa andAccess

accepted. Prices exclusive ofpostage andpacking.
Prices subject to change with out notice. Allgoods

jp; subject to availability. •=«

We also supply afull range of IBM compatibles and Amstrad

SUPER SUBSCRIPTIONOFFER
Subscribe now to Acorn User, Britain's leading magazine for
the entire BBC and Acorn range of micros, and we will send
you the Acorn User Finest Favourites cassette, worth £3.95,
absolutely free.

The Finest Favourites cassette brings together ten of Acorn
User's best programs on one cassette. Make music with
Tunemaker, cheat at Elite, create curves with Lisajous figures
and there are seven more great programs to try!

This offer is only open to addresses in the UK. Don't delay
- send off your coupon today!

Please send me a FREE Finest favourites cassette and start my subscription to
Acorn User with

the issue and send it to thefollowing address:

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

• I enclose my cheque/postal order for tl7.50 made payable to Redwood
Publishing

D Please debit £17.50 from my Access/Barclaycard/American Express
Account No: Expiry date:

m
SIGNED DATE

Send this coupon with your remittance in an envelope to Gail Fairhall,
Subscriptions Manager, Redwood Publishing, Lambourn Woodlands,
Newbury, Berkshire RG16 7TW.
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Vital information

Times
Thu 23 July - 10am to 6pm
Fri 24 July - 10am to 6pm
Sat 25 July - 10am to 6pm
Sun 26 July - 10am to 4pm
Note: the first day, July 23, is
for bona-fide trade and educa
tion visitors only.

Prices
Trade and education day - free
General public - £3

Venue
The Red Hall, Barbican Exhib
ition Hall, Golden Lane,
London EC2.

The entrance to the hall is on

Golden Lane, which is off
Beech Street. Don't go to the
Barbican Centre or concert hall

or you'll probably turn up just
too late for next year's show.

The area is well-served by
public transport. Liverpool
Street is the largest railway sta
tion within walking distance,
Moorgate is closer still, and
Cannon Street and Holborn

Viaduct are both nearby.
If you're coming by tube,

aim for the Barbican. When

you getout of the station, walk
down the underpass on Beech
Street and Golden Lane will

appear on your left. Alternative
stations are Moorgate, St
Paul's, Bank and Liverpool St.

Buses are less common, but
the No 4 will take you to the
Barbican underground station.

If you're coming by car,

Getting there Surviving
the show
It's hell in there I tell you!
Acorn User shows are not for

wimps. There are massive bar
gains to be had, and the latest
in hardware and software to
see, so it will be popular.

Fortunately, there are ways
surviving. Your best tactic is to
take everyone by surprise and
arrive early. That gives you
time to look around, suss out
the best offers and play with
the equipment before the hall
gets packed out. Many special
offers sell out - a good reason
for getting in quick.

Wear comfortable shoes.

You'll walk around the hall a
thousand times, looking for the
stand you saw once but now
seems to have disappeared.

Bring a shoulder bag, which
leaves your hands free to tap
keys and fondle equipment.
Many exhibitors will provide
carrier bags with theirproducts
or brochures, but you'll soon
wish you'd brought something
more substantial.

And talking of substantial
things, food can weigh heavily
on the mind - but hopefully
not on the stomach - after

you've walked the equivalent of
14 marathons. There is catering
at the hall, with cold snacks
and 'fork food'. We're assured

it's all very tasty, and if you
need your spirits raising there
is also a licenced bar.

Manyways to make yourway to the Barbican

Beech Street boasts two NCP

car parks next door to the hall
and on the same level, giving
easy access for people confined
to wheelchairs.

There are facilities for the

It is not what we tell you before —it is what we
do for you later that counts

LARGEST SELECTION OF
BBC MODELED,

COMPACT, MASTER,
ELECTRON HARDWARE

AND SOFTWARE

SPECIALIST BBC DEALER
& SERVICE CENTRE

SALES:- 01-580 0181
TECHNICAL:-01-6311098

MAIL ORDER -3E Q-CHEQUES/P.O.

IHIHBBSBIglQ!.-.,,,
233 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD.

LONDON W1P9AE.
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disabled, including lifts. But if
you have any special require
ments or questions, ring the
Acorn User Exhibition Hotline.

Exhibition Hotline 01-8362441,
extension 240.

THE MOST VERSATILE LABEL-PRINTING PROGRAM
All your label-printing requirements available inone easy-to-use program.

Message labels - hundreds ol uses for home and business, e.g. labellingsamples,
products, packaging, books, discs etc., using a variety ol print styles and sizes.
Address labels - create mailing lists and print them onto labels.

Allformatting is done for you. Accepts wide variety of label sizes.

Too many features to list - telephone us lor details.

Requires 80-column screen and Epson-compatible printer (address labels can also
be printed on daisywheel).

Single colour version £18 Multi-colour version (for colour printer) £23
Available on 40- or 80-trackdisc forallmodels of BBC (OSf .2 onwards) including
Masters Compact and also Electron (DFSonly). Please state model when
ordering. Please add £1 for 3.5" discs.

15k BUFFER KIT FOR JUKI 5510
Fitted in minutes (no soldering required) - full easy-to-follow instructions provided

Only £18 _=_
All prices include VAT and p&p c^J

Calderdata, High Lee, Luddenden Foot, Halifax HX2 6LB. Tel: 0422 885202
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MOS GUIDE

Guide to Master
operating system

"

This new book from Acorn expert David Atherton, is the
definitive reference work for programmers of the BBC model
B+, Master 128, and Compact computers. It also contains
much a considerable amount of useful material for BBC
model B and Electron users.

It covers all features of the Acorn MOS including 65C12
opcodes (including Rockwell additions), all new system calls
and previously unpublished filing system notes.

The book is liberally sprinkled with program listings,
which are available on disc. The Programs Disc also contains
some extra utilities.

Please send me:

copies of Master Operating System: A Dabhand Guide
at £12.95 each.

copies of book and 5.2-inch disc at £16.95 (£1.00
discount).

copies of book and 3.5/inch disc at £17.95 (£2.00
discount).
I enclose a sterling cheque/PO payable to DABS PRESS for
£ (Outside UK add £2 p&p. Free p&p in UK).

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

SIGNED DATE

Send this coupon with yourremittance to MOSOffer, Acorn User, Redwood
Publishing Ltd, 141-143 Drury Lane, LondonWC2B 5TF.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.
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Plan of
action

Ofall the attractions at this year's show,
the ones to head straight for are these seminars

arranged by AcornUser

Throughout the show, Acorn
User will be running seminars,
chaired by the magazine's staff
and contributors, and featuring
talks by leading figures from
the industry. There will be de
monstrations of hardware and

software, as well as the oppor
tunity to get answers to your
queries and problems.

Ask at the reception desk for
details of the locations.

DAY1.
THURSDAY 23 JULY

Education

This is the special trade and
education day, and starts with
an opening address in the main
hall at 10.00am. The rest of the

day breaks down like this:

10.00am - 1.45pm.
New trends in software

Chaired by Joe Telford, AU

columnist and assistant director

of the Cleveland Educational

Computing Centre. The session
will cover what's happening in
the world of software, develop
ments with Logo and the im
plications of the RISC technol
ogy for software development,
plus demonstrations.

2.00pm - 3.00pm.
Interactive video in practice
Chaired byTony Quinn,editor
of Acorn User and Educational

Computing. There will be de
monstrations of videodiscs and

the Master AIV system.

3.15pm - 5.45pm.
Networks: more than just a
big disc drive
Chaired by Graham Bell, tech
nical editor of AU and network

manager for Redwood Pub
lishing. The session will cover
developments and Amcom's E-
Net alternative to Econet.

BALANCE YOUR BOOKS
with

MICROLEDGER

A high quality general ledger package designed by a Chartered Accountant lor max
imum versatility and ease of use. Ideal for small businesses, clubs etc., as well as for
home accounts. Runs on all BBC micros with 32k RAM or more. Features include:

it "Double-entry" accounting.
* Up to 99 general ledgeraccounts: allaccount names user-specified - can include

VATand sales/purchase ledger accounts.
* Up to 500 transactions per accounting period.
* Excellent budgeting facility.
6 Reports include Income &ExpenditureAccount, BalanceSheet, FundsFlow

Statement. Current period and ycar-lo-date reporting with actual/budget
comparisons. Fullaudit trail.

ir Consolidation of two or more separate ledgers.
•ir Menu-driven with full prompt messages.
•fr Comprehensive, 30 page manual.

MicroLedger is supplied on 40 track S'/j" disk or on tape cassette for conversion to
other disk media. Unrivalled value at £16.50 (incl. p&p) for disk or tape - specify which
is required. Send cheque wilh order to Ixchel Software, 16 Meredyth Road, London
SW13 ODY; or 'phone 01-876-9732 for a free fad sheet.
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DAY 2.
FRIDAY 24 JULY

Business

These sessions are aimed at

people familiar with common
business packages and wanting
to get more out of them.

10.15am-11.30am.

Wordprocessing in practice
Chaired by Acorn User contri
butor Roger Carus. The ses
sions will cover View, Inter-
Word and MS-DOS options,
and examine ways of making
more effective use of your
wordprocessor.

11.45am - 1.00pm.
Database and spreadsheet
techniques
Chaired by Graham Bell. The
View and Inter ranges are co
vered, as well as Minerva's Sys
tem Delta package.

1.00pm - 1.30pm.
Archimedes

Acorn presents the new RISC-
based micros. This will be your
first chance to see these amaz

ing new machines in action.

2.00pm - 5.45pm.
Programming RISC
Chaired by Graham Bell. The
session is aimed at experienced
programmers interested in the
capabilities of the new
machines, and will include talks
by software suppliers and de
monstrations of their forth

coming products.

DAY 3.
SATURDAY 25 JULY

Expert Q&A panels

Panels of Acorn User staff and

writers will be on hand to

answer your questions, with
special topics being addressed
at specific times. Each topic
will take 30 minutes and is

followed by a general question
and answer session. Topics are:
10.15am - 11.30am Monitors

11.45am - 1.15pm Printers
2.00pm - 3.15pm Discs
3.30pm - 4.45pm ROM/RAM
boards

DAY 4.
SUNDAY 26 JULY

Special interest panels

10.15am - 11.30am.

Music

Chaired by Steve Mansfield,
deputy editor of Acorn User
and Educational Computing
magazines. The session will
cover MIDI, synthesiser pack
ages and RISC music.

11.45am - 1.00pm.
Publishing
Chaired by Tony Quinn and
covering topics like typesetting
from disc and desktop pub
lishing packages.

2.00pm - 3.15pm.
Graphics
Chaired by computer artist
Jonathan Inglis and covering
both painting and computer-
aided design packages.

BeebDOS version 1.10 from MicroBoss

Software for BBC and IBM file interchange
Run* on IBM-PC-XT-AT or compatibles and supports DOS 2.0 or later
Supplied on 360k IBM diskette with manual and plastic wallet the software include!

BCOPY Copy files BBC-IBM, IBM-BBC, BBC-BBC (wild cards allowed)
BCONV Flexible IBMfiletranslate facilityenablingtext to be passedbetween

VIEW, WORDSTARand Displaywrit* 3 amongst other uses.
BGRAPII Convert BBC mode 0,1,4,6 screen format (AMX Art included) files to

IBMstandard colour(CGA) for use in presentations
BCAT Catalogue BBC disks
BFORM FormatBBC disks(boot option 4 titlecanbespecified)
BBACK Backup BBC disks MBs^aMHsaMsaW
BW1PE Delete BBC files (wild cards allowed) I po_ ZTZ
BACC Lock or unlock BBC files(wild cardsallowed) I dtoO.UU
BCOMP Compact BBCdisks I
BftEN Rename BBC files InolllSlVPBTOPT Alter the title or boot option ofaBBC disk ^^^uo^^^
BBC double density disketteformatssupportedare Watford, Solidisk, UDM, and OPUS
DDOS. Acorn singledensityDFSisonly supported when running BccbDOSonan IBM
ATor XT286fitted with a 380k disk drive. Please send for an information sheet.

CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDERTRADE/EDUCATIONAL ENQUIRIESWELCOME
MICROBOSS LTD3 HADLEIGH RD FRINTONESSEXCOIS9QQTEL (025M) 71096
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ACORN USER ADVERTISEMENT PAGES -
AUGUST 1987

4MATI0N 148

ABDesigns 18
Acorn 14
ACP 24,25
AkhterComputer Group 27,2
Amcom 148
AMS 87
AN Electronics 166
Arlon House 175
Avon 108
B & S Computing 63
BBDComputer Dust Covers 138
Beebug 6
Brainsoft 32
C&F Associates 48
Calderdata 37
Care Electronics 108
Carswell Computers 92
CED 82
Centec 108
CJEMicrocomputers 100
Clares Micro Supplies 109
ClwydTechnics 162
Commonside 84
Comp-Shop 145
Compulace 48
Computech 164
Computer Concepts 105
Computers By Post 54
Contex Computing 164
CroydonComputer Centre 92
Dataphone 144
Datastore 146
Elsevier Biosott 112
Elllme 145
Essential Consultants 150
Flora Electronics 175
Fosse 158
G-Ten 158

GEC 37
General Information Systems Ltd 104
GryphonSoftware 175
Home Base Business 33
Jaffa 144
Joel 172
KC Blanshard 166
KM Software 86
Leewood Developments 80
Lever Bros 52
Linear Graphics 94
LVP(Coastal Tapes) 166

M & MTrading 155
Manor Court Supplies 112
Marconi 12
Matmos 80
Maze 34
Mchugh 172
Meadow Computers 110
Micro-Media 1,33
Mlcroald 160
Microboss 175
Microfix 166
Mlcrohelp 144
Micronet 111
Micropower 107
Microstudio 160
Mid Comm Int 86
Mijas 158
Milipede 90
Minerva Systems 166
Minic Business Services 160
Mitsubishi 10
Nebulae 138
Nidd Valley Micro Products 13
Oak Computers 39
Paullray Ltd 80
Pineapple Software 86
PMS 140
Portabello Trading 34
Premier Software 158
Quodos 62
Reading College 90
Rotherham Computer Centre 48
Saturn Computers 110
Selec Software 92
Silicon City 34
Solidisk 64-67
Store Stock Systems 145
Superior Software IFC
System 148
Systems Software 34
Technomatic 56
Terrel Electronics 110
Those Engineers 34
Tubelink 110
Twillstar Computers 4,5
Viglen Computer Supplies 21
Vine Micros 12
Watford Electronics 68-79
We-Serve 138
Wight Scientific 80

mm
BBCB&B + PlasticKeyboardStrip. . . £1.00 p&p£0.50

BBC B&B+ Keyboard Cable £1.00 p&p£0.50

2nd Processor Cases £7.50 p&p£1.50

Disc Drive Cases (single drive colour
matching Beeb) £6.00 p&p £1.50

BBC B&B+ Plastic Cases £10.00 p&p£2.50

Monitor/Printer Stand £7.50 p&p £3.00

BBC Upgrade Kits
(Processor housing and keyboard). . . £39.00 p&p £4.50
Uncased new 80T Double Side Disc
Drives Japanese manufacture.
12 months guarantee £75.00 p&p £5.00

Little usedMaster 128 (3months old).
12months guarantee £345.00 p&p £5.50

PRICES INCLUDE V. A.T.

Oak Computers, Cross Park House,
Low Green, Rawdon, Leeds, LS19 6HA.

Telephone: (0532) 502615.
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SLOGGER SUPER SUMMER SALE

ACORN ELECTRONS

NOW AVAILABLE FROM SLOGGER ... ACORN ELECTRON COMPUTERS

Obtained after lengthy negotiations, these computers are fully tested and guaranteed and can be purchased direct from
SLOGGER or through certain dealers. The renewed demand for this computer has prompted SLOGGER to offerboth the TURBO
ELECTRON and the 64k ELECTRON as well as the standard 32k ELECTRON.

5LDGGER
Tel: 0634 52303

32k Electron
TURBO Electron (switchable)
64k Electron (switchable)
(Includes VATand P&P)

NOW ONLY

E64.00

£85.00

£99.00

NEW
RELEASE

SLOGGER ELECTRON
DISK SYSTEM

BBC COMPATIBILITY

WITH USEFUL ADDITIONS

• BBCAcom DFS compatible
(including OSWORDS 7D, 7E & 7F)

• Plugs into ROMBOX PLUS or PLUS 1

• OPT commands to use ANY BBC Drives (inc. PSU)

•Spare ROM Socket

• ROM utilities forFormat, Verify, and RUNPROTforEVEN
MORE TAPE TO DISK SUCCESS

• PAGE at EOO, uses no Electron memory!

•Real time clock including 'DATE command

• Extensive 90 page documentation

SEDS - ONLY £74.95

DISK STARTER PACK

"TOP OF THE RANGE" 40/80 Track double sided disk drive
packaged with the SEDS

SPECIAL OFFER - NOW ONLY £199.95

•SEDFS upgrade ROMavailable forexisting CUMANA
interface owners

SEDFS ONLY £24.95

Parcel Post
Amount of

postage to be
paid by
licensee

Date stamp

Postage Forward Parcel
Service

Licence no. GJC1

SLOGGER LTD
107 RICHMOND ROAD

GILLINGHAM

KENT

ME7 1BR

MASTER RAM BOARD

Upgrade your Electron to a 64k Machine using 32k of
Shadow RAM!

•Fits inside the Acom Electron, uses no cartridge ports

•Compatible withALL reliable Electron hardware (except TURBO DRIVER)

' Compatible withALL Electron software, switching between 64k mode,
TURBO mode (yes... the TURBO DRIVER IS BUILTIN),and normal mode.

•For correctly written software, HIMEM is ALWAYS AT 8000 in 64k mode so
leaving 28000 bytes for BASIC or WORD PROCESSING in ALLscreen
modes.

•Doubles the speed of Word Processing.

•Up to 300% speed increase for games.

•Additional12k for use as Printer Bufferwith Electron Expansion 2.0.

•Installation Service for those not confident of soldering.

Master RAM Board kit - code MR2

- Now only £49.95

And now

THE ELK TURBO DRIVER

(Designed by Andyk Ltd)

RUNS ELECTRON SOFTWARE AT SPEEDS

COMPARABLE TO THE BBC

• Doubles the speed of Word Processing

•Up to 300% speed increase for games

•Fitted internally- occupies no cartridge ports

•Switchable "Normal/Turbo" speed

•Compatible with ALL existing hardware and software products
(except the Master RAM Board)

1InstallationService - for those not confident of soldering

Turbo Driver Kit - code TD2 -
ONLY £29.95

Installation Service
• Guaranteed to upgrade your Electronwitheither the Master RAM Boardor Elk
Turbo Driver AND RETURN IT WITHIN 7 DAYS OF RECEIPT.
• Includes Postage paid BOTH WAYS (usingFREEPOST)and 1 YEARS
GUARANTEE.

Order MR1 Master RAM Board Installed - only £59.95
OR TD1 - Elk Turbo Driver Installed - only £39.95

PLEASENOTE... ifyou own a PLUS 1, please send itwithyour Electronto be
tested toensure reliabilityat high speed

SLOGGER SUPER SUMMER SALE



ByDavid Lawrence

For any readers in exile, here is
a round-up of software and
hardware ro look out for at the

show. The star will, of course,
be the new range of
Archimedes RISC machines

from Acorn.

As mentioned last month,
Electro Music Research (EMR)
is dealing with all the music on
theArchimedes series, so if you
want to hear what the ARM

can do, or you want to inter
face synthesisers to your hum
ble Beeb, then a visit to EMR's
stand is essential!

If you want to join Micronet,
now is the time to do it. For

£66 you'll get a year's subscrip
tion, a free modem and soft
ware to drive it.

Pineapple has upgraded its
CAD package, Diagram, and it
now utilises sideways and sha
dow memory. You'll be able to
try out the printed circuit de
signer which features double

SHOW GUIDE

Pick of the packages
sided board designing and a full
track router.

Superior Software will have
all its games on sale, including
its latest releases Grand Prix

Construction Set, Around the
World in 40 Screens and Code-
name Droid: Stryker's Run II.

Electron owners can now

buy a version of Stryker's Run
for their machine. This is essen

tially the same as the Beeb
version, but has some of the
Master's enhanced graphics.

Advanced Memory Systems
will be selling its latest mouse
for the BBC micro - the same

one which is being used as

Units Converter

Unit to Unit rtjltipls t>s

en

cetre
inch 2,54
yard 8.91 :
nile l.fcl

Sran
K9

c;rce 28.35
found 8.45

litre
litre

pint 6.57. -----
gallon 4.55 ;

Celsius Fahrenheit (1.8 x 0*32

f5 If6 I f7 I f8 f9

Genie is one of four 'pop-up' utilities forthe BBC micro

SUBSCRIPTIONS
ACORN USER OFFE

standard on the Archimedes.

There are no less than four

different 'pop-up' utilities for
the Beeb. Genie from Perma

nent Memory Systems com
bines a diary, clock, notepad,
address book and calculator

that can be called up at the
touch of a button (see the re
view in this issue). Sideset from
Maze Technology lets you sus
pend any process and start up a
new one in a window. The

Advanced Control Panel from

ACP is a chip-based utility that
disables ROMs, catalogues
discs, sets up the "CONFI
GURE memory for the Master
and various other operating
system calls. Finally The Mas
ter ROM from Beebug features
utilities for setting up a RAM
disc, formatting ADFS discs, a
diary and calendar and con
figuring the CMOS RAM.

Subscribe now!-and we will
send you a FREE Disc Help Disc

If you have enjoyed this issue of Acorn
User, the biggest and best-selling BBC
micro/Acorn magazine, why not guarantee
you receive your monthly copy by taking
advantage of our super subscription offer?
When you subscribe at the annual price of
only £17.50, we'll send you our Disc Help

Disc absolutely free (UK subscribers only).
By simply inserting the Disc Help Disc,

all your disc problems will be solved. It
covers all aspects of file maintenance and
the disc filing simulator allows you to
practise using the commands without risk
ing any of your valuable programs. The

YES! Please start my Acorn User magazine subscription from the

NAME ADDRESS

disc is only available in 80-track format.
Overseas subscribers can take advantage

of our two-year rate offer, 27issues for the
price of 24. Order form on page 129.

For those who want the Disc Help Disc-
but already subscribe, the disc is available
by using the order form on page 130.

-issue and send me my FREE DiscHelp Disc.

POSTCODE

D I enclose my cheque/postal order for £17.50 made payable to Redwood Publishing D Please debit £17.50 from my Access/Barclaycard/American Express

Account No: Expiry Date

SIGNED DATE

I Send this coupon withyour remittance in an envelope to Gail Fairhall, Subscriptions Manager,Redwood Publishing Limited, Lamhourn Woodlands, Newbury,
I Berkshire RG16 7TW.
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Acorn Electron
ROMBOX PLUS

The best selling alternative to the Acom
PLUS1

•2 cartridgeslots (PLUS1 compatible)
• Printer Interface (PLUS 1compatible)
• ADDITIONAL 4 ROM sockets
• FREE Electron Expansion 2.0 software
fitted as standard (Normally £11.95)

Stillonly £54.95

ROMBOX
AddBBCpower to your Electron
•8 ROMS instantly selectable
•Compatible withboth BBCand allElectron ROM
based software

• Valuable addition to the Acorn PLUS 1 - leaves
both cartridge ports free forother interfaces

ONLY £44.95

SLOGGER EPROM
CARTRIDGE

• Carries TWO 8k/16k ROMS
• Compatible with PLUS1, ROMBOXPLUS and
BBC Master
• Simplyplugs intocartridge slot

stillonly £12.95
• FREE ifpurchased with£50 of software

.. .Yet another
NEW RELEASE

The Project Expansions
USER PORT

• Hardware compatibilitywiththe BBC
•Acorn approved design
•Operates withANYBBCdigital mouse
• Valuable extra ROM socket
•Simplyplugs into ROMBOXPLUS or

PLUS1

ONLY £29.95

PRINTER

AMSTRAD
DMP 2000

FullEPSON compatibility

Ideal forlistings, Word Processing and
graphics.

•Prints 105 characters per second in draft
mode.

•52 characters per second in Near Letter
Quality.

<Built in2k bufferto increase throughput.
• FREE lead suitable for ROMBOX PLUS or

PLUS1

Excellent value at only £185

TODAY

Cheques payable to
SLOGGER LTD

~\ AccessNo

| | Visa

Name

Address

JOYSTICK INTERFACE

FOR ROMBOX PLUS or
ACORN PLUS 1

• Uses cheap ATARI-type joysticks
• Compatible with ALLTape and Disk
systems.
• Can be used with well written games either
WITH OR WITHOUT A JOYSTICK OPTION

ONLY £14.95
• Requires ElectronExpansion2.0
... only £5 with this unit.

TAPE FOR DISK ROMS
VERSION 2

•Transferthe majority ofTape programsto
disk

•Acomsoft,Superior and Micropower no
problem

•Compatible with programs copied using
Version 1

•More successful than ever before

T2P3 for the Acom Plus 3
T2CU for the Cumana DFS
T2P4forAP4andE00DFS
T2SD for the Solidisk DFS
T2SEDFS for the SEDFS

ONLYE24.95

Upgrade 1-2 only £5 withoriginal ROM

SLOGGER
ROM SOFTWARE

STARWORD

STARSTORE2

34.50

29.95

BARGAIN CORNER'

STARSTORE
STARMON
STARGRAPH
PRINTER ROM
STAR TREK
ELKMAN
PDG

9.95

9.95

9.95

9.95

9.95

9.95

9.95

FREE EPROM CARTRIDGE WITH
SOFTWARE PURCHASE OVER £50

OTHER PRODUCTS

5.25" 40/80 Track CVS disk drive inc. PSU £149
3.5" 40/80 Track CVS disk drive inc. PSU £149
Printer lead (for ROMBOXPLUS/PLUS1) £9.95
Electron Advanced User Guide £3.95
Vine Micros ADDCOMM £28.00
Vine Micros MATRIX ROM £36.00

Allprices Include VATP&PUK Mainland only

Expiry Date PLEASE SUPPLY Cost

Total E

PtooM send orders to SLOGGER LTD, 107 RtCHPvlOND ROAD, GILUNCHAM,KENT

SLOGGER SUPER SUMMER SALE

NEW PRODUCT
32k Sideways RAM Cartridge

for ROMBOX PLUS/PLUS 1
• Ever popular on the BBC, now for the Electron
• Using Electron Expansion 2.0
(i)Save ROMbackups for loading into

Sideways RAM
(ii)Set up a 16000 byte printbuffer
• Splits as 2x16k pages -

VIEW AND VIEWSHEET IN ONE SLOT
• Writeprotect option- prevents corruptionof

software

ONLY £34.50
(ONLY£39.50 with Electron Expansion 2.0)

SOFTWARE RELEASE

ELECTRON EXPANSION 2.0

For the ROMBOX PLUS or PLUS 1

• Simply fits into internal ROM socket
• Overcomes PLUS 1 loading errors
• PRINTERBUFFERcommands forsideways

RAM and MASTER RAM BOARD
•ROMSAVE/ROMLOADcommands to produce

ROM"images" insideways RAM
•JOYSTICK commands for the Slogger

JOYSTICK INTERFACE
• Supports ALLstandard functions"

(eg.PrintBr,ADC,RS423)

ONLY £11.95

• £5 ifpurchased with MASTER RAM
BOARD, 32k SIDEWAYS RAM or
JOYSTICK INTERFACE

SLOGGER'S

AUTHORISED

DEALERS

ALLEN JAMES COMPUTERS

Brminghem, Tel: 021-778 5737
ATOMIC COMPUTER

SYSTEMS
Bumley.Tel:02a2 54290
AVON COMPUTER

EXCHANGE

Brl»tol.Tel:02726379ei
BTTS AND BYTES

Bognor Regit. Tel: 0243 867143
CALANCRAFT.

Byleot, Tel: 03323 42137
CARDIFF COMPUTER

EXCHANGE

Cardrff. Tel: 0222 483060
CARDIGAN ELECTRONICS

Cardigan.Tel:0230 614483
CHESHIRE MICRO 8YSTEM8

Wanington. Tel: 0925414100
COMPUFACE

Central London. Tel: 01-580 0181
COMPUTER DEPOT

Glasgow. Tel: 041 -332 3044
CROYDON COMPUTERS

Thornton Henri, Tel: 01 -683 2646
DA COMPUTERS Ltd

Leiceeler. Tel: 0533 540407
DATASTORE

Bromley. Tel: 01 -460 8001
DRAM ELECTRONICS

Stockport. Tel: 061-4200626
ENTHUSWET

Naianwlde. Tel: 0453 64310

FARNHAM COMPUTERS

Femhem Tel: 02S2 723107

RRSTBYTE

Derby. Tel: 0332 635280
HARBOROUOH COMPUTERS

MarketHarborough.Tel:0858
63056

HOBBYTE

Luton Tel: 0582 457196
MICRO LOGIC

Nr Abor doen. Tel: 0569 66233

MCROWAY

RkttMm.Tnl: 0634 376702
MCROWISE

Reeding 21 Duke Street
PMS

Eeet Wtorlde, Tel: 03552 32796

PROJECT EXPANSIONS

Fareham, Tel: 0329 221109
RAMS COMPUTERS

Miton Keynee. Tel: 0908 647744
SPE ELECTRONKS

NrNoMnghwn, Tel:0602 640377
BKAN0 COMPUTERS

Ulveraton.Te1:0229 56984
WEST WILTS MICROS

Trowbridge. Tel: 02214 62759
WREXHAM COMPUTER

CENTRE

24 Abbott Street, Wrexham

VELOBYTE COMPUTERS

Schiedamee(S> 5A-6A, 3011 EB.
Rotterdam. Netiarlande.Tel:
Rotterdam. Hoi end. 010 4138197

MAIL ORDER ONLY
21 at SOFTWARE. 15 BridgeleW Avenue.Wlmetow(0625) 528885

5LDGGER
Tel: 0634 52303
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EDUCATION
NEWS

School modems
BBC Soft's Modem Master will

enable those schools who have

progressed to on-line com
munications to use their sys
tems more effectively. The
package costing £11.26 is en
tirely disc-based and may be
configured for use with a num
ber of different modems and

for communication with a wide

variety of databases. It includes
the facility to auto-dial, with an
appropriate modem, but will
also allow the user to enter

numbers manually.
It allows file transfer in both

scrolling and viewdata modes
so that telesoftware may be
taken from systems such as
Prestcl or from one of the

many bulletin boards, many of
which are catalogued in the

pack's extensive documenta
tion. XMODEM protocols are
supported, enabling error-
checking to be done while
downloading.

A sideways RAM image is
also supplied on the disc. The
manual is fairly technical, as it
has been designed for those
who will set up the system.
Once set up, however, there is
no reason for a user to refer to

the manual, other than when
undertaking more complex op
erations. The package has been
designed to hide all the tech
nology behind communica
tions, leaving the user to get on
with communicating!

Contact BBC Soft at BBC

Enterprises, Wood Lane, Lon
don W12 OTT.

The key to datahandling
GSN in conjunction with ITV
Schools has now released Key,
its low-cost data-handling
package. At £4.95 the package
looks set to be bought by most
local education authorities. As

mentioned in March '87's

Education News the IBA in

tends to provide a variety of
datafiles, linked to TV prog
rammes broadcast by its
schools service. This is prob
ably wheremoney will be made
to finance the development
costs of the package, since the
datafiles actually cost more
than the datahandling package
- British Birds, which links to
the Animals in Action prog
ramme will cost £15. Some
datafiles will be supplied.

GSN explained that Key ar-
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rived two months later than

scheduled 'principally due to
including a number of other
utilities which teachers and

advisers suggested'. On first
use the package appears to be
extremely fast and easy to use.

The power of this package,
other than its speed of opera
tion, lies in the fact that it may
be configured to a number of
levels of use. Thus it can be
integrated effectively into prim
ary and secondary schools.

A supplementary utility disc
containing routines for import
ing files from other databases
and ASCII files is available at a

cost of £4.50.

Like Key, it may be obtained
from ITCA at 6 Paul Street,
London EC2A 4JH.

Metal and plastic panels can be produced with the 3-AxisWork Table

CAD for XYZ
Leewood Developments' XYZ
workstations may now be
driven with a wide variety of
CAD packages. Using the plot
ter output from the software,
the 3-Axis Work Table may be
used in conjunction with a vari
ety of drills and routers. It can
produce milled metal and plas
tic panels, engraving and PCB
artwork and has many applica
tions in craft, design and tech
nology. The package is now so
flexible that it may even be

New datafile
formats
The datafile of educational soft

ware including a list of addres
ses is now available be purch
ased for £15 in various formats

including ViewStore, Key, Find,
Supastore and Quest.

Send your name and, address
to Nick Evans, PO Box 55,
Grimsby DN32 OQB.

driven directly by the BBC's
MOVE, DRAW and PLOT
commands through the RS232
Interface Controller. These

commands only need to be
scaled appropriately to the
motor steps, and sent out with
:'FX3,7 followed by PRINT
"UA 10000 10000" then

*FX3,0 which would move the
tool 50mm on both.

This powerful package needs
to be seen in action to appreci
ate its accuracy. Leewood exhi
bited on the same stand as
Linear Graphics at this year's
Hi Tech show at the Barbican.
Many of the ideas for creative
plotter software that have come
from Linear Graphics are now
available in a form which

allows them to be transferred
to more enduring media than
pieces of paper.

Details from Leewood De
velopments, Leewood Works,
Upton, Huntingdon, PE17
5YQ. Tel: (0480) 890860.
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EDUCATION!

THE SOUND OF MUSIC
Micros can be very informative and helpful in teaching

musical theoryacross the age ranges

Computer music is associated with tinny
sounds and stilted rhythms - music with
out soul and, to the specialist ear, largely
quite 'unmusical'.

Advanced synthesisers allow a wide
range of sound qualities to be achieved.
These are often made more acceptable to
the musical ear as they are reproduced
through a sensible amplifier and speaker
system. But with BBC machines, the user
is left with a tiny speaker through which
such delights asjesujoy of Man's Desiring,
The Entertainer or Bach's Fugues sound
forced. The end result isdisappointing, not
just because of the poor sound quality but
also because those pieces were never 'de
signed' to be played in that fashion - Bach
really does sound better on a church organ!
Music written especially for electronic in
struments is more tolerable, and good
examples often accompany arcade games.

When it comes to education, the main
issue of debate changes. It is interesting
that music making with a computer is one
of the few micro applications that is viable
both at home and in the classroom.

All of the packages referred to in this
article are suitable for home use and some

of them have already established them
selves in that area. This article discusses the

subject of music in the classroom and in
the home for all age ranges and across the
various modes of use.

Educational packages such as these may
be broadly divided into three groups; first
directed practice programs, then those for
open-minded study and, finally,
motivating-type programs.

The directed practice program is
designed to teach a specific set of concepts
or skills. It has these objectives in mind all
the time and usually tries to encourage
learners by presenting repetitious material
in a more palatable form. It should not be
assumed that this type of package is there
to replace the teacher. It will probably have
been designed by a teacher to help with the
management of a demanding class. This
type of material reinforces work that the
teacher has covered, provides a means for
revision and practice and allows the stu-
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Nick Evans

Music Mastercan be playedwith a recorder

dents to develop at their own pace and
make their mistakes in private!

The open-ended package is completely
different from the directed practice. It
provides a means for self-expression. In
this category come packages which encour
age the user to compose, to try variations
of rhythm and pitch and attempt to create
their own musical pieces. The program's
job is to take away the technical problems
that accompany direct creation of music on
a computer.

Finally, the motivating pack is one
which encourages an interest in thesubject.
It often crosses into the directed practice
area, but its main intention is to encourage
the reluctant learner. As introductions to
music for early learners, these packages
make an interesting method of instilling
basic concepts in the child's mind.

Since the motivating type of package has
been defined as a good starting place, it
would seem appropriate to look at these in
the early years of schooling. Children who
are immersed in music at home have little

problem when it comes to basic skills such
as 'feeling' a rhythm or detecting differ
ences in pitch. Indeed, tests based on these
fundamental abilities often determine

whether primary school children are
allowed an instrument to learn at home. A

neat and successful package which
endeavours to help in this area is Marion
Broadie's Peter Beater's Music Games,
published through System. The excellent
graphics and simple driving method of this
pack is a recipe for success. There are two
programs on the disc: Melody Rainbow
and Musical Jigsaws. A rainbow represents
different pitches and the screen character -
Peter Beater - will 'play' the colour, either
at random or in response to the keyboard.
As the program progresses to a second
level, via a menu, you may then choose
notes, edit their length and finally listen to
the finished composition. The Musical Jig
saw section of the program is intended to
assess whether the child has taken in the

concepts of pitch and duration that were
established earlier on. This is achieved by
means of Peter Beater pointing at two
pictures which are higher, lower or equal
to each other on the screen. The pictures
are accompanied by sound which matches
the position of the picture. Completion of
this section is rewarded with a musical

picture show. The best thing about this
package is that, unlike many of those
which are covered in this article, there are
plenty of suggestions for further develop
ment, ideas for parents to try with their
children at home and a simple teaching
guide to ensure everything possible is
gained from the program.

Jolly Jack Tar from Sherston Software
also tackles the topics of pitch and rhythm
and dabbles a little with simple music
reading. This package is definitely more
'drill and practice' than Peter Beater but
nonetheless has a lot to commend it - not

least the fact that it is accompanied by a
story book in which Jolly Jack the sailor
explains the need for conventions of
rhythm, pitch, duration and so on.

Without any doubtone company has the
corner on this market. AB European
Marketing recently took over the Mupados
Music series and added it to its own Music
Master pack. In the primary and lower
secondary age range this series of programs
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takes some beating for ingenuity. The
Mupados Recorder Tutor is designed to
help children to practise the more repeti
tive aspects of recorder work. This pack
deals with the mechanics of playing, the
position of the fingers and the rhythms of
the music. The package subdivides into a
number of parts which give tutorial advice.
This includes diagrammatic explanation of
fingering, and a bouncing ball technique is
used to demonstrate the relationship be
tween length of note played and the overall
rhythm of the piece. The child may hear
the computer play a piece, watch the music
on the screen and then play along with the
computer. But the real bonus comes in the
audio-tape which accompanies the pack.
This 'music-minus-one' cassette allows the

learner to play along with a fully orches
trated accompaniment. Mupados claims the
pack provides a complete year's recorder
tuition. And to back this up they produced
a free video to demonstrate the package
featuring Dr Carl Dolmetsch, a famous
authority on recorders.

In addition to Recorder Tutor, AB Euro
pean also produces an Ensemble pack and a
Duet pack for recorder work. Its Micro
Maestro Suite is a further series which

adopts a similar approach for keyboards,
concert pitch and B-flat instruments. Fin
ally, the ultimate complement to the recor
der packages is the Music Master unit. This
small box of electronics connects to the

user portof the BBC micro; a microphone
clips to the recorder. Practising and per
formance of tunes is then overseen all the

while by the computer. A tune can be
created and played to the computer, stored
and then printed out in musical manuscript
form. This is a real spurto creative practice
by the children. The package will also
allow the computer to be tuned to suit the
pitch of the recorder being used.

For those children who have acquired an
electronic keyboard and have yet to get to
grips with it, the Keyboard Player package
from Chalksoft provides a way in. It is
designed to help the child to practise the
relationship between note names and the
keyboard and develop basic music-reading
skills and understanding.

The creative possibilities of the open-
ended packages available for the BBC mic
ro tend to be limited by the fact that you
have to use the computer's keyboard in
place of a musical keyboard. It is possible
to provide add-on keyboards and synth
esisers (Music 500/5000 - see Acorn User
June 1985 and December 1986) but these
are beyond the means of most schools. The
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AB European's RecorderTutor teaches childrenhow to get the right notes from their instruments

Music System, again from System, is
perhaps the most comprehensive of the
computer-based musical packages. In
terested readers may care to look up the
review inAcorn User, September 1985. The
facility to create music and then print it isa
great boon to pupils and teachers alike.
And the package also provides a simple
way of experimenting with the tonal qual
ities of the sounds available from the
micro. Composition is possible via the
Keyboard software and you can edit ex
isting compositions too. It is easy to mod
ify existing pieces of music from theSound
Library. Thus a teacher may demonstrate
with relative ease the effect that a rock

rhythm produces on a Bach composition.
As a tool in the classroom for understand
ing the nature of the computer-produced
sound and using it to its best potential, the
Music System is invaluable.

An interesting and fairly new package is
Music Logo from Logotron. Lack of fami
liarity with a music keyboard is not a
problem with this software. Sound is built
up in stages from notes to phrases to whole
melodies. To quote from the handbook:
'Creative music simply means the explora
tion of sound through the use ofappropri
ate sounding materials or instruments'.

The author sees music as 'sound with
structure', and the micro as merely one
instrument among a range of 'sound mak
ers' which children employ. The important
feature of the package is that it provides a
medium in which you can experiment with
sounds structure and discover the nature of
music. It provides easy access to the BBC
micro's sound-making facilities but in such
a way that it is necessary to understand the
type of sound that is being produced.

Knowledge of Logo is helpful and for
those schools which already use Logotron
Logo this package makes a cheap and
interesting extension. It should be empha
sised, however, that the package is not
intended as a medium for composition or
for the production of what might be
termed 'formal music'.

The packages that have been covered in
this article areonly the tip of the iceberg of
what is available. The buyer should
appreciate the limitations that the micro -
any micro - places on the musical output
of the user. But software is available that

presents the BBC micro's facilities in a
usable way and it may be advisable to
investigate these simple and informative
packages before undertaking investment in
more expensive MIDI-linkcd systems or
other add-ons.

Peter Beater's Music Games (£13.00) and
Music System (£29.95) are available from
System, Collegiate Crescent, Sheffield S10
2BA. Tel: (0742) 682321.

Jolly Jack Tar (£12.00) is available
from Sherston Software, 8 Court Street,
Sherston, Malmesbury SN16 0LL. Tel:
(0666) 840433.

Mupados Recorder Tutor (£26.90). En
semble Pack (£9.00), Duet Pack (£7.00),
Micro Maestro (£15.00), Music Master
(£45.90) and the free video are allavailable
from AB European, Wharfdale Road,
Pentwyn, Cardiff Wales CF2 7HB. Tel:
(0222) 733485.

Keyboard Player (£19.95) is available
from Chalksoft, PO Box 49, Spalding PEJ1
1NZ. Tel: (0775) 69518.

Music Logo (£15.00) is available from
Logotron, Dales Brewery, Gwydir Street,
Cambridge CB1 2LJ. Tel: (0223) 323656.
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Letters
Write to Letters, AcornUser, 141 -143 Drury Lane, LondonWC2B5TF

SPELLING

dicted time with the

actual time taken.

If you are aware of any com
panies which can offer such a
package, then I would begrate
ful for any further details that
you may have.

DJ Woodall
Clwyd

Two companies produce crit
ical path analysis packages for
the BBC micro.

Beebplanner costs £39.95
from E J Sheffield, 8 Langden
Close, Camberley, Surrey
GU15 1AQ, and CPA costs
£57.50 from Unisoft Ltd, PO
Box 383, Highgate, London
N6 5UP.

ITOUT
Sir, I am writing to tell you
how helpful Acorn Computers
has been to me.

I had written to Acorn

asking for information con
cerning the use and suitability
of the ViewSpell spelling check
er in connection with my Mas
terand theADFS filing system.
The company responded with a
replacement ViewSpell and a
covering letter saying that it
hoped that this package would
sort out my problem.

The problem was that if I
tried to make a new dictionary
under ADFS, then it would
lock up in varying ways, show
a blank screen, emit lots of
noise from the computer etc.

With the new chip and disc
this problem has disappeared.
Just shows what Acorn can do
when it tries.

S M Kitchener

Hertfordshire

ONE OVER
THE EIGHT?

Sir, Some months ago I purch
ased your User Dump ROM
and have found it most useful

and quite easy to use. My com
puter is a Master 128 and so I
initially used the ROM in a
cartridge but recently I decided
that the ROM would be best

within the computer, as ROM
8. Therefore I reached for my
April issue of Acorn User and
the excellent article in the First

Byte series by Tessie Revivis.
Incidentally is she for real? I
suspect that some of your con
tributors areeither anagrams or
speeling errons.

Anyway, armed with the in
formation that there were three

available sockets for ROMs in
the Master, but two could not
be used unless you change the
links and lost RAM (why on
earth did Acorn do it?), I sear
ched for the one ROM socket I

BUSINESS
PLANS

Sir, I have a BBC Master com
puterand am interested in pur
chasing some business soft
ware. I am particularly in
terested in project planning or
time planning packages, where
by a project can be split into
individual tasks and their ex

pected times of completion dis
played in the form of a bar
chart. The package I am look
ing for should also have facili
ties for displaying possible con
flicts between allotted times for

tasks and comparison of pre
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could use. It's quite easy to
find which of the three to use,
it's the top one,says the article.
Now 'top' is a matter of opin
ion, depending which way up
the computer is, and my dealer
had no information from
Acorn to say which IC number
it was. To cut a long story
short, it is not the top ROM
socket, nor the bottom, it is the
one in the middle to get a
ROM as ROM 8.

Don Somner

Berkshire

'Top' is indeed a matter of
opinion. Tessie meant that
socket eight is 'top' because it
has a higher priority than the
two other sockets, which
count as four and five, and six
and seven. Tessie Revivis, like
all our writers, is indeed a real
person, and so letters to all
contributors like her are for

warded if sent via our offices -

Acorn User, Redwood Pub
lishing Ltd, 141-143 Drury
Lane, London WC2B 5TF.

PROGRAM
PROBLEMS

Sir, I used to have an Electron
but now have a Master 128. I

have not yet got the Reference
Manual parts 1 and 2; you
would think at £500 you would
get these free wouldn't you?
Could anyone offer help with a
couple of problems?

First, can anyone provide a
program to scroll thescreen left
and right? (I want to store the
periodic table and be able to
access it.)

Second, can anyone tell me
why VDU 22 should not be

used from the keyboard in lan
guages such as Basic? I suppose
this means you cannot use
VDU 22 in PROCs to change
mode. What if I did?

Michael G Walton

West Midlands

VDU 22 should not be used

because it resets the screen

mode - but Basic doesn't

notice the change. Using the
MODE command properly
makes sure Basic knows what

memory is being used by the
screen. If VDU 22 is used to

change the mode, Basic might
use screen memory to store

some of its variables - so they
will be corrupted.

CUTTING THROUGH
THETAPE

Sir, I own a BBC Master and as
a former Acorn Electron own

er, have a few BBC/Electron
games in tape format.

I was looking through the
star commands you can use on
the Compact when I came
across ::'TAPE. Can you tell me
if this means I can use a tape
recorder on my Compact?

Steve Peters

West Glamorgan

"TAPE is included on the

Compact for compatibility,
but it doesn't actuallydo any
thing. Because there isn't a
cassette interface on the Com

pact, programs on tape have
to be transferred to disc or via

the RS423 link before they
can be used. David Atherton's

series on the Compact ran in
Acorn User from November

1986 to April 1987.
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BACKING
BUSINESS

Sir, I was very interested in
your recent article on home
publishing.

In the Business Studies De

partment of Johnstone High
School we have been fortunate

enough to be able to use Page-
maker and Fleet Street Editor. I

have found that using either of
these two packages I can pro
duce much more interesting
and attractive class notesas pic
tures and diagrams can now be
easily added to text.

Robert Stevenson

Strathclyde

Sept The

BUSINESS
Produced by the

Business Studies
Depart ment
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GOOD NEWS
FOR NEWS

Sir, I found 'Editing your own'
(A U June) very interesting and
encouraging - so much so that
the next edition of our newslet
ter (York/Selby - a staff news
letter for one division of a so
cial services department) will
have quite a few changes.

We used Inter Word and

SpellMaster for the text.
Graphics were done with AMX
Super Art and Pagemaker with
CJE Micro's Multifont NLQ.

The bar charts were prepared
with Peter Sandford's bar chart
routines from Acorn User.

David Ford

Yorkshire
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LETTERS

A staff newsletter by Pagemaker

KEEPTEACHING
THE TABLOIDS

Sir, I write in response to the
article 'Editing Your Own' by
Tony Quinn in June's special
issue on publishing.

I'm a teacher and last au

tumn, after reading about Fleet
Street Editor and Pagemaker, it
seemed to me that desktop
publishing was an area of crea
tive media worth investing in.
So I bought AMX Pagemaker
and a mouse and can recom

mend the program. I've my
own BBC Master micro with

disc drive, monitor and printer.
Earlier this year I asked some

of my classes to write imagin
ary newspaper stories using
lists of words I'd compiled
from newspapers like the Sun
and Star. This was the first time

pupils had attempted this kind
of work. I rewrote and edited
their ideas and produced two
newspaper frontpages with
headlines of 'Siberia!' and
'AIDS claims Hull victim'.

This term, pupils have
already looked critically at va
rious teenager magazines (like
Jackie, Smash Hits and Shoot
among others) with a view to
writing and publishing their
own magazine during the next
half term, so your article was
very well timed! I'm currently
using it to develop an approach
which I hope will enable pupils

to achieve a finished product,
all of which I'd like to send

you if you judge that your
readers would be interested.

In addition to teaching media
studies I'm in charge of the
school's library. Part of this
responsibility is to promote lib
rary skills. I decided to use
desktop publishing to produce
teaching notes, a pupil informa
tion booklet and two display
A3 posters (a map of the lib
rary and a newspaper front
page). Slides and teletext pages
complement these. (I wrote a
teletext program and 'pages' of
information.)

Finally, I wrote a front page
about my work!

I've enclosed photocopies of
these attempts at publishing for
your inspection and would
welcome your comments.

Dorian Goring
Humberside

Tony Quinn replies: the pub
lishing special was very well
received and apologies to
those readers whose letters
and magazines we haven't
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AIDS
claims
Hull
victim
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me) and perhaps paste-in a
better headline face. Apart
from that it was well-

produced, readable, and easy
to put together.

'The Business' is a bit fussy
- which is the title for exam
ple? Also, there are a lot of
artwork marks which could
have been blotted out with
correction fluid.

The Hull papers are amaz
ing. They appear to have been
done by sticking four Page-
maker pages together and
then pasting on the pictures.
This can be taken further by
using five pages, one of which
can be stuck right in the mid
dle of the A3 sheet, so totally
disguising any look of it being
divided into four.

The text was a bit cramped
in places, with captions split
off from pictures and stories.
If there are a lot of short
stories, it's often better to run
them together in a column of
'shorts' for simplicity.

A revision of the Hull paper
is shown. This was done by
physical cut and paste, but

AIDS
claims
Hull
victim iMKP

..,-..- OWrflUNDINSKff
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Before and after: Tony Quinn's revised front page appears on theright

been able to print alongside
the ones here.

The most common failing
was people trying to do too
much and cramming things
in. The York/Selby newsletter
was clean and simple. For im
provements I'd use wider page
edge margins, better headlines
('third edition' hardly grabs

could be done in Pagemaker
with the 'AIDS' headline and

the double-column paragraph
as the fifth page.

From the point of view of
writing, it's a real 'horror'
page full of bodies being
found, stabbings and kidnaps.
There was no good news in it
at all - a real pity.
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD

Bringing the World of Technology to your fingertips

ring now EDUCATION CATALOGUE available
DRIVES

Cumana Drives

CSX100 £89

CSX400 £109

CS400 £129

CD800 £219

CS354 £94

CS358 £169

Winchester Drive

V20MB £599

Plinth Drive

VPLIN £239

PRINTERS

LAN 135 £139

MP201 £289

MP165 £179

EPSON LX86 £199

STAR NLI0 £199

PANASONIC 1081 £159

CANON PW1080A £229

EPSON FX86 £349

MP26 £249

JUKI 6100 £279

COME IN AND SEE US

LAN VOUCHER

£1.00 OFF EVERY £10.00

off software purchased

in the computer centre
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MONITORS MISC

MICROVITEC 1431 £179

MICROVITEC 1451 £219

PHILIPS 8833 (stereo) £249
PHILIPS 7502 £79

PHILIPS 7522 £85

ZENITH 1230 £69

ZENITH 1220 £69

TAXAN 620 £269

MASTER MONITOR STAND £15

SWIVEL STAND £16

MASTER COMPACT £349
MASTER TURBO £99

MASTER 512 £179

1770 DFS £49

8271 DFS £79

PRINTER STAND £15

ADFS ROM £19

AMX MOUSE £69

IEEE INTERFACE £199

CHOLO £12

IDAGENHAM

1063 HIGH ROAD,

ROMFORD, ESSEX
TEL: 01-597 8851

HOW TO ORDER

Post order form to us.

Telephone orders accepted if confirmed in writing.
All orders will be acknowledged.
Goods can be collected or delivered.

DELIVERY CHARGES

Below £10 add £1.50
Below £100 add £3.50

Below £50 add £2.50

Above £100 add £8.00

PRICESEXCLUSIVE OF V.A.T.ANDCORRECT AT TIMEOF GOING TO
PRESS.

Education callers ask for: | v/SA
Tony Judge or Mike Brown
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FIRST BYTE
DIVIDE AND CONQUER

Although multiplication and division are two of the most complex
aspects of assembly, they are in fact easy to grasp

From the outside, it would seem that the
most difficult tasks to undertake in

machine code are to multiply and divide
numbers, but, as with every other aspect of
computer programming, with a little
thought they can be performed by sim
plifying the task in hand. For instance, take
the multiplication of 7x8. This can be
made more straightforward by re-writing it
as seven lots of eight added together, ie,

7X8 = 8+8+8+8+8+8+8

In both cases the answer is 56. Listing 1
(see page 51) shows how it is done with the
variables 'first' and 'second' holding the
two numbers to be multiplied.

By resetting the values assigned to 'first'
and 'second' the program can be used to
multiply any two single-byte values. For
larger values two-byte addition should be
used and in either case the carry flag
should really bechecked to see if the result
exceeds one or two bytes.

This isn't very elegant and needless to
say there is a better way. First we should
examine how we would normally multiply
two numbers together. Consider the multi
plication of 123X231. Let's call the first
number the multiplicand, and the second
number the multiplier (see Figure 1).

The techniques involved should be
familiar to everyone - each digit ofthe first
number is in turn multiplied by each digit
in the multiplier such that its least signifi
cant digit sits below the corresponding
multiplier digit. This results in the shifting
of each partial product to the left or right
by one digit relative to the previous one.
The gap created by this shifting is filled in
by a zero. In school, most children are
taught to shift the products right, eliminat
ing a zero each time. But shifting left and
adding a zero has an equivalent effect, as in
Figure 1. When all digits have been multi
plied together the resulting partial products
are added together to form the result.

To perform this in machine code we
need to multiply binary numbers together.
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Tessie Revivis

123

x231

(multiplicand)
(multiplier)

(first part product)
(second part product)
(third part product)

(final product)

123

3690

24600

28413

Figure 1. Decimal multiplication

11

101

(multiplicand)
(multiplier)

(first part product)
(second part prodcut)
(third part product)

(final product)

n

000

1100

1111

Figure 2. Binary multiplication

Take the numbers 3x5; ignoring leading
zeros this is 11x101 in binary. Applying
the rules above this multiplication proceeds
as shown in Figure 2, remembering that
1X1 = 1 and 1X0=0.

The final result is 1111, which is &F, or
15 in decimal. If you try working through
a few more examples (try 1101X1010 and
1011X1011) you should notice two things.
Firstly if the multiplier digit is a zero then
the whole of the partial product will be
zero - anything multiplied by zero is zero!
Secondly if the multiplier is a one then the
partial product is simply a copy of the
multiplicand but shifted along to the left
the correct number ofplaces. Therefore ifa
zero is present in the multiplier it can be
ignored provided we remember to shift the
next partial product up to the left by one
more position and insert a zero in its least
significant bit position. The rule then is
this: if the multiplier bit is a one, then the
multiplicand can be added to a running
total. If the multiplier is a zero, then
simply ignore the multiplicand but rotate
all the bits one position along and drop in a
zero on the right.

Rotation command
Now wouldn't it be nice if there was a
rotation command in the 6502 instruction
set. Well there is a whole selection. The first
is the ROR instruction which stands for
ROtate Right. It can be used on the
accumulator (ROR A) on a memory loca
tion (ROR memory).

The ROR instruction in fact is a nine-bit
rotation using the carry flag bit as its ninth
bit. Figure 3 illustrates how the instruction
works showing the contents of the accumu
lator (or memory location) before and after
the instruction has been used.

The ROR instruction must be used with
another bit shifting instruction to perform
this multiplication effectively - the Logical
Shift Right (LSR) instruction. This per
forms in much the same way as ROR,
except that the carry flag bit is not used. Bit
seven of the byte being LSRed moves into
the carry flag orbefore, but azero is placed
into the vacated bit seven.

Figure 4 (see page 50) illustrates the pre
and post-LSR effect. If you look at the
figure carefully and apply it to few binary
numbers ofyour own you may notice that
iteffectively halves the value of the byte.

Listing 2 uses the ROR instruction in
both its accumulator and memory addres
sing mode. It takes two one-byte numbers
and multiplies the two together providing
the result intwo bytes.

Let's examine how the program works in
abit more detail. As we are multiplying two
single-byte numbers we have to multiply
eight bits. We keep track of these in the X
register which is therefore loaded with eight
and is the bit counter. The accumulator is
cleared to ensure that there are no surplus
bits that may get added and corrupt the
result. Remember, unlike the workedexam
ples above we are not forming and storing
partial products for adding on completion,
but instead keeping a running total of each
partial product as we progress through the
bits of the multiplier. This makes the
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program slightly quicker to complete and
saves on memory that would be required to
save each partial product.

Loop
The main program loop is marked by the
label 'loop'. The 'LSR second' instruction
moves the first bit (bit 0) of the multiplier
into the carry flag (see Figure 4) and sets it
accordingly. The carry flag can then be
tested to see if it contains a one or a zero. If

it holds a zero, theflag will beclear, and the
BCC instruction will jump over the next
few bytes ofcode (to the 'clear' label). This
code adds the multiplicand to the running
partial product total held in 'result'. Re
member if thecarryflag is clear thenthere is
no need to add the multiplicand. If on the
other hand, the carry flag is set, it must be
added. The next requirement is to shuffle
the bits along by one bit position using the
ROR instruction, to ensure that the
'weight' of the multiplicand is correct for
the bit it is to be multiplied with next.
Finally, the X register is decremented by
one. The loop repeats until all eight bits of
themultiplier have been processed.

Ifafter studying theprogram you are still
struggling to grasp exactly, what is happen
ing, first make sure that you fully under
stand how the ROR and LSR instructions

work, and then using two small numbers
(say four bits each, ie, 1101 and 1001) try to
work outwhat each instruction isdoing and
the bit pattern of each register after each
instruction has been executed. Then all will

become clear!

Division
Having discussed multiplication, we must
look at its counterpart - division. As with
multiplication, let's try to simplify the
division process. What we are really doing
is calculating the number of times the
second number (the divisor) can be sub
tracted from the first (which is called the
dividend). Take for example of 48/4. Here
four can be subtracted from 48 12 times
with no remainder. In binary, 48 is
00110000 and 12 is1100 sothelong division
calculation becomes:

1010 (Quotient)

OlOO )001lOOOO (Dividend)
0100

OlOO

OlOO

OOOO (Remainder)

Dividing binary numbers is easy, as it
follows the same simple rules that can be
applied to multiplication, except they are I Figure 6. The ASL instruction
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reversed. The rules are that if the divisor is

equal to or is less than the dividend then a
one must be placed in the quotient. On the
other hand, remember that if the divisor is
greater than the dividend, a zero must be
placed inthequotient.

As with multiplication, we can test thebit
to see if it's a one, in which case the
subtraction can go ahead. If thebit isazero,
then it can be ignored, and the partial
quotient shifted along. Then the next bitcan
be brought down and the process repeated.
The shifts in this case must be in the reverse

order, as we work from the high-bit down
to the low-bit in a division. The ROR and

LSR instructions have their counterparts
and these are ROL (ROtate Left) and ASL
(Arithmetic Shift Left). Figures 5 and 6
illustrate that these instructions do work in
a similar way, but in theopposite direction
to each other.

Aswith themultiplication program theX
register is used to keep a count of the
number of bits being shifted. The first
action of the program inside the main loop
is to shift the dividend left one bit to move

Before ROR A

After ROR A

bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit3 bit 2 bitl bit 0

carry

flag

carry
flag bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1

i k

bitO

Figure 3. TheROR Ainstruction

Before LSR A

After LSR A

bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bit 0

carry
flag

0 bit 7 bit 6 bit5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1

bitO

Figure 4. The LSR instruction

Before ROL A

After ROL A

bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bitO

carry

flag

bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bitO
carry

flag
4 i

bit 7

Figure 5. The ROL Ainstruction

Before ASL A

After ASL A

bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bitO

carry

flag"

bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit 3 bit 2 bit 1 bit 0 0

bit 7
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the least significant bit on and insert a zero
in its position. The bit (which is now in the
carry flag position) is rotated on into bit
zero of the accumulator. The byte in the
accumulator is then compared to see if the
divisor is less than or equal to the partial
dividend. If thedivisor is greater, then it is
not subtracted as the BCC is executed.

Otherwise the divisor is subtracted and a
one isadded to thequotient.

Finally theX register isdecremented, and
if there are more bits to process, the loop

Listing 1. Simplemultiplication

10 REM Simple Multipl
ication

20 REM by Tessie Revi
vis

30 REM for B/B+/E/M/C
40 REM (c) Acorn User

August 1987
50 :

60 DIM code7. 256

70 first=7:second=8:r
esult=&70

80 P"/.=code%

90 [.simple
100 LDA #0

110 STA result

120 LDX #second
130 CLC

140 .loop
.150 LDA result

160 ADC #first

170 STA result

1B0 DEX

190 BNE loop
200 RTS

210 1

220 CALL simple
230 PRINT first;"x";se

cond;"=";?result
240 END

Listing 2. Single-bytemultiplication

10 REM Single byte mu
ltiplication

20 REM by Tessie Revi
vis

30 REM for B/B+/E/M/C

40 REM (c) Acorn User

August 1987
50 :

60 DIM code7. 256

70 first=&70:second=&

71

80 result=&72

90 PROCassemble

100 PROCgetnumbers
110 CALL multiply
120 PRINT "Result is:

";!result AND &FFFF
Continued •
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repeats until the calcualtion is complete.
Any remainder issaved before the program
isfinally exited.

Improvement
Finally, you can improve the program by
adding some error checking to it. For
example a division by zero is not allowed,
and this could be checked for by loading the
divisor into the accumulator at the very
start of the machine code and testing the
zero flag. Add the lines in listing 4to listing

•4 Listing2 continued
130 END
140 •

150 DEF PROCassemble

160 FOR pass=0 TO 3 ST
EP 3

170 P"/.=code"/.

180 COPT pass
190 .multiply
200 LDA #0

210 LDX #8

220 . loop
230 LSR second

240 BCC clear

250 CLC

260 ADC first

270 .clear

280 ROR A

290 ROR result

300 DEX

310 BNE loop
320 STA result+1

330 RTS

340 D:NEXT

350 ENDPROC

360 «

370 DEF PROCgetnumbers
380 CLS

390 INPUT "Multiplican
d: "mulpcnd

400 INPUT "Multiplier
: "mulply

410 ?f i rst=mulpcnd:?se
cond=mulply

420 ENDPROC

Listing3. Single-byte division

10 REM Single byte di
vision

20 REM by Tessie Revi
VI s

30 REM for B/B+/E/M/C

40 REM (c) Acorn User

August 1987

50 •

60 DIM code7. 256

70 f i rst=&70: second=&

71

80 remaind=&72

90 PROCassemble

Continued •

3 to perform this divide-by zerocheck.
Both the multiplication and division

programs require input from you. The
multipliers and divisors have to be put into
the zero page locations, and this is done in
PROCgetnumber. However, they can easi
ly be integrated into your own assembler
programs. All that you need to do is to
ensure that the numbers to be multiplied or
divided aredeposited into the correct mem
ory locations before using the routines then
go ahead asbefore.

•4 Listing 3 continued

100 PROCgetnumbers

110 CALL divide

120 PRINT "Result is:

";?second

130 PRINT "Remainder:"
;?remaind

140 END

150 :

160 DEF PROCassemble

170 FOR pass=0 TO 3 ST
EP 3

180 P7.=code"/.

190 COPT pass
200 .divide

210 LDA #0

220 LDX #8

230 .1oop
240 ASL first

250 ROL A

260 CMP second

270 BCC nosub

280 SBC second

290 INC first

300 .nosub

310 DEX

320 BNE loop
330 STA remaind

340 RTS

350 D:NEXT

360 ENDPROC

370 :

380 DEF PROCgetnumbers
390 CLS

400 INPUT "Dividend: "

di vd

410 INPUT "Divisor : "

dsor

420 ?first=divd:?secon
d=dsor

430 ENDPROC

Listing 4. Additional lines for listing 3

202 LDA second

204 BEQ zero

342 .zero

343 BRK

344 3

345 %PV.= " Division by Zero'
346 P7.=P7.+LEN (*P7.)
347 COPT pass
348 BRK
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
ACORN USER OFFER

Get a listings
disc free!

We are giving away our wonderful monthly listings discs,
worth £5.95 and cassettes, worth £3.95 when yousubscribe to
Acorn User magazine.

All you have to do to guarantee 12 issues of Acorn User is
to fill in the coupon below and choose your favourite Acorn
User monthly listings cassette or disc. Choose from August
'87 featuring Calendar, Gus (March '87), Desalet (May '87),
Super Plotter (November '86) or even Dodo (August '86).
Any one of our monthly listings will be yours absolutely free,
when you subscribe now.

r
YES! I wish to subscribe to Acorn User startingwith the

Please send myFREE monthly • 40/80-track 5.25 inch disc/ D cassette forthe
issue. (Please allow28days for delivery)

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

• I enclose my cheque/postal order for K17.50 made payable to Redwood Publishing
Ltd. D Please debitmyAccess/Barclaycard/American Express

Account No: Expiry Date

SIGNED DATE

Send this coupon with your remittance inan envelope toGail Fairhall, Subscriptions
Manager, Redwood Publishing Limited, Lambourn Woodlands, Newbury, Berkshire
RG16 7TW.

Here's one soap you'll want them to watch in class.
Product Information Folder. OnecopyFREE. Sets of 10available at £2.50 to

cover postage, packingand handling.
Stain Removal Chart Brighten yourroom with our colourful poster-sized chart

giving helpful stain removal hints. Cost: £0.75.
"Cleaning Today" booklet Arevised andupdated edition will be available early

in 1988.

TheLever Brothers Educational Unit has produceda versatile newproductcalled
appropriately enough, Soap. Mind you it's not the soap for which we're famous, it's a
software productforwhich we hopeto become equally famous.

Soap, which comes complete with graphical analysis and printout facilities, is
suitable for GCSE through toAlevel students. With itthey cansetup market research
projects in Home Economics, Social Studies, or indeed anything their fertile minds
can dream up.

It's perfect for beginners but onthe same disk there's a programme tosuit more
advanced students.

Each software pack includes the software programme, running instructions and
comprehensive teacher's notes, all of which will be available from mid July. The
software runs on BBCB and Master computers.

And at a special price of£9.95 itcould become more popular than Eastenders.
Some more educational aids from Lever Brothers

GCSE project pack. Including 12 Home Economics work cards covering subjects
such as consumer protection, product performance, and home and child safety.
Cost£2.00.

"Not Another Soap Opera". Our popular fabric care video with Sarah Greene.
Now updated and available in VHS orBetamax. Cost: £9.95. Teachers notes and work
cardsforabove video. Cosf; £3.50. If you already havea copyofthefirst edition, you
can obtain the updated version and relevant work card by sending usyour old video
plus£3.50 for postageand handling.

Detergency and Textile Topics. Aset of 10 individual leaflets. Revised and
updated. One setFREE. 10 sets available at£2.50 to cover postage, package and
handling.
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I Con
I Cen

Complete coupon andreturn to: Lever Brothers Education Unit International Teaching Resource
Centre. P.O.Box 10, Wetherby,West Yorkshire.LS236YY.

irce I

Yes, please send me:

Soltware pack. £9.95 each

GCSEproject. £2.00 each

•Not another soapopera". £9.95each Beta D VHSO

Teachers notes and work cards for the above. £3.50

Detergency andTextile topics. 1setFREE, 10lor£2.50

ProductInformation Folder. 1 FREE, 10for£2.50

Stain RemovalChart. 75p each

Name

Establishment

Address

Position

Your Order No

Invoice Address if different

Ienclose acheque/postal orderfor£
made payableto Lever Brothers Limited

Signed Date

Registeredin London334527.
Registered Office: 3St. James's Road. Kingston Upon Thames. Surrey. KT1 2BA

I Regis

I Regis

No of items

LEVEi
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Acorn forum
David Atherton presents readers' ideas on VDU commands,

second processors, compression and more

GREAT
COMPRESSION

Regular contributor Jonathan Temple has
been looking at the text compression article
in the February 1984 issue of Acorn User,
and set out to see whether he could im

prove on the 75 per cent of original length,
achieved then. He has now sent us a simple
yet effective text compression routine (list
ing 1 in the yellow pages), which, he
claims, can usually achieve 60 per cent
compression. I tried it and that figure
seems to be accurate.

His system achieves high compression
ratings without the need for dictionaries of
common words. It works by using the
concept of nibbles or half-bytes. The
routine's output operation is basically simi
lar to that described on page 102 of the
February 1984 issue of Acorn User, and
works like this:

READ the next nibble (four bits)
IF nibble is less than 13

THEN output one of the 13 most com
mon characters (etaoinshrdlu)

ELSE READ another nibble: outputone
of 48 remaining characters.

This is the decompression algorithm, and
is performed by FNdecomp (M) where M
is the address in memory of the compress
ed string.. The compression is done using
PROCcomp (M,N) where M is the address
of the string to be compressed, and N the
address for the new string to be stored.
The compression routine is written so that
it is possible for M and N to be the same
address. PROCinit must be used first.

At present, the numbers 0 to 9 and some
punctuation cannot be used in strings for
compression. If required, then several more
16-character strings in the C$ array could
be created and the existing ones changed;
this would entail changing PROCinit, as
well as those lines where 5% is reset.

To make modifications easier, figure 1
shows how the four strings are linked by
the compression routine.

As it stands, the program is really a
demonstration of an algorithm and a tech
nique. It needs to be translated into
machine code to have practical benefit. So
go to it and find some practical use for the
idea in your programming.
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Figure 1. Illustratesthe compression codingalgorithm

STRINGING
ALONG

To enter quote marks into a string, you
must type two quote marks for each mark
you wish to appear, .so if you wanted to
program key 0 with LOAD "PROG", the
command is:

*KEY 0 "LOAD ""PROG"" "

It's very easy to lose track of how many
quotes to use. Did you know that for
operating system commands thesequence]"
can also be used? In the above example the
command would be:

*KEY O "LOAD :"PROG!" "

or alternatively:
*KEY 0 LOAD !"PROG!"

which show a little more clearly which
quotes are which. This technique does not
apply to BBC Basic, where the double
quotes system must be used.

EXTENDED PLOT
VECTORS

Next is a piece from Alistair Shimmin of
Crowthorne, on creating your own VDU
commands. Alistair has provided a simple
example of a new VDU 23 command,
which prints out the character definitions.

The program in listing 2 (see yellow
pages) is doubly interesting because it is
one technique for legally accessing the I2k
of private RAM on the Master and Com
pact, and more importantly because it
illustrates the use of an extended vector.

The 12k of MOS private RAM on the
Master (not to be confused with the 16k
banks that the ::'SR commands use) is
known in internal Acorn documents as
ANDY, and is usually paged out, as loca

tions &8000 to &C000 are given to the
currently active ROM. If you want, say, to
read character definitions then this poses a
problem. The same goes with im
plementing your own graphics commands
which have to work in shadow modes.

Fortunately, Acorn has allowed a legal
means of access to all of the MOS sideways
RAM and shadow screens by use of the
extended plot code vector which is at
locations &226 and &227.

To use the vector you can either issue a
VDU 23, X call (where X is between 28
and 31), or VDU 25, X(where X is greater
than 239). In general, you would use VDU
25 for graphics routines and VDU 23 for
other functions. The program to display
character definitions will use VDU 23.

The routine Alistair has written is en
tered by a VDU 23, 28, a, b ] command,
where 'a' is the first character to be dis
played and 'b' is the last. The number of
definitions must not be greater than 32.

On entry to the extended plot code
vector, the carry flag is set if a VDU 23
command was issued, or clear if it was a
VDU 25. The value immediately after the
VDU 23 or 25 is contained in the accumu
lator. The program thus checks that carry
is set and the accumulator contains 28.

The next step is to gain access to the
other VDU 23 parameters. These are all
found at offset &1B from the VDU vari
able base address, which is &300 on all
machines. So when the command VDU 23,
28, a, b ] is issued, 28 will be at &31B (as
well as in the accumulator) 'a' will be at
&31C, 'b' at &31D and so on.

The rest of the routine works on the
basis that the definition for SPACE (char
acter 32) is at &8900,! (character 33) is at
&8908 and so on. The extended plot
routine finishes with a RTS.
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AMSTRAD

BROTHER

CANON

CBM

2+
AP80 £2.70
API 00 £2.70
DMP1 £3.90
DMP2OOO/3O0O £4.40
PCW8256/8512 £4.30

HR5 £3.00
HR15Corr £2.90
HR15FAB £3.30
HR15MS £3.20
HR15 also for HR25/HR35
EP44 £2.90
Ml 009 £3.40
PW1080A Black £3.10
PW1080ARedorBlue £4.50
PJ1080 Ink Jet Colour. One Off
PJ1080 Ink Jet Black. One Off

1515 £2.70
1525 £2.70
MPS801 £3.60
802/1526 £3.70
803 £3.40
MPS1000 £2.70
4022 £2.70
MSC801 Colour. One Off

CENTRONICS

CITIZEN

DAISYSTEP

EPSON

DPS1101 SS
DPS1101 MS
DPS1101 Corr

GLP1/2

120D

2000 MS
2000 FAB

MX/FX/RX80 Black

£2.40
£2.90
£1.80

£3.40

£5.00

£3.10
£4.90

£2.70

JUKI

KAGA

M/TALLY

OKI

MX/FX/RX80RedorBlue £3.90
100 Series
LX80/LX86
JX80 Colour. One Off
LQ800
LQ1000

6000/2200 MS
6000/2200 Corr
6100 MS
6100 SS
6100 Corr

KP810 Black
KP810RedorBlue

MT80

80/82
84

Mate 20 Colour
Male 20 Black

Dot MatrixPANASONIC

£3.70
£2.70

£3.70
£4.50

£4.00
£3.10
£2.90
£2.40
£1.80

£3.10
£4.50

£3.70

£1.40
£3.90
£7.00
£6.60

£5.00

5+
£2.20
£2.20
£3.30
£4.10
£4.00

£2.80
£2.50
£2.90
£2.80

12+
£2.00
£2.00
£3.10
£4.00
£3.80
£2.60
£2.30
£2.60
£2.50

£2.50 £2.30
£2.90 £2.70

£2.60 £2.40
£4.10 £3.80

£10.90
£8.90

£2.20 £2.00
£2.20 £2.00
£3.00 £2,80
£2.90 £2.70
£2.90 £2.70
£2.30 £2.10
£2.30 £2.10

£18.50
£1.90 £1.75
£2.50 £2.30
£1.50 £1.40

£2.90 £2.70

£4.60 £4.30

£2.60 £2.40
£4.20 £4.00

£2.30 £2.10
£3.20 £3.00
£3.30 £3.00
£2.30 £2.10

£18.50
£3.30 £3.10
£3.90 £3.60

£3.60 £3.40
£2.70 £2.50
£2.50 £2.30
£1.90 £1.75
£1.50 £1.40

£2.60 £2.40
£4.10 £3.80

£2.90 £2.70

£1.10 £1.00
£3.40 £3.20
£6.50 £6.20
£6.20 £6.00

£4.60 £4.30

PRINTERS StarNB24-10
StarNB24-15

SlorNB15

QUENDATA

QUME

SEIKOSHA

SHINWA
SMITH

CORONA

STAR

DWP1120MS
DWP1120FAB
Sprint7/9 MS
Sprint 7/9 FAB
GP50
GP80
GP100/250
GP500/550
GP700 Colour. One Off
SP1000
CP80
Faslexl80 (Twinpack)
TPIM/S
TPI Fabric
TPI Corr
DI 00/200
D300
DP/GEMINI/SG
SRI 5
NL10

£3.10
£4.90
£2.80
£4.00
£6.00
£2.70
£2.60
£3.90

£2.60
£4.20
£2.30
£3.70
£5.50
£2.20
£2.20
£3.30

£6.00 £5.50
£3.70 £2.90

£11.70 £11.20
£12.50 £10.70

£5.70 £5.25
£5.00 £4.70
£4.80 £4.40

£2.40
£4.00
£2.10
£3.40
£5.20
£2.00
£2.00
£3.10

£18.50
£5.20
£2.70

£10.90
£9.95
£4.95
£4.50
£3.90
£5.30
£1.00
£4.30
£4.40

Si-
JVC inc Plastic Case
MD-1D S/side D/dens 40TR
MD-2D D/side D/dens 40TR
MD-2DD D/side Q/dens 80TR
MD-2HD D/side H/dens 1.6MB
MEMOREX
MD-2D D/side D/dens 40TR
MD-2DD D/side Q/dens 80TR
MD-2HD D/side H/dens 1.6MB

VERBATIM-DATALIFE
MD525 S/side D/dens 40TR
MD550 D/side D/dens 40TR
MD577 S/side Q/dens 80TR
MD557 D/side Q/dens 80TR
MDHD D/side H/dens 1.6MB

FUJI

BOXES OF 10 DISKS
1-2 3-9 10+

£9.99 £9.50 £9.25
£11.99 £11.50 £11.25
£15.99 £15.50 £15.25
£26.99 £25.99 £25.49

£11.99 £11.50 £11.25
£15.99 £15.50 £15.25
£26.99 £25.99 £25.49

£11.60 £11.00 £10.60
£14.80 £14.00 £13.60
£14.99 £14.75 £14.49
£19.50 £19.00 £18.60
£27.99 £26.99 £25.99

•S/side D/dens 40TR £10.99 £10.50 £10.25
•D/side D/dens 40TR £13.49 £12.99 £12.75

'Coloured Disks - red,green,blue,beige,grey£1.00 per box extra.
D/side D/dens 80TR £17.99 £17.50 £17.25

3}»
JVC
SONY/FUJI
FUJI/
MEMOREX
SONY

S/side D/dens
S/side D/dens

D/side D/dens
D/side D/dens

BOXES OF10DISKS

£17.99 £17.25 £16.99
£18.99 £18.25 £17.99

£26.99 £26.50 £25.99
£27.99 £27.50 £26.99

BULK 3 D/SIDE D/DENS DISKS
10 x Disks £1.99 each £19.90 pack
20 x Disks £1.89 each £37.80 pack

3 DISKS cp2 5Disk$ E2.99 each £14.95 pack
CF2 10 Disks £2.89 each £28.90 pack

£419.95
£531.95
£659.95

LOCKABLE DISK BOXES
MODEL SIZE
DD40L 373.5"
GS100 3.5"
DD50 51"
DD100 5 J*
LIBRARY CASE 51"
NON-LOCKABLE DISK BOXES
MD12/30 373.5"
MF50 51"
MICRODRIVE HOLDERS
WALLET
WALLET

CAPACITY
40
100
50
100
10

24
50

4

20

PRICE
£8.50

£13.90
£8.90

£11.70
£1.50

£7.20
£8.00

£1.75
£4.50

PRINTER CABLES &
INTERFACES 1

AMSTRAD CPC
ATARI ST

BBC
IBM/AMSTRAD PC
MSX
CBM 64/128
SINCLAIR QL/SPEC 128
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM
AMSTRAD PCW

Parallel
Parallel
Parallel
Parallel
Parallel
Parallel l/F
Parallel l/F
Parallel l/F
Parallel/Serial l/F

COMPUTER STATIONERY

£8.90
£14.50

£6.50
£14.50
£10.90
£59.90
£26.50
£32.50
£49.90

PLAIN WHITE WITH MICRO-PERF EDGES PRICE
SIZE GSM QUANTITY 1 BOX 2 BOXES
11x9} 60 2000 £12.50 £12.00
11x91 70 2000 £15.50 £14.50
EXACT A4 70 2000 £20.90 £18.75
115x91 90 1000 £13.20 £11.25

LASER PRINTER CONSUMABLES
TONER CARTRIDGES
Epson GQ3500 £18.50
Oki Laserline 6 £18.50
HPLaserjets £74.95
HPLaserjelMkll £84.95

Canon A1/A2
Canon A8 Mk II
QMSK8
Citizen Overture

£74,95
£84.95
£74.95
£22.95

Silver Reed EXP500
Epson LX800
EpsonFX800
Epson FX1000
Epson EX800
Epson EX1000
Epson LQ800
Epson LQ1000
Epson LQ2500
Epson GQ3500 Laser
Amstrad DMP3000
Amstrad DMP4000
Juki
Panasonic KXP1081
Star NL10 inc l/F

StarNX15
StarND15
StarNR15

£159.95
£192.95
£299.95

£385.95
£389.95
£519.95
£437.95
£584.95
£729.95

£1259.95
£149.95
£299.95
£269.95
£139.95
£194.95

£272.95
£342.95
£412.95

LASER
PRINTERS

AMSTRAD 1512
PC Office System £669.95
SingleDriveMono Monitor £429.95
Double Drive Mono Monitor £529.95
SingleDriveColourMonitor £589.95
Double Drive Colour Monitor £699.95
S/DMono* 20 MegHordCard £709.95
S/DColour+20 MegHardCard £809.95
S/DMonot 30 MegHordCard £799.95
S/D Colour i 30 Meg Hard Cord £899.95

FAMOUS SOFTWARE
BIG DISCOUNTS

Epson GQ3500 Laser
HP Laserjet Mk IILaser
Canon LBP8 Mk II Laser
Oki Laserline 6 Laser
QMS K8 Laser
Citizen Overture Laser

£1259.95
£1989.95
£1599.95
£1495.95
£1549.95
£1495.95

DELIVERY
All consumables and software
post free Hardware £5 - VAT 4 Day
Delivery £9 ( VAT 24 Hour Delivery

MS Word 3

Word Perfect 4.2

WordSfar

Professional V.4

DBase 3 Plus

Lotus 123

Supercalc 4

£239.95

£239.95

£199.95

£319.95

£235.95

£195.95

Smart

Symphony
Ventura Publisherl.l

Open Access II
PFS-1 st Choice

VP Planner

VPInfo

£379.95

£329.95

£599.95

£379.95

£109.95

£59.95

£59.95

COMPUTERS BY POST GUARANTEE If after buying any of
J*

at a lower price locally within one week, we will refund the difference.

T
the hardware or softwareinthisadvertisement, you findthe same itemoffere

All prices exclude VM
CREDIT CARD HOT-LINE

D 01-760 0014
Computersby Post (ACU), 14EmmabrookCourt,

Sea Road, Rustington, West Sussex.
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PRESERVING
VARIABLES

Here's a very useful program (listing 3)
from Simon Reading to preserve Basic
variables when Break is pressed. Often
when you are writing code, or typing in a
listing, the program doesn't perform prop
erly, and you want to look at the values of
the Basic variables. But if you've disabled
the Escape key, or used an ON ERROR
routine, then you can't always get out.
Simon's program solves this problem. Run
the program once before you load in or
type in your program, and then when you
press Break any defined variables will be
preserved and can be printed out by typing
in PRINT commands, or alternatively by
using a toolkit program.

The program, which resides at &900 in
memory, works by holding a buffer in
RAM into which the variable table is
copied. When Break is pressed, the operat
ing system jumps to the address set up by
::'FX247, 248 and 249, and executes code
there before it does anything else. The code
thatit used copies all the variables and zero
page pointers into the safe area of the
RAM buffer.

To complete the process, *KEY10 is
programmed with a call to the second part
of the program. The string on ::'KEY10 is
activated after the operating system has
restarted, and thus the second part of the
program can safely restore the variable data
and pointers.

The program won't preserve variables
over a CTRL-Break, because this clears the
::-KEY10 definition.

10 REM Preserve varia

bles over BREAK

20 REM by Simon Readi
ng

30 REM for B/E/B+/M/C

40 REM (c) Acorn User

Aug 87
50 :

60 CLS

70 start=&900

80 buf=start+S<43

90 FOR A=0 TO 3 STEP3

100 P"/.=start

110 COPTA

120 BCS rts

130 LDX #0

140 .loop
150 LDA &480,X
160 STA buf,X continue,, •

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987

ACORN FORUM

170 INX

180 CPX #&4F5-&480

190 BNE loop
200 LDX#0

210 .loopK
220 LDA 0,X
230 STA buf+120,X
240 INX

250 CPX #&19

260 BNE loopK
270 RTS

280 .rts

290 RTS

300 LDX #0

310 .loop2

320 LDA buf,X
330 STA &480,X
340 INX

350 CPX #&4F5-&480

360 BNE loop2
370 LDX #0

380 .loopL
390 LDA buf+120,X
400 STA 0,X
410 INX

420 CPX #&19

430 BNE loopL
440 LDA #0

450 STA &A

460 STA &B

470 LDA #7

480 STA &C

490 RTS

500 1

510 NEXT

520 byte=0
530

1

540

FOR A=start TO P7.-

byte=byte+?A
550 NEXT

560 *FX247

570 *FX18

580 IF byte<>8013 PRIN
T"Checksum error - check

listing":END
590 *FX18

600 DIM C 50

610 X"/.=C AND &FF

620 Y7.=C DIV &100

630 *C="KEY10 CALL&"+S

TR*^(rts+1)+"!MOLD!MCALL

&,,+STR$*v (rts+1) +" !M"

640 CALL&FFF7

650 Y7.=0

660 A7.=247: X7.=76: CALL&

FFF4

670 A7.=248:X7.=start AN

D &FF: CALL&FFF4

680 A7.=249:X7.=start DI

V &100:CALL&FFF4

690 PRINT"Routine inst

ailed at Sc'^start

Listing 3. Preserving Basic variables

WHICH
PROCESSOR?

David Spencer has been looking at the6502
processor family. As you probably know,
the 65SC12 micro processor fitted to the
Master series computers contains some in
structions such as PHX (PusH X) and
INC A (INCrcment A), which are not
available on the standard 6502 used in

Model Bs. In addition some 6502 second

processors (although not all, we were
warned by Acorn) use a processor made by
Rockwell called the R65C02, which has all
the instructions of the 65SC12 plus a few
more such as RMB (Reset Memory Bit)
and BBS (Branch Bit Set). Early 6502
second processors use a 65SC02 andTurbo
coprocessors use the 65SC102. Both have
the same instruction set as the 65SC12.

There are several cases where it is impor
tant to know exactly what processor a
piece of code is running on. Forexample, a
disassembler needs to know whether to

treat the opcode pattern &1A as INC A
(65SC12 and R65C02) or as an illegal
instruction (6502). A program written us
ing the new opcodes should be able to
detect if the wrong processor is being used
and report an error.

One roundabout way of detecting the
processor is to read the MOS type using
OSBYTE with A=0 or INKEY-256, but
what if this is a second processor on a
model B, or if somebody has bought an
R65C02 and put it in a model B? Then a
way is needed to determine directly the
processor in use. The obvious way is to try
executing the new instructions and seeing if
they have worked or not, but this causes
problems because some of the new opcodes
will crash a normal 6502 or have some

other undesirable effect. Worse still, not all
6502s appear to behave in the same way for
undefined opcodes. The solution is to try
various instructions carefully until a suit
able one is found. This is exactly what
David did, and came up with a neat
program (listing 4 on the yellow pages)
which I have tested on various micros.

The program first tries DEC A, to weed
out the plain 6502s. If the accumulator has
not been decremented, the jump to 'cmos'
doesn't happen and '6502' is reported.
Then the Rockwell-only instruction SMB
6,&70 is tried, which should set bit 6 of
location &70 (without affecting anything
else). Masking is used to get bit 6.
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BBC COMPUTERS & ECONET CENTRE
17 Burnley Road, London NWIO 1ED Tel: 01-2081177

305 Edgware Road, London W2 Tel: 01-723 0233

i.

BBC MASTER SERIES

AMB15 MASTER
(see page 6 for details of bundled software
included in the price)

AMB12 MASTER ET

£395 (a)
£315 (a)

£99 (b)

£195 (b)

AMC06 Turbo 65C02 Module

ADC08 512 Processor

ADF14 ROM Cartridge £13(d) ADJ23 Ref Manual
ADF10 Econet Module £41(c) Part II £14(c)
ADJ22 Ref Manual ADJ24 Adv

Parti £14(c) Ref Manual £19.50(c)
BBC Master View User Guide £10(d)
Dust Cover £4.75(d) Vicwshcet User Guide £10(d)

MASTER ROM/RAM CARTRIDGES
TRCl Tworomcartridge £8.95 (d)
TRC4Four rom cartridge £11.95 (d)
TRC32KCartridgeinc RAM £29.95 (d)

BBC MASTER COMPACT

See page 6 for free bundled software
SYSTEM 1
128K, Single 640K Drive & bundled
software.

SYSTEM 2
System 1 with a 12" Hi Res
Monochrome Monitor.

SYSTEM 3
System 1 with a 14" Med Res RGB
Monitor.

Second Drive Kit.

Serial Kit.

T.V. Modulator

Extension cable for external 5.25" 80T
Drive .

Mertec Adaptor (Upgrades to
almost master level)

£299 (a)

£349 (a)

£489 (a)

£99 (c)
£29 (d)

£29 (d)

£12.50 (d)

£35(c)#
UPGRADE KITS

1.2OSROM

DNFSROM

BASICII ROM

£15 (d)
£17.50 (d)
£22.50 (d)

ADFS ROM

1770 DFSKit

tconet Kit

£26 (d)
£43.50 (d)

£55 (d)

ECONET ACCESSORIES

Econet Starter Kit £85 (b) Econet Bridge £174 (b)

Econet Socket Set £29 (c) Printer Server Rom £41 (d)

File Server Level II £75 (b) 10 Station Lead Set £26 (d)
Master FS Utility Disc £17.25 (d)

ACW/CO-PROCESSOR

For full specification see page 5
32016 Co-processor

Cambridge Workstation
X25 Gateway

M'ANOS/PANDORA

I 32000 BASIC FP.
I Co-Processor upgrade to 10 MHz
I operation for faster processing.

| Time Warp Real Time Clock with
Jutilities for reading time and date in
I PANOS (formodel Band B i users).
132016 Instruction Set Manual.

Upurade incl

£999 (a)
£3450 (a)
£2175(b)

1

£29 (d)l
I

£POA (d)|
I

£39 (c)l
£25 (c)I

TELETEXT ADAPTOR

Converts your computer into a teletext
receiver. £95 (b)
BBC Publications rom for enhanced
Teletext Utilities. £7.95 (d)

WINCHESTER DRIVES

P20HD TECHNOMATIC 20 Mbyte
Winchester Drive

P40HD TECHNOMATIC 40 Mbyte
Winchester Drive with Acorn ADFS
ROM

P204HP TECHNOMATIC 20 Mbyte
Winchester and a 80T DS floppy Drive
built in a monitor stand. Includes
ADFS Rom.

P2041HT As P2041IP but also with a
10 Mbyte tape streamer backup unit
and backup utilities. Includes ADFS
Rom.

TS10 10 Mbyte Tape Streamer Backup
unit with utilities.

TFC10 10 Mbyte Pre-formatted
Cartridge for use with P2041HT and
TS10.

Special adaptor for S.J. File Server
Enquire for larger capacity
Winchesters.
These Winchesters are compatible
with the S.J. File Server.

WINCHESTER
Drive Multiplexer
TWM2 for two computers.
TWM4 for four Computers.

£529 (a)

£859 (a)

£769 (a)

£1295 (a)

£599 (a)

£19 (d)

£28 (d)

£99 (b)
£159 (b)

SECOND PROCESSORS

Universal 2nd Processor Adaptor
TORCH ZEP100

MULTIFORM Z80
TECHNOMATICs multi format Z80
system includes a FREE Pocket
Wordstar + MS/DOS Read/Write Utilitv £289 (b)

£75 (b)
£229 (a)

ACORN IEEE INTERFACE

Allows BBC computer to control any
scientific and technical equipment that
conforms to the IEEE488 standard.
The interface can link upto 14
compatible devices. Typical
applications are in experimental work
in academic and industrial labs.

PRINTERS

£265 (a)

EPSON LX800

150 cps, variety of fonts, including
Nl.Q, bit image graphics, IBM char/
graphics compatible, Centronics
interface and tractor feed as
standard £229 (a)

EPSON FX800

An enhanced version of FX85.
Call for details. £329 (a)

EPSON FX 1000

An enhanced version of FX105.
Call for details. £449 (a)

EPSON EX800 £409 (a)

Colour option forEX800/EX1000. £59 (b)
EPSON LQ800 £439 (a)

EPSON LQ1000
As LQ800 but wider carriage for 136
columns. £589 (a)

TAXAN KP815
Enhanced KPSIOwith 160cpsand
full IBM compatibility. £269 (a)

TAXAN KP915
Enhanced KP910 with 180cps and
full IBM compatibility. £369 (a)

NATIONAL PANASONIC

KX P1081

STAR NL 10 (Parallel Interface)
STAR NL 10 (Serial Interface)
INTEGREX Multicolour Inkjet
printer. £549 (
Ideally suited for high res colour VDU
screen dumps. Quilencss & consistent
output arc major characteristics. £525 (
BBC Screendump for Integrcx. £15 (•

BROTHER HR20
A new attractively styled printer from
Brother with unusually quiet
operation, host of new fatures,
including option to copy current
documents. 8K buffer standard

expandable to 16K. Parallel & Serial
portsas standard. £349 (

NAT PANASONIC KX P3131

Daisy wheel printer with 38K buffer,
17 cps, bi-directional, parallel **An
interface £249

JUKI 6100 Daisy wheel printer
15 cps, 2K buffer, .switchable 10/12/15
cpi proportional spacing, underlining.
Parallel interface. £319

PLOTTERS

HITACHI 672 £495 (a)

LINEAR GRAPHICS

Full range of accessories available
for plotmate plotters

A4S PLOTMATE £370 (a)

A4SM PLOTMATE £450 (a)

\3M PLOTMATE £569 (a)

(Enquire re educational prices
for the Linear Graphics plotters)

Parallel Printer Lead (1.2m). £6(d)
Serial Printer Lead (1.2m). £7(d)

PRINTER SHARERS &

BUFFERS

BUFFALO PB Buffer
Parallel buffer for internal fitting to
most Epson printers. Simple to instal.
PB128 028K) £90 (c)

PERIPHERAL & COMPUTER SHARERS
High quality switches to allow the user to switch
between computers, printers, modems etc. Fully
shielded metal cases, all lines fully switched.

2Computers to 1Printer 36v36-2

3Computers to1Printer 36v36-3
4Computers toIPrinter 36v36-4
2Computers 2Printers X-over 36v36-.\
BBC Cable set3to1(1 mea)

BBC Cable set 4toI(Imea)

BBC Computer Sharer: TCS26
1 computer to 2 printers fitted with
BBC cable i

Paper & Labels
Plain Ianfold paper with microperforation:
2000sheets9! x II" £12
2000sheets 141x II" £18.50
1500 sheets A4 90gsm £18.00
Labels/1000
Single Row 31 x I 7/16"
Triple Row 2 7/16" x 1 7/16"

Parallel Serial
£45(c) 25v25-2 £45(c)
£69(c) 25v25-3 £65(c)
£85(C) 25v25-4 £75(c)
£69(C) 25v25-x £65(c)
£32(d) £34(c)
£39(d) £41(c)



TCCHN0L1NE

(24 hr viewdata system
Tel:01-450 9764

11111 irtl 11 nt
RETAIL SHOPS-

15 Burnley Road, London NWIO 1ED
Tel:01-208 1177 Telex:922800

(close to Dollis Hill O)
West End Branch trP

For fast delivery telephone
your order on 01-208 1177
using VISA/Acess Card

XLT
All prices ex VAT.
Prices are subject to
change without notice
Please add carriage
(a) £8.00 (Datapost)
(b) £2.50
(c) £1.50
(d)£1.00

ZEES
VISA

MAILORDER

17 Burnley Road
London NWIO 1ED

Telex :922800

305 Edgware Road, London W2
Tcl:01-723 0233 I I I I I

Orders welcome from

government depts &
educational establishments(near Edgware Road -^)

DISC DRIVES

All floppy drives carry a two year warranty

5.25" Single Drives 40/80 switchable:
TS400 400K/640K £114 (b)

PS400 400K/640K with integral
mainspower supply £129 (b)

5.25" Dual Drives 40/80 switchable:

TD800 800K/128OK £199 (a)

PD800 800K/1280K with
integral mains power supply

PD800P 800K/1280K with
integral mainspower supply and
monitor stand

3.5" SOT DS Drives:
TS351 single 400K/640K

PS351 single 400K/640K with
integral mains power supply

TD352Dual800K/1280K

PD352 Dual 800K/1280K with
integral mains power supply

PD853 Combo Dual 5.25'73.5"
drive with psu.

£229 (a)

£249 (a)

£75 (b)

£119 (b)

£135 (b)

£187 (b)

£229 (a)

DISC DRIVE MULTIPLEXER

TDM2

Dual Unit: 2computers/one drive unit £75 (b)

TDM4

QuadUnit:4 computers/one driveunit £135 (b)

3M FLOPPY DISCS

5.25" Discs in packs of 10
744 40TSSDD £10.00 (d)

745 40Tdsdd £12.00 (d)

746 80TSSDD £14.50 (d)

747 80TDSDD £15.50 (d)
(Add £1 lor library case packing)

3.5" Discs in packs ot* 10

80T ss dd £20 (d)

80T DSDD £25 (d)

BULK DISCS

High quality unlabcllcd discs supplied
in packs of 50 in a storage box. The
5.25" discs have the reinforcing hub
rings. These discs are guaranteed for
life.
50 5.25" 40 T single sided discs in
lockable box. £35 (b)
50 5.25" 80T double sided discs in

lockablcbox. £45 (b)
50 3.5" 80T double sided discs in

lockablcbox. £95 (b)
FLOPPICLENE DRIVE HEAD

CLEANING KIT
5.25" Kit with20disposablediscs £12.50 (d)

3.5" Kit with 20disposable discs £14.00 (d)

DISC STORAGE BOXES

DB340 l.ockable40x3.5" £8.50 (c)

DB550 Lockable 50 x 5.25" £9.00 (c)

DB570 Lockable 70x5.25" £11.00 (c)
DB5100 Lockable 100x5.25" £13.00 (c)

MONITORS

BBC lead incl with all monitors

MICROVITEC 14" RGB Monitors
Please specify plastic or metal case.

Microvitec 1431
Standard Resolution 453 pixels

Microvilec 1431AP
As 1431 + composite video and sound
input

Microvitec 1451
Medium Resolution 653 pixels

Microvitec 1451AP
As 1451 + composite video and sound
input
Microvitec 1441
High Resolution 895 pixels

Microvitec 20" RGB/PAL/
Audio Monitors

£179 (a)

£199 (a)

£225 (a)

£259 (a)

£365 (a)

Microvitec 2030CS
Standard Resolution

Video

RGU/Comp

Microvitec 2040CS
High Resolution RGB/Comp Video

TOUCHTEC-501
Brings genuine touch screen operation
on metal cased Microvitec monitors,
incl utilities disc with starter and
development programs

TAXAN SUPER VISION 620
12" Hi Res/Hi Contrast
Option to switch to green/amber
BBC/IBM Compatible

TAXAN SUPER VISION 625
12" Super Fli Res and contrast RGB
Monitor with option to switch to mono
BBC/IBM compatible.

MITSUBISHI XC1404

14" Med Res RGB Monitor
Etched dark screen brilliance and

contrast control, BBC/IBM
compatible

£380 (a)

£685 (a)

£239 (b)

£279 (a)

£329 (a)

£219 (a)

12" MONOCHROME MONITORS

TAXAN KX 117

Hi Res green etched screen

TAXAN KX 118
Hi Res Long Persistence (P39)

TAXAN KX 119

Hi Res amber etched screen

PHILIPS BM 7502
Hi Res green screen. Supplied with
swivel stand

PHILIPS BM7522

Hi Res amber screen. Supplied with
swivel stand

PHILIPS BM 7542

Hi Res White screen. Supplied with
swivel stand

MONITOR ACCESSORIES
Microvilec Swivel Base (14" plastic
monitors)
Philips Swivel Base
Monitor Stand Models B & B +

Monitor Stand Master

Double Tier stand Models B, B + or
Master £24
Taxan RGB Lead £5
Microvitcc Lead £3.50
Monochrome BNC/Phono Lead £3.50

£85(a)

£95 (a)

£95 (a)

£75 (a)

£79 (a)

£79(a)

£20
£14
£10
£13

EPROMS/RAMS

2764-25

27128-25

6264LP-15

27256

27512

}
all prices

on

application

RAM/ROM EXPANSION

ATPL Board for Model B. Simple
to instal, no soldering. Allows
expansion to 15 Roms + 2 8K Rams £37 (c)

ATPL Batterybackup kit £16 (d)

ATPL Board for BBC+ (now in
stock). £31 (C)

TIME WARP

Real Time Clock. Plugs into the user
port, battery back up as standard,
includes manual, demo software
including a diary/planner application
program

Time Warp with PANOS Utilities.

MODEMS

£31(d)

£39 (d)

All modems listed below will be supplied with BBC
Publications ModemMaster comms package and a
BBC data lead.

MIRACLE WS2000V21/23 &
BELI.stds £92 (c)

WS2000 Auto Dial Card £27 (d)

WS2000 Auto Answer Card £27 (d)

WS2000 SK1 Kit £5(d)

VVS2000 User Port Lead £5(d)

MIRACLE WS4000 V21/23 £135(b)
MIRACLE WS3000 V21/23 £265(b)
MIRACLE WS3000 V22 £445(b)
MIRACLE WS3000 V22 bis £585(b)

(All modems arc BABT approved)

BBC Data Cable for WS3000/4000 £7(d)

PROGRAMMING

ACCESSORIES/SOFTWARE

See page 5for detailed specification

Compatible with B, B+ and Master

EpromRyter (Epromer II)
Eprom Ryter is compatible with
BBC Master only

Upgrade of Epromer 11 to Eprom Ryter

EPROMER II

MPROMER

META ASSEMBLER

PORTAL EPROM

EMULATOR 512K

TEAM Disassembler

EPROM ERASERS

UV1B 6 cproms, safety cutout

UV1T 6 cproms, timer, safety cutout

£119 (b)

£49 (b)

£89 (b)

£49 (c)

£145 (b)

£245(b)

£145 (b)

£47 (b)

£59 (b)

r
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BBC COMPUTERS & ECONET CENTRE
17 Burnley Road, London NWIO 1ED Tel: 01-2081177

305 Edgware Road, London W2 Tel: 01-723 0233

CAD/DRAWING PACKAGES

NovaCad Cad Package for B,
B+ & MASTER. (See page 5 for
specification)

Tracker Ball/Mouse Version (TM) £79 (d)

TM Version plus Tracker Ball £119 (c)

TM Version plus Mouse £105 (<:)

Plotter Driver Generator

MOUSE

AMX MOUSE with SUPER ART

£25 (d)

£63 (d)
(psc specify B, B + or Master)

PAGEMAKER £39 (d)

EXTRA/EXTRA

(utility for the Pagemaker)

MAX

£21 (d)

£17.35 (d)

STAND ALONE MOUSE

(includes horizontal scroll lock) £34 (c)

RB2 TRACKER BALL
RB2 Tracker Ball with Icon Master
(for B, B+ & Master)

£59 (c)

RB2 Tracker Ball with Cursor Control
Rom

(for Master only)
£59 (c)

RB2 Tracker Ball 'Stand Alone"

for use with NOVACAD & other
software)

£47 (c)

CursorControl Rom for Master £12.50 (d)

MIRRORSOFT FLEET

STREET EDITOR incl VAT £39.50 (d)

CP/M SOFTWARE

for Acorn, Torch & Multiform
Z80 Processors
MICROPRO'S Wordstar Professional £310 (a)

ASHTON TATE's DBASE II £310 (a)

SL'PKRCALCII £195 (a)

Send for details on our full range of
CP/M & PC DOS packages for
Business. Communications & High

Level Languages.

\\ All software supplied by usisknown to i
operate with the appropriate Acorn Disc
filing systems. We cannot comment on
their use with other DFS systems.

BBC SOFT/FIRMWARE

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

VIEWSTORE £41 (d)
STARdataBASE £39 (d)
MASTERFILE II £17 (d)

WORD PROCESSORS

VIEW 2.1 £37 (d)
view 3.0 £56 (c)
VIEW INDEX £12 (d)
VIEW PRINTER DRIVER
GENERATOR £7 (d)
DOT PRINT PLUS £28 (d)
wordwise £24 (d)
WORDWISE PLUS £38 (d)
WYSIWYG PLUS £21 (d)
SPELLMASTER £49 (d)

-ffl

INTERWORD
(If you own a WW+ then quote your
reg number and pay£39). £46 (d)
WORDEASE £24 (d)
SPELLCHECK III £31 (d)
EDWORDII £43 (C)
SPREADSHEETS

VIEWSHEET £41 (d)
WINDOWMATIC £15 (d)
VIEWPLOT £22 (d)
INTERSHEET £39 (d)
INTERCHART £27 (d)
ULTRACALC £52 (d)

MINI OFFICE II DISC Version

For B& B+ 40T or 80T £14.75 (d)
For Master 80T £17.30 (d)
For Compact £19 (d)

MINI OFFICE II ROM Version

For Master, Compact, B+ & B £48 (c)

LANGUAGES

META ASSEMBLER £145 (b)
TEAM DISASSEMBLER

MACROM £33 (d)
ACORN MICRO PROLOG £62 (d)
ISO-PASCAL £51 (c)
ISO-PASCAL STAND ALONE

GENERATOR £30(d)
OXFORD PASCAL

(40 or 80T) Specify B or B + £36 (d)
OXFORD PASCAL
for Master

£52 (d)

ACORN LOGO £46 (c)
LOGOTRON LOGO £55 (c)
BBC PUBLICATIONS OPEN LOGO £59 (c)
ACORN LISP ROM £43 (d)
ACORN FORTH ROM £39 (d)
ACORN COMAL ROM £43 (d)
MICROTEXT £52 (c)
MICROTEXT PLUS £229 (b)

COMMUNICATIONS

TERMULATOR £25 (d)
COMMSTARII £28 (d)
COMMUNICATOR £49 (d)
MODEM MASTER £11 (d)
COMMAND (Specify modem type) £34 (d)
MASTER TERMULATOR £34.75 (d)

COMPACT (all on 3f disc)
ARTROOM £27 (d)
FONTWISE + £22 (d)

FONT EDITOR £22 (d)

RAMROD £37 (d)
BROM PLUS £32 (d)

MACROM £37 (d)

BETABASE £27 (d)

WHITE KNIGHT MKII £16 (d)
BBC PUBLICATIONS

BUNDLED SOFTWARE £18.50 (d)
UTILITIES

ACCELERATOR £49 (d)

ACORN BASIC EDITOR £24 (d)
MONITOR (BBC Pub) £34 (a)

BROM PLUS £26.50 (d)

SLEUTH £23 (d)
TOOLKIT PLUS £31 (d)
TOOLBOX 2 (BBC Pub) Manual
Cassette

£9.50
£9 118

ACORN GXR GRAPHICS ROM
specify Bor B + £24(d)
PRINTMASTER £24 (d)
PRINTWISE £24 (d)
DUMPMASTER £26 (d)
FONTWISE PLUS £17 (d)
HERSHEY FONT CHARACTER

GENERATOR £18 (d)
ICON MASTER £29 (d)
MOVIEMAKER

Two Roms + Cassette £26 (d)
ADV TELETEXT UTILITIES ROM £7.95 (d )

BBC PUBLICATIONS

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

A series of programs developed in many cases along
side Radio & TV programmes by BBC's Education
Department which supplement the classroom studies
by moving and colourful displays helping in clear
understanding of a variety of subjects. Some packages
also include audio cassettes.

PRIMARY EDUCATION

ASTRONOMY £11 (d)
COMPUTERS AT WORK Aud/EC/disc£16 (c)
PICTURE CRAFT Disc£17 (d)
INTRODUCING GEOGRAPHY Disc£16 (d)
MATHS WITH A STORY 1 Cass£8 (d)
MATHS WITH A STORY 2 Cass£8 (d)
NUMBER GAMES Cass/EC£7.50 (d)
USING YOUR COMPUTER

SECONDARY LEARNING

TECHNOLOGY & DESIGN Ptl

ELECTRIC FIELDS

ADVANCED LEVEL

STUDIES: STAT1SITICS

ADVANCED STUDIES:

GEOGRAPHY

INSIDE INFORMATION

Cass£24 (C)

£21.50 (c)
£10.50 (d)

Disc£23 (d)

Cass£10 (d)
Prog Cass£10 (d)
Audio Cass£5 (d)

Book£8 (d)
SCIENCE TOPICS (ST)

S.T.:WAVES

S.T.:RELATIONSHIPS

S.T.:BONDING

S.T. ELECTROMAGNETIC

SPECTRUM

S.T.:ELECTRONICS IN ACTION Dise£14 (d)
S.T.-.NEWTON &THE SHUTTLE Disc£19 (d)
S.T.:ECOLOGY Disc/EC£19 (d)
S.T.:POLYMERS Disc/EC£19 (d)
S.T.:CLASSIFICATION &

PERIODIC TABLE

S.T.:FOOD & POPULATION

SEC.SCIENCE

MICROTECHNOLOGY

SEC.SCIENCE:THE

MOLE CONCEPT Disc/Aud/EC£16 (c)
GENERAL

VU-TYPE PROFESSIONAL

WHITE KNIGHT MKII

(for compact)

BATTLEFIELDS

A VOUS LA FRANCE

Disc£14 (d)
Disc£14 (d)
Disc£14 (d)

Disc£14 (d)

Disc£20 (d)
Disc£20 (d)

Cass£7 (d)

Disc£19 (d)

Disc£16 (d)
Cass£8.50 (d)

Cass/EC£17 (d)
Book£5.25 (d)

Audio Cassettes

(2)£7.50 (a)
Additional chargesfor discs £9.00 (d)
DEUTSCH DIREKT Disc/aud/EC£16 (c)

Book£5.95 (d)
MODEM MASTER £11 (d)
Cassette based programs listed above can be supplied
on disc at an extra charge of £1.50 per disc and please
specify the format required 40 or 80T.

s
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TECHNOLINE

(24 hr viewdata system)
Tel:0T-450 9764

;RETAIL SHOPS ttt
15 Burnley Road, London NWIO 1ED
Tel:01-208 1177 Telex:922800

(close to Dollis Hill -e-)I
:West End Branch PX

For fast delivery telephone
your order on 01-208 1177
using VISA/Acess Card

All prices ex VAT.
Prices are subject to
change without notice
Please add carriage
(a) £8.00 (Dataposi)
(b) £2.50
(c)£1.50
(d)£1.00

MAILORDER

17 Burnley Road
London NWIO 1ED

Telex:922800

305 Edgware Road, London W2
Tel:01-723 0233 Mill

Orders welcome I rom

government depts &
educational establishments(near Edgware Road •©•)

PRINTER ACCESSORIES

EPSON ACCESSORIES:
Interfaces:
8143 RS232 £.*) (d)
8148+RS232 + 8K £65 (d)
8165 IEEE + Cable £65 (d)
8132 Apple II £60 (d)
8177PNLOforFX80 + /FXI(K)+ £99 (d)
Parallel & Serial Butters or various size also
available.

FX80/80 + /85 Tractor Attachment £29 (c)
I.X80/86 Tractor heed £21 (c)
I.Q800 Tractor Feed £47 (b)
LQ1000 Tractor Feed £52 (b)
EX800/1000 Colour option £59 (b)
HI80 IIP Gl. Emulation Rom • Rani £63 (c)
HI80 Prima Emulation Rom £38 (c)
SHEET FEEDERS:
8338 LX80 £52 (b)
8333 FX100+/105 £169 (a)
8331 FX80+/85 £129 (b)
LQ800 £135 (b)
LQ1000 £179 (b)
r:X800 ....£135 (b)
FX1000 £309 (b)
FX800 £135 (b)
IX moo £179 (b)
Ribbons:

RX/FX100/100+ . EX105 £7 (d)
RX/FX80/80 + . FX85 £4 (d)
1.X80 £4.50 (d)
LQ800 £8.50 (d)
LQ1000 £10 (d)
EX800/I000 £7.50 (d)
H180 Pen Set (Aqueous/Ball point) £8.25 (d)
Dust Covers:
FX80 £5.50 (d)
TAXAN/Canon KP810 £6 (d)
FX100 £7.50 (d) KP910£7 <d)
HITACHI 672 Plotter

Aqueous Pen Set six pens £18.50 (d)
Oil Based Pen Set six pens £25.00 (d)
TAXAN CANON Accessories:
RS232 + 2K interface £63 (d)
Ribbon, KP810/815/910/915 £6 (d)
Star Printer
NLlOSheet Feeder £52(b)
NL10RS232 Interface £69 (c)
NL10 IBM Type Interface £39 (c)
NL10 Ribbon £4.50 (d)
National Panasonic KX P1080/81

Spare Ribbon £4.50 (d)
Serial Interface £39(c)
KXP3131 Tractor £90 (a)
KXP3131 Sheet Feeder £189 (a)
JUKI 6100
RS232 Interlaces £65 (d)
Tractor Feed £149 (a)
Ribbon (Carbon) £2.00 (d)
Spare Daisv Wheel £14 (d)
Sheet Feeder £219(a)

BROTHER HR20

Daisv Wheel ..£18 (d)
TraciorFeed £116 (a)
Spare Ribbon Nylon £3.00 (d)
Spare Ribbon Carbon £4.50(d)
INTEGREX INK JET COLOUR PRINTER
Spare Ink Cartridge Black £9 (d)
Spare Ink Cartridge Colour £15 (d)
Paper Roll £7(d)
Printer Leads:

BBC Parallel Lead (1.2m) £6(d)
BBC Serial (Epson) Lead (1.2m) £7(d)
Other lengths can be supplied on order:
IBM Parallel Lead (2m) £12 (d)

PAPER & LABELS
Plain Fanfold paper with micro perforations:
20O0sheets94"xir'60gsm/sqm £12 (£3)
2000 sheets 14J"xir,60gsm/sqm £18.50 (£4.50)
1000 sheets A4 90 gsm £12 (b)

Labels/1000:
Single Row 3t x I 7/16" £5.25 (d)
Triple Row 27/16" x 17/16" £5 (d)

WYSIWYG PLUS

WYSIWYG PLUS is a printer and screen
utility for Wordwise Plus, View, Interword,
and Basic users, supplied on a 16K Eprom. To
obtain a particular printer effect, such as
enlarged text, it used to be necessary to discover
the appropriate 'printer control code' from
your manual and incorporate it into your text.
Secondly, you had to print several trial copies
in order to position the effect correctly in
relation to the rest of your text.
WYSIWYG PLUS simplifies this trial and
error approach using easily remembered
""commands. For example, *ENLARGED not
only selects enlarged text on your printer, but

uniquely shows you double width characters on
your screen, even from within Wordwise
Plus!

WYSIWYG PLUS incorporates a logo editor.
Just draw your design on screen using the
arrow keys, and save the results. Use the
*GRAPHICS command to incorporate your
design anywhere in your text; position and see
your design in your text before faithfully
reproducing a hard copy.
There is also special help for daisy wheel users.
The *WHEEL command will prompt you to
change daisy wheels whenever a change in type
style is about to occur.

WYSIWYG PLUS is designed to work with the following systems:

BBC Model B 6502 Second processor, WYSIWYG PLUS workspace is relocatable.
BBC Model B + Turbo coprocessor
BBC Master 128 All printers (Except lasers)
BBC Compact

WINDOWMATIC hi
All users of Acorn's VIEWSHEET speadsheet
program will be aware of its powerful
windowing facility which allows the screen
and/or printer to be configured in up to 10
seperate windows taken from anywhere in the
sheet. They will also be painfully aware of how
difficult and time consuming it is to set up a
required display. Although VIEWSHEET
allows configurations to be saved to the media,
it does not have provision for deciphering
them.

WINDOWMATIC has been produced with the
intention of rectifying these shortcomings and
to bring out the very best from
VIEWSHEET.

WINDOWMATIC provides a quick and easy

VU-TYPE
Do you have finger trouble when typing?
Do your letters look like this?

Dear Sor,
I wuold like to

then you need:
VU-type, a complete touch typing program produced by
BBC/Pitman.

It allows you to learn at your own pace and has a wide
range of exercises. Screen displays show the keys you
have pressed and it will report on your speed and
accuracy.

Supplied on a 40T Disc with a manual.
Available at a special price of £7.50(d)
instead of the usual £15. Offer valid while stocks last

way to configure screen and printer allowing
complicated documents and reports to be set up
much more easily. It displays complete text
information on all 20 windows and accurate
graphic representation of the screen and printer
output.
The package includes a screen dump routine
for Epson printers and allows use of other
printer dump packages.
WINDOWMATIC is compatible with BBC
Master and BBC B+. A 6502 2nd processor
must be fitted to a model B to run

Windowmatic. Windowmatic is fully
compatible with Turbo and 6502 2nd
processor.

The program is supplied on disc with a
comprehensive manual.

EDUCATIONAL/FUN

SOFTWARE BUNDLE

Wordmover
Wordplay

Pantry Antics
Drawstick

Locomotion

These programs are supplied from the BBC Publications
Educational Software range and will be supplied on a
5.25" disc for BBC Master, B + and B and on a 3.5" disc
for the Compact.

5.25" Disc £17.50(d)

3.5" Disc £18.50(d)
(Normal RRP over £40)

BOOKS

No VAT Carriage Code (c)
LANGUAGES
6502 Assy Lang Prog f 19.95
6502 Programming £13.95
8086 Book £23.95

Acorn BCPI User Guide £15.00

Acorn FORTH £7.50

Acorn LISP £7.50

Acorn ISO Pascal Ref Manual....£10,00
Iniro 10 COMAL £10.00

Iniro to LOGO £7.50
Micro Prolog Rcf Manual £10.00
Iniroduction lo Turbo Pascal £14.95
Prog Ihc Micro wilh Pascal £8.50
The Supervisor's BBC Micro £10.95
BBC MICRO GUIDE BOOKS

Inside Information £8.95

Maths Prog in BBC Basic £7.95
The Friendly Computer Book £4.50
Toolbox 2 £10.95

PROGRAMMING/UTILITY

Advanced Sideways Ram
User Guide £9.95

Advanced User Guide (BBC) £15.95
Applied Assembly Language
on the BBC £9.95
BBC Micro Advance

Programming £9.95
BBC Micro Ref Guide (B Smilh).£10.95
BBC Micro Sideways ROM's RAM's

£9.95
Guide to the BBC ROM £9.95

Beginners Guide to W.P £7.95
Mastering Assembly Code £8.95
Mastering Interpreters
& Compilers £14.95
Mastering View. Viewsheel
& Vicwslore £12.95
View by B. Smith £12.9S
View 3.0 User Guide £10.00

Viewstorc User Guide £10.00

Viewshcct User Guide £10.00

WordwiscPlus £9.95

SOUND & GRAPHICS

Computer Graphics
& CAD Fundcmentals £9.95

Mastering Music £6.95

DISC DRIVE SYSTEMS

Advanced Disc User Guide £16.95

Disc Book £3.50

Disc Programming Techniques £7.95
Disc Systems £6.95
File Handling on the BBC £6.95
Discovering Disc Drives £POA
Practical Disc File

Techniques £5.95
Mastering the Disc Drive £7.95
Mastering DOS plus £12.95

APPLICATIONS

Interfacing Proj for BBC £6.95
BBC and Small Business £5.75

The Software Business £5.50
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NOVACAD
Computer Aided Draughting for the BBC Micro

l fc Novacad can drive a plotter to provide drawings ofa high quality...
Novacad is excellent. It is flexible, genuinely easy to operate
without much practice, and a pleasure to use. JJ Hechiig December 1986

A sophisticated CAD package with unique facilities which are
generally confined to the professional CAD packages costing
thousands of pounds.

NOVACAD is being used in widely differing fields ranging from
leading British industries for producing engineering drawings to
Accountants' offices for producing flow charts. Architects,

tt Novacad is a professional package, well worth the £90 for the
ROM and disc and is expandable to suit your own particular
requirements. I would have no reservations if I heard Novacad
called, "the best on the market". " A&B Computing August 1986

engineers, plumbers, kitchen planners and many other
professions requiring easy to use facilities for producing
professional quality output are making extensive use of
NOVACAD's unique features. NOVACAD is proving to be a
invaluable teaching aid in technical schools and colleges simply
because of the ease with which it can be used.

NOVACAD'S MAJOR FEATURES

Simple and easy to use with logical command
sequence.

A large drawing area (approx 15 screens).

The ability to create complex icons (upto 500
lines instead of the usual 15 to 20 pixels),
store them in a library and recall them at
different scales and orientations.

A zoom facility allowing magnification of up
to 20 times to insert finer details.

Block copy of shapes on the screen for
repetitive use.

Text entry at any 90° orientation at any
position on the screen.

Create multi layer drawing with 8 levels
available.

Full compatibility with the BBC range with
minimal hardware requirements yet having
the capability of exploiting the potential of
the extra shadow memory or the second pro
cessor's memory and speed.

Printer routine for Epson 80 and 136 column
printers.

A unique optional facility to output to any
BBC compatible plotter.

Cursor control from keyboard, tracker ball or
mouse.

NOVACAD package
includes a 16K ROM,

Utility disc and a
comprehensive
manual.

MINIMUM HARDWARE

REQUIREMENTS
• Any BBC range computer with Acorn DFS.

• 40 Track single sided single drive.

• Epson compatible dot matrix printer.

With basic BBC B, NOVACAD operates in
mode 4 allowing use of any 2 colours. With
shadow memory of the BBC+ or the Master, it
can also operate in mode 0 for higher resolution
or mode 1 for allowing use of any 4 colours, and
it will provide additional user memory for more
complex drawings.

6502 second processor or the Turbo on the
Master will also increase the drawing speed con
siderably.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Plotter driver generator is available as an
optional extra to configure a plotter routine for
any BBC compatible plotter. Prc-configured
programs for the popular plotters like Epson HI
80, Hitachi 672, Plotmate, Penman and HP GL.
This program allows the drawing to be scaled to
the maximum plotter size thus enabling drawing
of A2 and A3 sizes to be produced with equal
ease. The zoom facility will enable inaccuracies of
drawing on the screen to be eliminated.
ROUTCAD, an optional software package for
our Graphics Workstation allows for production
of shapes drawn using NOVACAD in 3D on
suitable material and is ideal for a range of
applications including template making and
model building.

EpromRyter
A powerful eprom programmer for use with the BBC Master. It offers the
latest 'state of the art' programming techniques to provide fast and efficient
operations.

The software is totally menu driven and on screen help messages make the
programming simple for both specialists and novices alike.

The EPROMRYTER interfaces with the Master through 1 MHz bus. It is
mains powered with its own psu. 3M Textool zif socket has been fitted to
ensure consistent and reliable service over long periods.

: The single rail eproms handled by the EpromRyter are: :
: «2716 2732 2764 27128 27256 27512 27513 27011 j

2516 2532 2564 (NMOS & CMOS)
: •One time eproms P27XXX, 87CXXX etc. :

• Also A suffix eproms such as 27XXXA •

i:promi:r u

A proven Eprom programmer for BBC Model B and B + with thousands in use in
industry, educational and R&D establishments. It offers many of the powerful
features of the EpromRyter and can program all single rail eproms upto 27256.
Full details on request.

HTT

The main features of the programming software are:

* Device, function and voltage selection from the computer keyboard.

* Continuous display of the options selected.

* All cproms upio 27512 (64K) programmed in single pass.

* Automatic Intelligent identifier support for eproms able to respond.

* Selectable programming voltage 25/21/12.5V

* 3 programming methods: Normal. Intelligent & Pulse (2(1 sec for a 27128),

* Serial port protocols supported.

* Intel HEX, Motorola S, HEX and ASCII protocols supported..

* DFS, NFS, ADFS and Rom Filing System Supported.

* BASIC/Machinc Code programming using RI'S.

* Powerful editor with input in HEX or ASCII. * Full editable 64K file.

* Block move of data within the address range.

* User can seleci any section of the eprom from single byte to the full address

range to blank check/burn/verify. Facility to program single bytes makes

program development/amendment simpler.

* Multiple loading for ROM Filing System

Some iiflhe ahovefeatures apply in Master Computers only
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Bach by customer demand

Technomatic's 20Mbyte

Winchester Drive

* Cased with power supply and cooling fan
* 1 MHz bus extension cable

* Fully compatible with Acorn ADFS and FS III
* Fully compatible with S.J. Research file server
* 12 months warranty

FREE MASTER OFFER

Every Master and Master Compact purchased at our
usual price will include the following:
An educational/fun bundled software package

comprising of:
VU-Type, Wordmover, Wordplay, Drawstick,

Locomotion and Pantry Antics

META Version III
"All thegood featuresyou would expect to find in a nood source code editorarc
present . . . Meta assembler lives in a different world. It is structured to work
withany new processor . . . as new instruction sets can he added . . . as needed
. . . has a well featured editor with colour highlighting, a sound modular
approach." Acorn User October 1986
• Assembles for over 30 popular processors, including Z80,

6800/01/02/04/05/09/11 etc — and 68000 — using native
mnemonics for each processor, eg. LD A, (HL) for Z80 and MOV
AO,S1000 for 68000 etc.

• Fully integrated Editor: four field, all search, search/replace,
block copy, delete, move, marked save, load etc.

• Compatible with Portal Eprom Emulators and Team
Disassemblers.

• Send object code in Intel Hex, S-Record, straight binary etc. down
to discs, RS232, parallel port, Eprom Emulators etc — all during
Assembly.

• Over 50 directives included as standard: handling nestable macros,
conditional assembly and twenty types of table definition
directives.

• 32 bit labels; 31 character names. Arithmetic and Boolean
arithmetic to 32 bits.

• Modular source code with numeric and string parameter passing.
• Serial communicator area with eight options lines: echo, control

code trap, LF supression/addition etc.
• Over 500 in use throughout the world in universities and many

different industries.
• Two 16K Roms, two 80 track discs, A4 ring-band manual,

funeiion-kev strio.

PORTAL EPROM EMULATORS

• Emulates 2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 27256, 27512 eproms at 150ns
Access time.

• Load at 4Kbytcs/second — No "erase" time.
• 28 pin header plugs into Eprom socket on target system — status

monitored on 13 Leds.
• Fully software controlled from Meta Assembler.
• 100 times faster than standard EPROM program/erase cycle.
• Fully CMOS compatible; draws no power from target system.
• Four portals may be independently programmed off same user-

post cable.
• Complete with all cables, manual and disc.
PORTAL 512 (2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 27256, 27512).

Only
£499 (a)

(This offer valid whilst current stocks last)

Special Adaptor for S.J. Research FileServer£28

3+ DISC DRIVES

* 400K/640K capacity per drive in DFS/ADFS modes
* Mitsubishi 80 track double sided ultra low power, fast

access mechanisms

* The drives are supplied fully cased and with cables
ready for connection to a computer

* Drives powered from the computer * 2 years warranty

Single Drive £75(b) Dual Drive £134(b)

TEAM DISSASSEMBLER

The third part of the Universal Development System: a Meta
labellinu dissasscmbler.

Supports 1802, 8080, 8085, HD64180, Z80, 65XX (includes
65 col, 6511 etc), 68XX (includes 00, 01, 02, 03, 08 etc):
• Up to 64K of object code translated back into META

compatible source code modules: labels automatically
inserted on all jump targets, memory references etc.

• Pre-editing stage allows marking of object code areas as
byte, string, word, long word etc, tables. These areas dis
assembled into appropriate directives instead of garbage
mnemonics.

• Reconstituted source code ready for immediate re-assembly
by META.

• Omniversal search/replace for re-naming arbitary label
names with meanineful ones.

IT'S NEW, IT'S FREE!
THE TECHNOMATIC BBC CATALOGUE

This advertisment can only show an example of the range of products
stocked by Technomatic. That's why you should send for our latest
BBC catalogue providing detailed information and prices on BBC
Computer Systems, Peripherals, Software and Books.
Technomatic is a BBC Computer and Econet Referral Centre
providing a professional and reliable service to the BBC user.
To obtain your free copy please complete and return the coupon
below.

NAME

ADDRESS.

.Post Code.

Return to Technomatic Ltd, 17 Burnley Road, London NW10 1ED

g



irchimedes Archimedes Archimedes Archimedes Archimedes Archimedes Archimedes

A NEW GENERATION OF
ACORN COMPUTERS FROM QUDOS.

dr^ Gr3 6-$ r^j—WW

Over thelast four years, Acorn have
pioneered the development ofRISC
(reduced instruction setcomputer)
architecture. The result is a machine that

forms the basis ofanew family ofhigh
performance computer systems from the
company that has brought us innovation
and quality onmore than onemillion
BBC Microcomputers.

The new Acorn Archimedes range
combines speed (4 mips) and
power equal to a network of
IBM PCATs with very fast,
high resolution graphics, up to
4Mb RAM and 20Mb of disc

storage. The extremely

GT3 ^

competitive price
will make it the odds

on favourite for

business and low-cost

technical workstation

applications, as well
as for educational

and home use.

There are four modelsavailable,
ranging from £799+VAT for the '/2Mb

version to £2499+VAT for

the 4Mb hard disc version.

To find out which machine is

right for your particular
application contact Qudos
Limited, Acorns leading
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ARCHIMEDES SPECIFICATIONS

CPU.

ARM (Acorn RISC Machine 4 mips).
RAM.

0.5-4.0 Mbytes.
ROM.

512kbytes (subject to change).
MOS, ADFS. ANFS,Editor, Desk
TopWindow Manager.

DISPLAY.

(15.625kHz/50Hz non-interlaced).
Text 20x32 to 132x25.

Palette 4096 colours.

Graphics resolution upto
640x512 with 16 colours.

DISC DRIVE.

I Mbyte (unformatted) VH'drive.
PLUS.

RS423 serialinterface Mouse,
Centronics parallel interface.
8 voice digital stereosound.

ADDITIONAL

20 Mbyte hard disc.
Local Area Network. (ECONET)

COMPILERS AVAILABLE.

BBC BASIC V(standard), C,
ISO-Pascal, FORTRAN. Lisp, Prolog.
Modula-2 Plus available soon.

TERMINAL EMULATION.
Teletype, VT52, VTI00, VT220,
Tektronix 4010.

PODULES.

Userport, I MHz bus, A-Dport,
MIDI, MS-DOS, IEEE-488.Ethernet.

Acorn
The choiceofexperience*

scientific products dealer. Ourexperience
will make RISC technology a safe betfor
you.

Coming soon,Acorn's new RISC
based 'SpringBoard' PCapplications card-
VAX poweron your PCor compatible for
around £1000. Call Qudos for preliminary
details.

Available with FREE SOFTWARE
for a limited period.

Archimedes award for engineering excellence.

Acorn Sales, Qudos Ltd, Cambridge Science Park, Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 4FD Telephone (0223) 862333. Telex 818114 Qudos G. Fax (0223) 862946
Products referred toore trademarks oft/ie companies oforigin.



/ Computers and Upgrades

Tradein your old Model B against a new
Master 128 or Master Compact.
Master 128 £394.00 (a)
Master E.T. (Econet Filing System only) E320.00 (a)

Master Turbo Upgrade £99.00 (c)

Master 512 Upgrade £189.00 (c)

Master 128Eprom Cartridge £11.00(0
Master 128 Dust Cover £4.50 (e)

Special Prices on upgrades if ordered with
Master 128. Phone for details.

BBCMaster Compact from £385.00 (a)

AllCompactswith PackageOffers of
Software etc. a value of £35 to £50 software
etc. to your choice.
Compact RS232 Interlace £26.00 (c)

Compact TVModulatet £26.00 (el

Compact Second Disc Drive £99.00 (a)

Compact 5.25" Second Drive Cable £11.00(e)

1770 Disc Interface £41.00 (d|

ADFS ROM 18+or B with 1770) £25.00 (e)

B+64 64K Upgrade £30.00 Id)

,/ Printers (Dot Matrix)
Tally MT 8580col 180cps 45cps NLQ £344.00 (a)

Epson LX86 80col/120cps + 16cps NLQ £229.00 (al

Juki551080col/180cps + 30cps NLQ £259.00 (a)

Juki5510 Colour UpgradeKit £94.00 (c)

Canon PW1080A 80col'150cps + 27cps NLQ £229.00 (a)

Citizen 120 D80col/120cps + 25cpsNLQ £164.00 (a)

k / Printers (Daisy Wheel)
J uki 600080col12cps £182.00 la

Juki 6100 11Ocol 20cps £280.00 (a

Juki6300 132col 40cps £774.00 (a

£554 00 (a)CitizenPremier 35 132col35cps

Printers (Laser)

Canon LPBAI (8 pages/mm).
New Citizen Laser Overture 110
10 pages/min 250Sheet cassette
dual interface.

£1599.00 (al

£1650.00 (a)

Allprinters includeFree BBC cable
or plus£5.00 for IBM lead.

AMX Mouse and Software

AMX Mouse+ SuperArt
AMX Pagemaker

£66.00 I

£37.00 I

SPECIAL OFFERS

Printers - Dot Matrix
MP13580col/135cps + 27cps NLQ £135.00 (a)

MP16580coi;i65cps + 38cps NLQ £166.00 (a)

MP200 80co!/200cps + 40cps NLQ £249.00 (a)

MP201 136co!/200cps + 40cps NLQ £274.00 (a)

Printers - Daisy Wheel
MP 26 - 26cps Diablo 630 compatible £234.00 (a)

MP40 - 40 cps Diablo 630 compatible 019.00 (a)

2 YearWarranty on MP Printers

Direct 0249 Dual 800K DS 40/80T
inc. PSU on Master Plinth £215.00 (a)

Disc Drives

DirectDrivesall with full 3 yr. Warranty
0241 40/80T DS 400K £99.00 (a)

0243 Dual 40/80T 800K(Horizontal) £194.00 (a)
0246 40'80T DS 400K Inc PSU £114.00 (al
0248 Dual 40'80T 800K (Horizontal) Inc PSU £214.00 (a)
0249 As0248 inMaster Bridge.'Monitor Plinth £215.00 (al
0250 As 0248 with 1 x 3.5" & 1 x 5.25" £239.00 (al

UFD Drives (2yr.Warranty)
MD802 C Dual 40'80T DS 800K (Vertical) £214.00 (a)

MD 802 E Dual 40/80T DS 800K Inc PSU £244.00 (a)
MD 802 DM Asabove inMaster Bridge/Monitor Plinth £284.00 (a)

Winchester DrWes

20 mb incl. PSU and ADFS £549.00 (a)
40 mb incl. PSU and ADFS £869.00 (a)

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987

COMPUTING
BUSINESS SYSTEMS • HARDWARE

SOFTWARE • VIDEO SYSTEMS

MEDIA SUPPLIES

OFFICIAL DOMESDAY DEALER

Acornft
Thechoicrofexperience

ACORN APPROVED DEALER

Phone 0602 787923

Disc Drives

Misc

Viglen SS40T100K £79.00 (a)
Opus50025S Single 40/80T IncPSU (Dual Case) £147.00 (a)
Discs 5.25" (Boxed in 10's Lifetime guarantee)
3M 744 SS'DD 48TPI £11.00 Id)
3M 745 DS/DD48TPI £13.00 (d)
3M 747 DS'DD 96TPI £17.00 (d)
Add £1 for plastic librarycase

B&S Label 96TPI in see through LIB. Case DS/DD £13.00 Id)
Disc Cleaning Kit £900(d)
3.5"
3M35SSSS/DD (Box ol 10) £21.00 (d)
3M 35DSDS/DD (Boxof 10) £29.00 (dl
B & S Label DS'DD £1900 (d)

LockableAnti-Static 5.25" Storage Cases
50Disc Capacity £8.00 (d)
100 Disc Capacity £10.00 (d)

All Monitors include BBC Lead
Phillips Range of highresolution Mono Monitors
withAudioInput Green Amberor Paper White.
BM7502 (Green) £69.00 (a)
BM 7522(Amber) £74.00(a)
BM7442 (Paper While) £77.00 (a)

Phillips Colour Monitor RGB, Composite Video,
Audio in Linear RGB Green Screen Switchable

BBC/IBM Compatible CM8833 £239.00 (a)
Microvitec

1431 (Metal or Plastic Case please specify) Std. Res £179.00 (a)
1451 (Metal ot Plastic Case please specify) Med Res. £224.00 (al
1441 (Metal orPlastic Case please specify) High Res. £375.00 (a)
1431APMetalCase RGB and CV/Aurto Std. Res. £209.00(a)
1451 AP Metal Case only RGB andCV Audio Med. Res. £259.00 (al
TILT andSWIVEL StandsforPlastic Case Only £19.00(d)

Hantarex

CT2001 Med.Res,CV Audio RGB £POA

Plinths

BBCB Single £11.0010
BBC Master Single £12.00 Ic)
BBC Master with Shelf £22.00 (b)

UK Customers: please add 15% VAT to all prices
(including carriage).
Government and educational establishments official orders
welcomed When ordering please enclose a cheque or postal
order for the appropriate amount. UKCarriage Rates (a) £8 50
- courier insured delivery (b) C3.50 (c) £2 50 (dl £1.50 (e)
£1.00. All prices are correct at time of going to press. All
of lers are sub|ect to availability,all prices are subject to change
without prior notification and are available on request. Current
price list is available on request

Goods normally despatched on receipt of order.

B & S COMPUTING (NOTT'M) LTD
THE LENTON BUSINESS CENTRE

LENTON BOULEVARD

NOTTINGHAM NG7 2BY
PHONE: 0602 787923

ROM Boards

ATPL Sideways (state Bor B+)
Viglen ROM System IB Series)
Viglen ROM System (Master 128)
Viglen ROM System Compact
Viglen SpareCartridges

Printer Ribbons and Accessories

Epson8302 LX 86 Tractor Unit
Epson8338 LX 86 SSF
Epson LX 86(Compat)
Epson MX 80/RX 80/FX 80/FX 85/(Compat)
Juki5510/Gtizen MSP20 (Compat)
Citizen 120D/LSP10

Taxan 810/Canon (Compat)
Juki 6100 Multistrike

Tally MT85 Fabric
Tally MT86 Carbon
Printerlead 1.5m B/B+/M128/ELK + 1
Printer lead 1.5mCompact
Printer lead2m IBM or Compatible
80col Printer Stand

Universal Printer STand

Printer Switch Box 2 Way "T"Switch

All Modems inc BBC Lead
Miracle WS2000

Miracle WS4000 HayesCompat
PaceNightingale + Commstar II
Nightingale Auto Dial Auto Answer Board + SW
Pace Commstar II ROM

NBBABT APPROVAL ON MODEMS ONLY

50ft. Telephone Extn. Cable onWind upReel

Acorn Soft

Micro Prolog
Logo
Forth

Lisp
View 2.1

Viewsheet

View Spell I80T only)
View Index

£50.00 (d)

£44 00 (d)

£32 00 (e)

£33.00 (e)

£37.00 Id)

£37.00 (d)
£29.00 (d)

£10.00 (e)

ISO Pascal

BCPL

Comal

Hi View

View 3.0

View Store

View Plot

Overview

DiscView Printer Driver Gen.Tape £7.00(e)

Computer Concepts
Interword

Interchart

£36 00 (d)

£11.25(d)

£12.00 (d)

£12.00 (d)

£1 69(e)

£19 00(c)
£48.00 |b)

£2.89 (e)

£2.50 (e)
£2.50 (e)

£3.75 (el
£3.74 (e)
£2.30 (e)

£5.00 (e)
£7 00(e)

£6.00 (e)

£8.00 (e)
£10 00 (d)

£11.00(c)

£15.00 (d)

£39 00 (c)

£95 00(c)

£144.00 (a)

£94.00 (c)
£52.00 (dl

£28.00 (e)

£9.50 Id)

£42.00 (d)

G900 (c)

£32.00 (d)

£37.00 (dl

£56.00 (d)

£37.00 (d)

£21.00 (e)

£84.00 (d)
£8.00 (e)

£39.00 (d)

£26.00 (d)

The NewlyReleased Spellmaster
Wordwise £30.00 (d)

Mirrorsoft

FleetStreet Editor £31.00(dl Fontsand Graphics £11.75 (e)

Clares

Fontwse+ £16.00(e) Replica III £1100(e)

VINE MICRO REPLAY (StateM.'C and DiscInterface) £3000 (e)

NB It is essential to state machine and 40/80T
when ordering software

Inter Sheet £39 00 Id)

Intetbase £POA

£47.00(d)
Wordwise + £37.00 (d)

Books (No VATon books)

Master Ref.ManualsPtl £14.00 (d) Pt 2 £14 00(d)
Advanced Master Rel. Manual £POA
Lisp £7.00 (e) Forth £7.00 (e) ISO Pascal £7.00 (e)
BCPL £14.00 (d) ViewGuide £6.00 (e) IntoView £6.00(e)
View3 £9.00 (el ViewSheet £9.00 (e) ViewStore £900le)

Fanfold Paper and Labels

2000 x 1 Part 60gm 11 x9 5" Std Pen*.
2000 x 1 Part 60gm 11 x9.5"Micro Perl.
1000 x 1 Part 85gm11 x 9.5" Micro Perl.
1500 x 1 Part90gm "Perfect" A4 Micro Peri.
1000 89mm x 36mm Labels

1000 89mm x 49mm Labels

1000 102mm x 36mm Labels

PleasestateSingle or Twin Row. whenordering labels

£11 00(c)

£12.5C(c)

£9.00 (cl

£15.00 (b)

£4.00 (d)
£6.00 (d)

£5 00 (d)
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SOLIDISK WASTE
Solidisk Dual Density
Disc Systems:

Solidisk offers two types of disk filingsystem, with a choice of
twoRomtypes. Bothare based on the Western DigitalWD1770
chip —the standard not only for the BBC model B, butalsothe
BBC+,Master,Compact and ADFS.Both arefully compatible
withAcorn Roms.offeringcompletesolutions to the problems
of updating the BBC, based on 1770. 8271, DFS and ADFS
systems.
Not only is our range therefore unequalled, but also the
features it offers: if you don't believe us, check other makes
before you buy.

Which DFS?

WD-1770 DDFS Disk Interface:
Ifyour Beeb has not yet been upgraded to disc, then the DDFS
is the right choice. It is certainly the most popular version on
the Beeb and easy to fit. Use with Acorn or Solidisk Roms to
give compatibility with any 40/80 track drive, with or without
PSU.

New low price without Rom £35 00
With STL 2.2 ROM (see below) £45.00
WithSTL2.1 ROMs {see below) £55.00

WD-1770+8271 DFDC
Disk Interface:

If you already have an 8271 based DFS from Acorn, Watford
Electronics, Pace,Cumanaor Viglen, this is the onlyway to
add the WD-1770 to your system. Fully compatible with the
Acorn DNFS1.20 ROM for the 8271 and Acorn ADFS for the
1770.Allowsthe Acornchipset toself-erase, keeping memory
requirements (and PAGE) at a minimum. For maximum
performance, use theSTL2.2Rom(forboth8271 and 1770). If
ADFSis required, use Acorn DNFS1.20ROM(for your 8271
with the STL 2.1 Romset (for the WD-1770). The last
combination willstillallowself erasure, and willaddsingleand
double density, cross format filecopy, ADFS as well as NFS. In
other words, everything imaginable with the Beeb.

New low cost DFDCwithoutRom £40 00
DFDCwithSTL2.2 Rom £50.00
Special oilers:
DFDC withSTLADFS2.1 Romset(see below) £55 00
DFDCwithSTL2.2 DFS and2.1 (3 Roms) £63.00

Which ROMs from Solidisk?

STL DFS 2.2 ROM:
Runs with both 8271 and WD-1770 chips from Acorn, Watford
and Opus, and 1770 from STL, and offers the following
features:

* 40/80 track software switching* unlimitedcatalogue entries
* automatic Read after Write for media security * runs with
280, 6502and Econet * more commands than any other DFS
including FORMAT in 40/80 track, VERIFY, DZAP, MZAP,
RECOVER, RESTORE. WORD, RTRACK, WTRACK, DSTEP,
ETC* when usedwiththe WD-1770, reads disksinsingleand
double densityand IBM format*60percentfreeextrastorage
space in double density (640Kperdiskcompared with Acorn's
400K) * more speed and bigger file size.
Supplied on one 16K Rom with manual

Order as the DFSR2 £20.00

PLEASE SPECIFY WE/OPUS/MASTER/COMPACT as
applicable.

The ADFS 2.1 ROMSET:
ThisdoubleROMsethasallthecommandsoftheSTLDFS2.2.
Rom but runs ony with the 1770,not the 8271 system. It has
many more besides, including all the commands in the Acorn
ADFSRom.
PLUS: ADFSdisk formatter (for 40. 80 and 160 tracks) and
VERIFY *MVADFS and MVDFStotransfercrossformatdisks
between DFS and ADFS with automatic PAUSE for disk
change when using a single drive * user specified (1 to 10)
number of file channels to keep PAGE to a minimum * runs
with the Z80, Turbo. 32016and the new80186PC compatible
upgrade.
Supplied on two 16K Roms or one32K with two user manuals
Order as ADFSROM 2.1 £30.00

PLEASE SPECIFY WE/OPUS/MASTER/COMPACT/16K OR
32K as applicable.

Solidisk FD35 3.5 Disc Drive:
This isa superb 80 track, double sided, dualdensity drive,also
useable on the ATARI ST. Youget up to 640Kmaximum per
disc (800Kwith the80186) and at itsprice, youareguaranteed
of extremely good value. Comes with demo disk.

Orderas FD35. single drive £100.00
Orderas TFD35. twin drive .............£20000
Orderas ADFS16 lor the Compact ......£113.85
SeparatePSUilrequired(PSU/35) £25.00
Recommended media:
SonyDoubleSided.doubledensity. 135TPI orequivalent!£29
per box ol 10).

Solidisk FD525 5.25
Disc Drive:

This is a superb 80 track, doublesided, dual density driveand
very fast. You get upto 640Kmaximum per disc (800Kwith the
80186 board), 40/80 manual switch is optional as most Acorn
DFS ROMs and Solidisk'shaveautomatic40/80 track software
switch.

Order as DF525. single £119.00
Order as TFD525. twin in a bridge £228.00
Ordersas TFD525/CPU. twinintheCPUcasewithdotachable
keyboard case lor Beob £239.00
Separate PSU il required (PSU/525) £25.00
40/80 track manual switch optional £2.00

PLEASE SPECIFY SWITCH/MASTER/COMPACT/
ELECTRON If applicable.

Solidisk Real Time Clock:
TheRealTimeClockand Calendar (RTC)can bepluggedinto
any ROM socket on the Beeb with absolutely no other
connection to make. It is powered by a rechargeable NICAD
battery which should keep the RTC active throughout the
Summer holidays.
Star commands include: Alarm, Bell, Boot, Configure
Dalarm, Noclock, Roms, RTC. Settime, Show, Status. Time
and Unplug. FX161 and 162, Osword 14 and 15 are similar to
the Master 128. It is also compatible with Basic 4's TIMES.
The RTC has many of the autoconfigure features of the
MASTER with the same command syntax: Caps/Nocaps.
data, delay, Fdrive,File, Ignore, Lang,Loud/Quiet, Mode(0-
135), Boot/Noboot, Dir/Nodir, Time/Notime, Printer, Repeat,
Rx.Scroll, Tube, Tv,Tx. Ifyour Beeb has an AMX mouse, the
RTC offers a DESKTOP and a CALCULATOR, just like GEM!
Order as RTC £29.00

Secondhand BBC Model B's:

All secondhand BBCModel-B's are guaran
teed for 6 months on labour.

BBC Model-B: We sell at

basic with DDF!
lssue-2 160 185
lssue-3 210 235
lssue-4 235 260
lssue-7 275 300

BBC Model-B: We buy at

basic with DFS
lssue-2 120 140
lssue-3 157 177
lssue-4 176 196

lssue-7 206 226

Solidisk Masterplan:

'If you want to upgrade your
used BBC micro for a new

system, then the Solidisk
MASTERPLAN offers you the
best deal around'. Ring for a
quote.

SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, 17SWEYNE AVE, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS26JQ.TEL. SOUTHEND (0702) 354674(16lines).



RISE YOUR BEEB! Solidisk ¥f
Technology /

TWOMEG128

New: The Twomeg 128K
board

Solidisk has always been closest to emulate the MASTER 128K

The Twomeg 128K features 64K of Sideways RAM in four
banks: 4.5,6 and 7, selected by a single latch at &FE30 for both
read and write exactly like the Master The remaining 64K is
more versatile and can be used as four more Sideways RAM
(12. 13. 14 and 15) or as Shadow RAM and a24K printer buffer
(good news lor wordprocessor users).

The new Twomeg 128K will run Computer Concepts Inter
word. Sheet and Spellmaster, Acorn View 3.1. Viewsheet.
Viewstore, Basic etc
A clever switch write-protects only the 8 banks ol Sideways
RAM without affecting the Shadow RAM and the Printer
Buffer
Ramdisk is not forgotten, you can have one in ADFS (if you
have Solidisk ADFS) or in DFS for both 8271 and 1770 disc
controllers.

Four extra ROM sockets are available directly on the Twomeg
128K board, numbered 8. 9. 10 and 11. Four ROM sockets on
the Beeb are renumbered to 0. 1.2 and 3.
Soltware is supplied on FIVE discs, containing Word-
processor. Spelling Checker, Database. Macro Basic.
Ramdisk, Menu. Manager etc. Software Pack 2 (five discs) is
optional and contains many useful utilities for the machine
code programmer. Software Pack 3 also optional, contains
around 50ofSolidiskMegagames. Listofall programs inthese
software packs is included in the Twomeg 128K User Manual.
Fitting is extremely easy: just plug in the board into the CPU
socket and push 3 terminals onto S20. S21 and S22. Internal
logic produces chip select for the &FE30 latch. Free installation
by local experts is available.
Order as 2MEG128 £60.00

PLEASE SPECIFY /40 TRACK OR /80 TRACK FOR THE

SOFTWARE PACK 1. included in the price.
Optional soltware Pack 2 or 3 (live discs) £10.00

Detachable Keyboard and
CPU case:

This 'three box' casing system will help you to organise your
desk and improve comfort The keyboard features the lowest
profile (maximum height of any key is 47mm) and does not
skid. Typing angle is 2-3 degrees better. The monitor sits on top
of the computer. Pure metal construction provides EMF
shielding against phantom keyboard interru pt and accelerates
heat dissipation (no messy metal strengthening over plastic)
Keyboard lead is 24" long.
Order as KCPU case, special oiler price while stocks
last £25.00
Note:
Post and packing £6.00

The Fourmeg 32K board:
The Fourmeg 32 is a ROM expansion board on its own with up
to 224K of installable firmware. It also is the FASTEST shadow
RAM board around (it runs at 4 MHz while others run at 2 MHz.
including the MASTER), and the fastest Sideways RAM board
It consumes also less power than any other ROM RAM board
through the extensive use of CMOS devices.
The top row of five ROM sockets will take software ROMs, upto
32K each, such as used on the Beeb Plus, the MASTER or the
Compact. They are high speed sockets.
The middle row contains 40K of high speed CMOS static RAM
chips, acting as a Shadow RAM and a printer buffer or as two
banks of Sideways RAM.Write-protection of Sideways RAM is
performed by separate Read and Write registers with
automatic write-protect when one presses the BREAK key.
The CPU is a 4 MHz. CMOS technology. GTE 65C02. similar to
the one on the Turbo board, replacing the existing 6502
The Fourmeg 32K is also upgradable, once more by the latest
CMOS technology: 62256. 32k RAM on a single chip which
plugs into one of the high speed ROM sockets.

This board is designed such that one can have everything
required on a single, compact and easy to install unit All the
necessary software is in a MANAGER ROM (supplied). Star
commands include: Shadow. Ramdisk. Ramoff. Ramdfs.
Ramadfs, Ramdrive. Testram, Plus. A complete toolkit toassist
programming in Basic is also included: Hardbreak, Join,
Keyload, Keysave. Kill, Lvar, Menu, Msearch, Mzap. Page,
Printer. Rcat, Number. Report. Rload. Rwipe. Salvage. Status.
Sound One year guarantee

Order as FOURMEG 32 £70.00
Additional 32K chip (optional) £15.00
Soltware packs 1 to 3 (optionalI. each ol live disc £10.00

The Fourmeg 256K board:

The Solidisk Fourmeg 256 board combines high CPU speed
(4MHz GTE 65C02) with large memor size (256K Dynamic
RAM. 8K static RAM) and powerful supporting software (32K
MANAGER ROM). It offers four ROM sockets featuring high
speed and high capacity (up to 64K ROM per socket). 8 shadow
RAM banks, 8 Sideways RAM banks or even both
Order as Fourmeg 256K £135.00
NOTE: NO MORE ROM BOARD TRADE-IN IS ALLOWED
AFTER 1ST MAY 87.

Wordwise Plus or Interword
Special Deal:

Ifyou buyWordwisePlus or Interwordtogether withaTwomeg
or a Fourmeg board, you get extra special discount!
Wordwise Plus (bundle only) £30.00
Interword (bundle only) £50.00

Special Offers on Sideways
RAM boards:

These exceedingly popular systems (40.000 plus units sold)
enables the Beeb users to load ROM images into the Beeb.
make a 16K printer buffer, use DFS with PAGE at &E00, play
Solidisk Megagames, bigger Basic (Vstore). store music and
inumerable other uses as supported by a library of 15 software
diskettes.
They consist of a base unit plugging into the rightmost ROM
socket on the Beeb and an exchangeable RAM card with
capacity ranging from 32K (two Sideways RAM banks) to 128K
(8 Sideways RAM banks) They are now made available to you
at less than half their normal price, all offering extremely good
value. Oneyear guarantee, supplied with User Manual andone
software disc.

SWR32. 32K RAM. disc No 1 £20.00
SWR64. 64K ROM and two 16/32K ROM sockets.
DiscNol £30.00
96K Extension lorSWR32 £25.00
SWR128 (now style). 128KRAM. two 16'32
ROM sockets £45.00
Soltware Packs 1 to 3. each ol live discs, any pack £10.00
Any disc volume 1 to 15 each £2.00

PLEASE SPECIFY /40 TRACK OR /80 TRACK as applicable.

Electron Disc Interlace: £50.00
BABT approved Modem plus Linemaster ROM £30.00

EPROM Programmer:

The UVIPROM is the cheapest Eprom programmer on the
market yet the easiest to use. will program 2764 EPROMS in
one minute and 27128 in two minutes.
A different version called the UVIPROM32 will program 27256
EPROMS in 4 minutes.
The MULTIPROM is the Deluxe version, combining the
capacity of the UVIPROM and theUVIPROM32andsomeother
features. Use it to program 2764. 27128 (normal and A type).
27256 (12.5V and 21V). 27512, 27513 etc Textool 28 pin ZIP
socket fitted as standard.

UVIPROM plus disc No 10 £20.00
UVIPROM32 plus disc No 10 £20.00
MULTIPROM plus disc No 10 £44.50
UVIPAC Eprom Eraser £20.00
2764 EPROM each £2.00. ten tor £16.00
27128 EPROM each £4.00. ten lor £34.00
27256 EPROM each £7.00. ton lor £63.00
Panasonic KX-P1081 Special Oiler: £149.00 'VAT

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
TRADE-UP

Solidisk will accept return of memory boards up to ONEYEAR
old for TRADING-UP. The selling price (below) is the pricewe
sell the same goods at the time of the trade-up transaction.

Age Trade-up allowance

Up to 3 months 90%of selling price
Up to 6 months 85% of selling price
Up to 9 months 80%of selling price
Up to 12 months 75% of selling price
If the balance of the upgrade is less than £15. a minimum
charge of 15 is made.

******************************************

As a result of our MASTERPLAN. we have a number of BBC
Model B's for sale every day. All are fully inspected,
reconditioned if necessary, and guaranteed All have a new
DDFS fitted as standard. We also buy second-hand Beeb for
cash. See our price list for details.
******************************************

SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, 17 SWEYNE AVE,SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEXSS2 6JQ. TEL. SOUTHEND (0702) 354674 (16 lines).
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System One
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System One: COMPACT now with
5.25"drtves:

The System One consists of a Master Compact 128K. twin disc drives, optional
monochrome or colour monitor, optional printer. Solidisk will give you free our own
CDFS2.1 ROM.a Dual Density Beeb Disc FilingSystem featuring disc sector editor
(for both DFS and ADFS discs), MVDFS and MVADFS for cross format file transfer,
disc formatter and verifier etc. Some of the options include 5.25" drive(s) which we
believe is a better choice than the 3.5" format. The 5.25" format is still preferred for
the Master 128 (even now, with 80186 board) and on the Beeb. Cheap discs, better
reliability, better software availability are some of the key advantages. Don't buy
single drive systems because you can't make copy ADFS discs with a single drive.

A —Compact 128K with Acorn 14" Colour monitor. CDFS, twin 3.5"drive, onedemo
disc containing Solidisk Database, Spelling Checker and Megagames (as
illustrated): £749.00
B — as above but with one 3.5" drive and one 3.5" drive and one5.25" drive: £748.00
C —as above but with twin 5.25" drives in a bridge unit: £759.00

ImWillll'ilfi
All systems above (A, B or C) can be supplied with Acorn 12" monochrome monitor
in place of the Colour monitor:-

A £598.00

B £597.00

C £608.00

System Two

System Two: MASTER 12Kwith Twin 5*25'
Drives in a Bridge Unit:

This system is our most popular, consisting of a fully blown MASTER 128K, twin 80
track, double sided 1.3 Megabyte Disc Drives in a bridge unit doubling as a monitor
stand, free demo disc containing Solidisk Database, Spelling Checker and
Megagames.
Available options (all prices include VAT):
A —As illustrated (without monitor) £670.00
B — with Philips 14" CM 8533 colour monitor (same construction
as Acorn colour monitor) £865.00
C — with Mitsubishi 14" XC 1404 colour monitor £830.00
Special offers (If bought together wilh a System Two):
MP-165 £220.00

P-1081 £171.45
Master 80186, 512K Co-processor £223.00
Acorn 20 MB Winchester POA

Solidisk 20 MB Winchester (special issue, only with 80186 option) £500.00

Buy the Panasonic KX.P1081 NLQ/Super NLQ printer with a System One. At
£171.45. you just can't afford to let this latest Japanese printer go. Special reduced
price at only £149.00 + VAT.

The MP 165 is one of our best selling printers, featuring 165 cps in draft mode,40-50
cps in NLQ, Epson FX compatibility, friction and tractor feed etc. Normal price is
extremely attractive at £260.00 when you consider that theMP 165 is a lot fasterthan
its rivals such as the Star NL-10. the KagaKP-810, the EPSON LX86 or FX85etc. We
will cut £40 off the normal price and giveyou a free printer lead ifyou buy the MP-165
together with a System.

3 PC-UPGRADES: Acom 80186, Solidisk PC-500
and PC-PLUS

Software for the IBM PC is good, cheap and plentiful, not even
counting a huge catalogue of shareware and public domain
software.
A PC compatible board is just what you need to takefulIadvantage
of it.

Solidisk offers you 3 PCsystems:
1) The Acorn 80186 Co-processor which will fit inside the
Master 128K. It has an Intel 80186 CPU running at 10 MHz and
512K of RAM. It comes with 4 software discs, containing
DOSPLUS disc operating system and the GEM collection
(wordprocessor and painting programs). It costs f 228 inclusive.

2) The PC-500 which is the same as above but housed in a box
and will plug into the TUBE connector of the MASTER or the BBC
Model B. The latter must have Solidisk DDFS or DFDC (or Acorn
1770) and Solidisk ADFS 2.1 ROM (or Acorn ADFS 1.4). It costs
£239 inclusive.

ACORN 80186

3) The PC-PLUS is an PC-500 upgraded to full one Megabyte. It
costs £339 inclusive.
Why did we add more memory to the already impressive 512K
RAM of the 80186?

Here are two reasons.
Firstly, more powerful software requires more memory, this often
does not fit the 80186.
And secondly, more memory means greater performance.
THE PC-PLUS opens new doors to the 80186. Take DESK TOP
PUBLISHING: the PC-PLUS will run Fleet Street Editor while the
basic PC-500 won't. Take SPREADSHEET: the PC-PLUS runs
ABILITY in RAM — even the 640K IBM can't and it can handle
500K sheets with VP Planner compared with 246K on the PC-
1512.

The PC-PLUS and indeed the PC-500 and the 80186 will be
supported by Solidisk to the ARM level.
We can offer special prices to educational buyers.

INSIDETHE PC-PLUS

SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, 17 SWEYNE AVE, SOLTTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS2 6JQ.TEL. SOUTHEND (0702)354674 (16 lines).



SOUDISK ADVANCED TELETEXT: SAT-1
Would you like your Teletext receiver to:
1) Tune automatically for the best reception?
2) Collect and display Teletext transmission?
3) Download free software?
4) Receive TV picture and sound?
5) Work equally well on other micros?
6) Just plug into your micro?

You might not be surprised that all Teletext systems are not equal. So what can Solidisk
Advanced Teletext do that our competitors can't or won't?

Solidisk Advanced Teletext SAT-1 will automatically check all receivable channels in
your area and switch the reception to the best channels for BBC 1. BBC2, ITV1 andlTV2.

SoYidisVAdvanced Teletext SAT-1 has IV compatible colour video output to display TV
pictures on compatible monitors. It has TV SOUND too. So while it downloads your
software, you may watch TV instead.

Solidisk Advanced Teletext SAT-1 works on Amstrad PC. Commodore C64 and 128 and
soon on AMIGAA-500. ATARI-ST and the ARM. You only need to buy an appropriate lead
and the CCT software for the machine you intend to use the SAT-1 with.

The SAT-1 has its own mains power supply and uses the latest technology on CCT,SAW
and tuning devices. It has a 5-pin DIN socket which is connected to any colour computer
through an appropriate DATAlead. On the BBC Model B andMaster 128K. the DATAlead
plugs into the user port. On the Master Compact, it goes to the PRINTER port. Your TV
aerial must also be adequate to give a snow free TV picture.

Price:
SAT-1 /BBC with BBC lead and software disk including VAT f 100.00
SAT-1 /COMPACT with Compact lead and software disc 3.5" £101.00
Lead and software for any other micro.
eg PC1512, C64 and C128, ST 520. A500 etc
from £15.00

RAMDISK AND PRINTER BUFFER FOR
THE MASTER 128K

The Solidisk MEGA 256K card plugs into the MASTER cartridge slot. And add instantly.
256K bytes of RAM to your MASTER 128K.
Need a RAM disk?
Easy.
Just enter •RAMDISK <n> and the number of K bytes you want for your RAM disk. In
DFS or in ADFS (or both RAM diskswith a littlebit of extra finger work). And up to 240K in
size.

A printer buffer?
Equally easy.
Enter 'PRINTER and the number of K bytes you want.
Loading ROM images into the extra RAM is just as easy as to the existing Sideways
RAM.
But then, there is only one problem: you can't be too expansive with only 256K. But the
MEGA256K card isn't too expensive either: at only £100 including VAT,wouldn't you
say 'the price is right?'

THE MEGA 256 CARD

WANTED: SOFTWARE FOR OUR ROM CARTRIDGES
The new ROM cartridge is extremely low profile (2" high) and unobtrusive. It can be used
with most ROM types: 64K. 128K. 256K and the 27513 family. Low cost (from £1 each)
and good reliability (500» insertions) make it ideal media for selling games.
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MASTER SERIES:
AMB15 Master 128
ADB12 Master ET

ADC06 Turbo Upgrade
ADC08 80126/512K
ADF13 Eprom cartridge

MANUALS AND DOCUMENTATION:
ADJ22 Ref manual Pt 1
ADJ23 Ref manual Pt 2

MASTER COMPACT SERIES:
ADB20 Master Compact Single drive
ADB20*ADF30 Master Compact S/D with TV mod.
ADB20*ADF31 Master Compact S/D with Mono monitor
ADB20*ADF32 Master Compact S/D with Colour monitor
ADF15 RS232kit
ADF16 Second 3.5" floppy drive
ADF17 PAL TV Adaptor

ACORN SOFTWARE:
SUB27 Viewstore database ROM
SUB 18 Pascal

FORTH
LISP
MICRO-PROLOG

SOLIDISK SOFTWARE ROMS:
CDFS single and double density DFS ROMfor

the COMPACT
MADFS DFS and ADFS ROM (32k) for the Master
LMS communication ROM for the Master
SOLIMON Machine code monitor for Master/Compact
INSIGHT Intelligent disassembler. XREF
UVP Eprom programmer software (8k)

DISC DRIVES:
FD35

TWIN35
FD525

TWIN525
20MB

MONITORS:

BM7502

BM7522
CM8533
XC1404

3.5" 80-track double-sided single drive
Twin DF35
5.25" 80-track double-sided single drive
TwinDF525
Winchester new model, low cost SEAGATE

12" Philips hi-res green screen, lead
12" Philips hi-res amber screen, lead
14" hi-res Colour Monitor, lead
14" Mitsubishi RGB colour monitor, lead

SOFTWARE PACKS:
5 software discs. 80 track. Database,
spelling checker, machine code monitor,
Macro Basic etc. 5.25" format
3.5" format
5 software discs, 80 track. Games.
5.25" format
3.5" format

5%" low cost VEREX for all drives
5V," hi-rel MD557, Verbatim DSDD 96tpi
3.5" low cost Verbatim for all drives
3.5" hi-rel 9O097M Verbatim DSDD 135 tpi

DISKETTES:
MD525
MD557

C102
C103

499.00
399.00

125
228.00

14.95

14.95

14.95

441.25
457.35

537.85

687.35
29.90

113.85
29.90

59.80
69.00

19.90

19.90
79.95

10.00
20.00

10.00
10.00
20.00

5.00

100.00
200.00

115.00
230.00

700.00

85.00

86.00

299.00
260.00

10.00
15.00

10.00
15.00

12.00

25.00
20.00

28.00

EXTRA DISCOUNT
If you buy a disc drive or a printer or a monitor at the same time you buy a Master or a
Compact, you are qualified for SYSTEM DISCOUNT and a free Software Pack 1 (worth
£10.00 or more).
Normal Package System
Price Discount Reduction
£600-£699 3% £18-£21
£700-£799 4% £28-£32
£800-£899 5% £40-£45
£900-£999 6% £54-£60
£1000 and above 7% £70-£££

ORDERING BY POST:

All items can be ordered by post, sending the coupon below and enclosing cheques,
POs, drafts or credit card numbers or by phone. P and P is charged as follows:
Less than 1 KG (eg software, cartridges and books): £2.00
Up to 3 KGs (eg single disc drives): £3.00
Upto 10 KGs (eg computer, monitors, printers, twin disc drives): youcan specify either
parcel post £6.00 or courrier/Datapost: £12.00.
Above 10KGs (eg complete system), please either allowgenerously or give usa ring for
quotation.

n
ORDER FORM

Please fill and send to:

Solidisk Technology Ltd
17 Sweyne Avenue
Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2 6JQ

->4

Solidisk Technology Limited, 17 Sweyne Ave, Southend-on-Sea, EssexSS26JQ.
Tel: Southend (0702) 354674 (16 lines).

SOLIDISK TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES: TEL. SOUTHEND (0702) 431122
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Watford Electronics
Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street Watford WD1 2AN, England ,

a ^ Tel: Watford (0923) 37774-40588 Tlx: 8956095 Fax: 01 950 8989 I
ACQTIlS BY POPULAR DEMAND OUR SHOP IS NOW OPEN UNTIL 8PM EVERY THURSDAY I

The Choice A" Prices e*clusive of VAT; subject tochange without notice &available on request. j^q choice after
Of Experience Credit Card Orders (ACCESS &VISA) Tel (0923) 33383 or 50234 (24 Hours) the Experience

BBC MASTER 128K Micro £346

BBC MASTER with Turbo Board
£453

512K Processor Add on Board
"inc. Mouse and GEM package" £195

SPECIAL OFFER
FREE ... £65 worth of Software

Gemini's OFFICE MATE & OFFICE MASTER
packages on Disc consisting

of: Database, Spreadsheet, Beebplot
graphics. Accounts packs: Cashbook,
Final Accounts, Mailist, Easyledger,
Invoice & Statements, Stock Control

and Watford's unique VIEWPRINTER
DRIVER ROM - an essential tool for all users

of the Master's built-in VIEW
wordprocessor; with every Master

purchased from us.

ADD-ONs & ACCESSORIES
BBCAIV (Domesday) System £3479
Turbo 65C102 Add-on Module £99
BBC MASTER ET

(Econet Terminal) £315
Econet Module for the Master £43
Twin ROM Cartridge for Master £8
Quad ROM Cartridge for Master £12
Universal Processor Adaptor £75
Reference Manual I (No VAT) £14
Reference Manual II (No VAT) £14
Advance Ref. Manual (NoVAT)£19
64K Upgrade Kit for B+ £32
Acorn 1770 DFS Kitcomplete £42
ECONET Upgrade Kit for BBC £42
ALL ECONET UPGRADES Available
Z80Acorn 2nd Processor package £325
ARIES' Professional IEEE Interface £238
Acorn IEEE Interface Complete £265
Acorn Teletext Adaptor £95
Acorn Bitstick I £299
Robocom Bitstick II £759
Upgrade for Bitstick I toll £450
Bitstick Multiplotter Driver £65

BBC MASTER COMPACT
All Master Compact Microcomputers are
supplied complete with an integral 3W Disc
Drive and various educational and professional
bundled softwares.
System 1 Standard Package £385
System 1A System 1 + TV Modulator £399
System 2 System 1 * Green Hires Monitor

£469
System 3 System I + Medium Res Colour

Monitor £599

RS232 Kitfor BBCCompact £26
Additional 316" Drive for BBC
Compact £99

(Securicor carriage £7)

The 80186 Co-Processor
Package

This package consists of the Master 512 board.
Watford Co-Pro Adaptor. Acorn 1770 Disc
Upgrade and Acorn ADFS. The Master 512
board using the 80186 16 bit Processor at
10MH? and running Digital Research DOS Plus,
gives a high degree of IBM compatibility at an
extremely reasonable price. Included in the
512k package is a mouse and the amazing
Digital Research GEM suite of software; GEM
Paint, GEM draw and GEM desktop giving a
complete Mouse Icons environment (All other
GEM packages will work on the 512k). Famous
packages that will work with the 512k board
include Wordstar, Dbase II, Lotus.123 and many
others. The only requirement to upgrade any
BBC Model B to this system is you must have
twin 80 track disc drives.

£275

CO-PRO Adaptor

Now for the first time you can add the Master
Co-processor boards, to your standard BBC
model B, or B Plus. With this brand new launch
from Watford Electronics you can attach any
BBC Master co-processor to the original BBC
Micro. Once again Watford strides ahead with a
new concept in BBC B Micro add-ons. This
unique external Co-Pro Adaptor, is protected by
patent applications.
Use the super fast Turbo Board with your BBC
B, it is much faster than the 6502 2nd processor
superseding it.
With the 512K addon your standard BBC
machine achieves IBM PC compatibility at a
realistic price running GEM, Lotus 123 and
many other programs. Included with the 512k
package is a high precision mouse and the
Digital Research GEM suite of software; GEM
Desktop, GEM Write GEM Paint. This requires
both the 1770 DFS and the ADFS to be fitted to
your computer.
To use other co-processors you require a BBC B
with DNFS 1.20 or higher, or BBC B+ fitted with
1770 DFS 2.20 or greater. Co-processors work
exactly like a second processor.
Master owners may use Co-Pro to add a second
Co-processor externally.
Watford, brings power to your BBC at only:

£50.00 (carr £5)

VARIOUS PRINTERS
• FX80/85 Tractor Feed £35
• EPSON Hi-80 Printer Plotter £229
• Hi-80 Refils, set of 4 Pens £7
• EPSON Paper Roll Holder £17
• EPSON LX86 Printer £189
• EPSON LX80/86 Tractor Feed £20
• EPSON LX80/86 Sheet Feeder £49
• EPSON FX800 Printer £315
• EPSON FX1000 Printer £439
• EPSON EX800 Printer £405
• Colour option for EX800/1000 £55
• EX Colour Ribbon £18
• EPSON LQ800 Printer £439
• LQ800 Tractor Feed Attachment £39
• FX/LX800 Single Sheet Feed £139
• FX/LQ1000 Single Sheet Feed £149
• HR20 Brother Daisy Wheel

Printer £349
(Securicor carriage charge on printers £7)

PRINTER SHARERS
(Ideal for School environment)

Connect 3 BBC Micros to 1 Printer £60
Connect 6 BBC Micros to 1 Printer £99'

PRINTER CHANGER
Connects 3 Printers to 1 Micro £65

(Cables extra, specify type required when
ordering)

65C102 2nd PROCESSOR
Package

This amazing package consists of the Acorn
65C102 'Turbo' Board, the Watford Co-Pro
Adaptor and Acorn 1.2 DNFS ROM. The Turbo'
board, running at 4MHz with 64k of additional
RAM will increase the speed by between 50 and
200°o depending on the application running,
and allow a BASIC program of upto 44k in any
screen mode. Simply by plugging in the Co-Pro
and the DNFS ROM with its special Tube host
code and you massively increase the power of
any Model B.

£139

SPECIAL OFFER
EPROMs for BBC's Sideways ROMs.

2764-250nS £3.00
27128-250nS £3.40

RAMs (Low power) for ATPL, WATFORD, etc.
Sideways ROM Boards

6264LP (8K) £2.70
2 x 6264LP (16K) £5.30

KAGA/TAXAN PRINTERS
(IBM/Epson compatibles)

KagaKP815 Printer £269 (carr £7)
KagaKP915 Printer £369 (carr £7)
RS232 Interface £49
RS232 Interface with 2K Buffer £69
RS232 Interface with 16K Buffer £89

RX & FX PRINTER INTERFACES
Epson interfaces fit inside the printer to allow
connection using techniques other than
Centronics.

RS232
IEEE 488

£27 RS232 + 2K Buffer
£65 RS232 & 8K Buffer

£55
£75

PRINTER LEADS
Centronics lead to connect BBC micro to
EPSON, KAGA, SEIKOSHA, NEC, STAR, JUKI,
BROTHER, SHINWA etc. printers.

Standard length (4 feet long) £6
Extra long (6 feet long) £8
Compact's Special Centronics Lead £9
RS232 Cable P.O.A.
IBM Parallel 1 metre Cable £12

PRINTER RIBBONS &
VARIOUS DUST COVERS

Type

BBC Micro
BBC Master
Brother HR15
FX100

FX80-MX80-FX85
RX80

LX80
LQ2500
Centronics GLP
KAGAKP810
Panasonic KX1080/81

Ribbons Dust Covers

£3.50
£4.00

£3.00
£7.00

£4.50 £4.95
£4.50 £4.50
£4.00 £4.50
£9.00
£4.00 £3.75
£5.25 £4.75
£4.50 £4.75

Our attractive Dust Covers are manufactured
from translucent PVC. The seams are stitched
and edges are taped to prevent splitting due to
continuous use.

Listing Paper (Perforated)
1,000 Sheets 9Vi" x 11" Fanfold Paper £7

2,000 Sheets 9V?" x 11" Fanfold Paper £12

1,000 Sheets 15" x 11" Fanfold Paper £9

1000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper £11

2000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper £21

Teleprinter Roll (Econo paper) £4

Carriage on 1,000 Sheets £1.50

PRINTER LABELS
(On continuous fanfold backing sheet)

1,000 90 x 36mm (Single Row) £5.00
1,000 90 x 36mm (Twin Row) £4.90
1,000 90 x 49mm (Twin Row) £7.50
1,000 102 x 36mm (Twin Row) £6.25

Carriage on 1,000 Labels £1.00



Panasonic
KX-P1081

(Now IBM Compatible)

Available NOW at a superbly realistic price, the
KX-P1081 perfectly balances features, quality of
construction and Value for Money to produce
the printer of tomorrow, here today, ready to
sweep the current generation of machines
away.

Ingenious innovation in terms of software
control codes permits great flexibility when it
comes to defining the print style. A nippy 120
cps of clear Draft text backs up the crisp 24 cps
Near Letter Quality text mode, with upto 40
superbly useful downloadable characters. A
delightful range of assorted character widths is
efficiently supported, with sizes ranging from a
broad 5 cpi to petite 17 cpi, EVEN in NLQ mode.
Some of the extensive support for serious use
includes specialised functions to perform
justification, centering and even left and right
ranging. Proportional spacing permit even
greater freedom when it comes to advanced
use. Not only is the full Epson RX compatible
control code set implemented, but extra codes
have also been added to cater for the NLQ
options, etc.

A full 96 ASCII character set is supported,
with an extended set of 32 international
characters and IBM special characters as well as
IBM block graphics characters. A 1K Print Buffer
alleviates much of the wait time normally
associated with printing, whilst the bi
directional logic seeking print head takes the
quickest route to print as required.

(Price inludes, FREE A 4ft Printer Lead, and a
Dump Out 3, Screen Dump ROM worth £35
with every printer purchased from us).

Special Price: £155 (carr. £7)
Optional RS232 Interface: £39

Panasonic KX-P3131
Daisy-Wheel Printer

This low-cost high-performance Daisy Wheel
printer is ideal for anyone wishing to produce
clear, immaculate letters or reports. It delivers,
flawless text at 10, 12 & 15 CPS. Supports
proportional spacing. Is Bi-directional, logic
seeking. Printing speed: 17CPS. Has 6k printer
Buffer. A printer of similar spec could cost a lot
more than our ridiculously low price of:

Only £245 (carr. £7)

Single Sheet Feeder
Tractor Feed
Spare Ribbon

£195
£90

£3.00

Acorn-Olivetti JP101
Ink Jet Printer

One of the main problems with most printers is
that they are hopelessly noisy. How often have
you wanted to print something late at night but
not done so for fear of waking the children?
Also ideal for those working in quiet
environments such as libraries, etc. Silence the
complaints with the serious solution from
Watford at the amazing cost of only £59

JP101 accepts 9'/i" standard fan fold paper or
single A4 sheets. Tractor & Friction feed
supplied as standard - print speed 50 cps.

Pack of 4 refills £10

Screen Dump ROM for JP101 £10

Anti-Glare VDU Screen
This extremely effective, easy to install, 12"
VDU screen eliminates harmful glare, improves
contrast on colour monitors. A must for all
wordprocessor users.

£12

Printer Stand Type-YU-S25

This new
professional
printer stand
takes hardly
more space than
your printer. Due
to the positioning
of the paper feed

and re-fold compartments ie. one above the
other, the desk space required for your printer
functions is effectively halved. Additional
facilities include: Easy access to paper from
both sides, used with both top and bottom feed
paper and with its dial controlled paper feed
system with adjustable deflector plates it
ensures smooth paper flow and automatic
refolding. £34

We stock a range of monitors to suit all needs.
Choice of a monitor is a matter of personal
taste so we recommend that whenever
possible, you ask for a demonstration at our
shop. All Monitors are supplied complete with
connecting lead.

MICROVITEC 14

• 1431 - Medium resolution as used on the
BBC television computer programme £175

• 1451 - High resolution, suitable for word
processing in mode 0 £225

• 1441 - High res, exceeds the capabilities of
the BBC micro £359

• 1431 AP RGB + PAL and AUDIO £199

• 1451 AP RGB + PAL and AUDIO £255

• Dust Cover for Microvitecs £5.50

KAGA-TAXAN 12

• KAGAKX1201G Hi-res Green Monitor £85

• KAGA KX1202G Long persistence Hi-Res
Green Monitor £93

• KAGA KX1203A Ultra-Hi-Res Amber
Monitor £93

• KAGA Super Vision 2 Type 620 Hi-res RGB
Colour monitor. Ideal for Wordprocessing

£269

• Kaga Super Vision 3, Type 625 Ultra Hi-res,
RGB Colour) Text mode switch allows
monochrome text display in Green, Amber,
White reverse or White on Blue £319

STAR BUY
• PHILIPS 14" Hi-Res, dark glass, attractively

finished Colour Monitor - supplied complete
with RGB, SKART and Audio/Phono
connectors. A push-button switch toggles
between Hi-Res monochrome green-text
mode and full colour display.

ONLY £209

ZENITH

"Test Bureau Recommended for use
in Education"

12" high resolution monochrome monitor. Ideal
for word processing as its green or amber
screen is very restful to read. (These are the
same professional quality, stylishly finished
monitors as used in the larger Zenith PC
Systems.)
Green (New Design) Hi-res £69
Amber (New Design) Hi-res £74

LEADS
BNC Lead for Zenith or Philips £3
Skart Monitor Lead £5
RGB lead for KAGA £3

N.B. carriage on Monitors £7 (securicor)

SWIVEL BASES
for Video Monitors

By placing your monitor on one of our
superb swivel bases, you gain the
freedom to adjust the monitor viewing
angle to suit your needs. By doing this,
you alleviate eye strain and reduce back
stress. Front adjustable without removing
the monitor.

for 12" Monitors £10 (carr. £2.50)
for 14" Monitors £14 (carr. £2.50)

32K
SHADOW RAM

Printer Buffer
Expansion Board

A MUST FOR WORD PROCESSING

Watford Electronics now brings you the latest
state-of-the-art MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD
for your BBC microcomputer. Don't throw away
your BBC B for a BBC B Plus or BBC Master.
Just plug the ribbon cable into the 6502
processor socket, and fit the compact board
inside the computer. Immediately you will gain
not 16K or even 20K, but a massive 32K of extra
RAM!!!

• IMPROVE your WORD PROCESSING system,
whether disc or cassette based. Don't wait for a
slow printer - type in text while printing. TWO
JOBS DONE SIMULTANEOUSLY and £100 +
saved on a printer buffer.

• "VIEW" Wordprocessor users can now type
in letters in 80 columns and have up to 28,000
bytes free - 5 times as much as normal.

• In WORDWISE (or WORDWISE-PLUS),
preview in 80 columns with the full 24K of text
in memory. This product is recommended as an
ideal complement by Computer Concepts.

• Combine GOOD GRAPHICS and LONG
PROGRAMS. Use the top 20K of the expansion
RAM as the screen display memory, leaving all
the standard BBC RAM free for programs.
Benefit from MODE 0/1/2 graphics and 28K of
program space.

• Use the FULL 32K or the bottom 12K of the
expansion RAM as a PRINTER buffer for
PARALLEL or SERIAL printers, sound channels,
RS423 etc. Print large text files while running
long graphics programs, and have all your
buffer options available as well
("FX15,21,138,145,ADVAL etc). Please note only
a 12K printer buffer can be used with Wordwise
or Wordwise-Plus, due to the way they are
written.

• Unique facility to turn ROMs off and on
again. Unlike all other ROM managers, this
feature does not use 'unofficial' memory. Two
bytes of normally user-inaccessible memory on
the RAM card are used to ensure ROMs are
disabled WHERE OTHER ROMS FAIL.

See next page for SPECIAL OFFER

Only £59 (carr £2)
(Price includes a comprehensive manual

and the ROM)

INCREDIBLE

WORDPROCESSIIMG
DEAL

Watford's 32K SHADOW RAM CARD and
Computer Concept's INTERWORD
Wordprocessor package.

at Only £89 (carr £2)

Continued



THE EPSON RX-FX-KAGA PRINTER
COMMANDS REVEALED (BOOK)

So you bought yourself a new printer, because the salesman in the shop
showed you how clever it is and impressed you with all sorts of printouts to

,show its capabilities - he may even have offered you a special price.
However, now that you have got it home and connected it to your BBC

microcomputer, you are wondering how to make it perform these magical
tasks. The manual seems to give no clues, and when you type in the
example programs, the computer throws the LPRINT statements back in
your face.

Now what do you do, when this £400 piece of high technology refuses
even to move its head, and you have staye up until 2 in the morning with
copious supplies of coffee, desperately trying to print something out. Once
again, Watford Electronics comes to your help with our new book entitled
'THE EPSON FX-KAGA PRINTER COMMANDS REVEALED'.

This book describes in plain, easy to understand English, how to use and
make the most of your KP810, Canon PW1080A or any Epson FX80
compatible Printer with the BBC Micro, both from Basic and Wordwise.

It describes in detail how to obtain the maximum in graphics capability
from your printer and includes full indexes allowing you to cross index the

| numerous commands. Every command is explained in detail, with an
accompanying BBC Basic program and an example of its use from
Wordwise.

Superb Value at £5.95 (No VAT)

NOW WITH EXTRA FEATURES
AT NO EXTRA COST

Watford's latest DFS 1.44
• Incorporates Acorn's Official Tube Host Code so that those with 2nd
processors no longer need to waste a ROM socket on the DNFS.
• Option to DOUBLE the speed of BPUT and BGET.

Ifyou already have the Watford Electronics DFS and wish to incorporate
these new facilities ten simply return your existing DFS ROM to us together
with £5 remittance for an upgrade. Please pack the ROM securely and
address the package to our Upgrades Dept.

WATFORD'S & ACORN's
SINGLE DENSITY DFS

Watford's popular and widely acclaimed DFS has now been available for
four years, and has gained a large following amongst serious users of the
BBC Micro. Owners of Acorn or any otherstandard DFScan upgradeto our
"Ultimate"DFS merely by replacing their DFS ROM. See below for this
upgrade. (P.S. Watford's highly sophisticated DFS is fully compatible with
Acorn DFS).

PRICES
• Complete Disc Interface Kitincluding DFS ROMand

fitting instructions £59
• Acorn's 0.90 DFS Kitcomplete £57
• DFS Manual (Comprehensive) (no VA T)£6.95

(P.S. Our comprehensive DFS Manual covers both
Acorn & Watford DFSs).

• Watford'ssophisticated DFS ROM only £16
• We will exchange your existing DFS ROM for

Watford'sUltimate DFSROMfor only £12
• DNFS ROM only £17 • ADFS ROMonly £25
• Watford'sDFS is exclusively available from Watford

Electronicsand theirappointed dealers only. Every
ROM carries a special label with LOGO and serial
number.

rt#N WATFORD'S Mk II Double Density
11 DFS INTERFACE
Many of our customers have wanted to use our superior DDFS and Acorn
ADFS together. Now our DDFS board has been adapted to allow the use of
Acorn ADFS.

Added features include:
• Acorn ADFS compatible - Use ADFS on our DDFS board.
• Tube host Code - No longer any need to have the DNFS in your machine

to use Co-Processors, even the CoPro and Master 512.
• Auto 40-80 Track sensing - no need to fuss with 40/80 track switches

(even works with protected disks).
• An extremely powerful 8271 emulation - ensuring compatibility with

almost all software.
• New low profile - small footprint board.

I• Fits with all third party ROM boards.
• Option to double the speed of file handling operations - BPUT and BGET.
• Operates in both single and double density modes.
• OSGBPB has been recoded, increasing still further the speed of file

handling.

Please note that not all DDFS's are capable of providing either the full 80%
storage increase or of allowing a file the full size of the disk - Ours allows
both of these!
If you already have a DDFS (any manufacturer), and wish to upgrade to our
Mkll version, then simply return your existing ROM and DDFS board and we
will supply the new DDFS for only £30.00.

• Special introductory offer £39.00
• DDFS Manual (No VAT) £6.95
• We will exchange your Existing Single Density DFS for our DDFS for only

£25.00

Please note, as the Mkll DDFS is a hardware and software upgrade, it is not
possible for existing Watford DDFS users to simply exchange their ROM for
the new version.

Ht>N MEGABUFFER 256
This new Megabuffer 256 from Watford is a full featured 256K Printer Buffer.
It allows the computer to print 256,000 character in a short time thus freeing
the computer very quickly. In short it makes light work of printingJarge
documents, screen dumps, etc. It is extremely simple to connect. The
features are:

• Low Cost, High performance.
• Improves efficiency by making more efficient use of computer and
printer.
• Compatible with any computer and printer that uses Centronics Parallel
connections including all BBCs, IBM PCs, etc.
© Total compatibility with all software.
O Cheaper phone bills when using your Modems.
• Ideal for those doing large graphics screen dumps that are slow to print.
• Multi-Copy facility allows you to print several copies via Megabuffer
without going through your computer.
• Data Dump facility is included.
• Built in test unit for both the buffer & your printer.

In conclusion it can safely be said that MEGABUFFER 256 is the ultimate
printer Buffer for both the amateur and professional user.

Only £149 (carr £2)

MYSTERIES OF DISC DRIVES
& DFS REVEALED (BOOK)

Are you tired of faulty cassettes, and lengthy loading times? Do you want to
upgrade your BBC micro to take discs but you get tied up in the plethora of
jargon surrounding the choice and use of these systems.

Then The Mysteries of Disc Drives and DFS Revealed is the book for you. It
explains in detail the different types of systems available, how they are
installed and how to use them. Many examples are given including pre
written programs to call various functions of the DFS available only through
Operating System calls. Different types of disc, 40/80 tracks etc. are all
explained. This book is ideal for the beginner confused by the plethora of
choice available in the marketplace.

£5.95 (Book No VAT)

DISC ALBUMS
Attractively finished in antique brown leather look vinyl. Stores upto 20
Discs. Each disc can be seen through the clear view pocket.

£4

FLOPPY HEAD CLEANER KIT
The heads in floppy drives are precision made and very sensitive to dirt. The
use of a cleaner Kit is a sensible precaution against losing valuable data. It
is recommended to clean the drive head once a week. It is very simple to
use. Available in 3V?" & 5'A", please specify.

£8

ANTISTATIC LOCKABLE DISC STORAGE UNITS
Gives double protection -
Strong plastic case that affords real
protection to your discs. Antistatic helps
avoid data corruption whilst in storage.
The smoked top locks down. Dividers and
adhesive title strips are supplied for
efficient filing of discs.
• M35- holds upto 50 5W' discs £8
• M85-holds upto 95 5%" discs £10
• M50-holds 50 31/?" Discs £10

PLASTIC
LIBRARY CASES
-^Holds up to 10

BVa" Discs. Only £2.00

DX-08: This extremely handy unit
holdslupto 8 5VV Disc while in use
Only £2.00 •

DUST COVERS (For our Disc Drives)

SingleCLS (without PSU) £3.20
Single CS (with PSU) £3.95

Twin CLD (without PSU) £3.85
Twin CD (with PSU) £3.90

SPECIAL DISC DRIVE/DDFS OFFER

Type CLS400
• The popular Mitsubishi 400k Single Disc
Drive, Double Sided, cased with Cables.
Plugs directly to your Micro.
• Watford's popular DDFS Disc Interface
(allows 720k storage). Will run in both
Single and Double Density modes 40/80
track Software switchable.
• A comprehensive User Friendly Manual.

A Bargain at Only £125 (£6 carr)
(Offer valid while stocks last)



Quality Disc Drives from Watford

To help you decide which drive is the most suitable for your needs (and
your pocket!), we have produced the table below.
The first capacity given in the first column indicates capacity in single
density mode. That within the brackets is the capacity in double density
mode. All disc drive type numbers start with the prefix "C".
The tinting on some of the boxes is used to indicate which Drives are 40
track (non-tinted) and which are 80 track (tinted). All our drives are of
Japanese manufacture. All our 80 track drives are already fitted with a 40-80
select switch.

All our Disc Drives are Double Sided and will operate in both Single and
Double Density modes. Extensive experience of the usage of disc drives
suggests that the JAPANESE drives currently represent about the best in
terms of speed, reliability and overall "elegance" available for the BBC
Micro.

Various other "manufacturers" of disc drives for the BBC micro (more
accurately, "packages" label other manufacturers drives with their own
name). We buy the high quality JVC and Mitsubishi drives in large
quantities directly from the manufacturers, package them and sell them at
"dealer" prices direct to the public.
If you look around the popular BBC micro press, you will find that the prices
we quote for the top quality, new slimline disc drives are, virtually without
exception, some of the best around. These prices, coupled with the backup
of one of the country's largest distributors of BBC peripherals provides a
superb deal.
Unless you anticipate using dual drives in a fully expanded BBC system for
long periods of time with little ventilation, then we suggest that our range of
"CL" disc drives without the PSU (Power Supply Unit) would be quite
adequate (extensive tests within our workshops have confirmed this). All
drives are supplied complete with a SPECIAL UTILITIES Disc, Cables and
Plugs. The Drives with power supply have a mains moulded plug for safety
purposes. Ideal for Schools & Colleges. We are now able to supply all single
disc drives with Power Supply, in either single or dual case. (Dual case has a
twin data cable and a power supply capable of driving two disc drives)
allows easy expansion to a dual drive unit, at a later date. Prices stated in
the pricing boxes below for single drives is for a single drive in a standard
single case. Single drive in a dual case cost an extra £5. (At Watford we
anticipate your needs of tomorrow, not just today)!

When using a BBC Micro, most people find themselves short of desk space.
The Watford's BBC Micro plinths form an ideal way of recovering some of
this precious space) your BBC, Disc Drive and Monitor can all occupy the
same vertical footprint and still be comfortably situated. With the Watford
Double plinth, your Disc Drive is mounted vertically at one side, leaving a
very valuable area directly in front of you for such useful items as spare
discs, pen, paper, reference manuals, etc. Follow the trend with Watford
plinth. (Turn to the 10th page of our advert for the Plinths).
P.S. All our 5'A" Disc Drives with PSU are compatible with the Compact
Micro. All you require is the special Compact Disc Drive Cables designed by
us.

Capacity
Drives without P.S.U. Drives with P.S.U.

Single Twin Single Twin

200K
(360K)

CLS 200
£95

CS200
£108

400K
(720K)

CLS400S
£96

CLD 400
£180

CS 40OS
£109

CD400

£200

800K
(1.44M)

CLD 800S
£183

CD 800S
£204

• TWIN Disc Drive Case, complete with Power Supply & Cables £43
Securicor carriage on Disc Drives £5 to £6

Prefix C = Cased Drive
L = Less PSU
S = Single
D = Double

Suffix S = 40-80 Switchable

e.g. CLS400S = Caseddrive. Lesspowersupplyunit. Single400K,
Switchable (40-80 track).

Cable to connect 5%" Disc Drives to BBC Compact
Single £9 Twin £12

Special Cable to connect both VM' and 51/»" Disc Drives
simultaneously to the BBC Compact £13

3M - DISKETTES
3M - SCOTCH Diskettes with Lifetime warranty from Watford Electronics
your 3M Appointed Distributor.

• 10 x 5'/t"S/SD/D40 Track Diskettes £10

• 10 x 5'A"D/S D/D 40 Track Diskettes £12

• 10 x 5'A" S/S D/D 80 Track Diskettes £15

• 10 x 5'A"D/S D/D 80 Track Diskettes £15

• 10 x 5'A" 1.6M D/S D/D High Density Discs for IBM
XTandAT £30

• 10 x 3'/y S/S D/D 40/80 track Discs £18

• 10 x 3'A" D/D D/D 40/80 track Discs £22

TOP QUALITY 3Vz" & BVa" DISKETTES
To complement the range of quality discs and disc drives that WE already
sell, WE are now supplying some special offer packs of 10 high quality
discs. Each Disc has a reinforced hub ring and carries a lifetime guarantee.
These are supplied complete with selfstick labels and packaged in an
attractive plastic library disc box to protect them from damage. We strongly
recommend these Discs.

DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS, BUY THE BEST

10 x M3 3'A" D/S D/D 80 Track Discs £20

• 10 x M4 5'A"S/S D/D 40 Track Discs £9
• 10 x M5 5'A"D/S D/D 40 Track Discs £11
• 10 x M7 5'A"D/S D/D 80 Track Discs £14
• 3" Double Sided Discs £3 each

Special BULK OFFER on SYf DISCS
(Supplied packed in Anti-Static Lockable Storage Units)

(Lifetime warranty on Discs)

BULK PACK DISCS in lots of 100
Type S-S 40T D-S 40T D-S 80T

Without Sleeves £46 £49 £72

With Sleeves £49 £52 £75

ACORN WINCHESTER DRIVES
Suitable for direct connection, via the 1MHz bus, to any BBC running ADFS.
These Acorn Winchester disc drives are fast and extremely reliable. Each
Winchester comes complete with the Level III Econet File Server software.

10 Megabytes £1050; 30 Megabytes £1549

WATFORD'S WINCHESTER DRIVES
• 10 Megabyte Winchester with ADFS
• 20 Megabytes with ADFS
• 40 Megabytes with ADFS

£395
£54<
£99$

WINCHESTER WORKSTATION
20 Megabyte Winchester, plus a Tape Streamer and a 400K Floppy Drive al
housed in a plinth with cooling fan £149S

CDP 800S CDPM 800S

Twin 800K Double sided 40-80 track switchable disc drives mounted in an
attractively finished Beige colour plinth for the BBC Micro. Supplied
complete with integral power supply, cables and Utilitiesdisc. The
switches are mounted on the front panel for ease of use.

cdp aoos for BBC Micro£210 CDPM 800S for Master £225
(Securicor Carr. £7)

ACORN'S
Twin 800K
Disc Drives

Specially mounted side by side in a
Master Plinth. Supplied complete with
Cables. Plugs directly to
the Master Computer.

RRP £250 Our Price: Only £199 (carr £7
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QUEST MOUSE
Theultimate in Mouse technology, the
Watford Electronics Quest Mouse must be
the most powerful Mouse package yet
produced for the BBC Micro. Featuring
state of the art 32K ROM software the
Quest Mouse package is filled with
features essential to the budding artist.
The Quest Mouse is a high precision, low
profile and large footprint mouse. It has
three large comfortable buttons and is
smooth and easy to use on most work
surfaces. The Quest Mouse is FULL Y
HARDWARE COMPATIBLE with the AMX
MOUSE so that programs such as AMX
Pagemaker etc, will work with it.

The two parts of the Quest package are
available separately so that existing
Mouse owners can upgrade to the
Watford's sophisticated Quest Paint
software or replace their existing worn
out mice for a minimum cost.

QUEST PAINT
The Quest Mouse software is supplied on
a PALPROM unit to allow the
sophisticated 32K program to be used
from a single ROM socket. It is
compatible with the BBC B, BBC B Plus
and BBC Master Series machines.

The software is used to draw high
resolution Mode 1 pictures in full colour.
All menu selection and control of the
drawing process is performed with the
mouse so that you will hardly ever touch
the keyboard.

SOFTWARE FEA TURES
The software is far too powerful for us to
describe it fully in such a small space.
Below is a list of the various features.
Please write to us for a fully descriptive
leaflet.

Disk interface not required. Utilities disk
has facility to create and print big
screens. Colours applied can be solid,
either pattern of user defined pattern.
Drawing can use brush or airbrush. Brush
shapes can be defined and stored.
Airbrush sprays colour/pattern randomly
with four jet sizes and even or center
spread. Colour cycles. Colour protection
to stop particular colours from being
overwritten by selected drawing actions.
All standard drawing facilities like:
rubber, straight pencil lines, triangles,
circles, ellipses, rectangles,
parallelograms, polygons, etc are
provided. All shapes can be solid or just a
boundary line. Once a shape has been set
up it can be repeated anywhere on the
screen. Global colour replace in a
rectangle. Powerful fill facility for areas
and vertical/horizontal lines. Full cut and
paste of rectangular areas with rotation
and size with screens from Watford Beeb

Video digitiser. Load and Save screens
with colour pallet information, save brush
and pattern definitions etc.

Take The Guesswork Out of Selecting a
Mouse Package

With reviews like this how can you go
wrong.

Popular Computing Weekly, 9-11 June '87
"Whatyou actually get for your money is
a well built, three button mouse (far
superior to the AMX mouse)."
"Overall the combination of a quality
mouse and decent art package gives
Watford Electronics a real chance of
supplanting AMX as mouse supremos."

Micro User June '87
"Quest Mouse and Quest Paint can hold
their heads high in the market. . ."

A&B Computing June '87
". . . Watford Electronics, a company
famed for excellent hardware add ons
and versatile software packages. Called
Quest mouse, "this is a very special
mouse driven drawing package. . ."

". . . you will have one of the most
comfortable and professionally built mice
I have used in a long time. Thebuttons
are responsive, the mouse movement is
smooth and without directional bias - a
pleasure to use."

"What we have here is probably the best
art package there is for the BBC Micro ..."
"Quest Paint is a major leap forward in
BBC programming. . ."
"Quest Paint is an original piece of
programming, it is friendly and well
endowed with many useful facilities. I
would comfortably say it is easier to draw
good pictures with Quest Paint than it is
with more expensive 'Professional' art
packages for the Atari ST and the
Commodore Amiga. A recommended buy
if you are looking for the best in BBC
micro based art packages".

QUEST MOUSE & QUEST PAINT £59
QUEST MOUSE ONLY £35
QUEST PAINT SOFTWARE £34
QUEST FONT DISC £12

N.B.

7. Quest Paint supplied complete with
Software in a 32K ROM, Comprehensive
User Guide and a Utility Disc.
2. Quest Font Disc has 24 text FONTS for
use within Quest Mouse.
P.S. There is no need to worry about any
of your existing AMX mouse software.
The Quest Mouse is totally AMX
compatible so it will work with any of the
AMX range of software.

All prices in this advert are
exclusive of VAT.

MARK II LIGHT PEN +
PENPAL 2

The Watford Electronics Mark II Light Pen is the
very latest in light pen technology. It is totally
insensitive to local lighting conditions and
works with many different monitors. The pen
only responds to the High Frequency light
produced by your monitor/TV. An LED indicates
when valid video data is being produced. A
conveniently located switch is also fitted.
Penpal II, Watford Electronics' sophisticated
light pen software is also supplied free on
cassette or disc (please specify). This is a highly
sophisticated drawing package enabling you to
gain the maximum benefit from your Light Pen.
The software is used to edit Mode 2 full"colour
screens using lines, patterns and you own
designs. Screens may be saved to cassette or
disc.

Price Only £18

VISA

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923) 50234 or 33383

THE^AMX MOUSE

K.i

Now supplied with the NEW SUPERART
Software ROM & Disc at no extra cost.

ONLY: £63 (carr£1.50)
(Please specify for BBCor Master Computer)

We are giving away, absolutely FREE, our
popular Colour Art software package worth £15
with every AMX Mouse package purchased
from us.

AMX MAT £5
AMX MOUSE ONLY £35
AMX DESK Package £19.00
AMX UTILITY Package £11.00
AMX SUPERART Package £39
AMX PAGE-MAKER Pack - A desk
top publishing software. It Works
with keyboard, joystick and a mouse

Only: £32

We are giving away, absolutely FREE,
PAGE-FONTS, a disc containing over 20
fonts, with every purchase of AMX PAGE
MAKER from us.

PAGE-FONTS Over 20 fonts for use
with

AMX PAGE-MAKER £9.50
EXTRA EXTRA £19
AMX DESIGN (ROM) £69
AMX3DZICONDisc £19
AMX Database Disc £19
AMX XAM Educational £19
AMX MAX A gem of desktop
(ROM) £17

RB2 MARCONI
TRACKER BALL

This popular unit is supplied
complete with software.

Price: £59

FLEET STREET EDITOR
Software pack £35

Admin Xtra Disc Utility £14.95
Walt Disney Disc Utility £14.95
Fonts N Graphics Disc Utility £14.95



DIAGNOSTICS DISC

The BBC Micro is a very complex machine and
thus diagnosing a fault can be very difficult. At
Watford Electronics, we realise how difficult it
can be when faced with a problem, finding
yourself a long way from your nearest dealer,
or even just uncertain about your Beeb's health,
but not wanting to waste time and money
taking it to be looked at.
The solution to these problems is here now, in
the form of the Watford's Diagnostics Disc. This
excellent utility is specially designed to test out
the following areas of your Beeb:
RAMs, ROMs. ULAs. Sound, Keyboard. Disc,
RS423, ADC, User Port. Printer Port, Cassette,
Joysticks, Speech, Disc Drives, 6502 and Z80
2nd Processors.
This utility is an invaluable aid for all those who
take the reliability of their system seriously. A
comprehensive manual provides full operating
details and a list of possible causes and
remedies for any faults that you may find along
the way. The package also enables a permanent
equipment and service record to be maintained.

Only £20.00

BBC SOFTWARE'S
Popular Educational Software

• Maths with a Story 1 (Cassette). 4 primary
level maths programs £10.95

• Maths with a Story 2 (Cassette) 4 further
maths programs £10.95

• Picture Craft (Disc) 6 - 14 age group. Pack
consists of flexible geometrical design &
colouring programs £19.95

• WAVES: Science Topics (Disc) CSC O Level
Physics program. £14.95

• RELATIONSHIP: Science (Disc) O Level
Biology program. £14.95

• BONDING: Science (Disc) O Level Chemistry
program. £14.95

• ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM (8 Discs) O
Level program. £14.95

• ELECTRONICS IN ACTION (Disc) O Level
program £14.95

• NEWTON & THE SPACE SHUTTLE (Disc) O
Level program. £20

• ECOLOGY(Disc) O Level program. £20

• POLYMERS(Disc) O Level program. £20

• Clasification & Periodic Table O Level. The
suite is supplied with its own database of
chemical elements which can be classified
according to your own rule. £20

FOOD & POPULATION (Disc) O Level
program. £20

• MICROTECHNOLOGY (Cassette) O Level
program. £6.95

• A VOUS LA FRANCE (2 Cassettes) A French
language home study aid. £17

• DEUTSCH DIREKT' (Disc & Audio
Cassette) £20

• Modem Master (Disc) £11.25

• ADVANCED TELETEXT SYSTEM £6.90

• PERIOD TABLE SOFTWARE £20

• USING YOUR COMPUTER (Cassette) 8-12
age £24

TED

The Teletext Editor Package
for serious users

TED is the brand new package from Watford
Electronics for the editing and creation of
teletext (Mode 7) screens and displays. TED is
ideal for anyone wanting to create their own
Mode 7 pictures (such as game title pages),
designing animated displays for shop windows,
exhibitions, classrooms, etc. TED is also
probably the most powerful Prestel screen
editor you will ever come across.

Supplied on a special 32k package, full
facilities are providing for manipulating the
screen, including easy to use pixel
manipulation; line, column and block buffering
and copying; left and right margins; large text
in a variety of different fonts (contained within
the ROM device); various borders and effects
templates (contained within the ROM device);
line and column insertion and deletion; easy to
use graphics line drawing. Those are some of
the features of editor itself. In addition to this,
TED contains routines for taking a number of
Teletext screens and creating them into an
animated sequence, with user selectable display
times, repeats on a group of shows, various
entry methods (how the picture is put onto the
screen), routing selection (both predefined and
keyboard specific), chaining of other shows, etc.
Scrolls treat the Teletext sequence as a very
long page with a window onto it. Supplied
complete with a comprehensive manual. There
are many more facilities not mentioned here, so
write in for a comprehensive leaflet; you'll
wonder how you managed without TED.

Price: £35

ROM-SPELL
"way ahead of any competition"

Probably the most advanced and fastest
spelling checker available for the BBC Micro.
Compatible with View, Wordwise and Wordwise
Plus ROMSPELL is simple to use with easy
editing of incorrect words. Full facilities for
editing the user dictionary to allow
customisation to your personal needs.
Dictionary includes over 30,000 words and is
supplied with a Comprehensive manual.

NOT compatible with 1770 DFS.
(Please state 40 or 80 track disc)

Price still only: £25

ROM MANAGER

Take control of your Sideways ROMs with ROM
Manager. This powerful utility ROM gives you
power over your sideways ROMs. Disable
whole ROMs, send commands directly to
named ROMs and many other powerful
facilities.
"Provides comprehensive management of all
your installed ROMs". (BEEBUG November '84.)

ONLY £20

1&
THE EUREKA CARD

(The Unique RAM Expansion System)
The Eureka Card is Watford's latest and most
sophisticated RAM expansion system. Using
advanced PAL based technology this card is a
breakthrough in RAM systems for the BBC
micro. The Eureka Card provides the user with
around 58K of free memory in Basic, VIEW and
WORDWISE PLUS. You also get Shadow RAM
from within the active language. No other RAM
expansion system can match that!

Load up to 58K long Basic programs. Texts in
VIEW and WORDWISE PLUS up to 58K as well.
This with absolutely NO loss of speed in
accessing your text or program. Eureka consists
of a card containing 64K of program memory,
two parallel banks of sideways RAM and some
extremely complex switching circuitry. This is
all controlled by Eureka's highly sofisticated
software supplied in ROM. Designed to a very
high specification, this board is fully buffered to
give reliable operation under virtually any
circumstances.

The Eureka board plugs into the 6502 socket
and has NO messy flying leads. It is compatible
with many other products from Watford, such
as our Solderless ROM Board and our
ROM/RAM Board. All in all, the Eureka Card is
an amazing board. Jump into the age of serious
data processing with a Eureka Card! Please
write in for further details 'on advantages the
Eureka can offer you'.

Introductory price: Only £89 (carr £3)

(P.S. Eureka is only suitable for a standard
model B; it normally replaces any Shadow RAM
cards present. Some speed degredation does
occur with filing system access. Eureka cannot
be used at the same time as a second
processor).

BEEBMON

The most powerful machine code monitor for
the BBC Micro £24.

COPY HOLDERS

How often have you been about to type hand
written notes into your computer when you find
that there's nowhere to rest the paper or that
your notes are resting at the wrong angle to
read the type? Whether the notes be your latest
program or the draft of a new trilogy, the new
Manuscript Holders from Watford are superb
for holding your paper at the ideal height and
angle to allow you read and type in ease and
comfort.

Available in 2 versions, desk resting and shelf
clamping versions, these two units hold your
paper firmly by means of a plastic retaining
ruler and a clip grip.

Amazing value at only
Desk Top £10 (carr. £2)

Angle poise £14 (carr. £3)
All prices in this advert are exclusive of VAT.



SIDEWAYS
ZIF SOCKET

Allows you to change your ROMs quickly and
efficiently, without opening the lid. The ZERO
INSERTION FORCE (ZIF) socket is located into the
ROM Cartridge's position.

• Very simple to install. NO SOLDERING
required. The ZIF (Zero Insertion Force) elimi
nates the possibility of damage to your ROM pins
when inserting & extracting.

© The low profile of the socket allows unrestric
ted access to the Keyboard.

• All data and address lines are correctly termi
nated to ensure correct operation of suitable
ROMs with the BBC micro. We also supply a
purpose designed see-through storage container
with anti-static lining, allowing you to store up to
12 ROMs, protecting them from mechanical and
static damage.

• This versatile hardware solves the problem of
running out of socket space. Simply lift the ROM
from the ZIF & insert a different one (No pulling
or pushing of Cartridges. It is a must for all
professionals and Hobbyists alike.)

• BBC, B+ and Master compatible.

ONLY £15 (carr £2)

Low Profile
CARTRIDGE SYSTEM

Complete System consists of: Low profile ROM
Cartridge, Socket housing, Cable assembly, 5
labels and a library storage rack.

• Complete System £11
• Spare Cartridges £2.50
• Spare Rack £1.50

16K Sideways
RAM Modules

Complete with such features as read and write
protection, these new modules from Watford
Electronics are ideal for the hobbyist, software
developer and ROM collector.
Key points to note about this new addition to the
Watford range of products are:

• Write protection (useful in a variety of
circumstances).

• Read protection (allows recovery from ROM
crashes).

• Compact construction.
O May be fitted in systems even with a ROM

board.
• Multiple units may be fitted, even with a ROM

board.
• No overheating or overloading problems.
• Free utilities disc supplied.
• Can be used as a 16K PRINTER BUFFER.
• Ideal for professional software development.
• Supplied with utilities software disc.

Only: £29 (carr £2)

Optional extras
READ and WRITE protect Switches £2 each

Battery for Battery Backup £3

All prices in this advert are
exclusive of VAT.

16K DISC RAM

Unlike other RAM boards, this revolutionary,
battery backed up, write protectable 16K side
ways RAM board allows you to run from disc
every sideways ROM available.
Features available are:

• No soldering or modifications to BBC micro
necessary.

• Plugs into normal ROM socket fitting neatly
under the keyboard allowing room for other
add-ons.

• Easy to use. Comes with disk based software
to SAVE and LOAD ROMs. Allows you to make
backup copies of your ROMs.

• Disk software can be copied onto other discs
when disc is full.

• No messy plugging and unplugging of your
ROMs. Simply Load the one you want into
DISC RAM.

• Ideal for Professional users to develop ROMs.
Backup facility allows testing of final versions
without using EPROMs.

• The switch provided allows backup and write
protection to be switched off externally.

• Can also be used as 16K printer buffer RAM in
conjunction with our Buffer & Backup ROM.

New Low Price: £32 (carr £2)
P.S. 16K DISC RAM Board is not designed to work
in conjunction with a Sideways ROM Board.

SOLID STATE
16K SIDEWAYS RAM

This new unit from Watford, which utilises the
latest in Static RAM technology, offers 16k of
easy-fit sideways RAM in a very compact unit
with a footprint no larger than a standard 28pin
EPROM. With only a single flying lead termi
nating in a mini hook-on probe, to fit, (no
soldering required) this compact unit works with
any BBC Micro with or without a ROM board.
Compatible with BBC B Plus. Like our other 16K
RAM Modules, this unit is very simple to fit.

Only £28 (carr 2)
Supplied complete with comprehensive software
on Disc, Operating and fitting instructions.

Do you find the 16K Sideways RAM Units con
fusing? If so, we have compiled this quick ques
tionnaire to help YOU decide which is the best
one for you. If the answer to any of the questions
is yes, then use the index number to select from
the boards below. Options in brackets indicate
possible secondary choices.

Do you require:
• Sideways RAM for the B+ ? Choose 3.
• A small, basic module? Choose 3.
• A sideways RAM module for a ROM
board? Choose 1 or 3.
• More than one module installed at once?
Choose 1 or 3.
• To use sideways RAM as a printer buffer?
Choose 1 or 3.
• Battery Backup? Choose (1) or 2.
• Write protect for RAM (makes ROM look
like RAM)? Choose (1) or 2.
• Read protect (allows recovery from cra
shes)? Choose 1.

Key:
1) 16k Sideways RAM Module
2) 16k Disc RAM
3) Solid State 16k Sideways RAM
4) Options in brackets indicate optional extras.

GRAPH PAD 2
Supplied complete with Software

£60 (Carr. £3)

SOLDERLESS

SIDEWAYS ROM
SOCKET BOARD

In the May 1986 Micro User's independent
review, the writer concludes, "The board has
been well laid out. Its position is much better than
others - not over the HOT RAM chips and further
away from the disc controller area". "I give the
solderless ROM board the thumbs up and wish it
success"

This brand new board from Watford Electronics
is designed specifically for those wishing to add a
ROM board to their own BBC without the need to
perform any soldering.

This new board expands the total possible
number of ROMs in a BBC from 4 to 16.

Unlike our competitors inferior boards, the ONLY
upgrade required for fitting battery backup to the
Watford Solderless ROM board (all Watford ROM
boards, actually) is the fitting of the battery itself.
(No other expensive components are required.)

• The key features of this new, no fuss, easy to
install quality product from BBC leaders
Watford Electronics are as follows:

• Increase your BBCs capacity for ROMs from 4
to 16.

• No soldering required.
• Very low power consumption.
• Minimal space required.
• Compatible with Torch, DDFS, RAM Card, 2nd

Processor, etc.
• Socket 14 takes two 6264 RAM chips.
• Read protect to make RAM "Vanish") allows

recovery from ROM crashes.
• Battery backup option for RAM chips.
• Supplied ready to fit with comprehensive

instructions.

Price: Only £32
Battery backup fitted £36

(carriage £2)

• Sideways RAM Utilities Disc for Solderless
ROM Board. Includes the options to load and
save ROM Images and the facility to use Side
ways RAM as Printer Buffer.

Only: £8

tl&i
USER PORT

SPLITTER UNIT
Gone are the days when you had to plug and
unplug devices from the User Port. This
extremely useful little device allows two units
to be connected to the User Port
simultaniously, and select between them simply
by toggling a switch. This device is particularly
useful for those people using Quest Mouse and
the Watford Video Digitiser or any similar
combination.

Excellent Value at £15



Watford
ROM/RAM

CARD
A must for all serious users

Watford Electronics announced the first ever
commercial ROM board for the BBC micro, the
Watford Electronics 13 ROM Socket Board 3
years ago. Following the success of this board,
we have designed what probably represents the
ultimate in expansion boards, the new Watford
Electronics ROM/RAM board. This highly ver
satile and sophisticated board represents the
latest in "2nd generation" sideways ROM
technology for the BBC micro, designed to satisfy
the serious BBC user.

• NO SOLDERING required to fit the board.
• NO overheating problems.
• No User Port corruption (avoids problems
with the mouse, modems, Eprom Programmers,
etc.)

• Fully buffered for peace of mind.
• Firm mounting in BBC micro.
• Compatible with all BBC micros (not BBC+ or
Master).
• Total number of ROMs increased from 4 to 8.
• Up to 8 banks of sideways RAM (dynamic).
• Option for 16k of Battery backed CMOS RAM
(CMOS RAM needs one ROM socket).
• Software Write protect for ALL RAM.
• Read protect for CMOS RAM (ALLEVIATES
crashes during ROM development).
• Separate RAM write register (&FF30 to &FF3F).
• Automatic write to currently selected RAM
socket for convenience.

• Accepts any ROM.
• FREE utilities disc packed with software.
• Compatible with our DDFS board, 32k RAM
Card, Delta Card, sideways ZIF, etc.
• Large printer buffer.
• UNIQUE Fully implemented RAM FILING
SYSTEM (similar to the popular Watford DFS).
• ROM to RAM load and save facilities.

The SFS (Silicon Filing System) can utilise up
to the full 128k of RAM (with the SFS in any
paged RAM) as a SILICON DISC. This behaves as
a disc drive, with all the normal Watford DFS
features (including OSWORD &7F for ROM-
SPELL, etc.) to provide an environment that looks
like a disc but loads and saves MUCH faster.

The ROM-RAM Board plugs into the 6502 CPU
socket. This leaves free all the existing ROM
sockets, which can still be used normally.

Any ROM that can be plugged into the BBC
micro's own ROM sockets may be used in the
ROM-RAM Board.

The ROM-RAM Board is supplied with all
ordered options fitted as standard. Upgrade kits
(with full instructions) are available for all of the
options, for later.

Please write in for further details.

INTRODUCTORY PRICES:

0 ROM/RAM card with 32k dynamic RAM £39
• ROM/RAM card with 64k dynamic RAM £52
0 ROM/RAM card with a massive 128k dynamic
RAM £80

(carriage on ROM-RAM Card £3)

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

• 16kplug-in Static RAM kit £6
• 76kDynamic RAM for Upgrade £7.50
• Battery backup £3
• Read and Write protect switches £2 each
Complete ROM-RAM board

(all options installed) £89

J.e'Wfode**

The MODEM from Watford
At last a professional MODEM for the BBC Micro.
Unlike other 'Modem packages' this is a complete
package there are no extra software costs to get
'up and running'. Of course Le MODEM is multi-
standard, i.e. 300/300, 1200/75 & 75/1200 UK and
BELL (USA) are all supported.

The features that make Le MODEM such good
value are:
• A complete communications terminal that
transforms your BBC Micro into a very powerful
World-wide data transfer system.
9 Auto Dials, Auto answers, and is completely
controlled by your micro. There are no external
controls!
• Allows you to access PRESTEL, B.T. GOLD,
THE SOURCE, MICROLINK, MICRONET,
MICROWEB, THE TIMES NETWORK, MICRO LIVE
(BBC TV database), CITY BB and more.
• Designed to be SIMPLE but SOPHISTICATED.
To LOGON to a data base all you have to know is
its TELEPHONE NUMBER, Le MODEM does the
rest.

• Supplied with a comprehensive telecomms
package in a 16Ksideways ROM which includes a
FULL PRESTEL terminal allowing TELE-
SOFTWARE to be downloaded.
• A comprehensive 80 column terminal. This
includes XMODEM error checked transfer proto
col, to allow error free data transfer anywhere in
the world!
• FULLY controlled by simple "COMMANDS
allowing you to control it from your own BASIC
programs. To get you started we supply a FREE
disc of bundled software!
• Connects to the 1MHz bus. A 'AUDIO ON-OFF
command allows you to actually hear the tele
phone line through your BBC micro loudspeaker.
• Completely self contained with internal mains
power supply. (Even a free mains plug is fitted!)
A 'TESTfacility gives ON SCREEN indication that
Le MODEM is working correctly.
• Packaged in such as way that you need noth
ing else except a BBC Micro to communicate with
computers all over the world.
O FREE Registration to MicroLink.
• BT Approval applied for.
(When ordering, please specify the version
required, (BBC or Master)

SPECIAL OFFER

Price: £74
(carr £3)

(Price includes, Le Modem, Software ROM,
Cables & Comprehensive Manual)

(Write in for further details)

Nightingale Modem

SPECIAL PRICE to our Customers

£85
(Price includes: Nightingale Modem, Commstar

ROM pack & Comprehensive manual)

Nightingale Modem without software Only £75
COMMSTAR ROM package only £29

(P&P on modem £3.00)

Auto Dial Utilities Disc £9.!

APOLLO
™2™^=±

The NEW Modem from Watford
Following numerous requests from you, our
discerning customers for an APPROVED, Low
Cost & High Performance modem with Auto Dial
& Auto Answer facilities as standard) we bring
you the versatile APOLLO Modem. Just compare
the features and look at the price (which inci
dentally includes the cost of the Software,
manual and BBC connecting cable). We are sure
you will agree that Watford Electronics in their
traditional way are giving you a super 'value for
money' deal.

Just look at these features:
• V21 for Bulletin boards, Microlink, Telecom
Gold, etc.

• V23 for Prestel, Home Banking, and other
Viewdata services.

• Reverse V23 allows User run Viewdata service.

• 1200-1200 half duplex for communications.

• XMODEM, HEX and ASCII file transmission.

• Auto Dial of given 'phone number.

• Auto Answer for User's Bulletin Board.

• 80 column terminal with split screen facility.

• Prestel text screen dump.

• Fully BABT approved.

• FREE Registration to MicroLink.

The Apollo is attractively finished in matt black. It
opens the doors to world communication to both,
the Hobbyist and the Professionals alike. With
baud rates varying from 300/300 Originate and
Answer, 1200/75 and 75/1200 full duplex and
1200/1200 half duplex, virtually all the popular
tele-services can be accessed. A comprehensive
Comms ROM oversees the use of the APOLLO,
providing simple commands for all the software
controlled facilities. APOLLO is an ideal modem
for both the first time buyer and the seasoned
user. Join the Telecommunications Revolution -|
Buy a Watford APOLLO!

£75Only: J- I \J (Carr £3)
(Write in for full specification)

BT TELEPHONE CONNECTORS
for Modems

LJU 1/4A Mini Line Master
LJU 1/6A Mini Line Slave
LJU 2/4A Line Master
LJU 2/6A Line Slave
LJU 3/4A Flush Master
LJU 3/6A Flush Slave
LJU 10/3A Dual Splitter

4 Way BT Plug

£4.50

£3.00
£4.00
£2.50
£3.95

£2.75
£5.50

£0.75

Versatile BEEB SPEECH
SYNTHESISER Unit

The Watford Speech Synthesiser is a very flexible
speech synthesis unit based upon the powerful
phonemes system. This system stores the
building blocks of speech (called phonemes) and
allows youto combine them quickly andeasily to|
form virtually any word imaginable.

Supplied with an advanced ROM, you are
provided with a 500 word dictionary to get you
started. These can easily be added to by
following the notes given in the comprehensive!
manual.

SPECIAL PRICE £32 (carr £2)

Continued



COMPUTER CONCEPT'S
ROMS

ACCELERATOR £48

CARETAKER Basic Utility £25
DISC DOCTOR £28

Graphics ROM £23
TERMI I £25
COMMUNICATOR £49

SPEECH ROM £24

Printmaster £24

Wordwise
£24

Wordwise plus

WORDWISE PLUS
£40

We are giving away absolutely
FREE, the superb Word-Aid ROM
worth £24, with every WORDWISE
PLUS package bought from us.

Word-Jiid
The most comprehensive

utilities ROM
for Wordwise-Plus

Extend the power of your Wordwise Plus word
processor with this most advanced ROM from
Watford. By utilising the powerful Wordwise
Plus programming language, WordAid provides
a whole host of extra features, all accessed via
a special new menu option. This ROM has been
personally approved by Mr Charles Moir, the
author of WORDWISE PLUS.

• Alphabetical sorting of names and
addresses.

• Text transfer options.
0 Chapter marker.
• Epson printer codes function key option.
9 Search and display in preview mode.
• Embedded command removal.
• Print Multiple copies of a document.
• Multiple file options for print and preview.
• Address finder.
• Label printer.
• Mail-merger.
• Number/delete/renumber.
• Clear text-segment area.
• BBC B, B+ and Master compatible.

Only £24
(N.B. Word Aid requires a Disc Interface in your
Micro)

HI-WORDWISE-PLUS DISC: £5

SPELL MASTER £47

Inter SHEET ONLY £37

IN.'M.l
ONLY: £26

Ititer-WORD

Only: £39

INTERBASE £59

All Prices Exclusive of VAT

VIEW

VIEW WORDPROCESSOR 2.1 £37

VIEW 3.0 ROM £54

VIEW PROFESSIONAL £85

HI-VIEW £36
(for use with 6502 2nd Processor)

VIEW Printer Driver Generator £9
Please specify Disc or Cassette)

VIEWSHEET (Acornsoft) £37

VIEWSTORE £37

VIEWSPELL with 80 track disc £29

VIEWPLOT Disc £22
(Please specify for Master 128 or
Compact)

VIEW-INDEX £12

OVERVIEW Packs 1 & 2 for the
Master £85

Watford's own Sophisticated
VIEW PRINTER DRIVERS

Epson FX80&KagaKP (Disc) £10
Juki & Brother HR15 (Disc) £10
Silver Reed Printers (Disc) £10

Micros in Business (Disc)
An introduction to Business software
for the BBC Micro from Acorn £43

ADVANCE COMPUTER
PRODUCTS' ROMs

Adv. Disc Toolkit £29
Adv 1770 DFS for Mast/Compact £29
Adv 1770 DFS for BBC/BBC + £29
Adv Disc Investigator £24
Adv. Control Panel £29

MINI OFFICE II

Disc Version £14.50
ROM Version £48.00

REPLICA 3
This new improved REPLICA 3 from Clares is a
very powerful disc based TAPE to DISC Utility.
It now transfers even more programs than ever
before. Replica 3 will not work with all
programs but then neither will anything else.
30,000 Replicas have been sold to date. It has to
be good.

£13 (40 or 80 track)

Acorn's Speech Synthesiser
package, complete
Special Offer £18

VIEW PRINTER DRIVER
ROM

View is a powerful word processor, but until
now has seriously lacked in terms of printer
support. With the launch of our Printer Driver
ROM, which includes an extremely powerful
and easy to use Printer Driver Generator, View
users can find themselves in the realms of
advanced word processing only at a small
outlay.

The VPD extends View's printer command
with a series of mnemonic commands. All
standard highlight sequences are also
supported. A large range of printers are
supported by drivers contained within the ROM
(the drivers can be downloaded and
customised). Printers supported include:
Epson's MX, RX, FX, FX, LX, JX80 range, HI80,
KP810/910, PW1080, JP101, HR15, M1009, GLP,
JUKI 6100, etc.

Other printers are readily supported by
defining a Printer Driver using the built in
Printer Driver Generator. The features
mentioned below are available to both the built
in Printer Drivers and user defined drivers
(assuming the printer supports the features).

NLQ control, Underline, Bold, Proportional
Spacing, Microspacing, Italic, Superscript,
Subscript, Condensed, Enlarged, Double Strike,
Set lines per inch numerically (e.g. LPI 6), Set
characters per inch numerically (e.g. CPI 5),
Select printer font, Select printer ribbon colour,
Translation sequences. Emulation of BBC
Character Set, Simple numeric expressions for
certain operations. Full printer setup. Send
control codes, Print prompt on screen,
Redefinable Pad character, Pause for key press,
Prompt to change daisywheel, and Execute "
command when printing.

Other features include a very powerful on
screen preview, with bold, italic, underline,
super/subscript, enlarged highlights, and a
special printer driver to allow memory based
text to be previewed by View 1.4. Of course.
View 1.4, 2.1 and 3.0 are all supported, as is
Shadow RAM and 6502 Second Processors. The
BBC B series and Master series of micros are
supported. A comprehensive manual is
supplied. All in all, a very professional product
for the discerning user who wants power at
their finger tips. (Write in for a detailed leaflet).

Price: Only £33

Harness the full potential of your Epson RX or
FX printer. The NLQ ROM makes Epson printers
produce Near Letter Quality output with
optional proportional spacing, enlarged and
underlined. Accessed by simple " commands
from Basic, Wordwise and View (with driver)
or almost any other language.

(Send an SAE for sample printout)

Only: £25
VIEW PRINTER DRIVER for NLQ ROM £7



DUMPOUT3

A highly sophisticated screen dump ROM. This
has to be the most flexible and powerful screen
dump ROM yet produced for the BBC micro. It
will put on paper anything you see on the
screen, including full Mode 7 graphics.
Also provided are window setting utilities and
OSWORD calls to plot and read Mode 7
graphics pixels.
Facilities:
0 Vertical and horizontal scaling in all graphics

modes and mode 7
0 Rotation of image by 90, 180 or 270 degrees
0 Left hand margin setting
0 Screen dump window setting
0 Colours appear as grey scale
0 Two tone fast dump
0 Colour mask
0 Mode 7 contrast expansion
0 Mode 7 contiguous dump
0 Key triggered and User Port triggered dumps

The Micro User Feb. 1985.
'Without reservation I wholeheartedly
recommend the Dump Out 3 ROM as the
ultimate screen dump facility for the BBC Micro
... it must represent excellent value for money
and surely cannot be beaten".
For use with the following printers:
GLP, GP80/100/250, CANNON, STAR, KAGA/
TAXAN, NEC, SHINWA CP80, GEMINI, EPSON
MX/RX/FX, M1009, NEC PC8023, DMP100/200/
400, Panasonic KX1080, Mannesman Tally and
compatibles.

Only: £25

(Write in for further details on all above ROMS)

PLINTHS FOR BBC MICRO,
MASTER & PRINTERS

Protect your computer from the weight and
heat of your monitor. The BBC micro plinths
have slots for maximum ventilation. The single
plinth is suitable for a BBC and monitor, whilst
the double height version provides enough
room for our stacked or side-by-side dual disc
drives or TORCH Disc pack, to be placed in the
centre section. If you use our stacked drives,
the remaining space can be used for further
peripherals e.g. Speech Synthesizer, EPROM
programmer or simply stationery. The
computer slides neatly in to the lower section
allowing easy access to remove the lid. The
printer plinth is equally sturdy but without the
cooling slots. It allows for access to the paper
from the front as well as from the rear, (a
facility not often thought of in similar products)
if the paper is located beneath the plinth. This
is a very convenient way to work especially if
your work area is not deep enough to take the
printer and paper separately.

SINGLEBBCPLINTH

DOUBLEBBCPLINTH

PRINTER PLINTH

SINGLE MASTERPLINTH

DOUBLE MASTER PLINTH

£11(carr.£1.50)

£20(carr.£2.00)

£10(carr.£1.50)

£14(carr£1.50>

£25(carr£2.00)

THE NLQ DESIGNER
(The First & still the Best)

Supplied with over 25
Different fonts

A massively useful utility for users of the
Taxan/Kaga KP810/910 or the Canon PW1080.
This program allows you to define NLQ
character sets to download into the printer's
memory. Full on screen editing of the font.
Requires 6264 RAM chip to be fitted in the
printer.
Supplied with disc containing over 25 example
fonts. Please specify 40 or 80 track. Fonts are:
Italic, Courier, Courier Italic, Script, Copper
Plate, Shadow, Bold, Double Print and Gothic
etc. (P.S. This ROM is not suitable for Epson
printers.)

0 NLQ Designer ROM & FONT Disc £25

ADDER

Adder is the ultimate EPROM programmer for
the BBC Micro. It will program many different
EPROMs up to the very latest 27256 32K
devices.
The Adder unit connects to the User Port and
draws its power from there too. The EPROM is
mounted in a top quality ZIF socket. There are
no switches or controls as Adder is entirely
software controlled.
The Adder software provides sophisticated
facilities for programming EPROMs from a RAM
image produced by loading disc files. The
software is menu driven and designed for ease
of use.
Features:
• Two ultra fast programming algorithms or
standard slow algorithm.
• Supports standard 21V programming and
newer 12.5 volt EPROMs. (Software switched).
• The RAM image to be programmed can be
built up in many ways. Sections of image can
be loaded separately. Part programming. Read
EPROM. Edit data in memory.
• Automatic processing to handle a list of files
to program into the EPROM.
• Automatic disc buffering to allow
programming of 32K 27256 devices from a 32K
file without extra effort.
• Verification gives detailed error list and
checksums are maintained. There is also a
blank check facility.
• Works with all standard filing systems.
Generates header code for RFS ROMs to allow
Basic programs etc. to be stored in EPROM.
More than one file per ROM permitted.
• Programs the following EPROMs:
From 2K to 32K: 2516, 2716, 2532, 2732, 2764,
2764A, 27128, 27128A, 27256 (Both 12.5V and
21V).

£65 (£3 Carr)

TEX EPROM ERASERS
EPROMs need careful treatment if they are to
survive their expected lifetime. Over erasure of
EPROMs very rapidly turns them into ROMs!
The TEX erasers operate following the
manufacturers specifications to give the
maximum possible working life by not erasing
too fast. We use these erasers for all our own
erasing work.
• ERASER EB - Standard version erases up to
16chips. £28(carr£2)
• ERASER GT - Deluxe version erases up to 18
chips. Has automatic safety cut-off to switch off
theUVIampwhenopened. £30(carr£2)
• Spare UVtubes.

ARIES
CORNER

Aries B-32
Shadow RAM Card

Like the BBC B~, the B32 provides 20k of
shadow screen RAM and 12k of sideways RAM.
Unlike the B+ , the B32 has simple software
commands which allow the user to reconfigure
the RAM as 16k of shadow RAM and 16k of
sideways RAM, or all 32k as sideways RAM.

With the B32, the programmer gets up to 28k
of RAM available for Basic, Logo, Comal, Forth,
Lisp and BCPL programs in any screen mode.
The business user gets extra memory for View,
ViewSheet, Wordwise Plus, Interword and manyl
other applications. For advanced applications,
the scientific user gets access to a massive 47k
of data storage using the Acorn approved *FX
call.

Sideways RAM enables you to load sideways
ROM images from disc, allowing you to have a
large library of sideways ROMs (subject to the
copyright holder's permission) stored on disc.
The. B32's sideways RAM can also be used to
extend any operating system buffer (such as
the printer buffer) or to load tape programs into|
a disc system.

The B32 simply plugs into the 6502 processor j
socket on your BBC micro - no flying leads to
connect and no soldering. Provision of the on
board ROM socket means that the Aries-B32
control ROM does not use up one of your
existing ROM sockets.

Price: B-32 £80 (carr. £2)

Aries B-12
Sideways ROM Board

This board is extremely well made, simple to
install, reliable when fully loaded and
compatible with the Aries-B20 and the Aries-
B32

The B12 provides a total of twelve sideways
ROM sockets (the four in the original machine
are replaced by the twelve on the board), all
fully accessible by the MOS sideways ROM
system. In addition, there are two sockets for
sideways RAM, giving up to 16k of RAM using
6264 static RAM chips.

The B12 system consists of two parts: a large|
detachable "mother board" which carries the
extension ROM sockets and a small "base
board" on a short ribbon cable, which plugs
into the existing sideways ROM sockets. This
two-board design eliminates the reliability
problems previously associated with some
other ribbon-cable based systems.

If you do not have a B32 or B20, a small
adaptor module (the Aries-B12C) is available at
a nominal cost.

Price: AriesB-12
Aries B-12C

£40

£5

ARIES B-488
IEEE-488 INTERFACE UNIT

The Aries-B488 is an interface unit to enable the
BBC micro to control and monitor IEEE-488 bus|
systems. The IEEE-488 bus (also known as the
'GPIB' or 'HP-IB') is the standard method of
interconnecting programmable laboratory
instruments and control equipment. Using the
B488, up to 15 devices may be connected in a
single high-speed data network.

Aries B-488 Unit: £238 (Carr £3)

Continued



BOOKS (No VAT on Books)

15HrsWordProcessorUsingBBC £3.95
30HourBASIC(BBCMicro) £7.95
40BestmachineCodeRoutines £7.95
50ProgramsinBBCBASIC £6.95
6502 Assembly Language Program £19.95
6502Application " £11.95
6502 Assembly Lang. Subroutines £19.95
6502DevelopmentSystem £7.50
6502MachineCodeforHumans £7.95
6502ReferenceGuide £9.95
68000 Assembly Lang.

Programming £19.95
68000 Machine Code Programming £13.00
68000 Microprocessor Handbook £14.95
68000Programmingthe £22.95
68000UserGuide £8.95
6809, Programming the £16.95
ArtofMusicGraphics £14.95
AdvancedDiscUserGuide £16.95
Advanced BASICROMUserGuide £9.95
Advanced Programming Guide

to BBC £9.95
AdvancedSidewaysRAMUserGuide £10
Advanced UserGuideforBBC £10.95
Advanced FORTH £9.95
Advanced Graphics with BBC £9.95
Assembly Language Programming on

BBCMicro " £11.50
Adventureinto BBC BASIC £6.95
AppliedAssemblyLang.forBBC £9.95
AssemblerRoutinesforthe6502 £7.95
Assembly Language Programming

FORtheBBCMicro £8.95
Assembly Language Programming on the

BBC& Electron £8.95
BasicROMUserGuide £11.95
BBCBCompendium £5.95
BBCB+UserGuide £14.95
BBCBASICforBeginners £7.95
BBC Hardware Projects £8.95
BBCMicro&thesmall Business £5.75
BBC Micro ROM Book £10.95
BBCMaster128HighFlyer £10.95
BBC MicroAdvanced Ref. Guide £10.95
BBC Micro DiscCompanion £8.95
BBCMicroFileHandlingon £6.95
BBCUserGuide £10.00
BBCSoftware Projects £6.95
BBC Wordprocessor Beginners
Guide £7.95
BBCWithintheMicro £13.95
BCPLUserGuide £14
CforBeginners £10.95
CforProgramrriers £9.95
Complete FORTH £6.95
CP-M-86User'sGuide £19.95
CP-M Bible £16.50
CP-MHandbookwithMPM £9.95
CP-MPIusHandbook £13.95
CP-MSoulof £16.50
CP-MThesoftwareBUS £8.95
Creativegraphicson BBCMicro £7.50
Disc Drive Projects for Micros £5.45
DISC FILING SYSTEM (DFS)

Operating ManualforBBC £6.95
DBASEProgrammingLanguage £14.95
DiscProgrammingTechniques £9.95
Exploring FORTH £6.95
Functional Forth forthe BBC Micro £5.95
GuidetoBBCROMs £9.95
GraphicsforChildren £6.95
Graphs&Chartson BBCMicro £7.50
HackersHandbook-New £6.95
Inside Information (Computers,
Communications& People) £8.95
Interfacing&RoboticsonBBC £15.95
IntroductiontoCOMAL £9.50
Introduction to LOGO £6.95
Introducing'C £9.95
Introducing LOGO £5.95
Introductionto FORTH £8.95
Introductionto PASCAL £17.95
ISO-PASCAL Reference Manual £9.95
LISP2nd Edition £14.95
LISP.ABeginnersGuideto £10.95
LISP the Language of

Artificial Intelligence £9.95
LogoProgramming £9.95
Mysteries of DISC DRIVES and DFS

REVEALED £5.95
Mastering Assembly Code £8.95
Mastering CP-M I ] ' ();
Mastering Music

Mastering the Disc Drive
Master Advance Reference Manual £19.95
Master Reference Manual Parti £14.00
Master Reference Manual Part2 £14.00
Mastering View, Viewsheet &
Viewstore £12.95
PointsofView £6.95
Programmingthe6502 £16.95
ProgrammingtheZ80 £19.95
Structured Basic £7.95
Structured Prog, with BBC BASIC £6.50
TheCompleteFORTH £6.95
The Epson FX-KAGA PRINTER

Commands REVEALED £5.95
TurtleGraphicsonBBCMicro £7.50
Understanding FORTH -

ABeginner'sGuide £6.50
Understanding Interword -

ABeginnersGuide £6.50
View3.0UserGuide £10
View Guide £4.50
Viewsheet UserGuide £10
Viewstore UserGuide £10
Within BBC Microcomputers £13.95
Writing Interactive Interpreters

&Compilers £8.45
Wordprocessing BBC

BeginnersGuide £7.95
Wordstar&CP/Mmadeeasy £7.45
Wordwise + AUserGuide £9.95
Z80 Applications £15.95
Z80 Assembly Language

Programming £19.95
Z80MachineCodeforHumans £7.95
Z80ReferenceGuide £9.95

OFFICE
MASTER

s

CASHBOOK - A complete "Stand Alone"
accounting software package for the cash based
sole trader/partnership business. It is designed
to replace your existing cashbook system and
will provide you with a computerised system
complete to trail balance.
FINAL ACCOUNTS - Will take data prepared by
the Cashbook module and produce a complete
set of accounts as following: Trial Balance with
inbuilt rounding routine; Notes to the accounts;
VAT Summary; Profit & Loss A/C; Balance
Sheet.

MAILIST - A very versatile program. Enables
you to keep records of names and addresses
and then print, examine, sort and find them, all
with special selection techniques.
EASILEDGER - A management aid software
tool designed to run alongside an existing
accounting system. Essentially a Debit/Credit
ledger system which can handle sales, purchase
and nominal ledger routines to provide instant
management information.
INVOICES & STATEMENTS - Greatly reduces
the time and cost of preparing Invoices and
Statements by storing essential information like
customer names, addresses and account
numbers. Has VAT routines and footer
messages facility.
STOCK CONTROL - Allows you to enter stock
received, stock out, summary of stock items
and current holdings together with details of
total cost, total stock to minimum level, units in
stock ordering, quantity and supplier detail.

All this for only £21
(Cassette or Disc)

OFFICE
MATE

• DATABASE
• BEEBCALC SPREADSHEET
• BEEBPLOT GRAPHICS
• WORD PROCESSOR
DATABASE - Set up a computerised card index
system with powerful search facilities.
SPREADSHEET - Offers many calculation and
editing features.
BEEBPLOT - Provides visual representation
from Spreadsheet data.
WORDPROCESSOR - Provides many powerful
facilities.

OFFICE MATE Only £10
(Cassette or Disc)

BEEB
VIDEO DIGITISER

Using any source of composite video (colour or
monochrome) and the Watford Beeb Video
Digitiser, you can convert an image from your
camera into a graphics screen on the BBC
Micro.

This uses the full graphics capacity of the BBC
micro in modes 0, 1 or 2. The video source may
be a camera, video recorder or television, and
is connected via the video output socket.
Images produced can be compressed, stored to
disc, printed on an Epson compatible printer,
directly used to generate graphics, analysed for
scientific and educational use or converted to
other formats e.g. Slow Scan TV or receiving a
picture from a remote camera using a modem.
The output from the digitiser exactly matches
the graphics capability in each mode, with up to
8 levels of grey in mode 2. The unit connects
into the User Port and automatically scans a
complete picture in 1.6 seconds.
Both the black and white levels can be adjusted
manually for the optimum picture, or switched
to automatic for unattended use. The image
produced can be reversed if necessary.
Full controlling software is supplied on a
normal sideways ROM and this is easily
accessed via additional * commands. The
package is designed to allow easy input of
complex screens and give full access of the
data to the user. Once on the screen, the image
can be used as a normal graphics screen,
allowing any of the usual graphics commands
in BASIC or other ROM's to work on it.

A special print dump routine is included with
the driver programs. This is specially designed
to produce a fast, correctly proportioned
picture, with reduced "contouring", resulting in
an accurate reproduction of the original image.

Detailed examples of driving this unit from
BASIC or other languages are all provided in
the extensive manual supplied.

£109 (Carr. £3)
(Price includes) Digitiser Unit, Software in ROM
& a Comprehensive Manual)
(BBC B+ and Master compatible, except Master

with Econet)

Magazine Maker
(As seen on TV)

A combination of the AMX Pagemaker and
Watford's Beeb Video Digitiser.

Using any video that provides a composite
signal and the digitiser, images from a camera
or TV can be converted into a graphics screen
on the BBC Micro.

They can then be used within AMX
Pagemaker to illustrate magazines or
newsletters - in fact anything that needs to be
created on A4 size paper.

With Pagemaker's many features, a variety of
pictures can be composed - the only limit being
the imagination.

Pictures can be doctored using Pagemaker's
graphics option to produce any number of
effects.

Text can be formatted around the digitised
photo on screen using the facilities available,
which include 16 typefaces, character and
pattern definer, text formatting and the ability
to load in wordwise and viewfiles plus much
more.

Once created the picture can be printed out.
The Magazine Maker is suitable for any use

that requires illustrated documents.

Complete Package £129.00 (carr. £3)



VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS
Delta 3B Single Joystick £12
Delta 3B Twin Joysticks £17
Delta 3C Joystick for Compact £10
Delta 14B Single Joystick £12
Delta 14B/1 Adaptor Module £12
Transfer Software Disc-Tape £7

ROM EXTRACTION TOOL

This extremely useful tool allows you trouble
free chip removal from your computer by
distributing the removal force over the whole
body of any 24 or 28 pin chip.

ACORN
MUSIC 500

BBC B, B+ & Master compatible.

You too can acquire this music package that
has already thrilled thousands, for:

ONLY £49 (carr £3)
(included FREE with every unit,

'MU-500' software disc worth £6)

ATTACHE CARRYING
CASE for BBC Micro

This attache carrying case is attractively
finished in mottled antique brown leatherette.
An ideal and safe way of carrying your BBC
Micro around. Supplied with two Keys.
Price: £13 (£2 carr.)

28 pin ZIFSOCKET (Textool) £6.95

28pin DIL HEADER PLUG
SOLDERtype £1.50
IDCCRIMPtype £1.95

SPARES for BBC Micro
Keyboard
UHFModulator
SpeakerGrill
PowerSupply

£46
£4
£1

£59

Keystrip
Case
Speaker
Keyswitch

£2
£20
£2

£1.50

Replacement FLEXIBLE 17 way
Keyboard Connector £3

8 WAY DIP SWITCHES
With these DIP switches soldered to their
keyboard, any BBC B or B+ owner can take full
advantage of the fast disc drives that we supply
by configuring his BBC for fast disc drive
operation.

Excellent value for money at £1.00

CONNECTING LEADS
(All ready made and tested!

CASSETTE LEADS 7 pin DIN Plug
to5pinDINPIug + 1JackPlug £2.00
to3pinDINPIug + 1 JackPlug £2.00
to7 pin DINPlug £2.50
to3JackPlugs £2.00
6pinDINto6pinDINPIug(RGB) £2.50

DISC DRIVE POWER LEADS
Supply from BBC power supply to standard
Disc Drive connector.

Single £3.00 Dual £3.75

DISC DRIVE INTERFACE LEADS
BBC to Disc Drives Ribbon Cable
Single £4 Twin £6

MISCELLANEOUS
CONNECTORS

RGB(6PINDIN)
RS423(5pinDomino)
Cassette (7 pin DIN)
ECONET(5pinDIN)
Paddles(15pin'D')
BBCPower Plug 6 way
Disc Drive Plug 4 way
6 way PowerConnector

Plugs Sockets
30p 45p
40p 50p
25p 65p
20p 30p
80p 200p
80p -

75p
-

95p

Watford
Dealers' List

UNITED KINGDOM
Badger Micros (Devon), Badger's Hill,
Southerton, Ottery-St. Mary. Devon EX11 1SE.
Tel: 0395 68516.

Beebug Retail, Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,
St. Albans.

Cambridge Computer Store, 4 Emmanuel St..
Cambridge CB1 1NE. Tel: 0223 358264.

Cirkit Distribution Ltd,
Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts.

C.J.E. Micros, 78 Brighton Road. Worthing,
West Sussex. Tel: 0903 213361.

Farnell Electronics, Canal Road, LEEDS LS12
2TU.
Tel. 0532 636311.

HCCS, 575-583 Durham Road, Low Fell,
Gateshead. Nr. Newcastle Upon Tyne.
Tel. 091 4870760.

Mancomp Ltd. Printworks Lane, Levenshulme,
Manchester. Tel: 061-224 18!

Microman Computers. Rainford Industrial
Estate, Mill Lane, Rainford, St. Helens

Verospeed Ltd, Boyatt Wood, Eastleigh, Hants.

OVERSEAS DEALERS
'Absolute Electronics. Rewal House, 208-210 La
Trobe Street, Melbourne, 3000, Victoria,
Australia. Tel: (03) 663 2411.

Alpha Computer Co, Shop 314 Chi Fu
Commercial Centre, Chi Fu Fa Yuen. Hong
Kong, Tel: 5-506592.

Computer Distribution Company. Parklaan, 47,
B09300 Aalst, Belgium.

E.B.N., Elisenstrasse 13. 1000 Berlin 41.
Tel: (030) 7952057

Lendac Data Systems, Unit 31, IDA Enterprise
Centre, Pearce Street, Dublin 12. Tel: 710796.

Scientex P.V.B.S.. Zilversmidstraat 2. B-2000
Antwerpen, Belgium, Tel: 03 233 59 06

Techno-matic Data, Holbergsgade 19, 1057
Kobenhavn K, Denmark

"Velobyte, Scheaedyksadyk 5a-6a, 3011.EB
Rotterdam, Holland, Tel: (010) 413 8197/414
5171.

Viking Tecno. Vestergade 12.1, 9620
Aalestrup, Denmark, Tel: 08 642522

"Acorn/Watford Referral Centres.

Viglen Console Unit
Enhance the appearance and convenience of
your BBC Micro & Master with the Viglen
console unit.

BBC £42; Master £51 (carr. £4)

SURGE PROTECTOR Plug
Fitted in place of your normal mains plug, this
device protects your equipment against mains
surges. Nearby lightning strikes, thermostats
switching and many other sources which put
high voltage transient spikes on to the mains.
This can lead to data corruption in memory and
on disc and can result in spuriously crashing
machines. A must for every computer user.

Protection for only £6.99

4 WAY MAINS
DISTRIBUTION SOCKET

4 way top quality mains trailing sockets.
Supplied wired up with mains plug ready for
use. Can be screwed to floor or wall if required.
Very useful for tidying up all the mains leads
from your peripherals. Allows the whole system
to be switched on from one plug.

£8.95 (carr £1.50)

The above unit is also available with a built-in
surge Arrester, providing Protection for your
complete system.

Spikes Cleaner Unit: £12.50 (carr £1.50)

ASSORTED

CHIP SHOP ROMS
8271 £36.00 ACORN ADFS f25
DS3691 £3.50 ACORN BASIC 2 f19
DS88LS120 £5.25 Acorn BCPL f42
LM324 £0.45 Acorn COMAL £36
SN76489 £5.50 ACORN DNFS £17
SAA5050 £8.75 Acorn FORTH f32
UPD7002 £4.40 Acorn Graphics f25
2764-250nS £3.00 Acorn LISP £35
27128-250nS £3.40 Acorn LOGO f4?
27256 £5.00 Acorn OS B r f25
27512 £9.00 Acorn OS 1.2 £14
4013 60p Basic Editor f?2
4020 £0.90 Beebfont f25
4464 £3.75 Beebmon £22
4816 RAM £1.75 BROM Plus f32
41256 £2.25 Buffer& Backup £20
6264LP-8K Communicator £49

RAM £2.80 Disassembler £16
6502ACPU £4.75 Graphics Extension Rom
65C02 3M £9.75 GXR-B f21
65C12 £9.00 GXR-B + f2?
6512A £10.00 Helpll f?7
6522 £3.40 ISO Pascal f4?
6522A £5.00 ISO-Pascal Stand
6845SP £6.00 Alone Generator £30
68B50 £2.95 ICON Master f?8
7438 40p Logotron LOGO £45
74LS00 25p Micro Prolog f6?
74LS04 25p Microtext Disc f48
74LS10 25p Mini Office ROM £47
74LS123 80p MUROM f?1
74LS163 70p ROMAS £29
74LS244 80p ROMIT f29
74LS245 £1.00 Serial ULA f13
74ALS245 £2.75 STUDIO 8 Disc f18
74LS373 £1.00 TERMULATOR f2F>
74LS393 £1.00 Toolkit Plus f31
75453 70p Video ULA £15

NEW ULTRACALC £52

View Professional £85
Master Termulator £34
Acornsoft C £78

Prices subject to change without notice and available on request. ALL OFFERS subject
to availibility.
Mail Ordor and RETAIL SHOP. Trade and Export inquiries welcome.
Government and Educational Establishments' OFFICIAL ORDERS Accepted.

Shop Hours: 9.00am to 6.00pm. Monday to Saturday. Thursday* 9am to 8pm. (Froe Customers Car Park)

VAT: UK customers please add 15% VAT to cost incl. Carriage.

CARRIAGE: Unless stated otherwise, minimum £1 on all orders. £2 on Larger items.
On bulkier items, £7 Securicor charge applies. Overseas orders, carriage is charged at
cost.

Specifications of all products are given in good faith but is subject to change without
notice. Some items vary in their availability. Please ring for latest delivery situation.

Watford Electronics
JESSA HOUSE, 250, Lower High Street, WATFORD, ENGLAND
Telephone: (0923) 37774; Telex: 8956095; FAX: 01 950 8989.



signwriter/
instant display lettering
from a dot-matrix printer
* Signs printed across or down the page
* Sharp characters any size - the bigger the better
* Design logos, symbols on screen
* Extra fonts £5.75 each:

Rome Zoo: 'W0$
£&„,/ iojwin]
Shop Fair
OlDC etcetera (01) 858 2699

£29.95

Available from the publisher:

WIGHT SCIENTIFIC
44 Roan Street. London SEIO 9JT

This advertisement printed A4-size with 16-bit SIGNWRTrER

3" HITACHI DISK DRIVES
Suitable for use on the Amstrad 6128, 664, Tatung Einstein,
BBC with DFS. 40 track, double density, 3 ms track access
time. Unformatted capacity — single sided 250k. Shugart
interface. Plug compatible with
5'A inch drives.

Cables available for

connection to:

Amstrad — £7.50 plus

VAT.

BBC — E7.50 plus VAT.
Tatung installation pack
— E12.00 plus VAT. CARRIAGE £3 + VAT.

PRICE:
£24.95

+ VAT

FOR FURTHER DETAILS SEND S.A.E. TO:

MATMOS Ltd., Unit 11. Lindlield Enterprise Park.
Lewes Road, LINDRELD. West Sussex. RH16 2LX.
Tel. 0444-73830/0444-414484/0444-454377

Or Computer Appreciation, 111
Northgale, CANTERBURY, Kent
CT1 1BH. Tel. 0227-470512

REAL-TIME CONTROL FOR THE BBC MICRO

SPIDER 2 is a RAM/ROM
combination which
uses none of the
BBC's memory, so
BASIC programs
are unaffected.
The BBC B+
is fully
supported andwe
supply a complete range ol
digital, analogue and serial
interfaces for use with SPIDER
using the 1MHz bus.
Ask now lor details.

Paul Fray Ltd
Willowcroit, Hisfon Road, Cambridge CB4
Telephone: (0223) 66529

Watch the SPIDER!
-;$ Powerful newBASIC commands for

invoking PflOCs from the User
Port, Serial Pottot theKeyboard.

m 8 independent countdown timers.
^ Easy to install with no soldering.
%Comprehensive manual supplied.
New SPIDER 2 features
'k'}> Special keywords for con (rolling

(he Seriai Port
^ Professional implementation of

Foreground/Background
processing.

%$ Reaction timing andpulse trains
accurate to 0.f milliseconds.'

from £65 including Ml

NOW AVAILABLE
FOR BBC MASTER

LOW COST XYZ TABLES

N.C. Work Station for Drilling, Routing, Engraving etc.
200 mm x 300 mm x 100 mm XYZ table and controller from £2400.

Outputs from 'STARCAD', 'LINTRACK PCB' or any other
software using MOVE, DRAW or PLOT commands can be sent

to the machine via RS.232 link

LEEWOOD DEVELOPMENTS LTD
UPTON, CAMBS.

TEL (0480) 890860 (24 Hr)

3JD

Minerva Systems brin
you another World First!

SYSTEM GAMMA

Imagine, you want a graph of your sales,
but you also want a pie chart, histogram
and a scatter graph on the screen
simultaneously - AND you want to put
text labels on the screen, AND
everything in a specific place. Well,
now it's a reality!

• Completely definable - display
"FT multiple charts of varying types.

« Place text or plot anywhere on the

Statistics include standard

deviation, line of best fit, etc.

Integrates fully
with the System
Delta range.
Interfaces with

BASIC.

AND, as you would
expect, it is fully
programmable for
Users who require
it.

SYSTEM DELTA

Still the most comprehensive &
flexible Database System on the
BBC.

The CARD INDEX program supplied with
System Delta is simple to operate for
everyone including a new User to the
BBC, yet it's versatility and power are
unrivalled. Office workers find it a

pleasure to operate - just ask some of
our business users - Rolls Royce, Range
Rover, British Aerospace, ICI, CEGB,
Smiths Instruments, Ciba-Geigy, British
Gas, United Biscuits, British Telecom,
British Museum or even the BBC

themselves.

Reviewed as the simplest database to
understand - now its even easier with

our new issue manual.

Furthermore it is the only system on the
BBC that links to a vast range of other
programs including: Reporter, Mailshot,
Inter/View Link, Invoicing, Sales,
Purchase, Stock, Nominal, Video Rental,
School Administrator, Hotelier,
Newsagent

MINERVA TAKE THE RISC

Watch this space for Minerva's new RISC
based product range which take
Databases/Graphics into the 21st
Century. - Step into the Future with the
wise Goddess Minerva.

2

m

•

>

MINERVA SYSTEMS
69 Sidwell Street, Exeter, Devon EX4 6PH
Telephone: 0392 37756

Please supply Send details
System Delta with Card Index £64.95

Chq/Access No.

Name

Address

System Gamma £.45.95

&~ •• -
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HINTS &TIPS
Martin Phillips includes atip to get your micro singing

something simply among hisadvice for beginners

Many computer programs can be made
more interesting by the addition of a tune.
You do not need to be an expert musician
to encode simple tunes - the hardest part is
finding the music. A schoolchild's book of
recorder tunes is a good place to start! To
show how simple it is, listing 1 in the
yellow pages plays the tune Twinkle,
Twinkle Little Star. The program has been
written in such a way as to make the
encoding of a tune easy to follow.

The obvious way to program a series of
sounds is to use the SOUND statement

each time. However, it is quicker and
easier to use the READ and DATA state

ments. The SOUND statement is followed

by four parameters; the sound channel
number, the volume, the pitch and the
duration. Only the latter two change with
each note, so only those two numbers need
to be stored in the data statements. For
simplicity each bar of the tune is given in a
separate DATA statement. This also makes
mistakes easier to find and correct. The

pitch is given first, and then the duration.
Translating the musical notes into sound

durations iseasy, if none too precise, as the
tempo of individual pieces of music varies:
a quaver (J) is given theduration of four, a
crotchet (J) is given the duration ofeight, a
minim (d) is given the duration of 16.

These durations should serve as a useful

guide, but do experiment with other values
if appropriate. Each note should be twice
the length of its predecessor. The pitch
value has a slight complication. When the
original BBC User Guide was written, the
chart showing the pitch for each note was
slightly out. The mistake was corrected in
the B+, Electron and Master Welcome
Guides. Figure 1 shows how the pitch
values relate to the notes on a stave. Figure
2 then shows the musical notation for the

tune Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star. From
this it can be seen how each pitch and
duration value in listing 1 is derived.

One problem with using READ and
DATA statements is that the program
needs to have some way of knowing how
many items there are in the DATA state-

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987

Figure 1. How the pitchvaluesof musicalnotes on the microrelate to notes ona stave

merits. This can be given at the start, but a
better way is to put some code at the end
to signify that it is the last number. This
method is more useful if the DATA state

ments are to be changed and if the end data
values areput in, it does enable the tune to
be tested as the data is being entered.

The envelope is set to give a handbell
like sound. Line 140 ends the previous
note. Notice that the sound is played
twice, through channel one and channel
two. You would expect that it would make
no difference, but in fact it greatly en

hances the tone, giving it a sort of echo.
This trick upsets the Electron, which just
gives a tuneless short buzz. As the Electron
has only one sound channel, owners
should change line 120 to read:

120 FOR N=l TO 1

Finally, it is interesting to hear how the
sound alters when line 130 is changed to:

130 SOUND N,1,P+N-1,D
This changes the second of the two notes
to make it slightly higher in pitch. Many
thanks to Mr A Love of Chorleywood,
Herts, for reminding me of the latter tips.

!^f
C C G G

Twin- kle, twin- klo

A A G

lit- tie star.

T F E E

how I won- der

i
I) I) c

what you arc.

G G

like a dia- moiul

G G F F

l'|> a- hove the

D

the sky.

E E I)

world so high.

C C G G

Twin- kle. twin- kle

I) I) C
what you are.

Figure 2.The score of Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star, the tune played by listing 1!
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LABOR' ATO R Y
WORKSTATION

FOR YOU

COMPUTE

82

Professional instrumentation
with the 1401 intelligent

Iaboratory interface
Compatible with the BBC model B, B+

and the new Master range, and all
the Acorn second processors.

• Full 12 bit analogue input and output
• Up to 2 Mbytes of internal memory

• Multi-taskingoperation
• Full laboratory software-
including FFTs-is included

• Application programs including Spectrum
Analyser, Signal Averager, PSTH and INTH.

Designedand made inCambridge, England

It runs just asfastwith the Apple,
Apricot, HP, IBM or Nimbus too!

Real-Time Computers

T H E

1987
ACORNUSER
exhibition

SEE US ON
STAND 37

Science Park, Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 4FE.Tel Cambridge (0223) 316186

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987



PRINTING OUT FROM
VIEWSHEET

Last month, I showed how a simple spread
sheet could be created using ViewSheet. This
sheet can be printed out by typing 'PRINT'
from the command screen. Because the whole
spreadsheet fits onone screen, itwill also print
out correctly. The row and column headings
do not have to be printed. These can be
switched offby using theprinter window. First
press 1and then type TO'. This selects printer
window zero. For the example given last
month, enter the following:
Wi TopL BotR Pos Cw Bw Fmt Opt
PO Al 126 7 7 D2RM TS

and press Return. Now the sheet should print
out without the row and column heading.

For different spreadsheets, the print win
dows can be set up so that the sheet will print
out each part correctly. Care should be taken
when designing asheet toensure that itwill fit
onaprint-out ifdesired.

If using a normal 80-character dot-matrix
printer, andmorethan 80characters areneeded
on a line, then set the printer to condensed
mode before starting. This will allow up to 132
characters on a line. Condensed mode can

easily be set from the command screen ifyou
have an Epson-compatible printer. Press the
following sequence ofkeys:

CTRL-B (switch onprinter)
CTRL-A (next character toprinter only)
CTRL-D (code for condensed print)
CTRL-C (switch offprinter)

When using disc, you can set upa IBOOT file
to load your spreadsheet in and perform other
tasks at the same time. A IBOOT file can be

created using Edit, the screen editor on a
Master, orinthe normal way bytyping.

•BUILD IBOOT

then entering the following lines:
♦SHEET

*TVO,1
MODE 128

*keyo :s!@:4:@:@:@:m*fxi25:m

*keyi !b:a:o:c:g

LOAD fname

PRINTER Epson
*FX13B,0,192

and then pressing Escape.
Finally, to make the computer use the

'.BOOT file when Shift-Break is pressed, enter:
»OPT 4,3

What does this do? The first three lines set up
ViewSheet as described last month. The next
line programs function key zero to change the
background colour to blue and then to press
Escape. This will then make the sheet appear.
Function one key is programmed to give the

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987

HINTS &TIPS

code for condensed print when that key is
pressed. The , G at the end will make the
computer give a beep, otherwise you don't
know ifanything has happened. This function
key will only work from thecommand screen.

The next line will load the spreadsheet from
disc: substitute your filename for the one
given. Then aprinter driver is loaded-any one
that works with View is OK. Ifyou are not
using a printer driver then ignore this line. A
printer driver does allow several printing
effects to be achieved, but it is somewhat
complicated to use. The::"FX138 calls function
key zero tochange the screen colour and go to
the sheet mode. So all you have to do is press
Shift-Break with the right disc in the drive and
thespreadsheet is set upautomatically.

JUMPING OUT
OF LOOPS

Perhaps the most uselul command acomputer
is able to perform is that ofthe loop; to beable
to complete a task and then start all over again.
The most common form of loop is the
FOR...NEXT loop:

10 FOR N7.= l TO 10

20 X=RND<5)

30 PRINT X;
40 NEXT N7.

This program will pick a random number
in the range one to five, and print it. It will
then repeat this a further nine times before
ending. The number of times the program
goes round the loop can be changed in line
10. Sometimes it is necessary to jump out
of a loop at a particular point. This seems
quite straightforward as the example below
shows:

10 FOR N"/.=l TO 10

20 X=RND(5)

30 PRINT X}
40 IF X=l THEN GOTO 60

50 NEXT N7.

60 PRINT " Finished"

When the number one is randomly chosen,
the word 'Finished' will be printed and the
program will end. So what is the problem?
Provided the program is going to end here,
then nothing is really wrong, but ifyou use
this technique to jump out ofa loop in the
middle of a program, then this could cause
the program to fail at a later stage.

When a program jumps out of a loop, it
leaves the loop 'pending'. There is a store
in the computer's memory where it keeps
the details of all the FOR.. .NEXT loops.
The computer keeps details of where to
return to after each cycle of the loop. The
computer can only store 10 loops on this
stack at any one time. Thus if the program

repeatedly jumps out of loops, then the
space will be used up and an error will
occur. This example shows the problem!

10 FOR N7.= l TO 10

20 X=RND(5)

30 PRINT X;
40 IF X=l THEN GOTO 60

50 NEXT N7.

60 GOTO 10

After 10 number one's have been selected,
the program will crash and give the error
message, 'Too many FORs at line 10'.

This example is somewhat pointless, but
it is surprisingly easy to jump out of a loop
without realising it and many programs
suffer from this fault. It might then be
quite some time before the program
crashes. The cure is also obvious, when
you want to jump out of a loop, then do so
like this:

10 FOR N7.= l TO 10

20 X=RND(5)

30 PRINT X;
40 IF X=l THEN N7.= 10

50 NEXT N7.

60 PRINT

70 GOTO 10

Now the program will continue indefinite
ly as the FOR. ..NEXT loop is closed
before leaving it.

THE 1770
DISC FILING SYSTEM

The 1770 interface upgrade kit from Acorn
will be of interest to two types of BBC
micro owner. Those who only have a
cassette system and wish to upgrade to
disc, and those with a 8271 disc filing
system (DFS) who would like to upgrade it
to the later specification. The 1770 disc
upgrade is available through Acorn dealers
and can be fitted easily on most BBC
model B machines. Is it worth upgrading,
and how easy is it to fit?

The 1770 DFS has several new com

mands and works considerably faster than
the 8271 DFS. This is a useful bonus if the
computer is used with data handling prog
rams that require frequent access to the
disc. The most useful extra command on
the 1770 DFS is the *FORM command for
formatting a disc. This saves having to use
a utilities disc. The ::'VERIFY command is
also available in the ROM. The other
commands are:

*CLOSE

*EX

*FREE

*MAP

!:-roms

Some other commands have been changed:
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UNBELIEVABLE SCOOP PURCHASE
GENUINE Acornft BBC MODEL 'B'

Every computer comes

complete with the
following features
as standard:

* Acorn D.F.S.

* View' Word Processor

* Econet

* Speech Synthesizer

l~~~ ' *User guide Vol l+ll
A full range of accessories including 51/4" and ZW disc
drives available on request.

COPPER MILL

COMPUTERS

HOW TO ORDER

Simply fill in the coupon below enclosing a cheque or your credit card no.
for the total amount. Don't forget to add 15% vat and the cost of delivery.

UNIT 23
59 WEIR ROAD
WIMBLEDON, SW19 8UG.
TELEPHONE: 01-879 7330

EDUCATIONAL
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
FOR BULK PURCHASE
WHILE STOCKS LAST

OFFICIAL ORDERS

Official orders from educational establishments, government depts., and pic
companies accepted.

BBC MODEL 'B' MICRO COMPUTER £299.00

:M;HN'M:l'l

VISA

+ V.A.T 15% £ 44.85

POSTAGE + PACKING £ 5.QO

Please find enclosed a cheque/postal order D*
I preferto pay by VISA •* ACCESS •'
" Tick one please.
Card No. Signature
Name

Address- •

Postcode

Total-

Expiry date

Tel.no.
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'DRIVE

'BACKUP

•DESTROY

::'EX is equivalent to 'INFO#.' while
•'•CLOSE does thesameasBasic'sCLOSE #0.

'FREE will display how many files are stored
onadisc and how much space isleft. Atlast this
gives an easy way totell whetheradisc is 40 or80
track! ::'MAPlists the spare space onadisc tosee
ifitis worth compacting the disc.'ROMS lists
all the installed ROMs and their socket
numbers.

'DRIVE can now beused toget the DFS to
reada 40-trackdiscon an 80-trackdiscdrive. It
willnot allow the 40-track disc to be written to
on an 80-track drive unlike, say, the Watford
DFS.'BACKUPand'DESTROYnowdonot
need the 'ENABLE message. Instead aprompt
is given. If, like me, you always forget the
'ENABLE, then you will find this useful.

Howeasy isit to fit the 1770 DFS? Thekit
comes with all the components required, asetof
fitting instructions (very detailed), and the disc
filing system User Guide. For about £40 this
represents good value for money. If you are
upgrading from an 8271 DFS then some
components will need to beremoved first. The
fitting instructions cover this eventuality.
Fitting the upgrade is then amatter ofinserting
several components into sockets. The hardest
part is finding the socket numbers that are
printed on the circuit board! Acouple of rare
situations need checking before buying the
upgrade kit. Remove the top cover of the
computer and check that sockets are fitted for
integrated circuits 78 and 86. Ifthe components
are soldered directly into thecircuit board, then
leave thejob toadealer.

Ifyou only have acassette machine and wish
toupgrade ittoadisc machine, then there area
few more considerations to take into account.
First, the computer has to bea full model B. If
not then a dealer will have to upgrade the
computer and fit theDFS. Theversion of the
circuit board fitted isalso important. Remove
the topcover ofthe computer and onthemain
circuit board it will clearly state the issue
number. Normally itwill be either issue three,
four orseven. For BBC computers with issue
four or seven circuit boards, fitting is quite
straightforward and only needs a few chips
plugging into the sockets on thecircuit board
(provided there are sockets for integrated
circuits 78 and 86). Ifyou have any doubts about
your ability to undertake this work, then do
leaveit to a dealer.

BBC computers with issue three circuit
boards are rather more tricky. There is a
modification to be made to the circuit board
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before the upgrade will work. Unless you are
very confident with asoldering iron then leave
this for adealer to upgrade. Ifan 8271 DFS is
already fitted then this modification will have
been made and the upgrade is the same as for the
later issue boards.

0SCLI WITH
BASICT

There are now several versions of the BBC
Basic language available for theAcorn micros.
Itis easy totell which version you have, type:

'BASIC

REPORT

A copyright notice will be printed out. If the
year is 1981, then it is Basic 1, ifthe year is 1982
then the version is Basic 2, and so on. There is
very little difference between any of the later
Basics and Basic 2, but there arc afew problems
with Basic 1. It is possible for owners ofBasic 1
toupgrade toBasic 2for about £20, simply by
obtaining a new Basic chip and replacing the
old one.

A particularly useful statement, OSCLI, is
available from Basic 2 onwards. It allows the '
commands such as 'LOAD and 'SAVE to be

accessed through Basic, using Basic variables if
necessary. OSCLI can be implemented on
Basic 1byusing ashort procedure:
DEF PROCoscIi <a*>

DIM A 20

*A=a*

X7.= A MOD 256

Y7.= A DIV 256

CALL &FFF7

ENDPROC

This procedure will work with all current
versions ofBasic. But it is not good program
ming to put the DIM statement in the
procedure; it is best put at the start of the
program. The DIM space, in this case 20bytes,
should be varied tosuit the expected maximum
length of the OSCLI string. The more correct
version isused in the listing shown above right.

A different way of doing this which avoids
the use of the DIM statement altogether is to
specify the memory location for the string. The
following example uses memory &900 at
which is normally unused. Note that it is not
possible to use zero page locations like this.
DEF PROCoscIi <a$)

A=&900: *A=a*: X7.=0: Y7.=9

CALL &900

ENDPROC

However, this technique will not work on a
second processor, as &900 is part ofthe normal
memory used to store the Basic program! As
an example of the use of PROCoscIi you

could input a filename and then 'LOAD that
file. Attempting todothe following:

INPUT'FNTER FILENAME:" nameS
'LOAD nameS

will not work. Instead we must do this:

lO DIM space 50

20 INPUT"Enter filename: "name*
30 PROCoscIi("LOAD "+name*>
40 END

50 :

60 DEF PROCoscIi<a*>

70 $space=a$
80 X7.=space MOD 256
90 Y7.=space DIV 256
lOO CALL &FFF7

110 ENDPROC

Clearly before this will work, it is necessary
to have that particular file saved ondisc. Make
sure toothat itwon't load in ontop ofthe Basic
program. Tocreate adummy file that you can
tryoutthe OSCLI routine with, type:
*SAVE dummy 8000+10 O FFFF0900

USING ACORNDATABASE
IN WORDWISE PLUS

C Dawson from Derby wins himself £10 for
sending in a useful routine to manipulate data
from Acornsoft's Database and then use this
to mailmerge using Wordwise Plus. Such a
technique can beadapted to work with other
databases. The first listing, listing 2, extracts
relevant information from the data file and

stores it in memory starting at location
&2000. As each record is read in, there is the
option to save it into memory, bypass it or to
quit. Quit saves all the records previously
stored in memory.

When the end of the file is reached, the
records in memory are saved to disc auto
matically. Only the data required is stored,
and the text is stored the right way round so
it can easily be extracted by Wordwise Plus
(Database stores all text backwards!).

Listing 3 is a Wordwise Plus segment
program, which should be placed, say, in
segment zero. It reads in five fields for each
record. These can be used for name, street,
town, county and post code. In Wordwise
Plus, use <fO> PS A$ <f2>, <fl> PS BS
<f2>, etc. Wherever you wish the appropri
ate field to appear (<fl> and <f2> are the
green and white embedded commands). Type
or load in the standard letter into the main
text area with the disc containing 'NEW-
FILE' in the disc drive. Pressing Shift-fO will
start the merge facility. Do remember to put
a begin page command at the end of the
standard letter, otherwise each letter will
carry on from the end of the preceding one!
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The System utility
from KM Software Ltd

Extra commands for BBC B & Master users. Master
features include CMOS editor, CHARSET to move the
character set into private ram, PVIEW private ram editor.

For the BBC B user it implements the MASTER rom
handlers (INSERT/UNPLUG etc), disabled roms stay off
even over a CTRL+BREAK.

Plus commands which can be used by both BBC B &
MASTER, GPACK (powerful screen packer). Very
powerful dissasembler (6502, 65C12, I/O, tube, lables
etc.), memory editors, Down loader creator, Bad Pro
gram recover, Mode designer. Tube editors. Formatter,
Verifier etc.

Price £25.00
Also available KM'S Sound to Light converter, This chip
contains 10 different screens with an amazing 63 colours
and responds instantly to sound input to the cassette port.
Just play your favourite music and watch the coloursand
patterns flow.

Price £12.50
Are you fed up with Zapping aliens why not try
STRATAGEN a strategy game for two to four players
using colourful graphics as pieces on a large 10 by 8
grid, with options to pass, abort and even cheat (if you
can find it . . .)

5.25 inch disc (40/80 track format): £7.95

Tape: £4.95

Send orders to: KM Software Ltd., 39 Clos des Ormes,
Rue Verte, St. Lawrence, Jersey C.I.

COMPUTER REPAIRS

MIDCOMM INTERNATIONAL LTD IS A COMPANY

THAT SPECIALISES IN COMPUTER REPAIRS AND

CAN OFFER YOU THE FOLLOWING 5 STAR SERVICE:

• REPAIRS CARRIED OUTTO MANUFACTURERS

REQUIREMENTS USING THE MOST UP TO DATE
DIAGNOSTIC AND TEST EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE.

• SKILLED TECHNICAL STAFF.

• MODERN CUSTOMIZED WORKSHOPS.

• 4 HOUR SOAK TEST ON EACH REPAIR.

• ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED.

FOR A FAST, EFFICIENT, RELIABLEAND
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, CALL WITH OR SEND

YOUR COMPUTER, TOGETHER WITH A BRIEF
DESCRIPTION OF FAULT TO:-

Midcomm International Ltd
UnirF

Birch Industrial Estate
Whittle Lane

Birch
Heywood

Lanes OLIO 2RB.

TEL 0706 625166

PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE
Programs for BBC computers with disc drive. FREE updating service on all software.

DIAGRAM PCB
Still theonlydrawing program available fortheBBC micro which gives youtheability todrawreally large

diagrams and scroll themsmoothly around the screenstopping to edit themat any timeifrequired.
Pineapple'suniquemethodofstoringthe diagraminformation on disc means that the sizeofdiagramsis

limited onlybythefreespaceondisc,and nottheamountofcomputermemory youhaveavailable. (A blank
80 track disc willallow up to 39 mode 0 screens of diagram).

Thesuperb printroutinessuppliedwiththe programenable largeareas of the diagramto be printedIna
single print runina number ofdifferent sizesand rotated through 90deg. ifrequired. Full usecan alsobe
madeof printerswhichhave a widerthan normalcarriageavailable.

The programis fully compatiblewiththe Marconi Trackerballdescribed below.

PLEASE STATE 40or 80TRACKDISC&WHETHER STANDARD BBCor MASTER VERSION ISREQUIRED

PRICE £25.00 + VAT

DIAGRAM UTILITIES
Asuiteofsixutility programs which addadditional features tothe Diagram' drawing program. Theutilities

include thesavingand loading ofareasofdiagram toandfrom disc.Theability todisplay thewhole ofyour
large diagram onthescreen at onetime (ineither 4*4 er8*8screenformat). Theaddition ofborders and
screenindents to diagrams, and the ability to shifta whole diagram inany direction.

PRICE £10.00 + VAT

MARCONI TRACKER BALL
Thishighquality devicecomeswith it'sownIconArimaster drawing program andutilities toenableittobe

used in place ol keyboard keys, joysticks,or with your own programs.
ForModel B&B- (with IconArtmaster) £60.00 • VAT BareTrackerball (nosoftware) £49.00 ' VAT
For MasterSeries (withPointer ROM) £60.00• VAT Pointer ROM availableseparately £12.50- VAT

P&P on Trackerballs £1.75

ADFS Utilities ROM
ADU isa new product which will prove invaluable toallusers oftheADFS. (Including Winchester owners).

TheADU Rom allows direct accessto utilities which previously required theuseoftheADFS utilities disc.
Many novel features are included in the commands allowing such facilities asthe copying of all the files on aDFS
disc onto ADFS inasingle pass and Backing upbetween discs ofdifferent size (including Winchesters).
There isalso avery powerful sector editor with automatic correction of CRC bytes and amenu routine with over
30possibleoperations on ADFS discs.
Please writeor 'phone for moredetails.

PRICE £29.00 + VAT

Thisnewrelease from Pineapple is a printed circuit boarddraughting aid which is aimed at producing
complex double sided PCB's very rapidly using a standard BBC micro andany FX compatible dot-matrix
printer.

Theprogram issupplied onEPROM andwill run with any32kBBC micro (including Master series). Also
supplied isa disccontaining a samplePCB layout todemonstrate the programs features.

ByusinganEPROM fortheprogram codethemaximum amountofRAM isavailable forstoring component
location and ASCII identification files etc.(Up to500components and500 ASCII component descriptions
may bestored for a given layout). These isno limit to the number of tracks fora given PCB, although the
maximum size of board is restricted to 8"' 5.6".

Using a mode 1screen, tracks onthetopsideoftheboard areshown inred. while those ontheunderside
are blue.Eachsideof theboardmaybe shownindividually orsuperimposed.Acomponentplacementscreen
allows component outlines to be drawnforsilkscreen purposesand component numbers enteredon this
screen may bedisplayed duringtrack routing toaid identification of roundels.

Theprint routines allow separate printouts ofeachsideofthePCB ina very accurate expanded definition
1:1 or 2:1 scale,enabling directcontactprinting to be usedon resistcovered coppercladboard.

This program hastoomany superb features todescribe adequately here, soplease write or'phone for more
informationand sample prinouts.

PRICE £85.00 + VAT

TRACKERBALL ADAPTORS

Converter leads to enable the Trackerball to run mouse software and the mouse to run trackerballsoftware
(inc. DIAGRAM). Please state which way round when ordering.

PRICE £8.00 + VAT

MITEYSPICE
Anew addition toour range of engineering software. Miteyspice isavery powerful DC and AC analogue circuit

simulator package with graphic display foranymodel BBC computer.

As well as all the usual facilities available with this type of program, non-linear effects, small signal, noise
measurements and sweeps may beperformed. Component values may beswept, allowing component tolerances to
be investigated as well as thermal performance etc. Comprehensive transistor modelling is incorporated using a20
parameter Ebers Moll description. The program issupplied ondisc with avery comprehensive 49 page manual.
Pleasewriteor 'phone for moreinformation.

PRICE £119 + VAT P&P FREE

ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN OF ROST

39 Brownlea Gardens, Seven Kings, llford, Essex 1G3 9NL. ® Tel: 01-599 1476(30
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The MK III AMX Mouse is a product of Swiss precision and the result of aworld-wide search to find a worthy successor to the AMX
Mouse MK II.

The new Mouse has been specifically chosen to be the perfect partner to the ever expanding range of AMX software. The unique patented
design includes high resolution D.PI. and superior ball technology to ensure that contact between the Mouse and the surface is constant at all times.

There's a new shape too, that fits comfortably in the hand.
The AMX Mouse MK III costs only £34.99 or you can join the great "Mouse-Swap" Part exchange your old

Mouse for the MK III for only £29.99.

•SUPERART

AMX MOUSE MK III PLUS SUPERART 16K ROM, PLUS DISC £79.99

Acknowledged as the most sophisticated, yet easy to use paint package
available for the BBC Micro, it's no wonder over 20,000 have already been sold.

'Superart' features include cut, copy, paste, move, rotate, plus many, many
more such asfantastic spray and zoom facilities.

Available for BBC B, B+; Master 128, and Master Compact. Please state
which version is required when ordering.

SUPERART (ONLY) £49.99

PICTURE GALLERY 2 * FLIPPY DISC £24.99

Instant art! Acollection of fine drawings produced by acclaimed artists using
superart.

'MAX 16K ROM £19.99

MAX provides an easy touse graphic based front
end to your computer's disc filing system including a
comprehensive setofdisc management operations such
ascataloging, copying, deleting and re-naming. You can
also run programs from within MAX. Available for the
BBC, B+, Master 128 and Master Compact. Please
state which version isrequired.

STOP PRESS

AMX MOUSE PLUS STOP PRESS 2*16K ROM, 2xDISC £79.99

The most highly acclaimed desktop publishing software available for the
BBC Micro. Already thousands of users are producing professional documents,
newsletters, flyposters etc. in fact anything where text and graphics are required.

'Stop Press' comes complete with 16 variable typefaces.
Available for the BBC, B+ and Master 128. Please state which version is

required when ordering.

STOP PRESS (ONLY) £49 99

EXTRA! EXTRA! 2 x FLIPPY DISC £24 99

300K fantastic clip art, over 25 fonts and utility software.

'AMX DESIGN 32K ROM AND DISC £69.99

Ahighly sophisticated CAD package which allows
the user drawings tobe produced such asa simple PCB
design up tothemost intricate, architectural drawing.

Advanced features include full zoomand macro

facilities, 58><58 screen canvas, full supported printer
and plotter output. Available for theBBC, B+, Master
128 and Master Compact.

The additional AMX Software range that requires the original AMX Art Rom or Super Art Rom including: 3D Zicon normal price f ?4 99 Database normal
price £24.99 XAM normal price £24.99 MindGames normal price £14.99.Total price - £89.96 but now available as a complete package at only f69.99.

These superb products are available from all good computer dealers or direct by Cheque, Access or Visa. All prices include VAT and post and packaging.
tfgk FOR INSTANT ACCESS, VISA ORDERS TELEPHONE (0925) 413501/2/3

• ALL THESE PROGRAMS WORK WITH

KEYBOARD, JOYSTICK OR MOUSE.

IMAGINATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Superartandstoppress are nowavailable underlicence
for ECONET levels 2 and 3.
Please apply direct for Educational Discounts.

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS LTD. 166/170 WILDERSPOOL CAUSEWAY, WARRINGTON, WA4 6QA. TELEX 628672 AMSG FAX 092*5 Rflfliq
TUBELINK ON PRESTEL PAGE 2582182 SUPPORTS THE AMX MOUSE. ANO All AMS SOFTWARE ' -juvo*.



JOES JOTTINGS

DAY TO DATE
Thismonth Joe explains howto find the date ina program

and incorporates a calendar into the JOE desktop

Have you ever thought how much
better off we would be if we

didn't have to keep track of the
date? That simple fact was
brought home to me forcefully

the other week when an anniversary, a tax
demand and the cat's birthday all came
together. I adopted my usual stance, saying
British Real Time starts tomorrow, so
don't worry. Regular readers of this col
umn will be amazed to find that after years
of research I have discovered that there are

actually three basic calendars permanently
operating. The first is the common calen
dar which the average person-in-the-street
knows, and the other two calendars are
called the 'debit' and 'credit' calendars.

The British Real Time system works like
this. Every month has a calendar name, for
example April follows March, July follows
June and so on, but the debit calendar runs
one or sometimes two months ahead of
this. In June (for example), you are ex
pected to pay bills for services you will not
receive until August, eg, package tours etc.
And magazines like Acorn User come out a
month in advance, to part you from your
hard-won sponduliks that much earlier.
The credit calendar works in reverse. When
you are owed money in February, for

Joe Telford

August 1987

SUN MON TUES WED THUR FRI SAT

2 3 4 5 6 7

1

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31

You can producecalendarslike this

example, the credit calendar stipulates the
earliest payment date will be April. The
credit calendar is normally used by large
organisations, but is on occasion pressed
into use by relatives.

What day is it? You could always guess.
Even in Cleveland we can usually identify
a Sunday by the sound of lawnmowers, so
there is a one in six chance we can get any
other day correct. Aware of my absent
mindedness (I often go to work on a
Sunday), Her Ladyship bought me a Filo-
fax, for those few moments when I am
away from the computer. As I began to fill
it with the 'extra' sheets, I became aware
that year planners cost pounds, diaries cost
pounds more, and I was forking out hard
earned cash for what looked very little. So
the question 'What day is it?' is quite
important, and with a little ingenuity, we

Acorn users can produce our own calen
dars with our micros.

When I asked the most junior Telford
what day of the week May 7 would be, she
replied without hesitation, Thursday. And
she was correct. Asking her to explain this
feat of mathematical expertise, she re
sponded by saying that today was May 1
and that was a Friday, so six days time
would get us to next Thursday.

OK, so considering the regularity of the
seven days of the week, we can invent a
simple mathematical formula to identify
the day of the week without a calendar:

Take today's date from the date you are
looking at:

May 28 - May 1 = 27 days
Now divide that answer by seven and take
the remainder:

27 / 7 = 3 r 6

Now number the days of the week from
zero (Sunday) to six (Saturday) and find
the number representing today:

Today = May 1which is a Friday and is
day five of the week
Add the remainder and the day of the week
together and divide again by seven, and
take the remainder.

5 + 6=11: 11/7 = 1 r 4

Which day of the week corresponds to that
ACORN USKR AUGUST 1987



remainder? Day four is a Thursday so May
28 therefore must be a Thursday.

All that we required was the day of the
week of the start date, which we will call
the base date. Formathematicians amongst
our readers, the formula in Basic pseudo
code looks like this:

Day of week = (targctdate - basedate
+ basedayofweek) MOD 7
The important thing is for the difference to
be calculated in days. This is simple within
any one month, but what about between
months? What about between years?

We cheat. Not a lot, but selecting a good
base date can make calculations simple.
Take the date December 31 1986. This can

be regarded (with mathematical licence) as
January 0 1987. So January 0 1987 was a
Wednesday - day three. How do we
change our strategy to find which day May
28 is now?

The instructions above are still OK, but
we need to take account of the number of

days in each month. Using the table in
Figure 1 we can see that the number of
days since the base date is 148, and there
fore May 28 is a Thursday.

With January 0 1987 as the base date, we
can calculate days of the week far into the
future. We do, of course, have little prob
lems, like taking the length of a year into
account, and with the regular occurrence of
leap years. How to find out what day of
the week March 1 1988 will be is shown in
figure 2.

Now look at listing 1 in the yellow
pages. This is a day of the week predictor.
To make the program moreuseful, the base
date is January 0 1700, a Monday. Hence
in PROCsctup, we set basedow% (base
day of week) to be a one. To cope with
days of months and running totals we read
the days in each month into a two column

r\CORN USER AUGUST 1987

array called date% and keep a running
total in the second column.

Enter the program and save it as 'DAY-
DATE'. Run the program and decide on
the date you wish to examine. Any date
afterJanuary 11700 isacceptable. Type the
year you wish to see, press Return and
then type the number of the month. Fol
low this with Return and enter the date in

that month. Press Return a and the day of
the week will be displayed in a few mo
ments. To keep readers on their toes, I
have deliberately not prevented the entry

Days Total

January 31 days 31 days
February 28 days 59 days
March 31 days 90 days
April 30 days 120 days
May 28 days 148 days

(NB: We only need 28 days in May)

SO targetdate - basedate = 28 May -
0th Jan =-- 148 days

day of week = (148 +Wednesday)
MOD 7 = (148 + 3) MOD 7
= 151 MOD 7 = 4 = Thursday

Figure1. Calculating the base date

0th Jan 1987-Oth Jan 1988=365 days
Jan+Feb+Mar=31+29+1=61 days
base day of week=Wedncsday=3 days
Total=429 days
429 MOD 7 = 2 = Tuesday

Figure2. Example calculation

of silly dates like February 34. A routine to
check these could be added.

DEFPROCdodays is the main proce
dure which resembles our earlier calcula

JOES JOTTINGS

tions. The complex measurement of the
date between the target date and January 0
1700 is performed in FNelapsed. Here the
sequence of events is as follows:
• Calculate the number of years between
1700 and the target year.
• Add to this the number of days in the
monthly running totals up to the beginning
of the month in question.
• Loop through every year from 1700
adding an extra day for leap years.
• Subtract one day if the target day is in
January or February of a leap year.
• Add the date in the month and return to

PROCdodays with the elapsed time in
days having been calculated.

This program provides the basis for a
wide range of calendar programs, but it is
important to understand how the day of
the week and specific dates can be linked.

If we wish to generate a calendar for a
whole month (eg, the printout shown on
page 88), then we have to connect the first
of that month with a weekday. This means
that part of the program finds the week
day, just as before, and then the whole
month is displayed by simple arithmetic.

Enter listing 2, and save it perhaps using
the name 'CALEND'. Now run it and

enter the year for the calendar and press
Return. Next enter the month as a number

from 1 (January) to 12 (December) and
again press Return. The program asks
whether a printout is needed, and this is
decided by simply pressing Y or N. The
Return key is not necessary. After a pause
the calendar for the selected month is

printed out.
'CALEND' uses some parts of listing 1,

but they are not identical. The PROCdo
days procedure is now looking for the
weekday associated with the first of the
month. This is shown by the 'one' being
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High performance professional computer
graphics for Animation, Research, Graphic
Design, Image Analysis, Video, Television ...

• Display resolution up to 1536X574 pixels
• 256 colours from a palette of 16.7 million
• Real-time image grab and manipulation
• Hardware window with programmable

transparency

• Hardware smooth pan and zoom
• 2M byte buffer-well over four full screens
• Support for real time 2D animation
• Drawing at 900,000 pixels/sec
• Complex bitblt up to 30 million pixels/sec
• Broadcastspecification digital genlock
• Control outputs-eg for video keying
• Video blanking input
• Facilities for real-time image analysis

PRISMA-3 is fully supported for use with the Acorn
BBC model Band Master series computers,
together with the range of co-processors, allowing
programming through their standard graphics
commands. Support for other machines is currently
under development. All units are supplied with a
comprehensive reference manual and
demonstration diskette.

PRISMA-3s are also available at board level to
systems integrators.

Millipede Electronic Graphics
Pryor Close, Milton, Cambridge. CB44BU
Telephone (0223) 862066

See us at

Stand 40 Stand 131

Acorn User Show Computer Graphics '87
July October

• Powerful but easy to use *
INSTAT * Interactive data analysis • INSTAT

• Simple command language •

INSTAT is a general purpose statistics package with over
70 commands for interactive data analysis. Many comm
ands have optional subcommands for greater flexibility.

INSTAT has been written by statisticians for use in data
analysis in any area of application. It is also ideal for
teaching statistics.

Facilties include:

* easy data entry and editing * descriptive statistics
* calculations and data transformations

* interactive multiple regression
* AN0VA for balanced designs
* multiway tables
* comprehensive 'on line' help

* powerful plotting
* random sample generation
* macros

-A- probability distributions
* and much more

INSTAT on the BBC B, B+ and Master has been up
graded - June 1987

Maximum Data Space: approximately 10,000 to 30,000
numbers, depending on the machine.

The upgraded INSTAT package consists of a disc, 16K
EPROM, Introductory Guide (150pp), Reference Guide
(95pp) and Supplementary Guide (60pp). (A Special
Teaching Guide is available for £5).

The price remains as: £85 + VAT (includes postage and
packing). Educational and mult
iple copy discounts.

"Where extensive use is made of statistics and a BBC
micro can be devoted to the purpose, INSTAT is quite
simply the best". Review, Acorn User - January 1987.
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INSTAT on PC compatible machines

The new INSTAT is now available on PC compatible
machines. The package consists of a standard 360kb
diskette, Introductory Guide (180pp) and Reference
Guide (120pp).

Price: £100 + VAT (includes postage and packing).
Multiple licences available.

N.B. BBC BASIC(86) - £95
run the PC version.

VAT is essential to

For further details:

INSTAT, Statistical Services Centre,

Department of Applied Statistics,
University of Reading,

Whiteknights, Reading RG6 2AN.

Telephone: 0734 875123 x 460,

0734 861239 (24 hours)
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passed in FNelapsed. The part of the
program which generates the calendar,
once the start day isfound, is DEFPROC-
printdays. This works like so:
• A day counter is set up, beginning with
the first day of the week of the start of the
month in question.
• The length of the month in days is found
from the look-up table, and altered if the
month is February in a leap year.
• The VDU.command either activates the

printer (VDU2) or ignores it (VDU3).
• The month and year are printed and
then underlined.

• A loop prints each date in turn, and an
IF command ensures that a new line starts

each week.

• The whole month is finally underlined
and the program stops.
The precise layout of the calendar is partly
controlled by the Tab statements of
PROCprintdays, but also by the setting of
the zone variable - @% which is set to
give five spaces for numbers. The program
resets it to its normal setting after each
month, but beware of problems in your
other programs if you escape half way
through the calendar.

Well, we've got a one-month calendar,
and the whole year can be done by running
the program 12 times and entering the date
over and over. Listing 3 can be used to
speed up the production of a calendar.
Enter it and ::'SPOOL it to disc like this:

♦SPOOL TEMP

LIST

♦SPOOL

Now load listing 2 and *EXEC the
spooled file like this:
*EXEC TEMP

It should replace lines 10 - 190 of
'CALEND'. The new program can be
saved as normal — call it 'YEARCAL'.

When this program is run, we simply enter
the year for the calendar, and press Return.
Press Space whenever the next month is
needed, and the whole year is printed out.

Enter listing 4 and again ::"SPOOL it.
Now load 'CALEND' (listing 2) again and
*EXEC the spool file. Providing your line
numbers match, you will have converted
'CALEND' to be a monthly planner pro
ducer. Save it as 'PLANNER'. The result
will be figure 3, a monthly planning sheet.
PLANNER is really only useful if you
have a printer.

There was an enjoyable piece of pro
gramming in the new version of PROC
printdays, where we look at the date to
produce the correct ending as in first,
second, fourth etc. Again keeping you on
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your toes, you should add one line to cater
for a single date in each month which I've
deliberately left out. Look at figure 3.

Increasingly, the trend with serious com
puter users is towards the graphics type
front-ends available on the Macintosh and
GEM. The new Acorn micro Archimedes
also includes this kind of feature (see the
major feature on page 11). A couple of
issues ago we released the Jottings Operat
ing Environment (JOE), a graphics front-
end for the Master series. It came complete
with a calculator, based on an earlier Jot
tings. A number of people have asked for
futher desktop accessories for the JOE and
listing 5 is the first. It is designed to be
stand-alone but can easily be configured to
fit the JOE desktop. This application
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SAT 1st.

SUN 2nd.

MON 3th.

TUES 4th.

WED 5th.

THUR 6th.

FRI 7th.

Figure 3. The planner output

Close calendar BKWD yr

FWDy r Print

M CALENDAR P

AuK ust i i 1987 T

Sun Mon Tucs Wed Thur •Vi Sat

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

M 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

2* 29 30 31

FW D month

>nth

Figure4. The desktop calendar

makes use of the Master's real-time clock,
so readers without a Master will need to

make modifications to the program.
Whether we use this as a stand-alone

system or as a part of the/0£, the method
of use is the same. Enter listing 5 and save

JOE'S JOTTINGS

the program - call it 'JOECAL'. Run the
program and a calendar pad showing the
current month should appear, along with a
pointing arrow cursor. The pointer will
move using the cursor keys and speed up
when Shift is pressed simultaneously with
the cursor keys. Figure 4 shows the key
areas of the pad, which can cause actions to
occur, when the pointer is over them and
the Return key is pressed.

The 'butterfly' icon on the top left of the
pad is the off switch. The 'P' icon on the
top right is the print-copy button. The
arrows near the year change the year
displayed. The bent page edge icon at the
bottom left serves two purposes. The first
is to turn to a new month. Do this by
pointing to the sheet under the one dis
played and press Return. To go back one
month, point to the folded over corner and
press Return.

When the 'P' icon is clicked, a button
box appears asking the user to confirm that
printing is required. Move the pointer to
the appropriate button and click. If the
printer is set up, then the current month
will be printed. If the printer is not ready,
then an error message will appear, and the
program will recover.

To use the calendar with theJOE desk
top, first delete the mode 128 at the
beginning of the 'JOECAL' program. Next
find the line ending :;'BASIC and replace
the -BASIC with CHAIN "JOEVDU".
Now save the modified program in the
ADFS 'JOE' directory as 'CALENDAR'.
Next load 'JOETOP' and look for the
calculator handling routines. There will be
three lines: one to print the topline 'calcu
lator' word, one to check when the pointer
is over the word, and one to CHAIN the
calculator. Simply add three extra lines to
do the same for the calendar. You might
have to use the word 'Date' on the top line
because of space.

Most of the routines inside the desktop
calendar are common to the JOE system ot
to the earlier calendar programs previously
outlined. The variable M% should be left

set to zero. If you have any Acorn VFS
chips available, (discussed last month) and
a three button mouse or trackerball, then
set M% to one and the pointer will change
shape and function from the mouse. The
only button needed is 'execute' (left-most
mouse button). This little known filing
system from the Domesday interactive
video system is really amazing! See if you
can pester your local dealer for a ROM. I'll
be examining its facilities in more detail in
a future issue.
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SUBSCRIPTION
AU OFFER

Free monthly
programs

We are giving away our monthly listings discs - worth £5.95
and cassettes - worth £3.95, when you subscribe to Acorn
User magazine. All you have to do to guarantee 12 issues of
Acorn User and their safe delivery to you, is to fill in the
coupon below and choose your favourite Acorn User monthly
listings cassette or disc. Choose from any of the following:
August '87 featuring Calendar, Gus (March '87), Desalet
(May '87), Super Plotter (November '86) or even Dodo
(August '86).

Any one of our monthly listings will be yours absolutely
free, when you subscribe now.

YES! I wish to subscribe to Acorn User magazine starting
with the issue.

Please send my FREE monthly D 40/80-track 5.25-inch disc
or • cassette for the issue.

(Please allow 28 days for delivery)

name

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

D I enclose my cheque/postal order for £17.50 made payable
to Redwood Publishing Ltd.
• Please debit my Access/Barclaycard/American Express

EXPIRY DATEACCOUNT NO:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1

SIGNED DATE

Please send this coupon together with your remittance in an envelope to Gail
Fairhall, Subscriptions Manager, Redwood Publishing Limited, Lambourn
Woodlands, Newbury, Berkshire RG16 7TW.
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P00I£WTNNFR
THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM

• MASSIVE DATABASE Poolswinner is a sophisticated Pools
prediction aid. Ii comes complete with the largest database
available - 22000 matches over 10 years.

• PREDICTS Not just SCOREDRAWS,but AWAYS, HOMES
and NO SCORES.

• SUCCESSFUL SELECguarantee that Poolswinner performs
significantly better than chance.

• ADAPTABLE Probabilities are given on every fixture -
choose as many selections as you need for your bet. The
precuie prediction formula canbe setbytheuser- youcan ^^ mlh dc.
develop and test your own unique method. msovaion booklet

• SIMPLEDATA ENTRY AU teamnamesare inthe program.Simplytype inthe reference
numbersfromthe screen. Oruse FIXGEN toproduce fixturelistautomatically (see below).

• LEAGUE ANDNON-LEAGUE AllEnglish andScottish Leagueteamsare supported,
and also the non-league sides often used on pools coupons.
PRINTERSUPPORT Fullhard copy printoutofdata if you have a printer.

PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive)

FIXGEN;
AT LAST;No more struggling for hours to get the
fixture list into the computer. FIXGEN has been
programmed with all English and Scottish League

fixtures for 1987/8.Simplytype in the date, and the fullfixture list is generated
in seconds. Fullycompatible with Poolswinner. Yearly updates available.
POOLSWINNER with FIXGEN £16.50 (for both)

COURSEWINNER
NOT JUST A TIPSTER

WO PROGRAM, Coursewinner

THE PUNTERS COMPUTER PROGRAM andoccasionalpmtraXe
Youcan develop and test your own unique winning system by adjusting the
analysis formula, or use the program in simple mode. Coursewinner V3 uses
statisticalanalysis ofmajor factors including past form, speed ratings, course
statistics, prize money, weight, going, trainer and jockey form etc, etc. It
outputs most likely winners, good long odds bets, forecasts, tricasts etc. The
database includesvitalcoursestatisticsforallBritishcourses. Youcanupdate
the database - never goes out of date. FULLPRINTERSUPPORT.

PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive) includes Flat AND National Hunt versions.
ALL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR: AMSTRAD CPCs, AMSTRAD PCWs, PC1512, AllBBCs, AllSPECTRUMS

COMMODORE 64/128.
Suppliedon lape (automaticconversionto disc) - except PCWand PC1S12 (ondisc - add £3.00).

Send Cheques/POs for return of post service to

m
phone24 hrs SOFTWARE phone24hrs

37COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE SK8 2HX. 3 061-428 7425
(Send for lullltst of out sollwaw)

©msmtKBM
24 Elm Road, Faringdon, Oxon SN77EJ. Tel(0367) 21153
TYPEASY Version 4

• Touch typing course for the BBCB,B+, Master &Electron (version
for the compact soon)

• Mistakes displayed with flashing letters
• Teaches correct finger movement
• 139progressive exercises plus routines forwritingmoreyourself
• Displays errors, speed and performance

disc (40 or 80 tracks) £15, Econet (80 track) £30, cassette £7.50
TYPE INVADERS

• Increases your speed-we guarantee!
• Letters and words rain down faster and faster- type correct letters

to stop them
• 10 levels with four speeds plus colour and sound
• See review in Acorn User July 86

disc (40 or 80 tracks) £12.50, Econet disc (80 tracks) £25,
cassette £7.50

Prices includep&p. please add 15% VAT.

!JL COMPUTER SERVICING JG

L

(established since 1979)

WE REPAIR - ON THE PREMISES - QUICK TURNROUND

* AMSTRAD PC AND OPUS PC
it BBC & ELECTRON (APPROVED SERVICE CENTRE)
•it COMMODORE & SPECTRUM
•it DISC DRIVES, PRINTERS, MONITORS
•it HARDWARE HIRE - MINIMUM 10 DAYS

MAIL ORDERS by phone Access and Visa Accepted
A Range of Hardware, Software, Joysticks, Leads, Interfaces

Chips etc, and Computer Paper always in stock
CROYDON COMPUTER CENTRE

29 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH,
SURREY CR4 7 J J. Tel 01-683 2646

THIS NOTICE WORTH £5

AGAINST ANY PURCHASE OF HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE OVER £50

u
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ONE LINERS

ONE LINE
WONDERS

Our competition for one-line graphics programs produced some interesting entries.
Here we have a look at the best of them

In the March issue of Acorn User, we
ran a competition to write a single-
line Basic program to produce an
attractive graphics display. Many of
you had a go, and the winners were

listed in the June issue. But for those of
you hungry for more details, we've decided
to tell you the secrets of some of the most
successful programs.

The colourful displays produced by your
programs can be divided into two classes:
animated screens and static displays.

Moving displays
The main method of producing a moving
display (the only one in fact employed in
entries received) is by use of 'palette
bashing'. In more technical terms, this
means the use of the VDU 19 command to

change colours directly on the screen.
The winning entry from Duncan Row

land used this technique, as did about a
third of the others.

To achieve such a display, all 'moving
parts' must first be drawn on the screen
using each of themachine's colours in turn.
Next, all colours areset to black, effectively
turning them off. By switching each colour
onand then off (setting it to white and then
black), each part is shown successively.
Listing 1 in the yellow pages demonstrates
this method with a 'rope-light' typedisplay.

Another less obvious way of achieving a
moving display is by hardware scrolling.
This ispresent on all machines (though ina
limited form on the Electron), but it usually
requires a detailed knowledge of the 6845
video-controller chip. My example, in list
ing 2, uses the VDU 23,7 command avail
able on both the Master 128 and Master

Compact machines.
The program appears to show a wave

moving up and down, but in fact, constant-
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Robert Miller

Figure 1. A flowerdrawn by the program by J Young

ly scrolls the wave right. This method,
although effective, is very limited, as all
plotting must be kept to a width of one
character on the left-hand side of the screen.

Don't let this put you off,assomeimpress
ive displays can beachieved using scrolling.

Static displays
Last year (May 86) we published the article
'Join the Mandelbrot Set'. This article ex
plained the theory behind Mandelbrot
graphics and gave a program which explores
the set. The program tookabout four hours
to complete its calculations. One of J
Greening's entries produced a mode 2
display of the Mandelbrot set (see over) in

just 1 hour 10 minutes; and all within a
single lineprogram!

'Persian Carpets' were popular, with a
fine example from R Weir (see over).
Simply by drawing aseries of lines from the
centre of the screen to all points on the
periphery, an attractive and apparently
complex display can be built up. Mr Weir's
program used yellow, black and red succes
sively to highlight the curves. Monochrome
'carpets' can be equally asimpressive, parti
cularly in the high resolution of mode 0.

The bestof the other static displays relied
on some form of mathematical equation. A
simple, but nevertheless impressive, 'Flow
er' program from J Young (sec figure 1)uses
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A Graphic illustration

'Plotter' is too simple a
word to describe
PLOTMATE. It is, in effect, a
highly sophisticated data
communications device
that greatly extends a
micro system's options and
capabilities allowing high
resolution input and high
definition output. It is
compatible with all
leading micros including
the BBC. IBM, AMSTRAD,
ATARI and NIMBUS.

NEW RELEASES
HPGL

IMAGE SCANNING

EXTENDED GRAPHICS
COMMANDS

DOMESDAY

Not content with provid
even introduced a un
Support Scheme.'

-*: ww

By expanding the on-board graphics language
range PLOTMATE understands commands from HPGL
7475A/7470A industry standard languages enabling
compatibility with BITSTICK, AUTOCAD. LOTUS 123,
SUPERCALC 3, CHARTMASTER and many others.
PLOTMATE's flexibility is further extended by the use
of Linear Graphics' own scanner, LINSCAN. This
allows PLOTMATE to function as a sophisticated
image scanner producing high resolution pictures
that can be used within desktop publishing
packages such as Pagemaker, GEM, Fleet Street
Editor and Image.
The in-built graphics commands of the BBC micro
that PLOTMATE understands now encompass the
extended graphics commands of the BBC Master
such as circle and arc drawing, sector and
segment filling, rectangle and parallelogram
shading.

All 'Welcome' disks allow data files produced by the
DOMESDAY database to be output in pie, bar and
line chart format on the BBC Master,

ing this wealth of technical capacity Linear Graphics have
ique discount scheme for education — the 'Educational

PLOTMATE A3M with Linear

Graphics' high resolution
image scanner — LINSCAN.

C5Sf^SK1
yaW*-'**'

;-.l::

NOW COMPARE THESE PRICES!

PLOTMATE A4S
PLOTMATE A4SM

PLOTMATE A3 (wilh free
Cadlink Disk) £299 a saving of 30%
PLOTMATE A3M £430.50 a saving of 25%
LINSCAN £124.00 a saving of 20%
UPGRADE KIT A3 TO A3M £150

PLUS save 20%-25% on all plotting accessories and
30% on all software.
All prices are ex VAT.

£281.25 a saving of 25%
£341.25 a saving of 25%

fc^MES* PLOTMATE Graphics Plotters ore British
manufactured products and approved by ILEA.

OTffi
LINEN? GRAPHICS LTD
28 Purdeys Way Rochford Essex SS4 1NE
Tel 0702 541663/4/5 Telex 995701

Please send me details on Linear Graphics' PLOTMATE. I am
particularly interested in (please indicate)

NAME

POSITION

ESTABLISHMENT

ADDRESS

TEL



two curves to achieve a 'string and nails'
type display.

We were surprised that there were no
interactive entries. This might have been
due to the amount of the single line taken
up by checking the input. Interaction (the
ability to influence the output of a program
while it is running) can be used to good
effect, and allows a large range of screen
displays to begenerated by the same prog
ram. One example by Graham Bell (see
right) allows the user to type in a set of
numbers that are the parameters for an
equation. The final output resembles a kind
ofMoorish mosaic pattern. Try 41, 39, 5, 4
and 2 as the betal, beta2, gamma, alpha and
modulus parameters.

With such good entries, I was very
surprised to see thatnoonehad made use of
the extended graphics facilities present on
the Master series or BBC micros fitted with

the GXR ROM. They are very useful,
especially when speed is needed (drawing
filled-in circles for example) or when mem
oryistight.

There are a number of limitations to

consider when writing one-line programs.
The length of your creation is the most

obvious example, but there are those which
are not so immediately apparent. A com
mon structure that might be used is the
conditional command IF .. . THEN. If the

condition part is not satisfied, it causes the
program to disregard the rest ofthe line and
pass control to the next line. This is
obviously no use as there isonly oneline in
the whole program! There are two ways
round this problem.

The first of these is to include the ELSE

instruction in the structure. This will then

pass control to therest of the line should the
condition be found to be false.

The second method is to use 'truth

values'. Asan example consider how to test
whether certain keys have been pressed.
Suppose, for example, you wished the
variable X% to increase when 'X' was

pressed and decrease when 'Z' was pressed.
Using the 'IF . . . THEN . . .' structure, it
might looklike this:
A*=GET*

IF A*="X" THEN X7.=X7.+ 1

IF A*="Z" THEN X7.=X7.-1

The 'IF . . . THEN . . .'s can be eliminated

and the lines can be merged into one. The
resulting program would beas follows:
A*=GET*

r/.=X7.- (A*=" X" ) + (A*="Z" )
The above example works because, when an
expression like (AS="X") is true, it gives a
value of -1 (ie, (1 = 1)=-1) whereas, when
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the expression is false, a value of 0 is given
((1=2) =0). So if AS is 'X', then the
equation becomes:

X% = X%-(-l)+(0)
Finally, star commands are a problem,
because all text following the,:;'' istreated as
one entity. This can be solved by using the
OSCLI command instead.

It's interesting to experiment with one-
liners and see justhow much you can fit in.
After a time you should become quite
skilled in cramming the maximum amount
of code into the smallest amount of mem
ory. Although your program becomes
almost unreadable, it's the final productthat
others will see. So throw caution to the

ONE LINERS

windand getone-lining!
You may notice the one-line programs

accompanying this article are in fact multi-
lined. They all work as single-line prog
rams, but are easier to enter and understand
in multi-lined form.

I would like to see any other one line
programs that readers have written or any
further ideas on the subject. Maybe, if there
is a reasonable response, a further one-line
update might be possible in a future issue.
Finally, although the theme of this article is
graphics, do try other ideas in different
areas.

I await with anticipation your one-line
wordprocessors and spreadsheets!
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Drive into a New Dimension

Grand PrixConstruction Set is a motor-racing game with a difference:
it allows you to design your own race circuits —using straights, fast bends,
sharp bends, chicanes and hump back bridges. Or you can select one
of the many pre-defined race tracks, which include most of the world's
famous Grand Prixvenues. Then race against another player, or against
the computer — there are 5 skill levels to choose from.

Features of the Game

• Easy-to-use, Icon-Driven Circuit Designer • 1-Player and 2-Player Options

• Save and Load your own Track Designs • Spectacular Split-Screen View of the Race

• 18 Pre-Detined Grand Prix Race Circuits • Dramatic Skids and Crashes

BBC Micro cassette £9.95

BBC Micro 5V4" disc £11.95

BBC Master Compact 3V2" disc £14.95 )
Grand Prix Construction Set is compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers.

ACORNSftFT —s '^™! ™/supcrior
softujrr€j.^/4iri7iESl

Dept. G4, Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS71AX. Telephone: 0532 459453.

Please make
all cheques
payable to
"Superior
Software Ltd"

24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE

• All mall orders are despatched
within 24 hours by lirst-class post.

• Postage and packing is free
• Faulty cassettes and discs will be

replaced immediately.



MULTI-TASKING

INTERRUPTING
BASIC

Yourmicro can run two programs at once! Double the usefulness
of your computer withthese listings

ulti-tasking means that a
computer runs more than
one program at the same
time. The computer swaps
very quickly between pro

grams, giving the appearance of running
them all together. True multi-tasking re
quires very advanced processors and that is
why it is possible only on large computer
systems. Quite a frustrating situation for
the dedicated programmer with only a
simple microcomputer at his disposal. But
as the saying goes 'if Mohammed won't
come to the mountain .. .'. When Acorn
developed the BBC micro, it decided that it
should at least give the machine code
programmer the possibility of emulating
multi-tasking.

The BBC micro's operating system en
ables us to use events and, at an even lower
level, interrupts to stop the micro in its
tracks and swap programs. However, even
with these tricks at your disposal, it is far
from easy to emulate multi-tasking as
everything has to be done in machine code.
But here is a program that gives Basic
programmers the same multi-tasking pow
er as machine code programmers, in a
much more user-friendly way.

Few affordable computers have the abil
ity to truly multi-task. Most achieve a
similar effect by 'context-switching'. The
difference lies in whether each of the
separate programs has to 'know about' the
other - multi-tasking computers should
protect each program from interference
from the others.

This article describes a system for
context-switching within Basic programs.
How do we achieve this context-switching
emulation in Basic? Well, first type in
listing 1 from the yellow pages and run it.
This program will create a machine code
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Markde Weger
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Creating two patterns with two procedures at the same time

file called 'EVENTS'. Listing 2 consists of
only one procedure, PROCeventson. Type-
it in,omitting the REM lines, and save it to
tape or disc in the following way. Type:

*SPOOL PROC

LIST

When the > prompt reappears, type:
*SPOOL

Now there is an ASCII file of the proce
dure PROCeventson in a file called
'PROC. To enable a program of yours to
use multi-tasking emulation, PROCevent
son has to be added to this program. Just
type:

*EXEC PROC

to do this.
Before I go on, I have to correct some

thing. This program enables you to emu

late context-switching, but in fact it can do
much more. In the December 1986 issue of
Acorn User Bruce Smith wrote that a
command 'that would have been worthy of
inclusion in any language is EVERY'. EV
ERY, followed by a time interval and a
command, will execute the command every
time the interval elapses. The context-
switcher will allow you to do exactly that.
Your program may consist of one main,
foreground, routine and a number of back
ground tasks. Each background task is
executed every interval.

How can you write Basic programs to
implement this? As there are quite a few
things to remember, a summary of the
rules can be found in a separate box. First,
PROCeventson has to be added to the
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MULTITASKING

program you want to give multi-tasking
power. Make sure theprogram's line num
bers don't overlap with those of PROC
eventson before you add. To enable the
background routines, PROCeventson must
be called with four parameters:

PROCcventson (address, linenr, time,
nrtasks)
Here 'address' is the address at which the
machine code was assembled by listing 1. If
you have not changed this program, the
address should be &900. 'linenr' is the line
number at which the first background task
starts, 'time' must be the time interval in
hundredths of seconds after which a back
ground routine is executed, and 'nrtasks'
should be the number of tasks to be
enabled. The variable 'time' is comparable
to the number after the previously discus
sed EVERY command.

When PROCeventson is called, it will
load EVENTS, as produced by listing 1. So
disc users should convince themselves that
this file is on the currently selected disc,
and tape users should save this file on
tape just after their own proram
that uses multi-tasking emulation.

The background tasks must be set up in
a special format. The first task should start
at the line specified by the second para
meter of the PROCeventson call. Every
other task must start exactly 10 lines after
the start of the previous one. The reason
for this is that EVENTS has to know
where to find the next task. Of course,
tasks are not limited to nine lines, as you
can use procedures, functions, GOSUBs
and so forth.

If EVENTS expects to find a line with a
new task, but cannot locate it, it will issue
a 'bad task line' error, number 50. The
most obvious reasons for this error are that
either you specified more tasks than there
are, or that the numbering of the task lines
is wrong. The end of a task has to be
marked by a 'CALL return' statement.
This will cause the execution of the main
part of your program to continue where it
was interrupted for a background task. The
variable 'return' is set up by PROCevent
son, just as the variables 'eventson' and
'eventsoff are.

Let's take a look at listing 3. This is a
very simple demo that does not do any
thing really useful, apart from showing you
how to implement background tasks in
your programs. After the usual REM lines,
the mode and variables are set up and three
messages printed. Then PROCeventson is
called. PROCeventson (&900, 240, 1, 2)
means that the code was assembled at &900
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BASIC ROM ROUTINES

Routine schlin cont

Basic 1 &9942 &8BOC

Basic 2 &9970 &8B9B

Basic 4 &80CD &9005

Two micros inone with multi-tasking

by listing 1, and that the first task starts at
line 240. The T tells EVENTS that a new
background routine should be started ev
ery one hundredth of a second, and the '2'
means that two tasks have been defined.

The main part of the program follows
this. It is an endless loop which just
displays an increasing counter.

The interesting part starts at line 240.
This is the first background routine. This
task just prints a random number on the
screen. As you can see, the task also
terminates at line 240 by a 'CALL return'
statement. The second task starts at line
250, exactly ten lines after the first task. As
this routine does a little more than the first
one, the actual execution of the task is
passed over to a procedure. Note that the
end of this task is marked by 'CALL
return' too.

There are a few limitations, but also
some extra features. The most important
limitation is that background tasks must be
switched off during the execution of a
procedure in the main part of your prog
ram. This is because EVENTS depends
rather heavily on manipulation of the 6502
microprocessor's stack. When Basic en
counters a procedure call, it alters the
stack, so spoiling the background task.

Background tasks can be switched off
using CALL eventsoff and switched on
again using CALL eventson. These calls
can, apart from switching background
tasks off during procedures, of course also
be used to switch these tasks oif temporari
ly for other purposes. It is, however, very
important that these calls areonly issued in
the main part of your program. Using

them in a background routine is a very
effective way of crashing your program!
Switching off background tasks during a
procedure has to be done in the
following way:

100 DEF PROChello:CALL eventsoff

110 CALL eventson:ENDPROC

The CALL instructions are on the same
lines as DEFPROC and ENDPROC.

When the execution of the .main part of
your program continues after a back
ground routine was executed, the following
information is preserved:
• The VDU status (printer on/off, paged
mode etc)
• The text cursor position
• The graphics cursor position
So if a background task changes other
things (eg, colours), these should be re
stored before the end of the task. Except
for special purposes, a background task
should not, of course, alter any variables
that are used elsewhere in the program.

Background routines should be switched
off (by means of CALL eventsoff), before
your program ends. If an error occurs,
they are switched off automatically.

Also, don't use TRACE when running a
program that uses background routines.

The last thing you have to take care of is
the following: a background routine is
only executed if the time interval set by
calling PROCeventson has elapsed. This
time is checked only when TRACE would
normally print a line number surrounded
by square brackets. (The reason for this is
that EVENTS works by intercepting the
first TRACE square bracket.) So back
ground tasks won't be executed during the
following loop:
100 FOR I7.= l TO 100: NEXT IX

or:

100 17.=0: REPEAT: 17.=17.+1: UNTIL 17.=100

Avoid these loop constructions on one line
if you want the background tasks to con
tinue being executed. Background routines
won't even be called during the following
loop:

100 FOR loop=l TO 1000
110 NEXT

If TRACE were on, Basic would print a
line number at line 110 (not at line 100),
but for complex reasons EVENTS will not
execute a background routine if the pre
vious Basic statement was a FOR. . .TO
(. . .STEP) instruction. If you really need a
construction as above, use the following:
100 FOR I7-=l TO 100:

110 NEXT 17. |
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The ':' at line 100 puts a dummy instruc
tion at the end of the line, so that a
background routine is normally executed if
the time has elapsed.

Listing 1 assembles the machine code
program EVENTS. This code takes three
pages of memory and it needs one page of
work space. The address at which the code
is assembled is given by the variable
code%. The start of the work space is
defined by the variable workspace% in the
next line. The standard values of these

variables are respectively &900 and &C00.
This will cause the code and work space to
overwrite the load and save buffers on
tape-based machines, and the function key
and user-defined character areas on non-

Master micros. Tape users whowant to use
commands like ::'SPOOL, ::'EXEC,
BGET#, BPUT#, and so on could set
code% to &E00 and workspace% to
&D00. This does, however, require PAGE
to beset to &1100 before loading or typing
in any program that makes use of multi
tasking emulation. Non-Master disc users
could set code% to &1600 and
workspace% to &900 if only a couple of
files are opened. Whatever you decide,
make sure you also change the first para
meter of the PROCeventson command to
the correct value of code%.

A demonstration program
Enough of the theory! Listing 4 on the
yellow pages is a larger demo than listing 3.
It shows you what can be achieved with
multi-tasking emulation. As you can see,
the structure of theprogram isquite similar
to that of the first demo. After setting up
the variables, asking you to enter the time
and drawing some windows on the screen,
PROCeventson is called. PROCeventson

(&900, 230, 1, 4) means that the machine
code was assembled at &900, the first task
starts at line 230, the tasks should be
executed every hundredth of a second and
that there arc four of them.

The main part of the program is a
graphics routine, which will draw a nice
pattern in the top left window on the
screen. Line 160 will switch the background
tasks off if the Copy key was pressed, and
on again after delete has been pressed. The
background routines start at line 230.
PROCtime prints the time in the top right
window and PROCtriangle draws black
and white triangles inanother one. Line 250
will print an increasing counter in the
bottom left window. PROCmusic, finally,
plays anote of a piece of music every timeit
iscalled. Note that all thesefour procedures
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USING EVENTS

'here is quite a lot to remember if you
want to use EVENTS so here is a sum

mary of points to.watch:
Add PROCeventson to your program^
Call PROCeventson (address, linenr,

time, nrtasks) before the background
tasks are enabled. The parameters are:
address: the address at which the

machine code was assembled, given by
the variable code% in listing 1
linenr: the line number of the first back

ground task
time: the time in hundredths of a second

between the end of one background
routine and the start of another.

nrtasks: the number of tasks

The line number of the start of every
next task should beexactly 10 higher than
that of the previous task.

Background routines must be termin
ated by 'CALL return'.

If a background task changes other
information than:

- the vdu status

- the text cursor position
- the graphics cursor condition
it should restore the original settings
before it ends.

Background routines can be disabled
using a 'CALL eventsoff' command and
re-enabled by means of 'CALL event-
son'. This should not be done in a

background routine!
Do not use TRACE.

Switch background tasks off before
your program ends.

Disable background routines during
the execution of a procedure thatis called
by the main part of your program.

Avoid one-line loop constructions

that contain a background task are termin
ated with a 'CALL return' statement.

Of course EVENTS can be used for more
esoteric tasks than just printing the timeon
the screen.

A more useful application is shown in
listing 5. The foreground task, a graphics
routine, is not important. The background
task is much more interesting, as it prints an
ASCII (spooled) file. Thisallows your main
program to do calculations, while a file is
printed in the background. To use the
program, first create an ASCII file called
'DEMTEXT. Note that the background
routine docs switch the printer on with a
VDU 2 command, but does not switch it off
again with VDU 3. The reason for this is
that EVENTS restores the VDU status,

MULTI-TASKING

which includes the printer on/off status,
after having executed a background task.
Listing 5 alsoshows you how to switch the
background tasks off during a procedure
called by the main partof your program.

I imagine you are eager to knowhowthis
multi-tasking emulation is done. Butbefore
you read on, let me warn you that the
EVENTS program uses many 'illegal'
tricks. So if you are someone who easily
picks up bad programming habits, then
you'dbetterskip this section.

The program makes use of two Basic
ROM routines and directly accesses the
VDU variables and processor stack.

The reason that using Basic ROM
routines is 'naughty', is that there are a
number of versions of Basic, and in each
version the routines have different entry
addresses. The EVENTS program is com
patible with Basic 1, 2 and 4, as present in
the Electron and the BBC models B, B+
and Master.

The technical details
If, after reading all these warnings, you still
have the courage to read on, here is an
explanation ofhow EVENTS works.

The interval-timer is used to generate
events aftera certain time that is set by the
user. When the event occurs, the TRACE
flag is set. Then when Basic executes the
next line it prints the line number as iftrace
were on.

The '[' sent byBasic before printing a line
number is intercepted using WRCHV. First
a check for the return address on the stack is

carried out, so that the program issure that
the '[' was sent by Basic when it wanted to
print a line number, and not, for example,
by a PRINT "[" statement. If the return
address was that of the Basic 'print line
number' routine, then the TRACE flag is
switched off and a check is made on the
previous instruction executed byBasic.

The return addresses are pulled from the
stack and this stack data, the VDU status
and the graphics and text cursor positions
are saved. Then the line number of the next

background routine is calculated and its
address is found using a Basic ROM
routine. If the line doesn't exist, an error
will begenerated.

Otherwise execution jumps to the back
ground task (again using a Basic ROM
routine). A background task must be
finished with a 'CALL return' statement.

This calls a machine code routine that

restores the previously saved information
and continues execution of the main part of
your program, where it left off when the
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ADVERTISEMENT

First-Class Utility Software & Printers
from the Professionals.

CJE Micro's
Unbeatable in print

CJE Micro's are an official ACORN
approved dealer.
A wide range of accessories and soft
ware for ACORN, Amstrad and Atari
computers are on display in the CJE
Micro's retail showrooms.

Multi-Font
NLQ
("Very good package...
Saved me over £100")
V. BUNCE, OXFORD. DEC 86.

Upgrade your printer to
NLQ with a choice of
many fonts. Up to 49
predefined fonts are avail
able on 4 discs, or you can
design your own. Multi
font is easy to use and
compatible with nearly all
software. For prices see
below or ring for further
details on 0903-213361.

Some of the fonts available
are shown here:

This is STfiNDPiRD

This is COURIER

This Is ITALIC

cfots i& eocfcarc

This is cnniPT5

This is BOLD

Tht£5 T£ fJHrtUfllsJ

Thl* IS OUTLINE

ThS* Ss BKDWArE

THIS IS THEATRE

CJE Welcome EXPORT and
TRADE ORDERS - inquire
for delivery costs.
Phone/Credit Card and Official
Orders are accepted. Please ring
for all the latest information and
prices on 0903-213361.
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FONTAID
("Good value... Useful buy")
BEEBUG MAY 87.

Fontaid is a must for any Canon or Kaga Taxan
owner. 60 predefined fonts are available or you
can design your own. A Star NL10/NX15
version is also now available, so inquire for
further details.

"Impressed... Delightful
Simplicity...Easyto use"
(MICRO USER JUNE 87)

INFORM from CJE Micro's.
This unique sideways RAM information system is
quick, versatile and simple.

NOW - Solidisk 256K version is also available.

Master Writeprotect/ROM
select switch.
"I cannot praise it enough... Worth
buying!!" micronet soon 6575
This switch system selects RAM protected, RAM
unprotected or ROM. Each bank is separately
switchable. This is the MOST POWERFUL switch
unit available at only £15.00 inc VAT. (p&p £1.00
extra).

9

CJE Micro's (Dept AU8), 78 Brighton Road,
Worthing, W.SussexBN112EN. Tel: 0903-213361.

SOFTWARE PRICE LIST
All prices include VAT, but please
add £1.00 for postage/packing and
state 40, 80 track or 3Vz" ADFS
when ordering.
MFNLQ £30.00
Font Discs B,C & D each £15.00

Fontaid £30.00
Fontaid with 6264 RAM £36.00
Font Discs A, B, C, D,
FA & Lang each £15.00

Inform £20.00

PRINTERS
Delivery on all printers is free.
Ring for a sample printout,
specification and the latest
prices.
The following Near Letter
Quality printers all come with
Centronics interface, friction
and tractor feed.

Panasonic KXP1081 £180.00
Canon PW1080A £270.00
StarNLlO £260.00
StarNXIS £410.00
Star NB24/10 (216cps) £599.00

Juki Daisywheel £330.00
Free delivery on printers

CJE Printer packs
The CJE packs include; Cable,
delivery, paper, plug, utility soft
ware and booklet Please ask for
further details.
The Printer packs cost £15.00 with
printer: e.g. NL10 + pack = £260
+ £15 = £275 inc. VAT.
BBC Cable if purchased separately
is £8.00. Software on its own:
£11.00 + £1 p&p.
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original program was interrupted.
The EVENTS program makes use of two

Basic ROM routines. The box on page 98
gives a summary. The routine 'schlin' sear
ches for a line in a program. On entry
&2A-&2D must contain the line number.

Ifthe carry flag is set on exit, this indicates
with Basic 1 and 2 that the line was not

found. Acorn likes confusing us, so with
Basic 4 thecarry isclear if the line could not
be found. If the line was found, &3D, & 3E
points at the last byte of the line number of
the line the routine tried to find.

The second routine, ccont\ will cause
Basic to continue with the next instruction.
On entry, &B,&C with offset I must point
tothe memory location thatcontains the ':'
or CHRS(13), which marks the end of the
previous instruction.

If you would like to use Basic ROM
routines yourself, the Basic ROM User
Guide by Mark Plumbley covers only Basic
1 and 2, but is an excellent book on
advanced machine code programming ofthe
BBC micro.

Zero page workspace used by
machine code
&70,71 Number of line at which main
program was interrupted
&72,73 Currenttask line number
&74,75 Line numberof first task
&76 Stack pointer store
&L77 Number ofbackground tasks
&78 Current background task number
minus one

&79,&7A Temporary variable store
&7B&7F Data for interval timer
&80,&81 Text cursorco-ordinatesstore
&82&85 Graphics cursor co-ordinates
store

686 VDU status byte
687 Byte mask for current graphics point
&88,&89 Basic text pointer when main
program was interrupted
&8A Flag: zero if '[' and space after line
number have been printed (by Basic
TRACE routine), one if line number and
brackets are being printed
&8B Temporary variable store

Functions and procedures
FNbasic Sets up variables for Basic
PROCassemble Assembles machine code

PROCchecksum Calculates checksum
PROCsave Saves object code
PROCsetup Sets up variables and prints
message

Integers
P% Used by assembler
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JARGON BOX
task A routine that is ex

ecuted regularly when multi-tasking is
emulated.
Basic ROM routine A routine in the
Basic ROM. Basic is written entirely in
machine code, so routines in the Basic
ROM can be used by other machine code
programs.

BRKV A vector through which control is
passed when anerroroccurs.
context switching Switching between
different tasks soquickly that it seems asif
they are executed at the same time,
event A kind of interrupt, issued by the
operating system.
EVENTV A vector through which con
trol is passed by the MOS if it wants to
generate an event.

interrupt A signal by a device to the
processor. On the BBC micro it can be
intercepted by the user.
interval timer Crossing zero event: an
event that is issued when the interval

timer, a five-byte clock, reaches zero.
multi-taskingWhen a processor executes
more thanoneprogram ata time.
operating system (or OS or MOS) the
firmware that has overall control of the

computer.

OSWRCH A routine in the operating
system thatprints a character,
stack (6502 stack) an area of memory
(page one) onto which the 6502 processor
pushes/pulls data.
stack pointer A register in the 6502 that
determines where on the stack data should
be pushed/pulled.
trace flag A byte in zero page (&20). If
this contains a non-zero value, Basic will
print line numbers while a program is
running.
VDU status Given by a bytein zero-page
(&D0) which contains information about
thedisplay, theprinter, etc.
vector A two-byte location that contains
an address to which a machine code

program can jump.
workspace An area of memory used by a
machine code program to store data.

code% Start of machine code

workspace% Start ofworkspace forcode
sum% Checksum, as it is calculated

Reals
basic Version of Basic

brkv Contents of brkv, &2002,3
buffer OSCLIstringbuffer
checksum Checksum, as it should be

MULTI-TASKING

clock Start address of data for interval

timer

cont Basic ROM routine address

eventnr Number of the event to be

intercepted
osbyte Address of operating system
routine

oscli Address of operating system routine
osword Address of operating system
routine

oswrch Address of operating system
routine

pass Pass through assembly
schlin Basic ROM routine address

stl Low byte of address in Basic ROM at
which an instruction calls the 'print trace-
line number' routine after a GOTO in

struction

st2 Low byte of address in Basic ROM at
which an instruction calls oswrch to print
a'[' when TRACE is on
st3 Highbyteof thisaddress

Main assembler labels
event Entered if interval timer crossing
zero event has occured. Sets trace flag
(&20)
trace Entered if OSWRCH is called

through WRCHV
ok Entered ifa '[' isprinted
ok3 Entered if the '[' was printed by Basic
'print trace-line number' routine. Stores
Basic pointers, checks if previous instruc
tion was FOR and ifso,gives control back
to Basic.

no-for Otherwise no-for is entered. Pulls

three bytes from stack unless previous
instruction was GOTO

gotoStores vdu and cursor information
loopl Stores 6502 stack and calculates new
task line address

over Puts this address into right locations
for Basic ROM routine 'schlin' and calls

it. Gives error if line doesn't exist

right Entered otherwise. Adapts addres
ses from 'schlin' for use by 'cont' and then
calls it

eventson Enables background tasks by
setting up WRCHV, EVENTV and
BRKV and enabling interval timer cros
sing zero event
eventsoff Disables background taks. Re
sets WRCHV, switches event and trace
flag off
return Called at the end of a background
task. Restores saved information and Basic

pointers and then gives control back to
Basic

check-for Checks if previous instruction
executed was FOR. If so, carry isset
clock2 Contains data for interval timer
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DABHAND

Brace's bumper
bundle

This amazing five-item offer is a must for those interested in
machine code programming. Normally costing £38.75, we are
offering this excellent package to you for the special price of
only £14.95. Included are:
• BBC Micro Assembly Language by Bruce Smith - asuperb
200 page introduction
• Accompanying disc containing 60 programs
• Bruce Smith's BBC Micro Assembler Workshop - an
advanced book containing many useful utilities.
• Accompanying disc with another 30 programs
• Fingerprint - a brand new, powerful 6502 machine code
monitor/disassembler/memory editor.
Further details are available from the address below.

Please send me:

Bumper bundle(s)
(£21 discount)

Complete bumper bundle(s) at £14.95 (£24 discount)
I enclose a sterling cheque/PO payable to DABS PRESS for
£ (Outside UK add £2 p&p. Free p&p in UK).

NAME

without Fingerprint at £9.95

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

SIGNED DATE

Send with your remittance to Assembly Offer, Acorn User Merchandising,
Redwood Publishing Ltd, 141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.
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M0S GUIDE

Guide to Master
operating system

This new book from Acorn expert David Atherton, is the
definitive reference work for programmers of the BBC model
B+, Master 128, and Compact computers. It also contains
much a considerable amount of useful material for BBC
model B and Electron users.

It covers all features of the Acorn MOS including 65C12
opcodes (including Rockwell additions), all new system calls
and previously unpublished filing system notes.

The book is liberally sprinkled with program listings,
which are available on disc. The Programs Disc also contains
some extra utilities.

Please send me:

copies of Master Operating System: A Dabhand Guide
at £12.95 each.

copies of book and 5.2-inch disc at £16.95 (£1.00
discount).

copies of book and 3.5/inch disc at £17.95 (£2.00
discount).
I enclose a sterling cheque/PO payable to DABS PRESS for
£ (Outside UK add £2 p&p. Free p&p in UK).

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

SIGNED DATE

Send this coupon with your remittance to MOS Offer, Acorn User, Redwood
Publishing Ltd, 141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.
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COMPETITION
TAKE FIVE

Arrange tenof thesewords correctly in a square to form five words vertically
and horizontally, and you could win Computer Concepts' spelling checker, SpellMaster

Graham Bell

ALIKE ABATE ABASE ABELE ABIDE ABODE ABOVE ABUSE ACUTE ADAGE AFORE
AGATE AGAPE AGILE ALIVE ALONE AMAZE AMINE AMUSE ANISE ANIMA ANODE
APACE ARISE ARENA ARETE AROSE ATONE AWAKE AWARE AWOKE AZURE
BABEL BACON BAKER BARON BASAL BASIS BASIL BASIN BEBOP BEFIT BEFOG
BEGAN BEGET BEGIN BEGOT BEGUN BELAY BELOW BERET BESET BESOM BETEL
BIDET BOGEY BOGUS BORER BORIC BORAX BORON BOSOM BOWEL BOXER
CABAL CABIN CADET CALIF CANAL CANON CAPER CARAT CARET CAROB CAROL
CEDAR CETIC CIDER CIVIC CIVIL CODEX CONIC CONEY CORAL COVEN COVER
COVEY COVET CUBIC CUBIT CUMIN DATUM DAVIT DEBAG DEBAR DEBIT DEBUG
DECAY DEFER DELAY DENIM DEPOT DETER DINER DIVAN DIVER DOMED DORIC
DOWER DUCAL DUCAT ELATE ELIDE ELITE ELOPE ELUDE ENEMA ERASE ERODE
EVOKE EXILE EXUDE FIVES FACET FARAD FATAL FELON FEVER FINAL FIVER
FIXED FOCAL GAMUT GELID GOFER GULES HAVIT HAVEN HAVER HAZEL HELIX
HERON HILUM HOCUM HOLEY HONEY HOVER HOVEL HUMAN HUMUS IMAGE
INATE INURE INANE IRATE JAKES JAPAN JEWEL JUROR KAPOK KAPUT KAYAK
LADEN LAGER LAPEL LASER LATIN LEGAL LEMON LEMUR LEPER LEVER LEVEL
LILAC LIMIT LIVEN LIVER LIVID LOCUM LOTUS LOVER LOWER LOYAL LUMEN
LUNAR LUPIN MADAM MAGIC MASON MATER MAXIM MAYOR MEDAL MELON
MERIT METAL METER MIMIC MINUS MODUS MONEY MORAL MORES MORON
MOTIF MOVER MUCUS NAKED NASAL NATAL NAVAL' NAVEL NEVER NEWEL
NODUS NOMAD NOVEL OBESE OGIVE OKAPI OLIVE OMEGA OPERA OPINE ORATE
OVATE OXIDE OZONE PANEL PAPAL PEDAL PETAL PEWIT PIVOT POKER POSIT
POWER PUPIL RURAL RABID RADAR RADIX RADON RAPID RAVEN RAZOR
REBEL RECAP REFER REFIT RELIC RELAY REMIT RENEW REPAY REPEL RESET
RESIN REVEL RIDER RIPEN RISER RIVAL RIVEN RIVER ROMAN ROBIN ROBOT
ROSIN ROVER ROWAN ROYAL RULER RUNIC SALAD SALIX SALON SATAN SATIN
SAVER SAVOY SERUM SEVEN SEVER SEWER SINEW SINUS SITED SITAR SOBER
SOLAR SOLID SONAR SOWER SUGAR SUPER TABOR TAKEN TAPER TAXIS TELEX
TENOR TENET TENON TEPID TIDAL TIGER TONAL TONIC TOPIC TOPAZ TORUS
TOTAL TOTEM TOWER TOWEL TOXIN TUBER TUDOR TULIP TUTOR UNITE URINE
VALET VALID VAPID VENAL VENOM VENUS VIRUS VIVID VIXEN VOCAL VOTER
VOWEL WIVES WADER WAFER WAGER WAKEN WAVED WAVER WIDEN WIDER
WIDOW WOMAN WOMEN WOKEN WOVEN XENON YODEL YOKEL ZONAL ZONES

Printed above is a large selection of five-
letter words. Representing a vowel as V
and a consonant as C, some are arranged
VCVCV, some as CVCVC. Five of these
words can be arranged horizontally in a
five by five square so that five of the other
words are formed vertically as well, and so
that the vowels and consonants lie in the

following pattern:

CVCVC
VCVCV
CVCVC
VCVCV
CVCVC

Each of the five horizontal words and five

vertical words in the square should be
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different. There are two correct answers;

either will do.

The prizes this month are two copies of
Computer Concepts' new SpellMaster
ROM, reviewed by Bruce Smith in last
month's Acorn User. This spelling checker
has a 60,000 word dictionary held on the
ROM itself. It can check your word-
processed text at the press of a single
button, and is much faster than disc-based
spelling programs. In fact, it's fast enough
to check your spelling as you type words
in! SpellMaster is compatible with Word-
wise, Word-wise Plus, InterWord and, of
course, View. Special new dictionaries of
your own words can be created in side
ways RAM, and these will be checked

along with the main dictionary. The cross
word option would be ideal for solving a
competition like this!

Send your answers and thecoupon at the
bottom of the page to: August Competi
tion, Acorn User, Redwood Publishing,
141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF,
to arrive not later than August 24. Don't
forget to attach the coupon below to your
entry, for without these we can't accept
them. The first correct answers opened
then will receive the prizes. The editor's
decision is final.

ACORN USER
COMPETITION

AUGUST
J
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Spellmaster contains 59,536 separate English words
stored in 131,072 bytes in one chip

Compatible with all BBC
models
Works with INTER-WORD,
WORDWISE PLUS and
VIEW

Checksspelling at up to
10,000 words per minute.
Checks text as it is entered



SPELL-MASTER ROM
This is the first completely ROM based spelling
checker in the world. As a result it out-performs
all known spelling checkers on this machine or
any other micro-computer. The single 128K
EPROM contains over 59,000 separate words and
22K of program.

Compatible with all
BBC Micros
Special switching techniques ensure that the
128K ROM appears to the machine as one single
16K ROM - this guarantees that it is completely
compatible with the ROM sockets in all versions
of the BBC Micro- computer.

Compatible with all the
major word processors
SPELL-MASTER has been designed to fully
integrate with the most popular word processors
on the BBC. WORDWISE and WORDWISE PLUS.
VIEW and of course INTER-WORD. While editing
in these word processors all that is necessary to
control SPELL-MASTER is to press one CTRL
key (Usually CTRL-J). This causes a menu to
appear listing a variety of options such as 'Check
entire text'. 'Check word at cursor'. 'Continuous
check - on/off etc. Text is checked directly in
memory while in the word processor. There are
even short-cuts to the menu, for example,
pressing CTRL-V in any of the above word
processors will start checking the text
immediately from the current cursor position.
Compare this with the process of checking text
in the most highly rated competitive product -
VIEWSPELL.

VIEWSPELL SPELL-MASTER

•Save text from
word processor.

•Enter spelling
checker.

•Load text into
spelling checker.

•Check the text.
•Go back to word
processor.

•Load marked text,
•...finally, make
corrections.

•Press CTRL-V

• make corrections.

Check entire text
In a word processor. SPELL-MASTER can check
at up to 10.000 words per minute. Whenever a
word is indicated as misspelt the user is given
three simple choices. Replace the word with
another selected from the dictionary, ignore the
word altogether or add it to a user dictionary.

Check as you type
Because the dictionary is ROM based it is
possible to check words as they are typed. This
feature works with all the above named word
processors and does not slow the operation of
the word processor at all. Whenever an

incorrect word is entered the computer will
bleep; the word may then be corrected or simply
ignored.

User Dictionaries
SPELL-MASTER supports extensions to the
main dictionary in sideways RAM or ROM. This
has the advantage that there is no speed
degradation when checking against user
dictionaries, since there are no disc accesses
required at all. Once a word is added to a user
dictionary it is treated as if it is present in the
main dictionary.

SPELL-MASTER can support a number of
separate dictionaries at once, each sideways
RAM or ROM holding up to 3000 additional
words. Once a dictionary has been created it can
be 'burned' into an EPROM to form a permanent
extension to the main dictionary.

Provision is made for editing any dictionary
extension, for adding or deleting words in bulk,
and directly loading or saving user dictionaries
from or to sideways RAM.

Additional star
commands
These can be issued from any language ROM
such as spreadsheets or BASIC (they can even
be included into BASIC programs). Some of the 8
commands are:

♦CROSSWORD - Will search the entire dictionary
for words that exactly fit the search pattern. For
example *CROSS. ##M#U#ER would list
ARMOURER. COMMUTER. COMPUTER. It takes
about 8 seconds to check against all 59.000
words.

*ANAGRAM - Will list all the words in the
dictionary that contain the same letters as those
specified.

*FDZZY - Will list all words that sound
something like the one you are searching for. If
you are not sure of the spelling of a word then
entering the approximate spelling here will
generally list the word you are looking for.

[Price; £59.00 incl. |

Upgrades
Owners of the older two chip versions of SPELL
MASTER can upgrade to the single chip version
for £25.00. However this new version is
functionally equivalent and so it should not be
necessary to upgrade.

2nd processors
Due to its unique design SPELL-MASTER will not
work with word processors running on the 6502
2nd processor, although there are facilities
provided for checking long text files.

<e
VISA Computer Concepts

Gaddesden Place, HemelHempstead, Herts HP2 6EX Telephone: (0442) 63933



WHY
buy time switches,

a burglar alarm,

and enough wiring

to make it all happen?

With Red Boxes home
automation becomes a reality at
last. Programmed simply and
easily via your micro*,Red.Boxes
use themains wiringofyour
home tosendsignals which will
control any appliancepowered by
a standard 13amp socket. That
givesyou control overyour home
environment —without wires
trailing all over theplace.

Home automation with Red
Boxes also provides a
sophisticatedsecurity system. At
one level, it is an efficient burglar
alarm which can detect, and
announce an intruder. At another

level,you can make yourhouse
appearfull oflife when nobody's
at home,

simply byprogramming
lights, television and radio to
operate in yourabsence.

And ifyou have two micros,
with Red Boxesyou 'vegota local
area networkas well. It. 'sa system
thatexpands withyourneeds—
and your imagination in home
automation applications.

Most remarkable ofall, the
Red Boxes startersystem costs
only£129. And additional Red.
Boxescostjust £34.95. Getyours
now, byclipping thecoupon.
Credit card holders can call 0480
87464.

*TheRedBoxessystemwill
workoffan Amstrad, BBCMicro,
Commodore 64, IBMPCor
Spectrum 48k/128k.

To: Electronic Fulfilment Services, Chesterton Mill,
French's Road, Cambridge CB4 3NP.
• Please send me further Also include:

details ofthe Red Boxes
system.

• Please send me a Red
Box startersystem at
£133
(including £4 p&p).

My computer is a:
• Amstrad

O BBC Micro

D Commodore 64

D IBM PC

UPC Compatible
U Spectrum 48kl128k
Name

Address

.. .project manuals at £9.95

... additional Red One control boxes at
£36.95 each (including£2p&p).

... additional Red Two infra red sensors
at £36.95 each (including £2p&p).

• / enclose my eheque for a total of£
made payable to General Information
Systems Ltd., Readers'Account.

• Please churge a total of£ to my
Access/American Express card.

Account number

Signature

.Postcode.

For credit card orders or furl her informa lion, call 0480 87464.

Red Boxes provide a

home automation and

security system that...

WORKS OFF YOUR MICRO

Announces an intruder

Starts the washing machine

NEEDS NO SPECIAL WIRING

Discourages the would-be burglar

Tells you when the baby's crying

IS SIMPLE TO INSTALL AND USE

Switches on the electric blanket

Wakesyou for Breakfast Time

DOESN'T TIE UP YOUR COMPUTER

Turns on the dishwasher

Controls your heating

IS EASY TO PROGRAM

Turns on the light when you walk in

Puts the kettle on

GIVES YOU A NETWORKING FACILITY

Switches on Crossroads

Switches offCrossroads

AND COSTS JUST £129



ACORHSSFTACOMSOFIBBC &ELECTRON

AMAZING OFFERSI

VIEW ROM

(Word Processor)
VIEWSHEET ROM

(Spread Sheet)
ACORN PLUS 1

NOW IN STOCK!

£14.95
S2Qr9S\
£14.95

£49.95

£££ SAVE £££
[ELECTRON COMPUTERS

+ POWER SUPPLY
IN STOCK NOW!

3 Months Warranty
Only £59.95

Acorn Electron
Power Supply £9.95

Scoop Purchase

Sentence Sequence*
Word Sequence
Snapper
Boxer

Talk Back*

Workshop*

PACK1
PLUS1

VIEW

VIEWSHEET

OFFER
PRICE

£49.95

£14.95
£14.95

.£79t85

£69.95

£&89

£&£»

£&99

£SA9

-£&9»

Watch YourWeight* £&99

Theatre Quiz* -£6£9

Desk Diary* -£fe99

Business Games* £&99-

Graphs and Charts* •£639-

PACK 2
ELECTRON COMPUTER £59.951
PLUS1 £49.95
VIEW £14.95

OFFER -£42*«5
PRICE £99.95

Tree of Knowledge
Electron Invaders

Felix & Fruit Monsters
Frenzy
Chess

Danger UXB

&35

£245

£7.95

VOLTMACE
Twin Joysticks for

use with Plus 1 or BBC
£4-9^5 £14.95

EDUCATION SPECIALS
linkword German J^4^S Maths'O'Level £M^S
Linkword Spanish £M^5" Maths'0'Level II i^«^
Linkword Italian .fci-fcfS' Biology 5M*&
IDO SXtGS English j^«S

ANY 2 FOR £3.95 --

SELECT ANY FIVE FOR ONLY £795* ELECTRON ONLY -bbc compatible
Recent releases at Special Prices

3 GAMES WERE £*9t95
NOW ONLY £14.95

ROM 1 Stock-Car,
Cybertron Mission, Bumblebee

ROM 2 Killer Gorilla,
The Mine, Positron

ROM 3 Felix In The Factory,
Electron Invaders, Chess

New - IMOGEN
BBC only cassette £7.95
5.25" disc £8.95
Compact 3.5" £10.95

Superior Collection 1,2 & 3 BBC/Ele
Beau Jollys"Computer Hits BBC/Ele
Five Star II BBC/Ele

Repton III BBC/Ele
Grand Prix Cons BBC

Oxbridge BBC/Ele
Cholo BBC Disc

Firetrack BBC

-fcfc9S-

SXHKT

SA9T

Magic Sword £*r9fr
Dennis Through The Looking Glasr. JE6.1W
Classic Adventures £*t9fr
Giroscopc £G.S5*
Bandits at 3 O'Clock ££JX?
Escape from Moon Base Alpha S^hVS"
Ghouls £1.95
Stock Car

BBC & ELECTRON ANY FIVE FORONLYE7.

Killer Gorilla
Brian Jacks
Rubble Trouble

Swoop
Croaker
Bumble Bee
Positron

£S#T
Jfr9f

S2&T

ELECTRON LANGUAGES
Lisp Cassette -£fc95 E2.95
Turtle Graphics

Cassette _£fc95 E2.95
Forth Cassette -£735 E2.50

FIREBIRD (BBC ONLY)
Microcosm ,£*35 £1.25
Fatman Sam iZ&5 £1.25
Star Drifter _£*fl9~£1.25

ELECTRON ONLY

Cybertron Mission
Galactic Commander

Moonraider

Position

Jet Power Jack

£WKT

_£*«r

£3*r

95 ELECTRON ONLY

W.hiWUiMddllZM MICROPOWER MAGIC COMPILATIONS I & II
SCOOP PURCHASEIN THE CHARTS NOW 10 ORIGINAL HITS

- FANTASTIC VALUE
BBC B/B+/MASTER CASSETTE £^5- £5.95
BBC B/B+/MASTER 80T DISC £7*5 £5.95
BBC B/B+/MASTER 40T DISC £h95 £5.95
BBC COMPACT DISC £9*5 £7.95
ELECTRON CASSETTE &*9S £5.95

BBC ROM &CASSETTE

BBC+ DISC& ROM

BBC MASTER/B +DISC

8BC COMPAQ DISC

X1St95- £6.95
X+9r95 £7.95
£Z95 £5.95
£Z9S- £5.95

CASTLE QUEST model b
BBCB DISC

BBCB CASSETTE

£44^95- £5.95
-£+235" £5.95

LogoCartridge
ISOPascal Cartridge
LISPCartridge
Starship Command
Hopper Cartridge
Elkman ROM

Nl
ROM

CARTRIDGES

.£6935 £29.95

£2935 £9.95

£4435 £2.95

£4435 £2.95

£4935 £15.95

POWER PACK

7 great games by
Audiogenic BBC Cassette

was-£9795"

NOW ONLY £4.95

Electron Joystick Interface & Software /
£14.95

Quickshot II Joystick with microswitch
£12.95

Magic Mushroom
Me and My Micro (Bo
Electron Advanced
User Guide

es
2Z2EH

VISA

£.123$ £2.95

J&35 £2.95

\

SOFTWARE BARGAINS

Send SAE for

New BBC Compact
3.5" Software list V /

ACORN USER AUGUST I9S7

(a division of the micropower group)
Dept AY, 8/SA Regent St., Chapel Allerton, Leeds LS7 4PE

Tel (0532) 687735
(Answerphone w/e & eves)

PLEASE ADD 95p P&P
and make cheques

payable to Software Bargains
goods despatched

within 48 hours
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CENTEC-THE BEST DISKS AT
THE BEST PRICE!

5.25"COMPUTER DISKS - BULK PACKED
QTY SS48TPI SS 96TPI DS 48TPI DS 96TP1 DS 48C/R DS 96C/R

25 £10.99 £11.99 £11.99 £12.99 £14.99 £17.99
50 £19.99 £20.99 £20.99 £21.99 £27.99 £32.99
100 £36.99 £37.99 £37.99 £41,99 £45.99 £57.99
150 £52.99 £55.99 £55.99 £57.99 £63.99 £80.99
250 £85.99 £87.99 £87.99 £91.99 £103.99 £126.99
500 £167.99 £172.99 £172.99 £179.99 £202.99 £248.99

OR = COLOURED OR REVERSABLE DISKS - PLEASE STATE.
REVERSABLE DISKS HAVE TWO HOLES AND TWO NOTCHES !

ALL CENTECDISKSARE PACKED WITH A PROTECTIVE JACKET(ENVELOPE)AND
COME WITH A FULL USER SET, INCLUDING A LABEL AND A WRITE PROTECT
TAB. THE DISKS ARE MANUFACTURED TO TOP INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
AND HAVE A HUB RING FOR ADDED PROTECTION.

SPECIAL OFFERS
& BEST BUYS

STORAGE BOXES . . .

HOLDS 100 5.25" DISKS £9.95
HOLDS 90 3.5" DISKS £9.95

90 DOUBLE SIDED 3.5" & A BOX
£115.95
100 DOUBLE SIDED 5.25" & A BOX
£49.95
3.0 AMSOFI' CF2 DISKS

1+ £2.29 10+ £19.49 50+ £96.99

3.5" DISKS -
BULK PACKED

QTY SS 135 TPI DS 135 TPI

25 £29.95 £35.95
50 £55.95 £62.95
100 £105.95 £119.95
150 £149.95 £169.95
250 £239.95 £269.95
500 £459.95 £519.95

ALL DISKS ARE SUPPLIED WITH
FULL USER LABEL.

CENTEC ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

E3

UNIT 3

THE METRO CENTRE
BRIDGE ROAD
ORPINGTON

KENT

TEL: (0689) 61947/62103
REMEMBER-ALL PRICES INCLUDE VATANDDELIVER Y-NO EXTRA TO PAY!

CRASHPROO
Eleven and a half seconds

after your next disaster
£11.50 inc. VAT

will seem very cheap.
Stand 56

ACORN USER SHOW

AVON COMPUTERS
21 Cooper Road
Industrial Estate

Thornbury
Bristol, BS12 2UW
Tel: 0454 411873

SEE US AT STAND 73 ACORN USER SHOW

ARE ELECTRONICS
Open 800 ST ALBANS ROAD,
Mon-Thurs 9am - 5pm GARSTON, WATFORD.
Fri-Sat 9am-4pm HERTS. WD2 6NL Tel: 0923-672102

\

i
j nea
^ Plea

Designed to enable owners of CARE/Viglen BBC Model B Cartridges. To
now use them on the MASTER micros. The extender is able to take one 8K,
16K or 32K Eprom Cartridge. Including Inter-word.

CARE MASTER ROM CARTRIDGES:

Designed by CARE Electronics to Acorn Specifications. Capable of taking
upto 2 x 16KEproms. IncludingIfflrJflWiTflMcfiraiBflETafii. CARECartridges
ofter 3 options for maximum user taxability. Opt 1: Standard Cartridge: Opt 2:
Single Zif.Opt 3: Dual Zif.
CARE MASTER SMART CARTRIDGE:

Freeze Prog at any point and dump Screen to Disc/Printer. Copies
Protected programs. Tape-Disc, Disc-Tape, ASCI Dump and much
more.

Master Reference Manual 1
Master Reference Manual II
CARE Master ROM Extender
CARE BBC Model B Cartridges
CARE BBC Model B ZIF Cartridge
CARE LOW Profile System (The Original)
CARE Library Rack (Holds 6 Cartridges)
CARE Master ROM Cartridge
CARE Master single Zif Cartridge
CARE Master dual Zif Cartridge
CARE Master Smart Cartridge

Price Each = Ex VAT:
No VAT @£15.00
No VAT

For use with Disc Drives (Not old full height type)
Dual BBC Outlets
For use with most peripherals
Quad BBC Outlets

EaaaiSEaifflaEEBH
(For Master & Compact/Model B & B+)
Uses SRAM, Spare I/O, User Definable.
Rom Version
5.25" Disc Version

«. £15.00

(a £ 8.40
©£ 2.00
@E 7.00

<« £10.40
@£ 1.60
@£ 8.00
& £12.80
it, £17.00
(--£34.60

@ £30.00

@ £33.00

<.. £14.00
(.. £13.00

99% Of
, much

Inc VAT.
15.00c

15.00c
9.66c

2.30c
8.05c

11.96d
1.84c

9.20c
14.72c
19.55c
39.79c

34.50b

37.95b

16.10d
14.95d

GOVERNMENT& EDUCATION ORDERSWELCOME. HOW TO ORDER;• •hqdLEY ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS:
Allprices inclusive of VAT. By post. Enclose your cheque/P.O. made
payable to CARE Electronics. Or use your ACCESS/VISA.
Please allow 7 days for delivery.
Please add carriage, a = £10.35 b = £5.75 c = £1.15 d = £2.30

E3

COMPUTER CONCEPTS SOFTWARE:

Inter-Word The Word Processor
Spell-Master Ultimate Spelling Checker
Inter-Word &Spell-Master &Master Cartridge.
The Complete Word-processing package s (.-£99.80
EBJESBEEEa
Mastercopy(DFS-ADSF, ADSF-DFS, DFS-DFS, ADSF-ADSF)
Software on ROM or Disc please specify - @£13.00
DESFAX Teletext Emulator(The FAX system)
40 or 80track disc please specify i„£21.40

EaasaBHjaBaEa
Centronics to Centronics 1,5mt @£11.00
Disc Drive Data (Single) 1.2mt @£ 6.00
Disc Drive Data (Dual) 1.5mt<«.£ 8.00
Disc Drive Power (Single) 1.2mt @£ 3.00
Disc Drive Power (Dual) 1.5mt ... £ 5.00
Printer (BBC to Centronic) Imti.. £ 6.00
Printer (BBCto Centronic) 1.5mt @£ 7.00
RGB 6-7 pin DIN (Hitachi) 1.2mt <•• £ 6.20
RGB 6-7 pin DIN(Ferguson) 1.2mt @£ 6.20
RGB 6 pin to SCART (Euro) 1.2mt @£ 8.20
User Port Extension Skt to Plug 5mt... £ 9.00
Printer Extension Skt to Plug imt <..• £ 10.20
IMZBus Extension Skt to Plug 3mtc.£ 10.40
Many other cables available.
BSBBIIEBOEIia

Ex VAT:

... £48.80

... £51.30

Inc VAT

56.12c
58.88c

114.77d

12.65c
6.90c

9.20c
3.45c

5.75c
6.90c
8.05c

7.13c
7.13c
9.43c

10.35c
11.73c
11.96c

1 MICRO INTO 2 PRINTERS 1 PRINTER INTO 2 MICROS

BBC Printer 2 to 1 (Inc Lead)
BBC Printer 6 to 1
Centronics 2 to 1 (Inc Lead)
Centronics 4 to 1 (Inc Lead)
Printer 2 to 2 'CPX2 Fully Buffered'
User Port 2 Way &Off Posn (Inc Lead)
User Port 6 Way & Off Posn (Inc Lead)
RGB Switcher 2 to 1
RS423 2 to 1

Teletex Adaptor ATS Software on ROM
Eprom Programmer Software on ROM
Care Deluxe Eprom Programmer capable of programming
CMos &Standard Eproms 2716, 2732, 2764, 27138 & 27256
Software on ROM (« £ 33.00

... £ 30.00 34.50d
@£ 71.00 81.65d
... £ 33.00 37.95d

@£ 70.00 80.50d
... £ 60.60 69.69b

o, £ 33.00 37.95d
c. £ 72.00 82.80d
@£ 20.20 23.23d
@£ 20.20 23.23d

... £106.00 121.90d

@£ 30.00 34.50d

i
i
i
i
t
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•ARTROOM-the
hast there is.-

UserAcorn
Feb '87

ARTROOM is the
software for you.
A&B Ja" 87

BETA-BASE&
m 5.25 inch Pise C34 3.5 inch Di$c
fair. !t°tSe(r^°nSiS,S °f Be,Q-Bose',he numb*r °ne

extend,^0' ^"'̂ o' °nd 6e,Q-Base U,i,i,ies wh'̂extends fhe power of Beta-Base.

The main feature of Befa-Base is its ease of use which is
achieved without sacrificing the power and flexibility required
for fhe efficient manipulation of up to 65,000 records

The Beta-Base Utilities provide seven new utilities. There are more 'Mb use Bate B»«. «., i -
powerful versions of Search and Sort and there is also aS ft W^B^rf"^
Merge program which creates perfectly formatted letters M,CR0 USER-
containing data from your files. 'Rated best value for

money'-ACORN USER Dec l

/hen ordering pleojeAfote the following: 7
'Machine : / N:B, if ordering/for a Master or

Disc size (5.25, 3.5y Compact pjeojf state OFS or ADFS.
Disc format {40 orJO) The ArtfROQMfpocic Is fo^the Master
0F5 version /; , or Compart only but ail other>... ,

. software is available for ctrmachines j

f3051/* '^ DlM t £DITOR and 22 fonts.

2?^^^8KSESaWSSfi both pep***aHUjh Quality is&not the endo the sto ^ ^ be believed.
dnd iustlfied text ou P (nterword Mwi OFRCE „and
FONTWISE+ is compatible with WORDWIbt.
EDWORD II es'_ACORN USER Sept '86
•FONTWISE is better than many NLQ f™ ge pHi. the current fonts or create

Ask for a sample printout

J

* B June '87
« marketed by nit. •

1

l?
-

UTILITIES PACK
SAVE UP TO £30

's freehand.

£50 5V4 inch disc £60 ROM
£54 3V2 inch disc

&S2t?off^^
and includes a disassembler ohU 3 f*^the who,e BBC range
Shadow memory. sSSSSSSStSSSIS!^ ^ RFS' mem"^
you to the furthest reachesTof>our machfneiT^ ^MROD will take
go where no ROM has gone before? 6nable you to bold'y
Vin ingenious collection of utilities...' BEEBUG Oct '86
worth its weight in gold.' A&BJa„ <87 86

library and demonstrations ^alsosu'ppH^0^ Pr°CeSSOr- Ama«°
"Full marks for an excellent product.'-BEEBUG JUNE 1986
is^^li^:^^^^offer. Its mam feature
as if dealing with text in awordprocessor t52! USer to edit aPro°ramdebated to making life **£taS&g£%^a^'^

-MICRO USER August 85

ForBROM+ add £25 on ROM,
^for 5.25 inch disc nr £gg for 3.5 inch disc

JM
$upmler$ of top
quality software
for m@ range of
Acorn Computers

^JJDONT fORGIT, YOU CAN ORKR WITH ACCESS CARD TOO!
//

98 Middlewlfh Rd Northwkh
Cheshire CW9 7DA Telt 0606 48511



A UOW COST DISC BASED

PROFESSIONAL

ACCOUNTING PROGRAM

For The BBC Computer

Micro-Trader

INTEGRATED SALES PURCHASE AND NOMINAL LEDGERS

Designed tor business use by a business man. " Micro-Trader " Sales

and Purchase Ledger Transactions are updated to the Nominal Ledger.

" Micro-Trader " otters lull Sales and Purchase Ledger facilities including

SALES INVOICE and STATEMENT PRINTING with a capacity ot 450

accounts and 3000 transactions per month in each Ledger.

Normal Income. Expenditure. Assets. Liabilities & Journal Posting in the

Nominal Ledger with lull Reporting tor individual accounts, Audit Trail, Trial

Balance, Prolit a Loss and Balance Sheet.

"MICRO-STOCK"

Stock Control program, fully integrated with

"Micro-Trader". 4000 Stock Items with user

defined Codes. Invoice and Credit Notes and

Cash Sales routine. Full Stock Held Reports.

£75.OO + V.A.T.

MEW "MICRO-MAILER"
A Mailmerge program, fully integrated with

"MICRO-TRADER" With a user Database.

£30.OO + V.A.T.

PHONE TODAY FOR A FREE FACT SHEET

mEADOU) COmPUTERS
11. LONDON STREET. WHITCHURCH. HAMPSHIRE, RG28 7LH

Telephone: Whitchurch (025682) 2008

SHADES OF ORANGE, GREY,
BROWN AND PINK

ONYOURCOMPUTER

The SPX system gives you:
A choice of 4096 colours

16 non-flashing colours in mode 2
Works in all modes (even mode 7)
Easy to fit— requires no soldering

Software on ROM, 10 new star commands
Can be driven from VDU19 . . .

Complex flashing colours
Can be used with ART PACKAGES,
GAMES, VIDEO DIGITIZERS etc.

SPX requires an RGB monitor
Model B version £54.95 +vat

Enhanced Master £59.95 +vat
version

Saturn Computers
1/12 Avenue Road

DARLASTON

West Midlands WS10 8AR

or phone 021-526 6216 for details

COMING SOON: Palette switching system for the
Master SPX giving 8 colours on a mode 0 or 3 screen.

no

RAM MODULES
TAPE, DISC & NETWORK systems
* Plugs into any ROM socket, no soldering
* 32k occupies two sockets (2x16k banks)
* Easy-tit small size 35x18x14mm fully encased
* ATPL versions available - adds extra 16/32k
* Software includes full Load'Save/List ROMs

15k Printer buffer, Network easy-loader,
view drive generator. Full documentation.

16K £16.95
32K £25.95

PRINTER SWITCH BOXES
* Complete with all cables & connectors
* Robust plastic case, 100 x50x20mm
* Selection by colour indicator button
* Printed circuit board construction
* Ready to use just plug in

PS1 2 BBCS TO 1 PRINTER £31.50
PS2 1 BBC TO 2 PRINTERS £31.50

MM

* Quality modern style plastic case in beige/brown, size 205x145x40mm
* Selection by push switches fitted

with colour change indicator buttons
* Data buffers fitted to the 3.7m

cables for reliable data transfer.

The cables on the PS3 box are
1x3.7m+2x1.7m

* Complete and ready to use - just plug in

PS3 3 BBC'S TO 1 PRINTER £59.50
PS4 4 BBC's TO 1 PRINTER £69.50
(Please add £2 for each BBCCompact)

17
M

Free P&P Send Cheques /PO/Official Orders to:
TERRELL ELECTRONICS, 7B Essex Gardens,
Homchurch, Essex RM11 3EH. Tel: (04024) 71426

Prices Exclude VAT EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS

TubeUnK
EXROM : The Extension ROM

Tubelink's EXROM effectively doubles the size of the
BBC's operating system by emulating many of the
features that until now were only available to Master
owners, in addition to which, EXROM offers...
1Extended Osbyte/Osword calls •
•Sideways ROM save/load
1Tubeswitching on/off commands
- Extended Hi-BASIC environment

1Model B,B+, Master compatible

£9.95 on 40/80 track disc

Filing system utilities
UNPLUG/'INSERT ROMs
Tube memory Transfer
Full 65C02 disassembler

Suitable for DFS/ADFS/Net

£14.95 on 16k EPROM

UTILRAM: The Utility RAM
At last full emulation of the Master's configuration and
Real-Time clock system is available for Model B and
B+ owners using Tubelink's UtilityRAM. Supplied on
40/80 track disc for loading into sideways RAM.
Excellent value at just £9.95.

• Choosestart-up mode, drive speed, language ROM, etc
• Set-up screeninterlace and DFS/ADFS preferences
• Extended Printer Buffer (upto 63k) and Epsonscreen dump
• Constantly updated Real-Time clock andcalendar
• Compatible with BBC Micro models B,B+ 64k, and B+ 128k

Postage FREE on all items. FREE catalogue on request. If
ordering EXROM, please state which version of Hi-BASIC you
use, ifany. Dealer enquiries welcome. See us at Stand 12,
1987 Acorn User Exhibition. Orders/enquiries to:

Tubelink, PO Box 641, LONDON NW9 8TF

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987



•PRESTEL is the trademark of

British Telecommunications Pic and Prestel

FREE Electronic Mail . . . International

Telex ... 10 National Chatlines (Interactive
Bulletin Boards). . . 70,000 users across the
UK . . . Teleshopping . . . Multi-User
Interactive Strategy Games

PLUS free link Telecom Gold.

Instant computer news . . . Hardware and

software reviews . . . Technical features . . .

Hints and tips . . . On-line business advice

and features

FREE and discounted quality software to
download direct to your micro-24 hours a

day

300,000 pages of information on the huge

Prestel database

- rjte*****00 To: Micronet 800, 8 Herbal Hill, London EC1

Please send me a brochure on Micronet 800

Micronet 800

8 Herbal Hill, London EC1R 5EJ
Telephone: 01-278 3143

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987

Name.

Address_

Age.

.Telephone No.

. Micro

~l

AU8 J
111



High quality programs for BBC B, B+ and Master which
immeasurably increase the practical powerof your computer
in home, education and laboratory.

Overlay Basic
At lost, an effective, tofcilly transparent over/ay system for BBC BASIC which /s simplicity

itself touse. You need never again run out ofmemory when programming and you can
easily incorporate your favourite procedures in programs time and time again Overlay BASIC
offers a series ofnew BASIC commands enabling you to create alibrary ofsubroutines. These
subroutines will beautomatically called mfrom disk*, used and 'forgotten' whenever referred
toby your program. Aprogram which once occupied 64K
RAM may now only need 5K. Run-time facility enables you
todistribute programs witli overlays ondisks winch work
without a chip.
... oneof those neat ideas whose simplicity ofusehides a
major problem-busier. .. has opened up anew age (or
the keen programmer... a touch ofgenius

Tubelink

ROM +disk + documentation £29.95 inc VAT ana postage

pyorhaid

SoftOscilloscope
A powerful emulation ofthestorage oscilloscope enabling fast real-time collection and

analysis ofdata (rom many sources. You can input data atup to100 Hz through the
games paddle port. SoftOsalloscope isalso configured torun with Umlab. Griffin and George,
Philip Harris. Oasis and 3DA/D converters. Ifyou purchase we Professional version, you can
configure it torun with other converters. With more sophisticated converters,
SoffOscilloscope con process dataat upto50,000 Hz. To exploit all thefeatures of
SoftOscilloscope. a printed circuit board isprovided free toeachpurchaser, enabling
construction ofasophisticated A'O converter at negligible cost
SoftOscilloscope isfully menu-driven and has features comparable toinstruments costing
many hundreds ofpounds. Itcan beused for professional data processing encountered in
biological research (nerve potentials, etc.), engineering, etc.

Education version: ROM + disk + manual £49.95 inc. VAT &postage
Professional version: extra features plus open access for customising toyour own needs

2ROMs +2manuals +3disks £199inc. VAT &postage.

SoftServo
Control uptoeight electro-mechaivcal servo motors with this easy-to-use package—needs

nohardware interface. Servos are cheap and freely available sonow you can complete
the cybernetic feedback loop. Control equipment, create robots or just switch on thelights
when itgets dark. Manual and demo disk incorporate lots ofpractical ideas.

ROM + disk + manual £49.95inc. VAT &postage

SoftChart
Use your Epson-compatible printer toproduce multi-channel continuous graphical output

from your computer. Gives betterresolution and speed thanscreen-dumping—the print-
head follows your signal anddoes not sweep from side toside. Use *CHART command from
BASIC programs toplot dataoruse theSoftChart Recorder program supplied, toemulate a
four-channel chart recorder. Tick marks and labelling possible.

ROM + disk + manual £49.95inc. VAT &postage
Payment from individuals must accompany order, and may bemade by:

1, Cheque: made outto 'Elsevier' in pounds sterling.
2. Credit card weacceptAmEx, Visa andAccess. Please give cardnumber, expiry date,

issuing bank (ifappropriate), the cardholder's name and address and signature.
Institutional purchase orders acceptable.

Elseuier BIDSDFT
68 Hills Road, Cambridge, CB2 ILA, UK

Telephone: 0223-68622 Telex 81623

[12

SUMMER SALE

PLEASE READ THIS
WHOLESALE PRICES TO YOU THE USER

BUY 5.25" DISKS

Plain label by leading manufacturers, i.e. R.P.S., Wabash etc.
25 50 100 200 500

£10 00 £1900 £35.00 £68.00 £164.00.
£10 50 £20.00 £38.00 £74.00 £174.00
£1100 £21.00 £40.00 £78.00 £190.00
£11.50 £22.00 £42.00 £82.00 £200.00

All above inc. envelopes, labels sets and hub rings
UK MADE Library cases bought with above on\y £0.95p EACH

Special Offer:
Buy 100 SS/DD 48TPI Disks without envelopes for

ONLY £33.00

SS/SD 48TPI
SS/DD 48TPI
DS/DD 48TPI
DS/DD 96TPI

10
£17.00

ZVf DS/DD DISKS
Plain label.

20
£32.00

Made in Japan
50 100

£72.00 £138.00
200

£2/0.00

LOCKABLE DISC BOXES AND LIBRARY CASES
5W 10 Capacity REF. VIS 10 Library Case £ 1.30
5W 50 Capacity REF. YA50L £ 7.50
SW 100 Capacity REF. YA100L £10.00
3'/2" 10 Capacity REF. MCS10 £1.30
3'/2" 40 Capacity REF. YA40L £ 8.50

SPECIAL OFFERS

• EXCEPTIONAL VALUE •

25 5.25" OS-DD DISKS
PLUS

100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX

for ONLY £18.75

OR
50 5.25" DS-DD DISKS

PLUS
100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX

for ONLY £30.75

20 3VT DS-DD DISKS
PLUS

40 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX

for ONLY £36.00

OR

50 3VT DS-DD DISKS
PLUS

90 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX

FOR ONLY £78.00

Disc lor qty.
10% for 3+

20% for 6+

25% for 12+

REMEMBER THE PRICES YOU SEE IS ALL
YOU PAY. THEY INCL. VAT & CARRIAGE

CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO:

Manor Court Supplies Ltd

"c
DEPT. AU GLEN CELYN HOUSE, PENYBONT,

LLANDRINDOD WELLS, POWYS LD1 5SY
Telephone: 0597 87784/0597 87792

ORDERS ACCEPTED FROM EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT DEPTS.
DEADER INQUIRIES INVITED

SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES PLEASE CONTACT OUR AGENT
FOR PRICES

MAGNUM DATA. PO BOX 627. N-5001 BERGEN, NORWAY.

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987



YELLOW PAGES
1 N D E X / C 0 M P A T I B I L I T Y

Entering listings
To make the task of entering listings easier,
Acorn User has adopted several standards
in the yellow pages. Programs are listed
with line numbers in increments of 10, so
type AUTO <Return> for automatic line
numbering before you start. Before you list
what you've entered, type LISTO 1
<Return> to provide spaces after the line
numbers. Programs in the yellow pages are
often listed to a width of 40 characters, so
type MODE 6 <Return> before youstart.
Comparing the line-endings of your listing
with the yellow pages will help you spot
extra or missing characters.

To make sure that theprogram you want
to enter will work on your particular
machine, check the index below. All the
listings work with Basic 1, 2 and 4 (unless
stated otherwise) and with operating sys
tems OS1.2 or above. If a program is
accompanied by an article, please read the
article first. If special care is needed when
entering, we provide an easy-to-complete
'How To Enter' box.

Once you've typed in your program,
save it to tape or disc then test it by
running it. If you have a major problem
with a listing, ask someone to check it. If
you still have difficulties, you can also send
off for a list of Checksums which help you
find the errors. Send a large sae (26p
stamp) to A[/Checksums, PO Box 641,
London NW9 8TR

DAY TO DATE

116

Joe Telford presents a desktop calendar program
to add to his JOE utility

ONE LINERS

121

The ingenuity of these one-line programs is
incredible - as are the graphics they produce

INTERRUPTING BASIC

124

Make your BBC a multi-tasking micro with
the suite from Mark de Weger
DISCS AND TAPES BACK ISSUES

; .V. <

Jul y

SUN MON TUES

12

19

6

13

20

7

14

21

-•mm

All the listings on these pages can be found
on this month's listings disc or cassette. See
page 131 for details of how to order.

For help with entering and debugging
listings see the following back issues: April
'86, June '85, Aug '84, Sept '83.

Program

Acorn Forum

Listing 1

Listing2

Listing 4

Hints & lips

Listing 1

Listing 2,3

Joe's Jottings

Listing 1-.'!

Listing 4

Listing 5

One Liners

Listing 1,2,4-14

Listing 3
Interrupting Basic

Listing 1—f»

Business

Listing 1

Page BBC B B+/128

114

115

• 1

116

121

124

128

Listing 2,3 • •

Notes: 1. Listing 3 requires Wordwise Plus. 2. Requires View.

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987

Master
128

Master

Compact
Electron 6502SP/

Turbo
ADFS Econet Shadow

RAM
Monthly

T/D

113



YELLOW PAGES
ACORN F 0 RDM

See Acorn Forum, page 53

Listing 1. Text compression
10 REM Text Compression
20 REM by Jonathan Temple
30 REM for B/B+/M/C/E

40 REM <c) Acorn User August 1987

50 :

60 MODE 7

70 PROCinit

80 DIM demo 100

^?0 *demo="A short demonstration strin

g for the compression routine gives r
esults of:"

100 orig=LEN(*demo)+l
110 PROCcomp(demo,demo)
120 comp=N7.-demo+l
130 PRINT 'FNdecomp(demo)
140 PRINT '"'Original length: ";orig
150 PRINT "Compressed length: ";comp
160 PRINT '"Compressed to ";INT((comp/

orig) *100) ;"7. of original"''
170 END

180 :

190 DEF PROCcomp(M1,M2)
200 M7.=M 1: N7.=M2-1: B7.= 1

210 REPEAT

220 C7.=?M7.: M7.=M7.+1: S*/.=0

240 REPEAT

250 P7.=INSTR (C* (SV.) ,CHR* CV.)
260 S7.=S7.+ 1

270 UNTIL S7.=4 OR P7.>0

280 IF P7.=0 PRINT "Character "; CHR* CV.
;" not valid.":END
290 IF S7.M PROCst (11+S7.)

300 PROCst (P7.-1)

310 UNTIL C7.= 13

320 ENDPROC

330 :

340 DEF PROCst (V7.)

350 B7.=B7. EOR 17

360 IF B7.= 16 N7.=N7.+ 1:?N7.=0

370 ?N7.=?N7. OR V7.*B7.

380 ENDPROC

390 :

400 DEF FNdecomp(M7.)
410 B7.= 1: R*= " " : M7.=M7.-1

420 REPEAT

430 C7.=FNread

440 S7.=0

450 IF C7.M2 S7.=C7.-12: C7.=FNread

460 R*=R*+MID*(C*(S7.) ,C7.+1,1)
470 UNTIL S7.=3 AND C7.= 15

4B0 =R*

490 s

500 DEF FNread

510 B7.=B7. EOR 17

520 IF B7.= 16 M7.=M7.+ 1

530 =(?M7. AND B7.*15) DIV B7.

540 :

550 DEF PROCinit

560 DIM C*(3)

570 C*(0)=" etaoinshrdlu"

580 C*(l)="bcfgkmpqvwxyz. ,;"
590 C*(2)="ABCDEFGHIJKLMN0P"

600 C*(3)="QRSTUVWXYZ:?!'"+CHR*34+CHR*

13

610 ENDPROC

Listing 2. Extended plot vector
10 REM Extended Plot Vector

20 REM by Alistair Shimmin
30 REM for Master/Compact
40 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
50 :

Continued •

< Acorn Forum listing 2 continued
60 DIM code7. StlOO

70 FOR I7.=0 TO 3 STEP 3

80 P7.=code7.

90 COPT 17.

100 BCC incorrectcall

110 CMP #28

120 BNE incorrectcall

130 JMP okcall

140 .incorrectcal1

150 JMP exit

160 .okcal1

170 .correctcal1

180 LDA &31C

190 STA lo

200 CMP #32

210 BCC exit

220 LDA &31D

230 BNE notzero

240 LDA lo

250 .notzero

260 STA hi

270 LDA #&B9

280 STA &A9

290 LDA #&00

300 STA &AB

310 LDA lo

320 STA char

330 LDA char

340 SEC

350 SBC #&20

360 TAX

370 BEQ space
380 .multloop
390 CLC

400 LDA #8

410 ADC &A8

420 STA &A8

430 LDA #0

440 ADC &A9

450 STA &A9

460 DEX

470 BNE multloop
480 .space

490 LDY #0

500 .outerloop
510 LDA #8

520 STA count

530 LDA char

540 JSR &FFEE

550 LDA #32

560 JSR &FFEE

570 LDA char

580 JSR printdec
590 LDA char

600 CMP hi

610 PHP

620 INC char

630 .loop
640 LDA #ASC","
650 JSR &FFEE

660 LDA (&A8),Y
670 JSR printdec
680 INY

690 DEC count

700 BNE loop
710 JSR &FFE7

720 PLP

730 BCS exit

740 BIT StFF

750 BPL noescape
760 JMP escape
770 .noescape

780 CPY #0

790 BNE outer1oop
800 INC &A9 Continued •

114
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•4 Acorn Forum listing 2 continued •4 Acorn Forum listing 2 continued
810 STA &A9 1310 ?8<226=code% MOD 256
820 JMP outerloop 1320 ?&227=code7. DIV 256
830 .exit 1330 REM Maximum 32 characters
840 RTS 1340 VDU 23,28,65,90,0;0;0;
850 .escape
860 BRK

870 EQUB &11

880 EQUS "Escape"
890 EQUB 0 Listing 4. Which processor?
900 .printdec
910 LDX #255

920 .nunloop
10 REM Which processor?
20 REM by David Spencer

930 INX 30 REM for B/B+/M/C/E
940 SEC 40 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
950 SBC #100 50 :
960 BCS hunloop 60 DIM M7. MOO
970 PHA 70 FOR pass=0 TO 3 STEP 3
980 TXA 80 P7.=M7.
990 JSR digit 90 COPT pass

1000 PLA 100 LDA #0
1010 CLC 110 STA 8<70
1020 ADC #100 120 EQUB &3A \DEC A
1030 LDX #255 130 ASL A
1040 .tenloop 140 ROR 8*70
1050 INX 150 EQUB 8<E7 \ SMB6,&70
1060 SEC 160 EQUB 8<70
1070 SBC #10 170 NOP
1080 BCS tenloop 180 NOP
1090 PHA 190 LDA &70
1100 TXA 200 AND #8<C0
1110 JSR digit 210 BNE cmos
1120 PLA 220 BRK
1130 CLC 230 EQUB 255

1140 ADC #10 240 EQUS "6502"
1150 JSR digit 250 EQUB 0
1160 RTS 260 .cmos
1170 .digit 270 AND #8<40
1180 ORA #48 280 BNE rockwell
1190 JSR &FFEE 290 BRK

1200 RTS 300 EQUB 254
1210 .char 310 EQUS "65(S)C12"
1220 EQUB 8<20 320 EQUB 0
1230 .count 330 .rockwell
1240 EQUB 0 340 BRK
1250 .hi 350 EQUB 253
1260 EQUB 0 360 EQUS "R65C02"
1270 .lo 370 EQUB 0

1280 EQUB 0 380 3

1290 3 390 NEXT
1300 NEXT Continued • 400 CALL M7.

See Hints &Tips, page 81

Listing 1. Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star

10 REM Hints & Tips - 110 READ P,D 250 DATA 80,8,80,8,72,
Listing 1 120 FOR N=l TO 2 8 72 8

20 REM By Martin Phil 130 SOUND N,1,P,D '26q DATA 68,8,68,8,60,
1 ips 140 SOUND N,0,0,0 16

30 REM For BBC B/B+/M 150 NEXT N 270 :
/E/C 160 UNTIL P=0 280 REM *** line 3 ***

40 REM (c) Acorn User 170 ! 290 DATA 80,8,80,8,72,
Aug 1987 180 REM *** line 1 *** 8 7^ 8

50 : 190 DATA 52,8,52,8,80, 'zZb DATA 68,8,68,8,60,
60 CLS 8,80,8 16
70 PRINTTAB(6,12)"Twi 200 DATA 88,8,88,8,80, 310 DATA 52,8,52,8,80,

nkle, Twinkle Little Sta 16 8,80,8
r" 210 DATA 72,8,72,8,68, 32q .

80 ENVELOPE 1,2,0,0,0 8'^'8 330 REM *** line 4 ***
,0,0,0,127,-1,0,0,126,0 2^° ! 340 DATA 88,8,88,8,80,

90 ENVELOPE 2,2,0,0,0 230 REM *** line 2 *** 16
,0,0,0,127,-1,0,0,126,0 240 DATA 60,8,60,8,52,

100 REPEAT 16 Continued •

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987
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A Hints &Tips listing 1 continued
350 DATA 72,8,72,8,68,

8,68,8
360 DATA 60,8,60,8,52,

16

370 :

380 REM *** END ***

390 DATA 0,0

Listing 2. Acom Database
10 REM Hints & Tips -

Listing 2
20 REM By Chris Dawso

n

30 REM For BBC B/B+/M

40 REM (c) Acorn User

August 1987
50 :

60 CLOSE #0

70 *FX202,32
75 REM N7.=start of st

ore for incoming strings
80 N7.=8<2000

90 MODE 7

100 A*=CHR*(129)+CHR*(

141)

110 PRINTTAB(6,2)A*"In
formation extractor"

120 PRINTTAB(6,3)A*"In
formation extractor"

130 PRINTTAB(15,4)A*"f
or"

140 PRINTTAB(15,5)A*"f
or"

150 PRINTTAB(9,6)A*"Ac
orn Database"

160 PRINTTAB(9,7)A*"Ac
orn Database"

170 PROCopenfile
180 FOR A7.= l TO H7.

190 PTR#X7.=817+ (IV.* (A7.

-1))

200 PROCputin
210 PROCcheckputout
220 NEXT A7.

230 PROCsave

240 END

250 :

Continued •

See Joe's Jottings, page 88

•4 Hints & Tips listing 2 continued

260 DEF PROCopenfile
265 REM Put your file

name h ere

270 X7.=0PENIN ("name")

280 PTR#X7.=797

285 REM get number of
recorc s on file

290 INPUT#X7.,H7.

295 REM get size of ea
ch record

300 PTR#X7.=812

310 INPUT#X7., 17.
320 PTR#X7.=817

330 ENDPROC

340 :

350 DEF PROCputin
360 INPUT#X7., NAME*, AA*

,AB*,AC*,AD*

370 ENDPROC

380 :

390

t

400

DEF PROCcheckputou

PRINTTAB(2,10)CHR*
(131)NAME*

410 PRINTTAB(2,11)CHR*

(131)AA*

420 PRINTTAB(2,12)CHR*
(13DAB*

430 PRINTTAB(2,13)CHR*
(131)AC*

440 PRINTTAB(2,14)CHR*
(131)AD*

450 PRINTTAB(1,20)CHR*

(129) •Write to file (Y,N
or Q ?"

460 QQ*=GET*

470 IF QQ*<>"Y" AND QQ

*<>"N ' AND QQ*<>"Q" THEN

GOTO 440

480 IF QQ*="Y" THEN PR

OCmem

490 IF QQ*="Q" THEN PR

OCsave:END

500 ENDPROC

510 :

520 DEF PROCmem

530 *N7.=NAME*: N7.=N7.+LE

N(NAME*)+1

540 *N7.=AA*: N7.=N7.+LEN (

AA*)+1

Continued •

< Hints &Tips listing 2 continued

550 *N7.=AB*: N7.=N7.+LEN (

AB*)+1

560.. *N7.=AC*: N7.=N7.+LEN (

AC*)+1

570 *N7.=AD*: N7.=N7.+LEN (

AD*)+1

580 ENDPROC

590 :

600 DEF PROCsave

610 file*="NEWFILE":st

art*=" 2000 "

620 OSCLI("SAVE "+file

*+start*+STR**w(N7.) )

630 CLS

640 PRINTTAB(5,10)CHR*
(131)CHR*(141)"File save

d as •NEWFILE'"

650 PRINTTAB(5,11)CHR*
(131)CHR*(141)"File save

d as 'NEWFILE'"

660 CLOSE #0

670 ENDPROC

Listing 3. Wordwise Plus routine
REM Hints & Tips - Li

sting 3
REM By Chris Dawson
REM For BBC B/B+/M wit

h Wordwise Plus

REM (c) Acorn User Aug

ust 1987

CLOSE#0

A7.=0PENIN "NEWFILE"

SELECT TEXT

DELETE MARKERS

REPEAT

DEFAULTS

CURSOR TOP

A*=GLF*#A7.

B*=GLF*#A7.

C*=GLF*#A7.

D*=GLF*#A7.

E*=GLF*#A7.

PRINT TEXT

UNTIL E0F#A7.

PRINT"» FINISHED »"

CLOSE#0

DISPLAY

Listing 1. Day of the week
10 REM Day of Week
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM for B/B+/M/C/E

40 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
50 :

60 MODE 6

70 INPUT "Year eg 1834 ",yr
80 INPUT "Month eg Jan=l Feb=2 etc ",

month

90 INPUT "Date in month eg 23 12 etc

",dte
100 PROCsetup
110 PROCdodays
120 PRINT "That day is a ";MID*(days*,

days*5+2,5)
130 END

140 :

-4 Joe's Jottings listing 1 continued

150 DEF PROCerr(err)

160 *FX 12

170 *FX 4

180 REPORT:PRINT"at line";ERL

190 END

200 :

210 DEF PROCsetup
220 basedow7.= l

230 baseyr=1700
240 basemonth=l

250 month*="Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Ju
1 Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec "

260 days*=" SUN MON TUES WED THUR
FRI SAT "

270 RESTORE
280 DIM date7.(12, 1) , month* (12)

Continued •Continued •
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•4 Joe's Jottings listing 1 continued
290 DATA 31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31

,30,31

300 DATA January, February,March,April,
May,June,July,August,September,October,N
ovember,December

310 FOR loop7.=l TO 12
320 READ date7.(loop7.,0)
330 date7.(loop7., 1)=date7.(loop7.-1,1)+da

te7.(loop7.,0)
340 NEXT

350 FOR loop7.= l TO 12
360 READ month*(loop%)
370 NEXT

380 ENDPROC

390 :

400 DEF PROCdodays
410 GCOL 0,0
420 days=(basedow7.+FNel apse (dte) )M0D7
430 ENDPROC

440 :

450 DEF FNelapse(dte)
460 ed=(yi—baseyr)*365
470 ed=ed+date7. (month-1, 1)
480 FOR loop7.=baseyr TO yr
490 IF (loop7. MOD 4)= O THEN ed=ed+l
500 NEXT

510 IF (month<3) AND (yr MOD 4=0) THEN
ed=ed—1

520 =ed+dte

Listing 2. Monthly calendar

10 REM Monthly calendar
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM for BBC B/B+/M/C/E

40 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
50 :

60 MODE 0

70 Z7.=@7.:@7.=8<505

80 INPUT "Year eg 1834 ",yr
90 INPUT "Month eg Jan=l Feb=2 etc ",

month

100 PRINT "hard copy? (Y/N) ";
110 REPEAT

120 h*=CHR*(GET AND 223)

130 UNTIL h*="Y" OR h*="N"

140 PRINT h*

150 PROCsetup
160 PROCdodays
170 CLS

180 IF h*="Y" THEN PROCprintdays(2) EL
SE PROCprintdays(3)

190 @7.=Z7.

200 END

210 :

220 DEF PROCerr(err)

230 *FX12

240 *FX4

250 REPORT:PRINT"at line";ERL
260 END

270 :

280 DEF PROCsetup
290 basedow7.=l: baseyr=1700: basemonth=l
300 month*="Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Ju

1 Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec "
310 days*=" SUN MON TUES WED THUR

FRI SAT "

320 RESTORE

330 DIM date7.(12, 1) ,month* (12)
340 DATA 31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31

,30,31

Continued •
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350 DATA January,February,March,April,

May,June,July,August,September,October, N
ovember,December

360 FOR loop7.=l TO 12
370 READ date7.(Ioop7.,0)
380 date7. (loop7., 1)=date7.(loop7.-l, l)+da

te7.(Ioop7.,0)
390 NEXT

400 FOR loop7.= l TO 12
410 READ month* (loop7.)
420 NEXT

430 ENDPROC

440 :

450 DEF PROCdodays
460 GCOL 0,0
470 days= (basedow7.+FNel apse (1) )M0D7
480 ENDPROC

490 :

500 DEF FNelapse(dte)
510 ed=(yr—baseyr)*365
520 ed=ed+date7. (month-1, 1)
530 FOR loop7.=baseyr TO yr
540 IF (loop7. MOD 4)= 0 THEN ed=ed+l
550 NEXT

560 IF (month<3) AND (yr MOD 4=0) THEN
ed=ed-l

570 =ed+dte

580 :

590 DEF PROCprintdays(p)
600 >:day=days
610 last=date7. (month, 0) :IF month=2 AND
(yr MOD 4)=0 THEN last=last+l
620 VDU p
630 PRINT month*(month);TAB(31);yr
640 PRINT STRING*(36,"-")
650 PRINT days* ' STRING*(36,"-")
660 FOR day7.= l TO last

670 PRINT TAB(xday*5) day7.;
680 xday=(xday+l) MOD 7
690 IF xday=0 THEN PRINT

700 NEXT

710 PRINT ' STRING*(36,"-")
720 VDU 3

730 ENDPROC

Listing 3. Annual calendar
REM Annual calendar

REM by Joe Telford

REM for BBC B/B+/M/C/E

REM (c) Acorn User August 1987

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

MODE 0

Z7.=@7.:@7.=8<505

INPUT "Year eg 1834 ",yr
PRINT "hard copy? (Y/N) ";
REPEAT

h*=CHR*(GET AND 223)

UNTIL h*="Y" OR h*="N"

PRINT h*

PROCsetup
FOR month= 1 TO 12

PRINT "Press space for next month]

170 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32

180 PROCdodays
190 CLS

200 IF h*="Y" PROCprintdays(2)ELSE PRO
Cprintdays(3)

210 NEXT

220 @7.=Z7.

230 END

240 :
Continued •
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250 DEF PROCerr(err)

260 *FX12

270 *FX4

280 REPORT:PRINT"at line";ERL

290 END

300 :

310 DEF PROCsetup
320 basedow7.=l:baseyr=l 700: basemonth=l
330 month*="Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Ju

1 Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec "
340 days*=" SUN MON TUES WED THUR

FRI SAT "

350 RESTORE: DIM date'/. (12, 1) ,month* (12)
360 DATA 31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31

,30,31
370 DATA January,February,March,Apri1,

May,June,July,August,September,October,N
ovember,December

380 FOR loop7.=l TO 12
390 READ date?, (loopy.,0)
400 date'/, (loopy., 1)=date'/. (loop'/.-l, 1)+da

teV. (loopy.,0)
410 NEXT

420 FOR loop'/.= l TO 12
430 READ month* (loop'/.)
440 NEXT

450 ENDPROC

460 :

470 DEF PROCdodays
480 GCOL 0,0
490 days= (basedow'/.+FNel apse (1 >)M0D7
500 ENDPROC

510 :

520 DEF FNelapse(dte)
530 ed=(yi—baseyr)*365
540 ed=ed+date%(month-1,1)

550 FOR 1oop'/.=baseyr TO yr
560 IF (loop'/. MOD 4)= 0 THEN ed=ed+ l
570 NEXT

580 IF (month<3) AND (yr MOD 4=0) THEN
ed=ed-l

590 =ed+dte

600 :

610 DEF PROCprintdays(p)
620 >:day=days
630 last=date'/. (month, 0) :IF month=2 AND
(yr MOD 4)=0 THEN last=last+l
640 VDU p
650 PRINT month*(month);TAB(31);yr
660 PRINT STRING*(36,"-")
670 PRINT days*'STRING*(36,"-")
680 FOR day'/.= l TO last
690 PRINT TAB(xday*5) day'/.;
700 xday=(xday+l) MOD 7
710 IF xday=0 THEN PRINT
720 NEXT

730 PRINT ' STRING*(36,"-")
740 VDU 3

750 ENDPROC

Listing 4. Monthly planner
10 REM Monthly planner
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM for BBC B/B+/M/E

40 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
50 :

60 MODE 0

70 Z7.=@7. :@7.=?<505

80 INPUT "Year eg 1834 ", yr
90 INPUT "Month eg Jan=l Feb=2 etc ",

month Continued •
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100 PRINT "hard copy? (Y/N) ";
110 REPEAT:h*=CHR*(GET AND 223):UNTIL

h*="Y" OR h*="N"

120 PRINT h*

130 PROCsetup
140 PROCdodays

150 CLS

160 IF h*="Y" THEN PROCprintdays(2) EL
SE PROCprintdays(3)

170 Q7.=Z7.

180 END

190 :

200 DEF PROCerr(err)

210 *FX 12

220 *FX 4

230 REPORT:PRINT"at line";ERL

240 END

250 :

260 DEF PROCsetup
270 basedow"/.= l:baseyr=1700: basemonth=l
280 month*="Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Ju

1 Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec "
290 days*=" SUN MON TUES WED THUR

FRI SAT "

300 RESTORE

310 DIM date'/. (12, 1) ,month* (12)
320 DATA 31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31

,30,31
330 DATA January,February,March,Apri1,

May,June,July,August,September,October,N
ovember,December

340 FOR loop'/.= l TO 12
350 READ date'/, (loop*/., 0)
360 date'/, (loop*/., 1)=date7.(loop'/.-l, l)+da

te7.(loopy.,0)
370 NEXT

380 FOR loop"/.=l TO 12
390 READ month* (loop*/.)
400 NEXT

410 ENDPROC

420 :

430 DEF PROCdodays
440 GCOL 0,0
450 days=(basedow'/.+FNelapse(l) ) MOD 7
460 ENDPROC

470 :

480 DEF FNelapse(dte)
490 ed=(yt—baseyr)*365
500 ed=ed+date"/. (month-1, 1)
510 FOR loop'/.=baseyr TO yr
520 IF (loop'/. MOD 4)= 0 THEN ed=ed+l
530 NEXT

540 IF (month<3) AND (yr MOD 4=0) THEN
ed=ed—1

550 =ed+dte

560 :

570 DEF PROCprintdays(p)

580 CLS

590 VDU p
600 xday=days:yday=0
610 last=date'/. (month, 0)
620 IF month=2 AND (yr MOD 4)=0 THEN 1

ast=last+l

630 PRINT month*(month);TAB(75);yr'
640 PRINT STRING*(79,"-")
650 FOR day'/.= l TO last
660 d*="th."

670 IF day'/.= l OR day'/.=21 OR day"/.=31 TH
EN d*="st."

680 IF day"/.=2 OR day'/.=22 THEN d*="nd."
690 PRINT MID*(days*,xday*5+2,5);" ";d

ay'/.;d*
700 print string* (79,"-") Continued •
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"710 xday=(xday+l) MOD 7
720 IF xday=0 THEN yday=yday+l
730 NEXT

740 PRINT

750 VDU 3

760 ENDPROC

Listing 5. Desktop calendar

10 REM Desktop calendar
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM for BBC B/B+/M/C

40 REM compatible with JOE Front-end
50 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
60 :

70 MODE 0

80 M'/.=0

90 ON ERROR PROCerr(O)

100 COLOUR 0:COLOUR 129

J. 10 PROCsetup
120 PROCdodays
130 REPEAT

140 PROCptrloop
150 IF M'/.Ol THEN VDU 5: MOVE px'/.,py'/.:G

COL 4,0:PRINT c*:VDU 4:ELSE *POINTER
160 IF px'/.>=512 AND px'/.<=540 AND py'/.>=

160 AND py*/.< = 188 THEN PROCmonth (1 ): UNTIL
0

170 IF px'/.>540 AND px'/.<=572 AND py7.>18
8 AND py7.<=222 THEN PROCmonth (-1 ): UNTIL
0

180 IF px'/.>=1060 AND px'/.< = 1088 AND py7.
>8!56 AND py'/.<=900 THEN PROCpri ntmonth: UN
TIL 0

190 IF px'/.>=508 AND px'/.<=544 AND py'/.>8
60 AND py'/.<=896 THEN PROCex it: COLOUR 128
:COLOUR 1:*BASIC

200 IF px'/.>=992 AND px'/.< = 1008 AND py'/.>
=8O0 AND py'/.<=832 THEN PROCyear (1): UNTIL
0

210 IF px7.>=1072 AND px7.<= 1096 AND py7.
>=800 AND py7.<=832 THEN PROCyear (-1): UNT
IL 0

220 IF M7.<>1 THEN VDU 5: MOVE px'/.,py'/.:G
COL 4,0:PRINT c*:VDU 4:ELSE ^POINTER

230 IF M7.= l THEN *TMAX 1280 0

240 UNTIL FALSE

250 :

260 DEF PROCyear(y)
270 yr=yr+y
280 IF M'/.Ol THEN VDU 5: GCOL 4,0: MOVE

px7.,py'/.: PRINT c*:VDU 4: ELSE *POINTER 0
290 VDU 4

300 newdays=365 MOD 7
310 IF (yr MOD 4)=0 AND month>2 AND y>

0 THEN newdays=(366 MOD 7)
320 IF (yr MOD 4)=0 AND month<3 AND y<

0 THEN newdays=(366 MOD 7)
330 IF ((yr-y)MOD 4)=0 AND month<3 AND

y>0 THEN newdays=366 MOD 7
340 IF ((yr-y)MOD 4)=0 AND month>2 AND

y<0 THEN newdays=366 MOD 7
350 IF y>0 THEN days=(days+newdays) MO

D 7

360 IF y<0 THEN days=(7+days-newdays)
MOD 7

370 PROCturnsheet

380 PROCprintdays
390 VDU 5

400 ENDPROC

Continued •
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410 :

420 DEF PROCprintmonth
430 IF M7.<>1 VDU 5: MOVE px7., py7.: PRINT

c*:VDU 4:ELSE *POINTER 0

440 IF FNc(" CONFIRM "," CANCEL ","Pri
nt Month")=0 THEN PROCmonth(O):ENDPROC

450 VDU 2,1,14,1,14,3
460 FOR dummy=l TO 300:NEXT

470 IF ADVAL(-4)<63 THEN PROCerr(1):EN
DPROC

480 PROCh

490 #FX 3,10
500 xday=days:yday=0
510 VDU 14:PRINT month*(month);STRING*

(32-LEN month*(month)," ");yr
520 VDU 14:PRINT STRING*(36,"-")
530 VDU 14:PRINT days*:VDU 14:PRINT ST

RING*(36,"-")':VDU 14
540 FOR day'/.= l TO last
550 PRINT TAB(xday*5)day7.;
560 xday=xday+l:IF xday>6 THEN xday=0:

yday=yday+l:PRINT':VDU 14
570 NEXT

580 PRINT CHR* (14) ' STRING*(36,"-")

590 *FX 3,0
600 PROCmonth(0)

610 ENDPROC

620 I

630 DEF PROCmonth(m)

640 IF M7.<>1 THEN VDU 5: GCOL 4,0: MOVE
px'/.,py'/.: PRINT c*:VDU 4: ELSE *P0INTER 0

650 VDU 4

660 IF m>0 THEN newdays=date7. (month, O)
MOD 7

670 month=month+m

680 IF month=13 THEN yr=yr+l:month=l
690 IF month=0 THEN yr=yi—l:month=12
700 IF month=3 AND m>0 AND (yr MOD 4)=

0 THEN newdays=(newdays+l) MOD 7
710 IF m<0 THEN newdays=date7. (month, 0)
MOD 7

720 IF month=2 AND m<0 AND (yr MOD 4)=
0 THEN newdays=(newdays+l) MOD 7

730 IF m>0 days=(days+newdays) MOD 7
740 IF m<0 days=(7+days-newdays) MOD 7
750 mon*=MID*(month*,(month-1)*4+l,3)
760 PROCturnsheet

770 PROCprintdays
780 VDU 5

790 ENDPROC

800 :

810 DEF PROGerr(err)

820 IF err=l THEN PROCok("Reset your p
rinter and try again."):PROCmonth(0):END
PROC

830 *FX 12

840 *FX 4

850 VDU 4

860 REPORT:PRINT"at line";ERL
870 END

880 :

890 DEF PROCptrloop
900 VDU 5:GCOL 4,0
910 IF M7.<>1 THEN MOVE px'/., py'/.: PRINT c

* ELSE *P0INTER

920 REPEAT:PROCmoveptr:UNTIL INKEY(0)=
13

930 IF M7.= l THEN px"/.=ADVAL 7:py'/.=ADVAL
8 :*POINTER 2

940 PROCclick

Continued •
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950 IF M7.=0 THEN MOVE px'/., py'/.: PRINT c*
960 VDU 4:REPEAT UNTIL INKEY*(10)=""

970 ENDPROC

980 :

990 DEF PROCmoveptr
1000 GCOL 4,0
1010 IF ck'/.=l PROCclock

1020 IF INKEY-56 THEN *SDUMP+

1030 IF M7.= l ENDPROC

1040 MOVE px'/.,py7.
1050 gap7.=8
1060 IF INKEY-1 THEN gap'/.=32
1070 IF INKEY-58 AND (py'/.+gap7.)< = 1023 T

HEN PRINT c*:py'/.=py'/.+gap7.:M0VE px'/.,py'/.:P
RINT c*:MOVE px'/.,py7.
1080 IF INKEY-42 AND <py'/.-gap7.) >=32 THE

N PRINT c*:py'/.=py7.-gap7.:M0VE px'/., py'/.: PRI
NT c*:MOVE px'/.,py7.
1090 IF INKEY-122 AND (px7.+gap7.K = 124B

THEN PRINT c*: px7.=px7.+gap'/.: MOVE px'/.,py"/.:
PRINT c*:MOVE px*/.,py7.
1100 IF INKEY-26 AND (px'/.-gap7.) >0 THEN

PRINT c*:px'/.=px7.-gap7.:M0VE px'/., py'/.: PRINT
c*:MOVE px'/.,py7.
1110 ENDPROC

1120 :

1130 DEF PROCclick:SOUND 0,-15*vol,2,1:
ENDPROC

1140 :

1150 DEF PROCok(m*)

1160 LOCAL x,y,len,h,b2
1170 x=514:y=400:len=564:h=200
1180 PROCmww(x,y,len,h)
1190 PROCbutC O.K. " ,x+400, y+16)
1200 VDU 5

1210 MOVE x+(len-(LEN(m*)*16>)/2,y+154

1220 PRINT m*

1230 MOVE x+52,y+64
1240 PRINT "Press this button:"

1250 PROCptrloop
1260 ENDPROC

1270 :

1280 DEF PROCr(x,y,l,w,f)
1290 MOVE >:,y
1300 IF f=0 THEN DRAW x+l,y:DRAW x+l,y+

w:DRAW x,y+w:DRAW x,y:ENDPROC
1310 MOVE x+l,y:PLOT 85,x,y+w-4:MOVE x,

y+w

1320 MOVE x+l,y+4:PL0T 85,x+1,y+w:MOVE

x,y
1330 ENDPROC

1340 :

1350 DEF PROCexit

1360 REPEAT UNTIL INKEY*(30)=""

1370 *FX 12,0
1380 *FX 4,0
1390 VDU 4,26
1400 ENDPROC

1410 :

1420 DEF PROCopenww(x,y,len,ht)
1430 GCOL 0,1
1440 VDU 26,28,x,y+ht,x+len-l,y
1450 GCOL 0,l:PROCr(x*16-4,1016-(y+ht+l

)*32,len*16+6,(ht+1)*32+12,1)
1460 GCOL 0,0
1470 PROCr(x*16-4,1016-(y+ht+1)*32,len*

16+6,(ht+l)*32+12,0)
1480 PROCr(x*16,1012-(y+ht+1)#32, len*16

+8,4,1)
1490 PROCr((x+len)*16,1012-(y+ht+1)*32,

8,(ht+l)*32+4,1)
1500 ENDPROC
1510

Continued •
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1520 DEF PROCh

1530 GCOL 0,1
1540 PROCr (px7.-4, py7.-32, 36, 68, 1)
1550 VDU 5:GCOL 4,0
1560 MOVE px"/.,py7.+32
1570 PRINT H*:VDU 4

1580 ENDPROC

1590 :

1600 DEF PROCsetup

1610 VDU 23,128,0,0,0,0,192,48,12,3
1620 VDU 23, 129,255,252,252, 195, 0,0,0., 0
1630 VDU 23,130,129,195,231,255,255,231

,195,129

1640 VDU 23,131,24,24,60,60,126,126,255
,255

1650 VDU 23,132,255,255,126,126,60,60,2
4,24
1660 VDU 23,158,255,192,192,192,224,224

,248,252

1670 VDU 23,159,255,3,3,3,7,7,31,63
1680 VDU 23,160,252,248,224,224,192,192

,192,255
1690 VDU 23,161,63,31,7,7,3,3,3,255
1700 VDU 4

1710 IF M7.= l THEN *MOUSE

1720 *KEY 0 !?

1730 down*=CHR*132

1740 cl*=CHR*130

1750 up*=CHR*131
1760 H*=CHR*158+CHR*159+CHR*10+CHR*8+CH

R*8+CHR*160+CHR*161

1770 *FX 4,1

1780 *FX 12,3
1790 *FX 11,5
1800 pointer*=CHR*129+CHR*128:c*=pointe

r$

1810 px'/.=600:py'/.=400
1820 cl:7.=0: vol = l

1830 o:7.=512:cy'/.=900

1840 basedow"/.= l: baseyr=1700: basemonth=l
1850 month*="Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Ju

1 Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec "
1860 days*=" SUN MON TUES WED THUR

FRI SAT "

1870 RESTORE

1880 DIM date'/. (12, 1) ,month* (12)
1890 DATA 31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30„31

,30,31
1900 DATA January,February,March,Apri1,

May,June,July,August, September,October,N
ovember,December
1910 FOR loop'/.= l TO 12
1920 READ date'/, (loop'/., 0)
1930 date'/, (loop'/., 1) =date7. (loop'/.-l, 1)^da

te7.(loop"/.,0)
1940 NEXT

1950 FOR loop'/.= l TO 12
1960 READ month* (loop'/.)
1970 NEXT

1980 PROCfrommaster

1990 PROCdrawcalendar icy.'/., cyV.)
2000 ENDPROC

2010 :

2020 DEF PROCdrawcalendar (cx7.,cy7.)

2030 LOCAL loop'/.
2040 PR0Copenww(cx7./16, (1024-cy7.)/32, 36

,23)
2050 GCOL 0,0
2060 FOR loop'/.= l TO 3
2070 MOVE ex'/., cy'/.-(loop7.*12)-.DRAW cx"/.+ (

36*16) ,cy'/.-(loop'/.*12)
2080 NEXT

Continued •
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2090 FOR loop'/.=l TO 5
2100 MOVE cx7.-4,cy7.-(loop*/.*8)-23*32:DRA
W cx7.+(36*16) ,cy7.-(loop"/.*8)-23*32
2110 NEXT

2120 VDU 10,130,32
2130 PRINT TAB(13,1) " Calendar ";TAB(3

4,1)" P"
2140 MOVE cx'/.-4,cy'/.-48:DRAW cx"/.+(36*16)

,cy"/.-48

2150 z V.=@V.: @7.=8<404
2160 ENDPROC

2170 :

2180 DEF PROCturnsheet
2190 CLS

2200 ENDPROC

2210 :

2220 DEF PROCdodays
2230 GCOL 0,0
2240 days=(basedow'/.+FNelapse(l) ) MOD 7
2250 VDU 26,28,cx7./16, ((1024-cy7.)/32)+2

3, (cx7./16)+35, ((1024-cy7.)/32)+3, 12
2260 PROCprintdays
2270 ENDPROC

2280 :

2290 DEF PROCprintdays
2300 xday=days:yday=0
2310 GCOL 0,0
2320 last=date7. (month, 0)
2330 IF month=2 AND (yr MOD 4)=0 THEN 1

ast=last+l

2340 PROCr (ex7.-4,cy7.-8-23*32,64,64,0)
2350 MOVE cx'/.-4,cy'/.+56-23*32:DRAWcx7.+60
,cy7.-8-23*32
2360 PRINT TAB(0,0) month*(month);TAB(3

0,0) CHR*(131) ;yr;CHR*(132)
2370 PRINT days*;STRING*(36,"-")
2380 FOR day'/.=l TO last
2390 PRINT TAB(xday*5,yday*2+4)day7.;
2400 xday=(xday+l) MOD 7
2410 IF xday=0 THEN yday=yday+l
2420 NEXT

2430 GCOL 4,0
2440 ENDPROC

2450 :

2460 DEF FNelapse(dte)
2470 ed=(yr—baseyr)*365
2480 month=(INSTR(month*,mon*)DIV 4)+l
2490 ed=ed+date7.(month-1, 1)
2500 FOR loop7.=baseyr TO yr
2510 IF (loop'/. MOD 4)= 0 THEN ed=ed+ l
2520 NEXT

2530 IF (month<3) AND (yr MOD 4=0) THEN
ed=ed-l

2540 =ed+dte

2550 :

2560 DEF PROCfrommaster

2570 yr=VAL(MID*(TIME*,12,4))

2580 mon*=MID*(TIME*,8,3)
2590 dte=VAL(MID*(TIME*,5,2))
2600 ENDPROC

2610 :

2620 DEF PROCmww(x,y,len,h)
2630 GCOL O,1: PROCr(x,y,len,h,1)
2640 GCOL 0,0: PROCr(x,y,len,h,O)
2650 PROCr(x+8,y-4,len,4,1)
2660 PR0Cr(x+len,y-4,8,h,1)
2670 ENDPROC

2680 .-

2690 DEF FNbut(x,y,L,H)
2700 =((px7.>=x AND px'/.<=(x+D) AND (py7.
>=y AND py'/.<=(y+H) ))
2710 :

2720 def PR0Cbut(m*,bx'/.,by7.) Continued •
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2730 GCOL 4,0:VDU 5
2740 PROCr (bx7.,by7., LEN (m*)*16+16, 64,0)
2750 GCOL 0,0: MOVE bx'/.+8, by7.+48:PRINT m

*

2760 VDU 4

2770 ENDPROC

2780 :

2790 DEF FNc(a*,b*,m*)
2800 LOCAL x,y,1 en,h,bl,b2
2810 x=564:y=500:len=480:h=200
2820 PROCmww(x,y,len,h)
2830 PROCbut(a*,x+32,y+16)
2840 PROCbut(b*,x+304,y+16)
2850 VDU 5:M0VE x+(1 en-(LEN(m*>*16))/2,

y+154
2860 PRINT m*:MOVE x+234,y+64:PRINT "or

ii

2870 REPEAT

2880 PROCptrloop
2890 bl=FNbut(x+32,y+16,10*16,64)
2900 b2=FNbut(x+304,y+16,9*16,64)
2910 UNTIL bl=-l OR b2=-l

2920 IF bl=-l THEN =-1 ELSE =0

See One Liners, page 93

Listing 1. By Duncan Rowland
10 REM by Duncan Rowland
20 REM' (c) Acorn User August 1987
30 :

40 MODE 2

50 c=l

60 m=0

70 FOR x=l TO 1800 STEP 20

80 FOR n=0 TO 2*PI STEP PI/(x/3)

90 PLOT 69,640+x/3*2*SIN(n),550-(SIN(
4+(x/50))*50)+x/3*C0S(n)

100 NEXT n:c=c+l:GCOL 0,c
110 IF c=13 THEN c=0:NEXT x ELSE NEXT

x

120 REPEAT

130 FOR n=l TO 13

140 VDU 19,n,4,0,0,0,19,m,6,0,0,0
150 FOR t=l TO 100

160 m=n

170 NEXT t,n
180 UNTIL FALSE

Listing 2. By Robert Miller

10 REM by Robert Miller
20 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
30 :

40 MODE 2

50 VDU 23;8202;0;0;0;
60 c=l

70 FOR x=0 TO 1279 STEP 8

80 GCOL 0,c
90 PLOT 69,x,0
100 PLOT 69,1279-x,1023
110 PLOT 69,1279,x
120 PLOT 69,0,1023-x
130 c=c+l

140 IF c=16 c=l

150 NEXT x

160 :

170 c=l

180 REPEAT

190 vdui9,c,7;0; Continued •
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150 m=2*r*i+y
200 i=INKEY(5) 160 c=c+l

210 VDU19,c,0;0; 170 s=a+b

220 c=c+l 180 r=n

230 IF c=16 c=l 190 i=m

240 UNTIL 0 200 UNTIL s>4 OR c>99

210 GCOL 0,6+(c>99)+(c>25)+(c>12)+(c>8
)+(c>5)+(c>3)

220 X=400*X
Listing3. By Robert Miller (2) 230 Y=400*y

240 FOR Z=Y-4 TO Y STEP 4

250 PLOT 69,X,Z
10 REM by Robert Miller 260 PLOT 69,X,-Z
20 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
30 :
40 MODE 4

50 VDU 23;8202;0!

270 NEXT:NEXT:NEXT

60 p'/.=359
70 DIM S'/. (p*/.)
80 FOR I'/.=0 TO p7.

Listing 6. By J Young

90 s7.(I7.)=SINRADI7.*100 10 REM by J Young
100 NEXT 17. 20 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
110 REPEAT 30 :

120 FOR Y7.=0 TO p7. STEP 4 40 MODE 0

130 FOR I7.=100 TO 900 STEP 100 50 MOVE 656,17
140 PLOT 69,0,s7. (Y7.)+I7. 60 FOR x=2.8 TO 31 STEP .2
150 NEXT 70 a=ATN(-COSx)

160 VDU23,7! 80 r=1600/x'"l.l

170 NEXT 90 VDU 29,48*SINx+640;24*x-50;
180 UNTIL 0 100 DRAW 0,0

110 PLOT l,SINa*r,COSa*r
120 MOVE 0,0
130 NEXT x

Listing 4. By Graham Bell 140 FOR A=0 TO 6 STEP .45

150 b=SINA
10 REM by G Bell

160 c=COSA
20 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987

170 FOR t=0.2 TO 5.6 STEP 0.2
30 : 180 p=40*SIN(t~l.13)
40 MODE 1 190 q=140*(l-C0St)
50 INPUT "betal = "bl7. 200 DRAW p*-c+q*b,p*b+q*c
60 INPUT "beta2="b27.

210 NEXT t
70 INPUT "gamma="G7.

220 NEXT A
80 INPUT "alpha="A7. 230 END
90 INPUT "modulus="M7.

100 TIME=0

110 FOR I7.=0 TO 399 STEP 4

120 FOR J7.=0 TO 399 STEP 4

130 x=bl'/.+G7.*I7.
Listing 7. By R Weir

140 y=b27.+G7.*J7. 10 REM by R Weir

150 PLOT 8^45*- (I NT (A7.» (SI Nx +SI Ny) ) MODM 20 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987

7.=0) , IX, J'/. 30 :

160 NEXT 40 MODE 1

170 NEXT 50 VDU 29,640;512;

180 PRINT "time=";TIME/100 60 FOR C7.= l TO 3

70 GCOL 3, (C7.+1) MOD 3+1
80 M7.=512-C7.*4

90 FOR X7.=-M7. TO M7. STEP 4

100 MOVE X7.,-M7.
Listing 5. By J Greening 110 DRAW -X7.,M7.

120 MOVE -M7.,X7.
10 REM by J Greening 130 DRAW M'/.,-Xy.
20 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
30 :

40 MODE 2

140 NEXT:NEXT

50 VDU 29,800;512;
60 FOR x=-2 TO .5 STEP .02

70 FOR y=1.3 TO 0 STEP -.02
Listing 8. By MarcYoung

80 r=0 10 REM by Marc Young
90 i=0 20 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987

100 c=0 30 :

110 REPEAT 40 MODE 1

120 a=r*r 50 s=PI/32

130 b=i*i 60 FOR c=l TO 3

140 n=a-b+x Continued • 70 vdu i9,c,c*2;0; Continued •
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•4 One Liners listing 8 continued 4 One Liners listing 10 continued

80 NEXT 180 q=(q+y)/l.l

90 FOR A=PI TO 0 STEP-PI/6 190 y=y*l-1

100 FOR b=-A TO A STEP 2*A 200 j=j+l

110 c=PI-b
210 UNTIL POINT(p,q)=-l

120 x=620+500*SINc
220 NEXT

130 y=512+300*C0Sc 230 REPEAT

140 r=220+80*C0SA 240 FOR c=l TO 15

150 VDU 29,x;y; 250 VDU 19,c,3;0;

160 GCOL 0,1+A*6 260 a=INKEY(5)

170 GCOL 0,A*6+128 270 VDU 19,c,0;0;

180 FOR c=0 TO 1 280 NEXT

190 FOR d=0 TO 1 STEP 0.2 290 UNTIL 0

200 p=l+d*(c=0)
210 o=l+d*(c=l)

220 FOR a=0 TO 2*PI STEP s

230 MOVE 0,0 Listing 11. By Cledwyn Jones
240 MOVE o*r*SINa,p*r*COSa
250 PLOT 5-(c=d)*82,o*r*SIN(a+s),p*r*C 10 REM by Cledwyn Jones

OS(a+s) 20 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
260 NEXT:NEXT:NEXT:NEXT:NEXT 30 :

40 MODE 4

50 VDU 23;8202;0;0;0;
60 q=0

Listing 9. By lain Coulthard 70 MOVE 640,512
80 FOR x=0 TO 16*PI STEP PI/50

10 REM by Iain Coulthard 90 DRAW 640+((110+q)*(COS(x+41)))*SIN
20 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
30 :

(x*3),512+((80+q)*(SIN(x+34)))*(SIN(x*4)

40 MODE 2
)

lOO q=q+0.5
50 VDU 29,640;512; 110 NEXT
60 MOVE 0,0 120 REPEAT UNTIL 0
70 FOR e=0 TO 19

80 FOR x=0 TO 360

90 GCOL 0,8+(e AND7)E0R-7*(x>180>
1O0 MOVE 0,0

110 PLOT 85,SIN(RAD(x))*480*C0S(RAD(e* Listing 12. By M Thorpe
4.5)),COS(RAD(x))*480 10 REM by M Thorpe

120 NEXT:NEXT 20 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
130 FOR s=0 TO 3 30 :
140 FOR m=0 TO 8<9FF 40 MODE 2
150 m? (8<3000+& 1400*s) =m? (&3000+& 1400*s 50 *FX 9,0

)E0R&30 60 *FX 10,0
160 NEXT:NEXT 70 VDU 5

170 REPEAT 80 FOR z=.4 TO 2 STEP .4
180 VDU 19,0,3;0; 90 FOR X7.=0 TO 1280 STEP 8
190 FOR x=0 TO 7 100 k=14*C0SRAD(X'/./z)
200 FOR c=0 TO 7 110 FOR Y"/.=0 TO 1020 STEP 4
210 VDU 19,c+8,7+6*((c+x AND 7)>3);0; 120 c=k*COSRAD(Y'/./z)
220 NEXT:NEXT 130 IF c>l GCOLO,c:PLOT 69, X'/., Y'/.: NEXT:
230 UNTIL 0 NEXT:NEXT:ELSE NEXT:NEXT:NEXT

140 REPEAT

150 m=RND(20)

160 FOR p=l TO m
170 FOR n=l TO mListing 10. By Tim Brown
180 VDU 19,n,(n+p>MODm;0;0;

10 REM by Tim Brown 190 NEXT

20 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987 200 NEXT

30 : 210 UNTIL FALSE

40 MODE 2

50 VDU 29,640;0;5
60 FOR k=-10 TO 0 STEP.25

70 j=((-k*4)M0D15)+l Listing 13. By Jason Sorsby
80 y=l
90 q=1023+y*15 10 REM by Jason Sorsby

100 p=k*15 20 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987

110 x=k
30 :

120 REPEAT 40 MODE 1

130 GCOL 0,(j M0D15)+1 50 FOR s=l TO 100

140 PLOT 69,p,q 60 PLOT 69,RND(1279),RND(1023)

150 PLOT 69,-p,q 70 NEXT

160 p=p+x 80 FOR p=l TO 6

170 x=x*i.i Continued • 90 c=RND(3) „ .
Continued •
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•4 One Liners listing 13 continued •4 One Liners listing 14 continued
80 VDU 29,X'/.;Y'/.;

100 VDU 29,RND(1279);RND(1023);
90 MOVE 0,0

110 s=RND(30)+10
100 FOR A'/.=0 TO 360 STEP 60

120 FOR a=-s TO s
110 GCOL 3,4

130 x=SQR(s*s-a*a)
120 MOVE 0,0

140 z=x*2
130 PLOT 85,C0SRADA7.*200.SINRADA'/.*250

150 FOR b=-x TO x
140 NEXT

160 j=b*4
150 NEXT

170 k=a*4
160 NEXT

180 IF RND(z)-x>b THEN GCOL 0,c:PLOT 6
170 VDU 29,625;500;

9,j,k:NEXT:NEXT:NEXT:ELSE GCOL 0,0:PLOT
180 b=700

69,j,k:NEXT:NEXT:NEXT
190

200

210

220

t=0

REPEAT

b=b-60

t=t+42
Listing 14. By G Sanderson 230

240

GCOL 3,RND(7)
MOVE 0,0

10 REM by G Sanderson 250 FOR C'/.=0 TO 360 STEP 90

20 REM (c) Acorn User Augus t 1987 260 MOVE 0,0

30 : 270 PLOT 85, COS (RAD (C7.) ) *b , SIN (RAD (CV.)

40 REPEAT )*t

50 MODE 2 280 NEXT

60 FOR Y7.= 100 TO 1000 STEP 400 290 UNTIL b<10

70 FOR X'/.=30 TO 1230 STEP 150 300 g=GET
Continued • 310 UNTIL 0

See Interrupting Basic, page 97

Listing 1. Interrupting Basic source code

10 REM Interrupting B 320 PRINT '"by Mark de 720 TYA

asic source code Weger" 730 PHA

20 REM By Mark de Weg 330 PRINT ''"Assembl in 740 LDA #8<FF

er g code. Please wait... " 750 STA 8<20

30 REM For BBC B/B+/M 340 ENDPROC 760 PLA

/E 350 • 770 TAY

40 REM (c) Acorn User 360 DEF FNbasicl 780 PLA

August 1987 370 schlin=8<9942 790 TAX

50 : 380 cont=&8B0C 800 PLA

60 MODE 6 390 stl=8<F7 810 PLP

70 PROCsetup 400 st2=8<E4 820 . end

80 PROCassemble 410 st3=8<98 830 RTS

90 PROCchecksum 420 checksum=8<DFB9 840 :

100 PROCsave 430 =5389 850 . trace

110 END 440 - 860 PHA

120 : 450 DEF FNbasic2 870 LDA 8<8A

130 DEF PROCsetup 460 schlin=8<9970 880 BEQ comp

140 code'/.=8<900 470 cont=8<BB9B 890 PLA

150 workspace'/.=8<C00 480 stl=8<D8 900 CMP #32

160 sum7.=0 490 st2=8<13 910 BNE noend

170 eventnr=5 500 st3=8<99 920 LDA #0

180 basic=?8<8015-48 510 checksum=8<E41A 930 STA &BA

190 IF basic>4 OR basi 520 =5026 940 .noend

c=3:PRINT '"Sorry, only 530 : 950 LDA #0

BASICS 1,2 and 4."':END 540 DEF FNbasic4 960 JMP oswrch

200 tel=EVAL("FNbasic" 550 schlin=8<80CD 970 . comp

+STR*(basic)) 560 cont=8/9005 980 PLA

210 *KEY10 OLDIMRUNSM 570 stl=8<DA 990 CMP #91

220 brkv=!&202 AND 8<FF 580 st2=S<59 1000 BEQ ok

FF 590 st3=8<9C 1010 JMP out3

230 IF brkv<8<8000:PRIN 600 checksum=8<DFE8 1020 .ok

T" "PI ease press <BREAK> 610 =5210 1030 STX 8<79

": END 620 . 1040 STY 8<7A

240 *KEY10 630 DEF PROCassemble 1050 STA &8B

250 oswrch= ! 8<20E AND 8< 640 FOR pass=0 TO 2 ST 1060 PLA

FFFF EP 2 1070 TAX

260 oscli=8<FFF7 650 P'/.=code'/. 1080 PLA

270 osbyte=8<FFF4 660 C OPT pass 1090 TAY

280 osword=8<FFFl 670 .event 1100 PHA

290 clock=&7B 680 PHP 1110 TXA

300 DIM buffer 255 690 PHA 1120 PHA

310 PRINT '"Interrupti 700 TXA

ng BASIC" 710 PHA Continued •
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•4 Interrupting Basic listing 1 continued

1130 CPX #st2

1140 BEQ ok2

1150 JMP out2

1160 .ok2

1170 CPY #st3

1180 BEQ ok3

1190 JMP out2

1200 .ok3

1210 LDX 8/79

1220 LDY 8<7A

1230 LDA &8B

1240 PHP

1250 PHA

1260 TXA

1270 PHA

1280 TYA

1290 PHA

1300 LDA &2A

1310 STA 8<70

1320 LDA &2B

1330 STA 8/71

1340 LDA #0

1350 STA 8/20

1360 LDA 8<B

1370 STA &88

1380 LDA &C

1390 STA &89

1400 JSR checkfor

1410 BCC nofor

1420 LDA #4

1430 LDX #clock2 MOD 25

1440 LDY #clock2 DIV 25

LDA #event DIV 256

STA 8<221

LDA terror MOD 256

STA 8<202

LDA terror DIV 256

STA &203

LDA #0

STA &8A

JSR settime

JSR eventsoff2

LDA #14

LDX #eventnr

JMP osbyte
.settime

LDA #4

LDX #clock MOD 256

LDY #clock DIV 256

JMP osword

.eventsoff

LDA #oswrch MOD 25

STA &20E

LDA #oswrch DIV 25

2570

2580

2590

2600

2610

2620

2630

2640

2650

2660

2670

2680

2690

2700

2710

2720

2730

2740

2750

2760

2770

2780

2790

2800

2810

2820

2830

2840

2850

2860

2870

2880

2890

2900

2910

2920

2930

2940

2950

2960

2970

2980

2990

3000

3010

3020

3030

3040

3050

3060

3070

3080

3090

3100

3110

3120

3130

3140

3150

3160

3170

3180

3190

3200

3210

3220

3230

3240

3250

3260

STA 8<20F

.eventsoff2

LDA #13

LDX #eventnr

JSR osbyte
LDA #0

STA &20

RTS

.return

LDX #8<FF

.loop2
LDA workspace"/, X
STA 8<100,X
DEX

BNE loop2
LDX 8<76

TXS

PLA

PLA

PLA

LDA 8<86

STA &D0

LDA 8<87

STA 8<D1

LDA #31

JSR oswrch

LDA 8<80

JSR oswrch

LDA 8<81

JSR oswrch

LDA #25

JSR oswrch

LDA #4

JSR oswrch

LDX #0

.Ioop4
LDA 8<82,X
JSR oswrch

INX

CPX #4

BNE loop4
LDA &70

STA 8<2A

LDA 8/71

STA &2B

JSR settime

1450 JSR 8<FFF1

1460 LDA #1

1470 STA &8A

1480 PLA

1490 TAY

1500 PLA

1510 TAX

1520 PLA

1530 PLP

1540 LDA #0

1550 JMP oswrch

1560 .nofor

1570 PLA

1580 TAY

1590 PLA

1600 TAX

1610 PLA

1620 PLP

1630 PLA

1640 PLA

1650 STA &79

1660 PLA

1670 STA &7A

16B0 CMP #stl

1690 BNE nogoto
1700 LDA 8/7A

1710 PHA

1720 LDA 8/79

1730 PHA

1740 JMP goto
1750 .nogoto
1760 PLA

1770 .got o

1780 LDA 8<318

1790 STA &80

1800 LDA 8/319

1810 STA 8<81

1820 LDX #3

1830 .loopO

1840 LDA &310,X
1850 STA 8<82,X
1860 DEX

1870 BPL loopO
1880 LDA 8<D0

1890 STA 8<86

1900 LDA 8<D1

1910 STA &87

1920 TSX

1930 STX 8/76

1940 LDX #8<FF

1950 .loopl
1960 LDA 8<100,X
1970 STA workspace"/., X
1980 DEX

1990 BNE loopl
2000 LDX #8<FF

2010 TXS

2020 INC 8<78

2030 LDA &72

2040 CLC

2050 ADC #10

2060 STA 8<72

2070 BCC nohigh
2080 INC 8<73

2090 .nohigh
2100 LDA 8<7B

2110 CMP 8<77

2120 BNE over

2130 LDA #0

2140 STA 8<78

2150 LDA &74

2160 STA 8/72

2170 LDA 8/75

2180 STA 8/73

2190 .over

2200 LDA 8/72

2210 STA &2A

2220 LDA 8/73

2230 STA &2B

2240 .go
2250 LDA #0

2260 STA &2C

2270 STA &2D

2280 JSR schlin

2290 OPT FNright
2300 JMP badline

2310 .right
2320 SEC

2330 LDA &3D

2340 SBC #3

2350 STA 8<0B

2360 LDA &3E

2370 SBC #0

2380 STA 8/OC

2390 LDA #1

2400 STA 8<A

2410 JMP cont

2420 :

2430 .out2

2440 LDX 8/79

2450 LDY 8<7A

2460 LDA &8B

2470 .out3

2480 JMP oswrch

2490 :

2500 .eventson

2510 LDA #trace MOD 256
2520 STA 8<20E

2530 LDA #trace DIV 256
2540 STA 8<20F

2550 LDA #event MOD 256

2560 STA 8<220 Continued •
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•4 Interrupting Basic listing 1 continued

3270 JMP go
3280 : 3600 CLC 3860 END

3290 .error 3610 RTS 3870 :

3300 PHA 3620 : 3880 DEF FNright

3310 JSR eventsoff 3630 .clock2 3890 IF basic=4:C OPT p

3320 PLA 3640 3 ass:BCS right:D ELSE C 0

3330 JMP brkv 3650 !Py.=-l:Py.=P'/.+4 PT pass: BCC right: J

3340 : 3660 ?py.=&FF:P'/.=Py.+l 3900 =pass

3350 .checkfor 3670 C OPT pass 3910 :

3360 LDA 8<B8 3680 : 3920 DEF PROCsave

3370 BNE nodecl 3690 .badline 3930 PRINT '"'Warning:

3380 DEC 8<89 3700 BRK Once created, the object

3390 .nodecl 3710 D code"'"is not transfera

3400 DEC 8<88 3720 ?P7.=50:Py.=Py.+ l ble between different

3410 LDY #0 3730 *P'/.="Bad task line BASICs. "

3420 .loop5 3940 PRINT '"This objec

3430 LDA (8<88) ,Y 3740 py.=P"/.+LEN*Py. t code is suitable for"'

3440 CMP #&D 3750 ?py.=0:Py.=P'/.+l "BASIC "jbasic;"."

3450 BEQ endofstm 3760 NEXT 3950 PRINT '"Press <SPA

3460 CMP #8/3A 3770 ENDPROC CE> to save it."

3470 BEQ endofstm 3780 : 3960 *FX 15,1

3480 CMP #8<E3 3790 DEF PROCchecksum 3970 REPEAT: UNTIL GET=3

3490 BEQ ffound 3800 FOR 1oop'/.=code'/. TO 2

3500 LDA &88 P7. 3980 X'/.=buffer MOD 256

3510 BNE nodec2 3810 5um"/.=sum"/.+?loop% 3990 Y"/.=buffer DIV 256

3520 DEC 8<89 3820 NEXT 4000 *buffer="SAVE EVEN

3530 .nodec2 3830 5um'/.=sumy. AND ( (te TS "+STR**Mcodey.) +" "+ST

3540 DEC 8<88 1 EOR sum'/.)<>0) R*-MP'/.)+" "+STR*~(end)

3550 JMP loop5 3840 IF sum'/.=checksum:E 4010 CALL oscli

3560 .ffound NDPROC 4020 PRINT '"The object

3570 SEC 3850 PRINT '"Checksum n code has been saved as

3580 RTS ot correct - check listi file EVENTS'."'

3590 .endofstm ng" 4030 ENDPROC

Listing 2. PROCeventson <4 Interrupting Basic listing 3 continued
10 REM Interrupting BASIC procedure

20 REM By Mark de Weger
130 PROCeventson(&900,240, 1,2)
140 :

30 REM For BBC B/B+/M/E

40 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
150 REM Main, foreground, routine:

50 :
160 :

30000 DEF PROCeventson (mc'/., 1 me"/., time'/., n 170 REPEAT

rtasks'/.): TRACE 0FF:*FX 13,5 180 counter=counter+l

30010 *0PT 1,0 190 PRINT TAB(9,2);counter

30020 eventsoff =mc"/.+8<156
200 UNTIL FALSE

210 :30030 event5on=mc"/+8<l IE

30040 return=mc*/.+8<16C
220 REM Background routines:

30050 ?8<7F=8<FF: !8<7B=-time'/.
230 :

30060 !8<74=1 ine"/.
240 PRINT TAB(11,6) RND(10000):CALL re

turn30070 ?8<77=nrtasks'/.:?8<78=nrt asks'/.-l

30080 *RUN EVENTS
250 PR0Cbackground2:CALL return

30090 TRACE ON:TRACE OFF
260 :

30100 CALL eventson:ENDPROC
270 DEF PR0Cbackground2

280 htab=htab+l

290 IF htab=30:htab=14:PRINT TABUS,9)
;SPC(16)

Listing 3. Interrupting Basic Demo 1 300 PRINT TAB(htab,9);"*"

310 ENDPROC

10 REM Interrupting BASIC demo 1
320 :

20 REM By Mark de Weger
30 REM For BBC B/B+/M/E

330 DEF PROCeventson (mc*/., 1 ine*/., time"/., n
rtasks"/.): TRACE 0FF:*FX 13,5

340 *0PT 1,0
40 REM (c) Acorn User Aug .ist 1987

50 :
350 eventsoff =mc"/.+8<156

360 eventson=mcy.+8<l IE
60 MODE 6

370 return=mc"/.+8<16C
70 VDU 23;8202;0;0;0;

380 ?8<7F=&FF: !8<7B=-t ime"/.
80 PRINT '"This is done b / the main,

390 !8/74=1 iney.
foreground,"'"routine:" 400 ?8<77=nrtasks*/.:?8/78=nrtasks7.-l

90 PRINT '"'And this is d •ne in the"'
410 *RUN EVENTS

"background:" 420 TRACE ON:TRACE OFF
100 PRINT ''"And this too: 430 CALL eventson: ENDPROC
110 counter=0

120 htab=14

_

Continued •
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Listing 4. Interrupting Basic Demo2 •4 Interrupting Basic listing 4 continued

10 REM Interrupting BASIC demo 2 670 PROCgrey

20 REM By Mark de Weger 680 PR0Cwindow(5,2,35,5,3)

30 REM For BBC B/B+/M/E 690 PRINT TAB(7,3);"INTERRUPTING BASIC

40 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987 DEMO II"

50 : 700 PR0Cwindow(8,8,32,17,3)

60 MODE 4 710 PRINT TAB(9,9);"Please enter time:

70 PROCsetup "

80 PROCeventson (8c900,230, 1,4) 720 INPUT TAB(9,11)"hours: "hrs
90 : 730 INPUT TAB(9,12)"minutes: "mns

100 REM Main part of the program: 740 INPUT TAB(9,13)"seconds: "scs
110 : 750 TIME=hrs*360000+mns*6000+scs*100

120 REPEAT 760 PROCgrey

130 MOVE 400,600 770 PR0Cwindow(l,3,25,22,1)
140 FOR loop=0 TO 126 STEP .3 780 PR0Cwindow(26,4,38,9,2)

150 DRAW 200*SIN(loop)+400,200*C0S(loo 790 PROCwindow(26,14,38,24,2)
p)*SIN(1oop*.95)+600 800 PR0Cwindow(4,24,23,31,2)

160 IF INKEY-90:CALL eventson ELSE IF 810 PROCwindow(25,26,38,30,3)
INKEY-106:CALL eventsoff:*FX15,0 820 PRINT TAB(26,27);"<C0PY>: off";TAB

170 NEXT (26,28);"<DEL.>: on"

180 VDU 28,2,20,24,6,12,26 830 ENDPROC

190 UNTIL FALSE 840 :

200 : 850 DEF PROCtime

210 REM Background routines: 860 time=TIME

220 : 870 hrs=time DIV 360000

230 PROCtime:CALL return 880 mns=(time-hrs*360000) DIV 6000

240 PROCtriangle:CALL return 890 scs=(time-hrs*360000-mns*6000) DIV

250 L'/.=L-/.+1: PR INT TAB (6,28) ;L*/.; TAB (14, 100

28) ;L'/.: CALL return 900 hrs=hrs MOD 24

260 PROCmusic:CALL return 910 PRINT TAB(28,7);hrsj":";mns;":";sc

270 : s;SPC(-((hrs<10)+(mns<10)+(scs<10)))

280 DATA 165,101,157,101,149,101,177 920 ENDPROC

290 DATA 97,177,89,177,81,0,0 930 :

300 : 940 DEF PROCtriangle

310 DEF PROCgrey 950 GCOL 0,RND(2)-1

320 CLS 960 MOVE RND(365)+838,RND(252)+258

330 FOR loop=l TO 5
340 PRINT STRING*(253,CHR*255);

970 MOVE RND(365)+838,RND(252)+258
980 PLOT 85,RND(365)+838,RND(252)+258

350 NEXT 990 GCOL 0,0

360 PRINT TAB(0,0)sCHR*ll;CHR*13;STRIN 1000 ENDPROC

G*(50,CHR*255); 1010 :

370 ENDPROC 1020 DEF PROCmusic

380 : 1030 READ pitchl,pitch2

390 DEF PROCwindow(a,b,c,d,e) 1040 IF pitchl=0:REST0RE:rnd=(RND(3)-2)

400 ga=a*32 *48:G0T0 1030

410 gb=1024-b*32 1050 SOUND l,-12,pitchl+rnd,ll

420 gc=c*32 1060 SOUND 2,-12,pitchl+rnd,ll

430 gd=1024-d*32 1070 SOUND 3,-12,pitch2,ll

440 PROCbox(ga+10,gb+10,gc+10,gd+10,1) 1080 ENDPROC

450 PROCbox(ga,gb,gc,gd,2) 1090 :

460 VDU 28,a,d,c,b 1100 DEF PROCeventson(mc'/.,liney.,timey.,n
470 IF e=l:text*="MAIN PART" ELSE text rtasks"/.) :TRACE OFF:*FX 13,5

*="BACKGROUND" 1110 *OPT 1,0

480 IF e<3:PRINT TAB((c-a-LEN text*)/2 1120 eventsoff=mc7.+&156

,l);text* 1130 eventson=mcy.+8<l IE

490 VDU 26 1140 return=mcy.+8cl6C

500 ENDPROC 1150 ?8/7F=&FF: !&7B=-time7.

510 : 1160 !&74=line'/.

520 DEF PROCbox(a,b,c,d,e) 1170 ?8/77=nrtasks7.:?8/78=nrtasks7.-l

530 VDU 24,a;d;c;b; 1180 *RUN EVENTS

540 IF e=l:GC0L 0,128 ELSE GCOL 0,129 1190 TRACE ON:TRACE OFF

550 CLG

560 VDU 26

1200 CALL eventson:ENDPROC

570 IF e=2:GC0L 0,0:MOVE a,b:DRAW c,b:
DRAW c,d:DRAW a,d:DRAW a,b -4 Listing 5. Interrupting Basic Demo 3

580 ENDPROC

590 :

600 DEF PROCsetup 10 REM Interrupting BASIC demo 3

610 rnd=0 20 REM By Mark de Weger

620 L"/.=0 30 REM For BBC B/B+/M/E

630 VDU 23,255,85,170,85,170,85,170,85 40 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
,170 50 :

640 VDU 23;8202;0;0;0; 60 ON ERROR VDU 3:CLOSE#0:REPORT:PRIN

650 COLOUR 0 rnn,inilol, ^
660 colour 129 continued •

T " at line ";ERL:END
70 mode 6 Continued •
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BUSINESS

<l Interrupting Basiclisting 5 continued
80 PRINT '"'Set up your (parallel) pr

inter and"'"press <SPACE> when ready."
90 *FX 15,1
100 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32

110 MODE 2

120 VDU 23;8202;0;0;0;

130 VDU 29,640;512;
140 fn*="DEMTEXT"

150 ch'/.=OPENUP(fn*)

160 PROCeventson (8<900, 340, 1,1)
170 :

180 REM Main part of the program:
190 :

200 REPEAT

210 CLS

220 FOR loop1=0 TO 500 STEP 20
230 GCOL 3,RND(8)-1
240 FOR loop2=-200 TO 200 STEP 40
250 MOVE -loopl,loop2
260 DRAW loopl,-loop2
270 MOVE -loop2,loopl
280 DRAW loop2,-loopl
290 NEXT

300 PROCdummy
310 NEXT

320 UNTIL FALSE

330 :

340 REM Background routine:
350 :

360 PROCprint:CALL return
370 :

380 DEF PROCprint
390 IF ADVAL-4<5:ENDPROC

400 VDU 2

410 FOR loop=l TO 2
420 IF EOF#ch'/.:PTR#ch'/.=0:VDU 1,13,1,13
430 chr=BGET#ch'/.

440 VDU l,chr
450 NEXT loop
460 ENDPROC

470 :

480 DEF PROCdummy:CALL eventsoff
490 REM This is a dummy procedure.
500 REM It shows you how to switch
510 REM events off and on in a

520 REM procedure that is called by
530 REM the main part of your program.
540 CALL eventson:ENDPROC

550 :

560 DEF PROCeventson (mc"/, line'/,time/£,n
rtasks"/.): TRACE 0FF:*FX 13,5

570 *OPT 1,0
580 eventsoff=mc'/.+8<156

590 eventson=mc"/.+8<llE

600 return=mcy.+8<16C

610 ?8/7F=&FF: !8/7B=-ti me"Z

620 !8<74=1 i ne"/.

630 ?8<77=nrtasks"/.: ?8<78=nrtasksy.-l

640 *RUN EVENTS

650 TRACE ON:TRACE OFF

660 CALL eventson:ENDPROC

See Cut Down on Keystrokes, page 157

Listing 1. Extended highlights

*l EXTKEYS quick entry of extended
*! highlights - by Graham Bell
*! for B/B+/M/E + View

*! (c) Acorn User August 1987

128

*fx 228 1

*key 0 Continued •

•4 Business listing 1 continued

*key 1

*key 2 "! ! ! ! !
11 ii

*key 3 " : ! ! ! ! "

*key 4 "! Mill ! ! "

*key 5 " ! ! ! S ! ! "

*key 6 " ! ! ! ! 1 i in

*key
*key

7 " i i ] i i • ii"

8 " ! ! ! »

*key 9 " !*ht: M2 130:m: 1 1 { • i ! ! '

*key 10

*key 11 ' :! !@'

*key 12 ' :; :x ! .' X ! ! 1 X ! ! sx: !x: IX! '. X

X"

*key 13 ' :! :y ! !y: ! :y: >. !Y! :y! !Y! !Y

Y"

*key 14 ' :! :z i !Z! ! !Z! ! :z: :z: !Z! !Z

Z"

*key 15 ' ! ! :c ! !C ! ! !C! ! ic: i r_: .'C! : C

C"

Listing 2. NLQ exec file
10 REM Create NLQ EXEC file

20 REM by Graham Bell
30 REM for BBC B/B+/M/C/E

40 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
50 :

60 *FX 5 0

70 *SP00L NLQ

80 PRINT "*! ";
90 VDU 2,1,27,1,ASC"x",1,1,3
100 PRINT "NLQ print set"
110 *SP00L

120 *FX 5 1

Listing 3. POUND exec file

10 REM Create POUND EXEC file
20 REM by Graham Bell
30 REM for BBC B/B+/M/C/E

40 REM (c) Acorn User August 1987
50 :

60 *FX 5 0

70 *SP00L POUND

80 PRINT "*! ";
90 VDU 2,1,27,1,ASC"R"
100 VDU 1,0,1,27,1,ASC":",1,0
110 VDU 1,0, 1,0, 1,27, 1,ASC"'/."
120 VDU 1,1,1,0,1,27,1,ASC"&"
130 VDU 1,0,1,ASC"£",1,ASC"£",1,138
140 VDU 1,18,1,0,1,ASC"~",1,128
150 VDU 1,18,1,128,1,18,1,128
160 VDU 1,ASC"B",1,0,1,0,3
170 PRINT "POUND character set"
180 *SP00L

190 *FX 5 1

August Listings
The easiest way to enter the listings is to buy the monthly listings
disc or cassette. It saves time and removes the inevitable typing
errors. The disc is fully menu driven and an excellent buy atonly
£5.95. The listings can be downloaded from Micronet page 600
600890A, price £5.00.

Remember there isagraphics bonus on the disc and cassette each
month to add to your graphics library. The order form is on page
130 or buy a copy at the Acorn User show.
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ACORNUSER ORDER FORM
ACORN USER OFF E R S

DISC SUBSCRIPTIONS
Yes! Please send me my free disc binder and start my disc subscription

from the issue

01 UK (six months only'1")
01 UK

02 EUROPE (Airmail)
02 OVERSEAS (Surface)
03 OVERSEAS (Airmail)

TOTAL VALUE £ .

• £30.00

• £69.00

• £76.00

• £76.00

D £84.00

" Disc binder not included

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Yes! Please start my subscription to Acorn User magazine from the

Issue (UK Subscribers
see page 52 and 92 before completing)

01 UK

02 EUROPE

03 MIDDLE EAST

04 THE AMERICAS & AFRICA
05 REST OF THE WORLD

12 Issues

• £17.50

• £25.00

• £30.00

D £35.00

• £40.00

27 Issues

• £35.00

• £50.00

D £60.00

D £70.00

• £80.00

TOTAL VALUE £

ACORN USER MONTHLY CASSETTES
1985

• JAN
D FEB

• MAR

• APR

D MAY

D JUN
D JUL
D AUG

D SEP

• OCT
D NOV

• DEC

0409-X

0410-3

0411-1

0412-X

0413-8

0414-6

0415-4

0416-2

0417-0

0418-9

0419-7

0420-0

1986

D JAN
• FEB

• MAR

• APR

• MAY

• JUN
D JUL
• AUG

D SEP

D OCT

• nov

• DEC

0421-9

0422-7

0423-5

0424-3

0425-1

0426-X

0427-8

0428-6

0429-4

0430-8

0431-6

0432-4

Monthly cassettes are suitablefor BBCmicro and Electronusers

TOTAL VALUE £

BINDERS

TOTAL VALUE £

1987

a JAN
• FEB

D MAR

• APR

D MAY

• JUN
D JUL
• AUG

0433-2

0434-0

0435-9

0436-7

0437-5

0438-3

0439-1

0440-5

UK= £3.95
Europe= £4.95

Overseas= £5.95

CASSETTE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Yes! Please startmycassette subscription from the
and send mc my free games cassette

01 UK (six months only*)
01 UK

02 EUROPE (Airmail)
02 OVERSEAS (Surface)
03 OVERSEAS (Airmail)

• £20.00

• £45.00

• £52.00

• £52.00

• £62.00

TOTAL VALUE £ * Games Compendium not included

ACORN USER MONTHLY DISCS
1986

• JAN 0204-6
D FEB 0205-4

• MAR 0206-2

D APR 0207-0

• MAY 0208-9

• JUN 0209-7
• JUL 0210-0

UK=£5.95

Europe=£6.95
Overscas=£7.95

D AUG 0211-9

• SEP 0212-7

• OCT 0213-5

D NOV 0214-3
D DEC 0215-1

1987

• JAN
D FEB

• MAR

• APR

• MAY

• JUN
• JUL
• AUG

0216-X

0217-8

0218-6

0219-4

0220-8

0221-6

0222-4

0223-2

All AU discsare in DFSformat for the 1770 and 8271 systems.Monthlydiscsare 5.25-in
(40 track with 80 track transfer programsupplied)

TOTAL VALUE £

ACORN USER MAGAZINE BACK ISSUES
1985

• JAN
• MAR

D APR

• MAY

D JUN
D JUL
• AUG

• SEP

• OCT
• NOV

D DEC

0021-3

0022-1

0023-X

0024-8

0025-6

0026-4

0027-2

0028-0

0029-9

0030-2

0031-0

TOTAL VALUE £

1986

• JAN
• FEB

• MAR

• APR

• MAY

• JUN
• JUL
• AUG

D SEP

• OCT

• NOV

• DEC

0032-9

0033-7

0034-5

0035-3

0036-1

0037-X

0038-8

0039-6

0040-X

0041-8

0042-6

0043-4

1987

• JAN 0044-2
• MAR 0046-9

• APR 0047-7

• MAY 0048-5
• JUN 0049-3
• JUL 0050-7
• AUG 0051-5

UK= £1.75

Europe= £2.25
Overseas= £3.75

MAGAZINE BINDER 1201-7

DISC BINDER 1302-1

UK EUROPE OVERSEAS
• £4.95 • £7.95 • £14.95

• £6.95 • £9.95 • £16.95

24 hours telephone service (0672) 40825

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987
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ACORN USER ORDER FORM
ACORN USER OFFERS

ACORN USER ROMS

• USERDUMP 1001-4

• USERROM 1002-2

• AXRROM 1003-0

TOTAL VALUE £_

UK = £19.95

Europe= £20.95
Overseas = £21.95

ACORN USER SPECIAL DISCS

GALLERY DISC
40-track 0801-X • 80-track 0802-8 • 3.5in 0803-6 D

GALLERY COLLECTION DISC
40-track 0840-0 • 80-track 0841-9 • 3.5in 0842-7 D

DISC HELP DISC UK = £6.95
80-track 0804-4 D Europe = £7.95 Overseas = £8.95

PRINTER HELP DISC
40-track 0820-6 D 80-track 0821-4 •

GRAPHICS UTILITIES DISC

40-track 0830-3 •

EDUCATION DISC

40-track 0815-X •

TOTAL VALUE £

UK = £7.95

Europe = £8.95
Overseas = £9.95

• Iencloseasterling cheque/postal order for atotal of£

D Pleasedebitmy • Visa(Barclaycard) • Access (Mastercard)

L"Credit cardnumber

SIGNED

MR/MRS/MISS/MS

ADDRESS

DATE

INITIALS

POSTCODE

ACORNUSER SPECIAL CASSETTES

• ACORN USER GRAPHICS 0601-7

• BEST OF ACORN USER 0602-5

• GAMES COMPENDIUM 0603-3

• FINEST FAVOURITES 0604-1

TOTALVALUE£

UK = £3.95

Europe = £4.95
Overseas = £5.95

SIDEWAYS RAM

UTILITIES DISC
40-track 0825-7 •

UK = £9.95

Europe = £10.95 Overseas = £11.95

NETWORK UTILITIES

DISC UK = £19.95

80-track 0809-5 • Europe = £20.95 Overseas = £21.95

CALLIGRAPHY
40-track 0950-4 D
80-track 0960-1 •

UK = £9.95

Europe = £10.95 Overseas = £11.95

VIEWCHART DISC

40-track 0920-2 •
UK = £12.95 Europe = £13.95 Overseas = £14.95

made payable toRedwood Publishing

Expiry date

SURNAME

TELEPHONE

Please return your order to: Redwood Publishing Ltd, Acorn User Mail Order, Lambourn Woodlands, Newbury Berkshire RG16 7TW

For Office Use Only 0 0 •

2 0 0 1 X 2 4 N Y D P

B41

B41

24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825
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OFFERS
CHART SOFTWARE

iX^f.
./

/

9 I I I I I

Improve your
presentation

with ViewChart

1C lh MX INDEX

Main Index lOO

Header Library 940
Acorn User Utilities 950

More about NetFax 965

l

Network utilities for
better communication

The Network Utilities 80-track disc is the logical
addition to your network, combining invaluable

routines with a sophisticated yet easy-to-use noticeboard.
Included is Netfax, our own hybrid information system

providing access to thousands of pages of information.
Other special features are: a file locator and directory size
finder; network manager utilities including a bridge com
patible screen viewer and a 'notify all' facility.

Plus there are 150 Netfax pages covering instructions,
help and indexes, all on a 5.25-inch disc for £19.95.

Do you use your micro to prepare figures? Perhaps in
ViewSheet or ViewStore? Do you make printed re

ports? This business graphics program from Acorn User
contributor Peter Sandford is aimed at anyone who uses
figures, and wishes to improve the quality of their work.

ViewChart takes your numeric data from a ViewSheet or
ViewStore file, or manual input, and plots various chart
formats to screen. In one plot you can produce between one
and five piecharts, stacked bar charts up to 25 bars, grouped
bar charts up to 24 bars and line graphs with up to five lines
each of 40 plotted points.

In practice, most business presentation data such as sales
figures, departmental breakdowns, cost analyses and so on
can be presented in a form even the boss will understand!

You can even add extra text and graphics to the completed
chart prior to saving or printing. A screen dump program is
provided, for Epson and compatible printers, which is
specifically designed to fit the width of an A4 page. Instruc
tionsare provided on interfacing to other printers. ViewChart
works in screen mode 0, using full shading effects, so what
you see on screen is what you get on paper, and includes
some tips on final presentation of graphics in documents.

ViewChart is supplied on 40-track 5.25-inch disc and
works on the BBC models B and B4- and Master 128.

And the price of this professional software? Just £12.95.

D C

flcorn User
rn^vximtrrrmvi

RMTlAad

Memo to all Network Users...

The P.ftM pad is just one of many useful
utilities on the Acorn User

Sideways Ram Utility Disc

Disc for all sideways
RAM users

The Sideways RAM Utilities disc includes: Ram-
Pad- your computer's answer to the pad and pen.

On-Screen Fonts - a variety of print styles available in all
graphics modes. :;' HLP ROM - add your own help text to
call up when you're stuck. Standard ROM header for use
when writing your own ROMs. ::" RLOOK to examine the
contents of your ROMs and sideways RAM images.

There are many more utilities on this 40-track 5.25-inch
disc with a transfer program for 80-track users, and it's
competitively priced at £9.95.

Acom User order form onpage 130 -24 hour telephone service(0672) 40825
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OFFERS
D M

Printer control
with the

UserDump ROM

O

Your favourite Acorn User
routines

Get UserROM for your favourite Acorn User
routines. Plug in the ROM chip and 19 routines

are instantly accessible via star commands, including colfill
with 27 colourful fills; dotfill providing 23 new black and
white shades; bad program recovery; variable lister; func
tion key lister; a graphics compiler; a circle drawing
routine and a sound compiler. There are many demonstra
tion programs and a 22 page manual. All for £19.95.

Full details are available from Seran, Redwood Pub
lishing Ltd., 141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.

R O M

This pack includes the easy-to-fit UserDump ROM
chip and a practical 22-page guide to the screen dump

and printer control facilities offered - for just £19.95.
Once installed, UserDump will allow you to dump any

screen image in any display mode by entering a single
command - either as a line of your program or by typing in
direct from the keyboard. A perfect dump can also be
obtained while a machine code program is running.

UserDump features the following extra commands:
::'WDUMP - dump of graphics window only in any mode;
::'ZDUMP - a distortion-free dump of the mode 0 screen
using plotter graphics; ::'TRANSIT - translate teletext screen
into mode 1; ::'SHIFT <argument> - shift any area of memory;
*IBM - select IBM printer; *CP80 - select CP80 printer.

UserDump is compatible with the BBC micro (model B or
B-I-) fitted with operating system 1.2. Anyearlier version will
cause problems. UserDump is fully compatible with the
Acorn 6502 second processor. It works with any printer
which has single density and double density bit image
graphics, including all Epson (LX, RX and FX) printers, Star
Gemini and Delta, SG, SD and SR, Canon and Kaga NLQ.
Also usable are the Shinwa and other CP80 printers.

There aremany more commands available with UserDump,
and details are available from Seran, Redwood Publishing
Ltd., 141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.

O

Assembler Extension ROM (RXR) 1.18
BITS (Use *BITS for help on OPT)
RSSM <src> <OPT 1> <<OPT 2>> (<dest>>
DSM ((address)) (<ROM>>
LUHR
STRIP <fsp> <<:>)
FX 184,8,§ to disable
Condition: On

Acorn User Assembler
Extension ROM

The AXR ROM, competitively priced at £19.95, is
especially designed for use by machine code prog

rammers. AXR adds a variety of options and commands to
the Basic assembler, along with several new pseudo op
codes, full Basic expression evaluation, and even the use of
binary numbers. A disassembler is included in the soft
ware, and all 65C02 instructions can be used. AXR is
compatible with Basic 1, 2 and Master.

Further details from Seran, Redwood Publishing Ltd.,
141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.

Acorn User order form on page 130-24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825
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OFFERS
PROGRAM L S T N G S

Whaam!
What wonderful

listings
LISTINGS

Monthly disc and cassette
subscriptions

Guarantee delivery of your monthly program listings by
subscribing to our discs or cassettes, for the best quality
utilities, graphics and entertainment.

New cassette subscribers receive a free Games Compen
dium cassette, and new monthly disc subscribers qualify
for one of our grey cloth disc binders, to hold a year's
discs. Or if you prefer, try us out for six months and save
yourself money. See page 129 for details.

Whichever you choose you won't regret the investment.
All offers are open to UK subscribers only.

Joe Telford was stunned at the price of paper for personal
diary planners, so he produced his own. By using Joe's
program you can produce your own. For Master owners Joe
has added a calendar utility to the JOE desk-top program
from June 1987, which is still available on disc and cassette.

Mark de Weger has written a multi-tasking utility which
you can use in your own programs. This allows several parts
of the program to work at the same time, so one procedure
could display graphics on screen while another prints on the
printer.

For the business user, Graham Bell's programs allow you
greater control ofyour printer while working in View, giving
even more finish to your business documents and letters.

Don't miss the one-line wonders, the best one-line graphics
programs from our competition in the March 1987 issue. We
have put all the winners onto the disc and cassette listings.

First Byte and Forum have produced several useful prog
rams. For machine code beginners, Tessie has devised a
program for multiplying and dividing in machine code, and if
you find that after a long programming session you press
'Break', we have a program to stop you losing variables.

The Graphics Bonus for August is WHAAM, adapted by
Robert Miller from Roy Lichtenstein's original that hangs in
the Tate Gallery. All these programs are on 5.25-inch disc for
£5.59 or on cassette for only £3.95.

N D E R S

ACORN f —II

Vastly reduced prices
for disc binders

Our grey cloth disc binder is supplied with its own
protective slip case and is filled with six transparent
inserts, which will hold a year's supply of 5.25-inch
monthly discs, and it is currently available at the special
price of just £6.95.

An Acorn User magazine binder is the best way to keep
your precious copies in pristine condition. Our smart red
binder features a wide spine with the capacity to hold a
whole year's issues. For only £4.95 your magazines can
last a lifetime.

Acorn User order form onpage 129-24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825
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OFFERS
GALLERY D S C S

Gorgeous screens
with our

Gallery discs

CASSETTES

Games galore in our
compendium cassette

You can guide Shuggy around his garden; puzzle
over Puzzle, and be 3-D amazed. Or destroy

submarines with Run Silent, Run Deep. And for the really
adventurous, go round the Acorn User otfice.

Best of all, try the truly different Adventure game
written especially for the Games Compendium cassette by
Rob Anderson. It's excellent value at £3.95.

You will also find David Acton's Spectramania and
Quadline on this cassette: beat your micro, get four in a
row. All are easily transferred to disc.

Acorn User's Gallery and Gallery Collection discs are
now in 3.5-inch format for Master Compact users.

Each disc is a giveaway at only £6.95, the same price for all
formats. Both discs have over 20 brilliantly digitised and
stunningly produced screens that will automatically scroll for
your amusement, or you can load them all individually to
have a longer look.

The screens on the Gallery disc include some old favouri-
ties, such as Thomas the Tank Engine, as well as some new
ones that will amaze, tantalise and entertain you.

The Gallery disc also has Super Painter and Pixel Editor, so
you can do the creating. These two programs can be used in
conjunction with the screens we give you to alter and
improve them, or you can create totally new graphics screens
of your own.

The rich and the famous, or sometimes infamous, put in an
appearance. Tony Hancock is on the Gallery disc, as is Max
Headroom. On the Gallery Collection disc, Spitting Image
and the Dallas crowd are in vivid colour in the company of
Henry VIII, and everyone's favourite, Bugs Bunny.

All the screens on the Gallery Collection disc come in
compressed form with a program to help you compress
and expand your own screens, so saving valuable space.

Whether you choose 3.5-inch or 80-track or 40-track
5.25-inch format, you'll be getting great entertainment value.

D

Graphics utilities for
your screens

The 40-track 5.25-inch Graphics Utilities disc,
keenly priced at £7.95, features 16 routines to

manipulate blocks of graphics: rotation and reflection, a
screen compressor/expander, a colour flood-fill routine
and three mode conversion commands.

With the Basic procedure library are multi-height,
proportional and justified text and 'drop shadow' boxes. A
teletext screen editor gives point plotting, line drawing,
rubber banding and flood fill, along with all mode 7
control codes. All can be used in your own programs.

Acorn User met form on page 130-24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825
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OFFERS
ALL G R A H Y

A new dimension
in letter

designing

CASSETTE

All your finest favourites
now on cassette

For only £3.95, Finest Favourites contains some of
the best programs published in Acorn User for the

BBC, Master and Electron microcomputers.
The cassette contains: Tunemaker, Character Dumping,

Basic extensions and a screen compression program. The
Mandelbrot set allows you to do the creating and Word
Squares lets you make your own word puzzles. Also
included is Screen Fonts and don't miss Motion on this
exciting cassette. Remember the Best of Acorn User and
Graphics cassettes are still available! See page 130.

This is your chance to produce your own letterheads
and posters to a professional standard, with the

minimum of fuss and effort. Acorn User's Calligraphy disc
has been compiled due to popular demand and contains all
the programs needed to produce letter designs that will
impress your friends and colleagues.

The Desalet program is a simple font creator which
produces customised letters, to your personal design. It will
save you from using repetitive data statements and error
prone calculations. You can save your font set on disc and
then call it up as needed. All previously saved sets can be
modified or added to, and each set covers up to 94 characters.

Modical, a modification of the original Calligraphy pro
gram (September 1986 Acorn User) is also included on the
disc. Modical allows the use of disc-based font sets created

with Desalet. Modical also incorporates a modified file
creation program, which permits files to be printed out
immediately or saved for later printing.

An enhanced font ROM in the form of a sideways RAM
image, isalso on the disc. This allows you to design your own
fonts for use on-screen. Any output to the printer will be in
the new font - thus giving true WYSIWYG capabilities.
There is a selection of new fonts to help you get started.

This superb disc comes in 5.25-inch, 40-track format easily
transferable to 80-track and is great value at only £9.95.

D

Dr\

*r*f °'»' - *'/**"*o£ I

i j

Printer advice with
Printer Help disc

Often printer manuals don't fully cover the Master
and BBC micro - our disc will help you to

understand your printer's facilities for just £7.95.
The 5.25-inch Printer Help disc illustrates various print

type styles, use of Wordwise and View, screen images and
printer care. There is an ASCII standard codes table and
clear diagrams illustrating stages of printer use including
advice on what to do if things go wrong.

For compatibility details write to Seran, Redwood
Publishing Ltd, 141-143 Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF.

Acom User order form on page130-24 hour telephone service(0672) 40825
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— HSV COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED —

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE &VAT - NO EXTRAS TO PAY!

CONTINUOUS STATIONERY (micro perf all edges)
250

9.5" x 11" 60 GSM £2.95
TRUE A4 90GSM £5.25
TRUE A4 100 GSM WHITE BOND £6.50
TRUE A4 100 GSMCREAM, BLUE OR GREY BOND £7.25

LABELS 3.5" x 1.5" (1 across) —
LABELS 4.0" x 1.5" (1 across) —
LABELS 4.0" x 1.5" (2 across) —
LABELS 2.75" x 1.5" (3 across) —

QTY

500 1000 2000
£4.95 £8.95 £14.95

£8.75 £14.95 —

£9.95 £16.25 —

£13.50 £25.50 —

£2.95 £4.95 £9.50

£3.25 £5.50 £10.50

£3.75 £6.50 £11.95

£2.75 £4.50 £8.50

COL BLACKPRINTER RIBBONS col black

CANON PW1080/1186 *** 3.95 2.95
CENTRONICS GLP 3.95 2.95
CITIZEN 120D N/A 4.95
EPSON FX/MX/RX80 3.95 2.95
EPSON LX80/86 3.95 2.95
EPSON MX100 3.95 2.95
JUKI 6100 S/S N/A 1.50
JUKI 6100 M/S N/A 2.50
MANNESMANN TALLY MT80/80+ N/A 3.95
OKI MICROLINE 80/82/83 2.50 1.50
PANASONIC KXP1090, 1080 N/A 3.95
SEIKOSHA GP80 N/A 2.75
SEIKOSHA GP100 N/A 2.75

SHINWA CP80 N/A 3.95
STARSG10/SG15 2.50 1.50
TAXAN KAGA *** 3.95 2.95

COLOURS AVAILABLE: RED, BLUE,
GREEN, BROWN, PURPLE, ORANGE

*** RED OR BLUE ONLY
Please state when ordering

ACCESSORIES
PRINTER STANDS 80 COLUMN
SMOKED BROWN ACRYLIC FOR REAR OR
CENTRE FEED PRINTERS £14.95
TILT 'N' TURN MONITOR STANDS
12" MONITOR £12.95 14" MONITOR £14.95

DISKETTES QUANTITY 10 20 30 40 50 100

31/2 SS/DD
DS/DD

135TPI
135TPI

15.50
17.50

30.00
34.00

44.00
50.00

57.00
65.00

70.00

80.00
135.00
155.00

51/4 SS/DD
DS/DD
DS/QD

48TPI
48TPI
96TPI
96TPI
96TPI

5.95
6.95
7.95

9.95
8.95

11.00

13.00
15.00

16.00
19.00
22.00

21.00

25.00
29.00

25.00
30.00
35.00

45.00
55.00
65.00

COL DS/QD
UNIVERSAL 17.00 25.00 33.00 40.00 75.00

COLOURS AVAILABLE: RED, BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW, WHITE, EITHER IN BOXES OF TEN OR
MIXED, TWO OF EACH.

** Universal disks are suitable for 40/80 track drives and have 2 notches and 2 holes.
ALL 51A DISKS SUPPLIED IN CARDBOARD BOXES WITH WRITE PROTECT TABS, LABELS

AND ENVELOPES AND COME WITH OUR NO QUIBBLE MONEY BACK OR
REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE.

DISKETTE STORAGE BOXES
10x51/4" LIBRARY CASE 1.25
50x51/4" HINGED LID 6.95
50x51/V' HINGED LID LOCKABLE 7.95

100x51/4" HINGED LID LOCKABLE 11.95
120x51/4" HINGED LID LOCKABLE 12.95

10x31/2" LIBRARY CASE 1.25
30x31/2" HINGED LID 6.95
40x31/2" HINGED LID LOCKABLE 8.95
80x31/2" HINGED LID LOCKABLE 12.95

Q CREDIT CARD HOT LINE! (0256) 463507
HSV COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED, 23Hampstead House, Town Centre, Basingstoke, Hants RG211 LG (0256) 463507

Data Preparation Computer Supplies

VISA

-HSV
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REVIEWS
GAMES

THE GAMES PAGE
David Lawrence's guide to the best games

at this month's Acorn User show

It's show time again! And you have yet
another chance to squeeze your way
through the Barbican exhibition halls and
pick up the latest games, some of them hot
off the press, and all the golden oldies.

Many software companies have compiled
collections of their early games and are
selling them at about £10 for between five
and 10 titles. If you're looking for a
bargain then Superior's Collections, Acorn-
soft's Hits, Micro Power's Magics, Tyne
soft's games packs or Audiogenic's collec
tions are well worth buying. Of the latest
games around, I would recommend any of
the following to add to your collection:
Superior Software
• Grand Prix Construction Set - The split-
screen 3D racing game reviewed in June's
Acorn User.

• Around the World in 40 Screens - Extra
levels for Repton 3.
• Crazee Rider - 3D motorcycle racing.
• Stryker's Run II Codename: Droid -
The sequel to Stryker's Run by the authors
of Ravenskull. I have now seen a pre
release copy and apart from a few very
minor bugs that are currently being cor
rected, the game is an excellent follow-up
to Stryker's Run. I didn't think there was
enough going on in the original game, but
John Stryker has four-directional move
ment plus kneeling and crawling, and in
stead of just mindless shooting, you must
solve some quite fiddly and complete puz
zles in this new game.
Tynesoft
• Phantom - Kill the ghosts and collect
the keys to escape.
• Oxbridge - An illustrated mode 7
adventure with plenty of humour.
• Spy Vs Spy (should be available) - Two
player spy combat.
Audiogenic
• Omega Orb - Thenext game from Peter
'Thunderstruck' Scott, very much in the
same vein as that program, with very nice
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graphics and good-sized playing area.
Micro Power

• Magic II - Compilation of 10 games.
• Imogen - An excellent arcade adventure
with 'strange' puzzles and cute graphics.
Elite

• Paper Boy - The highly popular arcade
machine reproduced on the BBC micro,
many of the original graphics are obviously
not present, but what is there is good and
the game is very playable.
BugByte
• Dunjunz - The nearest you can current
ly get to Gauntlet on the BBC micro.
Dunjunz is now available on disc.
Imagine
• Coin-op Hits - A compilation of four of
Konami's bestgames for about £10: Yie-Ar
Kung Fu - One player Kung-fu combat.
Mikie - Evade the teachers to escape to the
playground and your girlfriend! Flyper
Sports - Swimming, skeet shooting, gym
nastics, archery, triple jump and weight
lifting. Green Beret - Yes! At last you can
buy this commando-style game on the
BBC micro. Unfortunately it's not really
up to much.

With any luck, the next game from
Imagine, Arkanoid, might be available at
the show. This is one of my favourites in
the arcades and on the Atari ST. Amazing
ly enough, the game is just the old classic

Breakoutl However, aliens, indestructable
bricks, lasers (!) and about 30 different
levels have been added to make a highly
addictive game. I have not seen the BBC
micro version but the Atari one was con

verted by Peter Johnson, author of many
of the latest BBC conversions like Impossi
ble Mission, so I imagine that we may get a
very good game.

It is interesting to note that in the latest
software charts, Superior holds the top
four positions and has a total of six games
in the top 10. Perhaps other software
houses should take note. . .

Michael Horend has followed up his
Plan-B poke from last month with the
following. Again *LOAD PLANB, then
For infinite energy:
?&3F74=&EA:?&3F75=&EA

For infinite ammo:

P&3F82=&EA: P&3F83=&EA

For 50 keys at start:
?&3F01=50

Even with these pokes, it is still fairly
difficult to finish the game, as some of the
screens are very nasty to get out of, and
even into in some cases! One word of

warning Mike gives; don't go along the
passage down the drain - you end up in a
little box and can't get out!

One other fairly interesting poke I have
received comes from Duncan Nobes.

Although only an infinite life poke for
Tynesoft's Mousetrap, it does at least give
you a chance to get off the first screen!
Anyway, for oodles of lives, load in
TRAP3, ?&18FC=&A9 and ?&18FD=1,
re-save TRAP3. Now just chain the game
normally and carry on playing.

That's all for this month; don't forget
about the XOR and Ravenskull maps, and
have a good show! The XOR maps cost £1
on paper, £2 if you supply the disc (please
state which format you require); Ravens
kull costs £1.50 on paper, both arc avail
able from us at The Games Page.
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PANASONIC KXP1081
with BBC cable & paper

£169.00 (£146.96 + VAT)

Above with Screen Dump & 2m
on hip

£174.00 (£151.30 + VAT)
Exc VAT Inc VAT

KXP 1080 Fabric ink ribbon 3.00 3.45

KXP 1080 View Printer driver 8.65 9.95
KXP 1080 Control Dump rom...13.00 14.95

CANON PW1080A
with BBC cable & paper

£239.00 (£207.83 <VAT)

JUKI 6100
with BBC cable & paper

£299.00 (£260.00 VAT)

EPSON LX80
with BBC cable & paper

£232.00 (£201.74+VAT)

DISC DRIVES
Ex VAT Inc VAT

CumanaCSXIOO 91.30 105.00
CumanaCSX400 124.35 143.00
CumanaCD800S 260.00 299.00
MD400A 400k No PSU 101.74 117.00
MD400B400k &PSU 116.52 134.00
MD802C800kNoPSU 190.43 219.00
MD802E 800k & PSU 216.52 249.00
MD802D 800k + Stand 225.21 259.00
Phone for full range of Viglen & Torch
Winchesters (Hard Discs)

PRINTER ADDONS
Exc VAT Inc VAT

Universal Printer Stand 13 00 14.95
LX Tractor Unit 19 96 22.95
LXSheet Feeder 47 83 55.00
LX Print RibDOn 3 00 3.45
FX/LQ Sheet Feeder 106 96 123.00
NL-10 Sheet Feedo' 4/83 55.00
NL-10 Print Rioaoo 4 80 5.52
120D Sheet Foeder 86 09 99.00
120D Print Ribbon 4 00 4.60
KP/PW Print Ribbon 3 39 3.90
Juki 6100 Dust Cover 5 60 6.44
Printor Dust Covers Irom 4 00 4.60

EPROMS, 8271
Exc VAT Inc VAT

1-9 27128250nS 3.83 4.40
10+ 27128250nS 3.43 3.95
1-92764 250nS 2.52 2.90
10+ 2764 250nS 2.26 2.60
1-9 27256250nS 4.22 4.85
10+ 27256250nS 3.83 4.40
1-9TTUCmosset 4.77 5.49
1-98271 controller 32.17 37.00
10+8271 controller 30.43 35.35
1-96264LP150nS 2.56 2.95
10+ 6265LP 150nS 2.30 2.65

KAGA/TAXAN KP810
with BBC cable & paper

£239.00 (£207.83 +VAT)

CITIZEN 120D
with BBC cable & paper

£175.00 (£152.17+VAT)

STAR NL10
with BBC cable & paper

£229.00 (£199.13+VAT)

KAGA/TAXAN KP815
with BBC cable & paper

£305.00 (£265.22+VAT)

EPSON LX86
with BBC cable & paper

SPECIAL PRICE

£199.00 (£173.04+VAT)

PRINTERS/CABLES
Exc VAT Inc VAT

Epson EX800 404.35 465.00
Epson 10800 469.00 539.35
Epson FX800 313.04 360.00
Epson FX1000 413.04 475.00
Juki 2200 Daisy 225.22 259.00
Juki 5520 Colour 369.57 425.00
KagaTan.itKP9I0 IS 360.00 414.00
MP165 1/3.04 199.00
1.5m (4fcot)BBCcable 5.70 6.60
2.0m (6too!) BBC cable. 7.74 8.90
Compact printer cable 7.74 8.90
IBMPCpnntorcablo 11.74 13.50

ROMS/UPGRADES
Exc VAT Inc VAT

Inter-Word 37.39 43.00
Inter-Sheet 37.39 43.00
Inter-Chart 24.35 28.00
Inter-base phone for prices
Wordwise Plus 37.39 43.00
Spell Master 40.87 47.00
View2.1 33.91 39.00
ViewStore 42.61 49.00
ViewSpell 28.70 33.00
Acorn 1770 DFS 42.61 49.00
Acorn 8271 DFS 41.74 48.00
BPIus64Kto128K 26.00 29.90

DISKETTES (lifetime warranty)
Exc VAT

10 Banana Reversible disks 8.65
1096tpiDSDDinlibrarycase 13.90
10 Lowcost 96tpi D/S D/Din library case 7.39
10 Lowcost 96tpi D/S D/Din cardboard box 6.52
50 Low cost 96tpi DSD Din cardboard boxes 21.70
50 Disc Box (5.25" hinged with lock) 7.78
100 Disc Box (5.25" hinged with lock) 9.74
10 Disc Black Librarycase (5.25") 1.21

MONITORS
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Philips CM8533 239.13 275.00
Philips CM8833 Medium 239.13 275.00
Philips CM8852 Medium 271.30 312.00
Philips CM8873 Hi 546.96 629.00
Philips BM7502 68.70 79.00
Philips BM7522 73.91 85.00
Taxan KX1201GP31 82.61 95.00
Taxan KK1202GP39 89.59 103.00
Taxan KX 1203 Amber 89.59 257.00
Taxan SV625 317.39 365.00
Microvitec 1451 MS 223.48 15.95
14" Tilt/Swivel Stand 13.87
(Prices inc. BBC Cable)

Inc VAT
9.95

15.99
8.50

7.50

24.95

8.95

11.20
1.39

MASTER/COMPACT
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Master 128K Micro 373.04 429.00
Master ET128K Micro....338.00 388.70
512 Co-processor 185.00 212.75
TurboUpgrade 98.00 113.50
Universal 2nd Pro 72.00 82.80
AcornZ802ndP 317.39 365.00
AcornCartridges 10.87 12.50
Reference Manuals 14.50 14.50
View 3 User Guide 9.00 9.00
View Sheet User Guide 9.00 9.00
Master & BBC Dust Covers 3.00 3.45
Monochrome Compact 416.52 479.00
Compact 5'/4"upgrade 13.00 14.95
Second user BBC Bs available

Phone for our best price before placing your order
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 12 month no quibble guarantee
Prices subject to variation without prior notification

We are closed all day Wednesday and Saturday afternoons
Carriage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor E6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)

Acorn Dept.
128 West Street,
Portchester,
Hants.

P016 9XE.

Tel: 0705 325354

UleSeruG
i"!iiu'i-' Largeritems delivered
JS^ bySecuricor
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HPII II IIBII ••till'

1FREE
= /OFFER
5 .~ D ~When you buy 25 disks for only £19.95*
H (JK including postage and VAT!

I FREE

• Mil II IHI1B

SCHOOL ORDERS J
WELCOME ,

large i
(100 disk capacity; I

lockable disk storage "
\/JI box worth £13.95-!

, Choose any one of the following
S3 hits (on disk) FREE:-
— Acornsoft Superior:- Elite (£14.95),
— Revs (£14.95), Ravenskull (£11.95),

GrandPrix Construction Set (£11.95),
= Thrust (£11.95), Repton 3 (£11.95),
2 Strykers Run(£11.95), Karate
S Combat (£11.95), Firebird:- The Sentinel (£14.95)
mm Phonefor availability of othergames ,_ _

- When you buy 25 disks for only £19.95*
including postage and VAT!

m * N.B. All disks supplied are superior quality Fuji double density
• 5'A"DS disks which are ideal for both 40 & 80 track drives.
™ Add 10% if you wantQuad density disks.

— Subtract 5% if you want single sided disks.
', They include envelopes, hub rings, labels etc.

iFREE EEEBJIgBEffll
FREE

// 90 Capacity lockable
disk box for SW
disks - when you
buy 15 DS 135' tpi
high quality SV?

disks for only
£26.95

(inc. Post & VAT!)

i wi

*

a

LATEST
Sotar Powered
Credit Card Calculator
(Worth £12.50| when you buy 25 disks
for only £19.95*

Nebulae, Dept MH, FRKEPOST, Kilrool Park
Industrial listalc, Carrickfergus, Co Antrim,
BT38 7BR TEL (09603) 65020 (Mon-Fri 9 to 5)
7 Day Delivery. One year guarantee
& 14 day money back period

We accept orders from all government bodies, schools, universities, <——
PLC's etc. We despatch on receipt of an official purchase order. •••

minimi muni ii i mini mi milium u

Modems

with software

for BBC -

£25.00 inc.

Phone for

Availability

aamB, order by
mi PHONE FOR

•••• SAME DAY
„_ DESPATCH

E3

FREEPOST YOUR ORDER TODAY - NO STAMP REQUIRED

BBC DUST COVERS
DIRECT FROM THE LEADING COVER MANUFACTURER

Tailored from the best quality ivory coloured nylon that has been
coated with polyurathane to which an anti-static inhibitor has been
added. These fabric covers are tastefully finished with brown piping
and have the model name hot foil printed over the keyboard. They
are washable and can be ironed with a cool iron.

BBC MASTER £4.95
BBC B/B+ £4 95
BBC COMPACT SET £8.50

(Please state colour or green shade)

MATCHING COVERS FOR PRINTERS,
MONITORS AND DISC DRIVERS

A large range of covers for printers, monitors and disc drives are
available to match the computer covers.

PRINTER COVERS FROM £4.50
MONITOR COVERS FROM £4.95
DISC DRIVE COVERS FROM £3.00

If you have a specific requirement please do not hesitate to
contact us as we will be delighted to help.
Prices include VAT and First Class Postage. All our covers are
unconditionally guaranteed. Please make cheqoes out to:

BBD Computer Dustcovers
The Standish Centre kbb

Cross Street C±J
Standish, Wigan

Trade Inquiries welcome

TEL: 0257-422968

FAX: 0257 423909
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RAISE YOUR
HEARBEAT

'Phantom' from Tynesoft, BBC B/B+
Master/Compact, £7.99 (cassette), £9.99
(disc)
Described as 'a cross between Ghostbusters
and Gauntlet', Tynesoft's new offering
Phantom, puts you in the role of a profes
sor, arms you with a trusty EPA (Ex
perimental Nuclear Accelerator), and sets
you off to rid four buildings of ghosts.

The game begins with a cute introduc
tion featuring a haunted chimney pot and
the professor arriving in his car. You start
in 'Ye Olde Inn' and must collect a key
before progressing to the next room.

The game uses mode 5 with interrupts,
to achieve a six-colour display. The screen
is divided into two sections. The upper
part shows a plan view of thecurrent room
and the lower part, your current status.

Ghosts appear at random and proceed to
make life as difficult (and short) as possi
ble. Your present state of health is shown
on an oscilloscope display. You start with
an ECG (pulse) rate of 70, which rises on
contact with a ghost.

I didn't get very far through the game
but came to the conclusion that there was

little to do. I also found the game too
difficult to play. Ghosts appear to raise
your ECG rate without actually making
contact, making death inevitable. Also, it
can take more than one shot to kill a ghost,
which drains your energy all too readily.
This may be intentional, but irritating.

With all the points against it, I can't
really recommend Phantom. If you are
after something in the Gauntlet vein, there
are better games on the market, like Bug-
byte's Dunjunz. What could have been a
groat game, given some careful thought, is
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simply boring. It's really a case of 'nice
graphics - shame about the game'.

Robert Miller

BOUNCING
ALONG

'Omega Orb' from Audiogenic, BBC/
Electron, £7.95 (cassette), £11.95 (disc)
In Omega Orb, you play the part of a
spherical, robotic travelling salesman.

The aim of the game is to find objects
which open doors, and ultimately you'll
need the twelve core pieces to mend your
ship. All this is done in true Thunderstruck
style. Unlike Thunderstruck (I and //), the
game allows you to get your own back on
meanies which maraud around the rooms.

This is done by giving them a good zap
with your laser gun. Unusual that, a
travelling salesman carrying a laser, but it
does add a little more life to the game.

Movement is not walking as you would
expect, but bouncing. A 'super bounce' is
also incorporated to help you get up on to
those high ledges. The movement is very
well done. You actually see the ball com
press as it hits the ground.

Once found, objects can be used by
bouncing into a terminal and then entering
commands like USE, INPUT, CODE,
QUIT, MAP and so on.

The nasties make an appearance in
almost every room. If you bump into them
you'll find they blow up, but their explo
sions remain on the screen until you move
away. All the time you are in contact with
this explosion your energy decreases.

The graphics in the game arc very good,
the sprites are well-defined and large. The
sound is nothing to write home about.

Unlike similar games, the puzzles within
Omega Orb seem to have very little logic

behind them. This means a lot of trial and

error is involved.

Overall, I found the game more chal
lenging than its predecessors. If you enjoy
a good blast and the odd head-scratcher
then I'd say this game is for you.

Gavin Gillings

NOT A
KNOCKOUT

'The Big KO!' from Tynesoft, £12.95
(disc), £7.95 (cassette)
I try not to miss a fight on the telly, so
when asked if I had seen boxing on the
Beeb I was most upset, until I discovered
that the boxing was The Big KO! and the
Beeb wasn't BBCl, but my little micro.

After games like Matchday and Olympic
Decathlon with large sprites and flicker
free movement, another 'sporty' game
seemed inevitable. Tynesoft has come up
with The Big KO! - a boxing game where
you have to pit your wits against in
creasingly aggressive opponents.

Unlike previous Tyncsoft disc-based
games this one is supplied in a clear
compact disc-style box. The Instructions
are rather too concise - it doesn't tell you
that you need to press three keys to punch.

There is an option for a two-player
game. This is all right if you have joysticks,
but gets rather chaotic with two people
trying to getat the keyboard simultaneous
ly! I wouldn't say that The Big KO!
stretches my Beeb to the limits.

Disc users are privileged to have an
editorprogram to editgraphics and boxers'
statistics. This, however, is supplied with
out instructions and is difficult to follow.

In general, the game could be improved.
I think I'll stick to watching the telly.

Richard Bellis
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ITI7KTIG Your wish •«N%>-
1/IA.ZAYA4> my command..;?

The Genie System;
only

£69.00+vat c
(£79

Pi

Address Book - Desk Diary — Calculator — Calendar — Phone Book — Notepad.
Instantly — at any time — Magic??? No, just call GENIE!

How oftendo youinterruptimportant workon yourcomputerto use a calculator, lookup your address book,consult
your diary or makea noteofsomething?
Have youever wishedtor an invisible helper, just waitingthere in the shadows, behind whatever programyouare
using, ready to appear, as if by magic, wheneverneeded?

GENIE- YOUR HELPER. HAS ARRIVED!

GENIE is a revolutionary newsystemwhich putsallyour day-to-day information literally at yourfingertips.
Asingle keystroke will callup GENIE, from WITHIN a wordprocessor, spreadsheet or otherapplication software— no
need to save yourwork—GENIE appears instantlyon screen.
When finished, another keystroke makesGENIE vanish,immediately dropping youbackto EXACTLY whatyouwere
doing, before youcalled GENIE.
GENIE is a totally self-contained systemrequiring noaccess todisk, it is present inyourcomputer from the moment
you switch on.

THE SOFTWARE

TheGENIE Systemsoftware—32K ofmachinecode—has an original screen display, using high resolution windows
withup to 7 colourson screen. AND 80 column text display. Thescreen coloursare user selectable to giveoptimum
clarityon any monitor.
GENIE provides; a 10digit calculator withmemory, a 100yearcalendar, address book, desk diary, notepad and
phone book. Information can be accessed by browsing,or by last search techniques. The notepad is a mini-
wordprocessor withword-wrap, and full cursor editing.

THE HARDWARE

GENIE 'lives' on a smallcircuit board only3 inches square.
TheGENIE System hardware uses a totally newmemory pagingtechnique, developed by
PMS. which maps 32K ofROM and64K ofRAM into the address space ofa single 16K
sideways ROM.
TheGENIE boardis connected to the computer viaa singleheaderon 6 inchesof ribbon
cable. Thisheader plugs intoany ROM socket on the main BBC, MASTER or COMPACT
board.

NO flying leads—NO soldering—NO modifications.
The GENIE boardcan be positioned almostanywhere inside the machine. The ribbon
cable is longenough to prevent physicalconflictswithother hardware.
The power requirement of GENIE is very low. onlyslightlymore than standard EPROMS,
so there are nooverheatingproblems.

GENIE canproduce address labels, andpagesofthediary notepad canbeoutput toa
printer.

Inaddition tothese,stored inGENIE's memory are ASCII tables andlistsofcommonly
used conversion factorseg metricto imperial units.
All theutilities in GENIE are MENU DRIVEN, making full use ofcursor andfunction keys.
There is an ON-SCREEN function keystripat the bottom ol the display—NO needto
change key strips to use GENIE!

If the information stored in GENIE isconfidential, a password lock canbeput on, barring
access to all of the GENIE utilities.

SPECIAL SHOW O

NTQ £29.95 new NTQ N32K Rom for Master £28.00 NTQ Font discs 15 fonts for £7.50 (Vfe price).
Money off, and free bundled software with E2P and B2P 2nd Processors.

PMS MULTI-FONT NTQ
Near Text Quality Typesetting Software
"Quite simply the best font software available for
the BBC" —NTQ users say it —the reviewers agree—

Ifyou wanttoproduce quality worksheets, newsletters, OHP slides,menus,leaflets, concert
programmes andtickets, exam papers, reports, invoices or justaddstyle toyour personal
letters—NTQ's for you
Use NTQ with VIEW, WORDWISE, INTERWORD, WORDPOWER' or BASIC onBBC, B, B+,
MASTER. COMPACTand even ELECTRON with ANY EPSON compatible printer (MX andFX).
FONT LIBRARY CONTAINS OVER 35HIGH QUALITY FONTS-standard typefaces + foreign
languages + maths/science symbols + fancy styles.
Writeor phone for leafletand full list of fonts.

MIX FONTS, HEIGHTS, WIDTHS AND PITCHES IN ONE LINE OF TEXT-just like this:

MULti
//ill I

"HEIght
I -IFQMV

MULTI-WIDTH
MULTI-PITCH

INVERSE

Other features:
MICRO-JUSTIFICATION—right and leftjustified proportionally spaced text.
DRAFT mode—for a fast, roughcopyfor proof reading, but showingALL NTQ features.
The basic NTQ system consists of a 2 ROM set—one ROM containing the NTO driver
software, and 3 fonts, the other containing a further 4 fonts. Any number of FONT
EXTENSION ROMs canbeaddedtothesystem,eachonecontaining any4 fonts oftheuser's
choice selected from the FONT LIBRARY. Userscancreatetheirownfonts usingthe FONT
DEFINER program supplied on the utilities disk. Thesefonts can be loaded into sideways
RAM or burnt into ROM.

NTQ COSlS ONLY £34 (including VAT) plus £1 post and packing.
Please state disk size (5.25"/3.5") and printer type when ordering. For details ofour
Educational SiteLicensing and Bulk Purchase agreements phone ourSalesOffice.
"Despite its power NTQ is a very easy package to use" (Educational
Computing).

"The quality of text is quite outstanding" (TUBELINK).
•Also available: Power Font NTQ-a special version of NTQ for Ian Copestake's
WORDPOWER word processor. This combines on-screen loreign/maths symbols with NTQ
printout-a MUST forserious writers. (Phone04867 4755 for info.).

A 6502 SECOND PROCESSOR
AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE!
PMS B2P-6502

THE SUB-E100 SECOND PROCESSOR

BANISH "Bad Mode" MESSAGES

* 30K BASIC—all MODES
* 44Kin HiBASIC—from PMS

WIDEN WORD PROCESSING STORAGE SWELL SPREADSHEET SIZES

* 30K VIEW 2-80 column display * 30K VIEWSHEET-MODE 0
* 47K VIEW 3 and HiVIEW * 44K ULTRACALC 2
* 42K HiWORDWISE PLUS-from PMS * 42K HilNTERSHEET

The B2P is fitted with a CM0S65C02 processor and works with both SINGLE and
DOUBLE density DFS's. The "BOS" ROM. supplied with the B2P, contains the B2P
Operating System + TUBE Toolkit - 65C02 disassembler, B2P memory editor, memory
shifters, printer buffer,

The B2P runs software obeying the ACORN TUBE protocols, this includes BASIC, the
wholeVIEW family, PASCAL, COMAL. LISP, BITSTIK etc...

The B2P isonly 5.5" x 4" - external to the BBC - can befitted internally if desired.
"/ have no hesitation in giving it a firm thumbs up - highpower at low
cost." Acorn User (March 87)

YOU CAN ADD SECOND PROCESSOR POWER FOR ONLY

£5f5f i*#0 (including VAT) + £2 carriage.
HiBASIC (disk or ROM) £5. HiWORDWISE PLUS £6.
ALSO AVAILABLE the E2P-6502 - ELECTRON version of the 6502 Second Processor -
only £89 including VAT (Overseasorders no VAT required).

Permanent Memory Systems
38 MOUNT CAMERON DRIVE
EAST KILBRIDE G74 2ES
SCOTLAND

03552-32796 (24 houd
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PURE GENIUS
Steve Mansfield reviews the new pop-updesktop program

from PMS and finds it answers his three wishes

Whatever you're doing, there's always a
point when you need to do something else.
You might be writing a letter in View or
Wordwise and need to look up an address
or phone number to put in it. Or you
could be working on your latest program
when suddenly you feel an urgent desire to
make a few notes.

Owners of MS-DOS business computers
have long had the solution, with memory
resident 'pop-up' utilities like SideKick.
Now BBC micro users have the same

facilities with Permanent Memory Systems'
latest package, Genie.

Genie is very similar to the SideKick
package in that it offers a number of
desktop utilities - notepad, diary andso on
- at the press of a key. But there are a few
extra and significant improvements with
the BBC micro package.

Genie uses special hardware. It consists
of a small box which connects to the
normal ROM sockets, and the BBC micro
thinks it's just like any other ROM. I've
got the package plugged into an EPROM
cartridge for my Master, which means I
can easily transport it between home and
work, should I want to.

But there's a lot more to Genie than the

machine thinks. The box holds the soft
ware along with 32k of memory for the
date - like addresses and the contents of
the notebook - and another 32k of RAM
into which the whole main memory of the
BBC micro is moved when you call Genie
into action.

To do this you simply hit CTRL-Shift-
G, or if you're at a point where you can
issuea star command, ::"GENIE will do the
job. This calls up the main menu. The
choice is between an address book, tele
phone book, notepad, desk diary, calendar
and calculator.

If you're using a Master 128, the date
and time are automatically taken from the
Master's real time clock. The telephone
book is also generated automatically by
taking the names and numbers from the
address book files.

The screen presentation is attractive and
consistent. It uses an 80-column mode,
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Genie contains a useful calendar

which means you can get a reasonable
amount on to the screen.

The most immediately useful feature is
the notebook. This is presented as a series
of pages. Moving between them is a trifle
awkward - you choose the browse option,
move around until you find the page you
want, then Escape, select the work option
and finally do the required editing.

When you get to the end of a page you
have to Escape out to the menu to select a
new one. Again this is awkward, especially
if you're busy taking notes while on the
telephone - something I use Genie for
quite a bit. It's only a minor problem, but
it would be better to have the scrolling text
editor offered by SideKick.

The address book uses a fixed format,
giving spaces for surname, first name,
address, phone number and some details.

Diary dates
The other main part of the system is the
desk diary. This gives a page ofinformation,
similar to the notebook, for each day of the
week. There is also a calendar, with today's
date highlighted. And you can move very
rapidly through it a day, month or even
year at a time.

I suffer a sensation of dread whenever I'm

told thata package has anon-screen calcula
tor. They're usually awful affairs which
require you to move a pointer around, and
so are tediously slow.

I'm relieved to say the Genie calculator is
excellent, particularly as it uses the normal
numeric keys. It's unfortunate it doesn't

have hex and binary modes, like thecalcula
tor in ACP's Advanced Control Panel (see
page 142), but it is large and clear, as well as
easy to use.

The best thing about Genie is that the
memory which holds the data is all battery-
backed - so you don't have to keep re
membering to save it to disc before switch
ing offthe machine, although you can doso
ifyouwant a backup.

Completely compatible
The other good thing about it is that it
seems to work with almost anything -
including second processors. I used it from
within Spell Master, which had itself been
called from within View. When I escaped
out of Genie I went back to the spelling
checker with no problems. That meant I
was using 176k of program - who says the
BBCmicroisshort of memory!

Genie failed only with the Master 512. It
worked fine at DOS system level, but after
being called from within PC Write it
dumped me back into mode 3 instead of
mode 0. Permanent Memory Systems is
working to resolve the problem, which
could be useful as SideKick itself doesn't

work with the 512.

There is the option to lock Genie with a
password. That helps you to protect con
fidential information, but I find having to
enter the word each time I call the program
slows me down too much.

The program can also be set up the way
you like it for screen colours, interlacing
and date stamping of note pages. These
options are stored in the battery-backed
RAM and so don't have to be re-entered.

Genie is a superb package. It's one of the
few utility packages that I now couldn't be
without. And apart from a minor problem
with my pre-release version, which has
since beencorrected on production models,
thesoftware seems remarkably problem and
bug-free.
Genie costs £80.35 (including VAT and
postage) and is available from Permanent
Memory Systems, 38 Mount Cameron
Drive, East Kilbride, Scotland G74 2ES.
Tel: (03552) 32796.
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USEFUL UTILITIES
Steve Mansfield looks at ACP's Advanced Control Panel and Avon Computer's Crashproof,

while Dave Atherton examines the System UtilityROM from KM Software

It's becoming fashionable to protect the
micro user from the more mundane opera
tions of the computer by the use of 'front-
end' software. Xerox and Apple pioneered
the use of the WIMP (windows, icons,
menus, pointers) environment on micros,
but the idea has filtered through to all
makes of computer, and the Advanced
Control Panel (ACP) is the latest front-end
system for Acorn machines.

ACP shares its initials with its creators,
Advanced Computer Products. That com
pany also has another new product on the
market, the Advanced Battery-backed
RAM (ABR), and we decided to look at
the two products together.

The ACP software comes on a ROM
chip and works with the Electron and all
versions of the BBC B and Master scries
micros. ABR, on the other hand, comes as
a cartridge for the Master 128 or Electron
with the Plus One adapter. It could also be
used on the Master Compact if you have
the company's cartridge adapter.

At its simplest level, the Advanced Con
trol Panel allows you to move around a
disc, examining or loading files, select
ROMs, load and save ROM images and
configure your machine in which ever way
you like it.

Typing ::"ACP, boots up to the program
and presents you with an 80-column
screen. Several options are shown in a box
along the top of the screen, with the
current option highlighted.

The first option, Language, shows which
language ROMs arc fitted. You can select a
language by placing the cursor on the
relevant name and hitting Return.

The second option, labelled MOS, con
tains some of the more interesting alterna
tives. The first shows which ROMs are in

the machine, and indicates banks of side
ways RAM. ROM images can be loaded
and saved, and ROMs can be turned on
and off, all very quickly and easily.

Also under MOS is the Configure op
tion. Master owners will be familiar with

this idea. Using the configure utility, you
set up your machine the way you like it -
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Menu options on the AdvancedControlPanel

auto-repeat rates, screen mode, baud rates,
and so on. It contains several extensions
over the Master system, including the facil
ity to save and load configurations. That
means you can have several different set
ups for different applications. Or people
sharing a machine can set it up the way
they like it.

ACP can be used from sideways RAM,
and is slightly improved this way. The
reason is that the configuration options are
then stored in sideways RAM just above
the program, where they can be used again
later if required.

For example, the default screen colours
are black text on a red background, which
I found difficult to see on my mono
monitor. You can change these colours
horn the configure option, and they're
then preserved until the next time you use
ACP or switch the machine off.

Other options under the MOS heading
are: Clock, which you use to set the time;
Calculator, which gives an on-screen calcu
lator which works in three formats: binary,

hex and decimal; and Alarm.
The last option is very interesting,

although it's available only to Master users.
By setting a link inside the machine (a
linker is provided for this) the machine can
be made to emit a beep or issue a star
command at any specified time and date.
You could use it to ::"EXEC or ::'RUN a
file, or display the time with *TIME -
there are endless possibilities. If you forget
that you've set the alarm and are doing
something important when it goes off, then
effects could be disastrous. But as it simply
feeds the command into the keyboard
buffer, you should be fairly safe so long as
you use it carefully.

The next option on the main panel is
File. As you might expect, it gives the
option of showing the current directory,
selecting the drive and filing system, and
setting the disc title and IBOOT option.

Programs can be run simply by placing
the cursor over the filename and hitting
Return. The same technique is used for
moving down through ADFS and Econet
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directories. Files can also be deleted, lock
ed and unlocked, and so on.

The final option, Panel, is what will
make the program really popular in places
like schools. It allows you to create your
own control panels.

You start by typing in themain headings
you want to use, which replace the stan
dard Language, MOS and so on. These
headings are then given a number of op
tions, all defined by you,which appear in a
window and which can themselves have

several options. In this way, you build up a
hierarchical system of windows and op
tions until, finally, the options carry out
some kind of action.

The range of actions includes printing a
window full of text, chaining, running or
loading files, issuing star commands, call
ing a machine code address or accessing
any of the features of the standard control
panel, including the calculator and alarm.

Controlpanels built up this way arc then
saved to disc and can be accessed from the

Panel option or directly by typing ::'ACP
followed by a panel name. It's very easy to
create an entire customised front-end for

your own use.

The Advanced Battery-backed RAM
cartridge is a simpler product. It contains
two 16k RAM banks, which can be used
like ordinary sideways RAM, but with one
important difference - you don't lose the
data in them when you switch the machine
off and on.

Utilities are supplied already in the
RAM to load and save ROM images, to
use the cartridge as a printer buffer, and to
convert software into ROM filing system
format. This allows programs to be loaded
very quickly.

If you're using ROM images, the side
ways RAM can be write protected using
software provided. The cartridge uses a
NiCad battery which is recharged from the
computer when it's switched on.

If you're using a Master, load an image
ofACP into sideways RAM and select it as
thedefault language. Then, every time you
switch the machine on you'll go straight
into the control panel.

ABR costs £39.99 and ACP £34.50. Indi

vidually they're excellent products. ACP is
better than any of the other front-end
systems I've seen. And used with the
battery-backed RAM it makes the compu
ter a doddle to use.

Crashproof
How often have you wanted to just freeze
the machine, to save the program and data
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and come back to it later? Crashproof lets
you do this. A simple command saves the
machine's memory and status on disc,
providing a useful security backup, as well
as a way of starting where you left off the
next time you use the micro.

Hitting CTRL-S saves the machine sta
tus to disc in three files. If you write your
own programs, or are using software where
you can enter star commands ::'KEEP has
the same effect.

Choosing yourlanguage in ACP

When you want to return to the original
program you type "REVIVE and you're
back where you started — well almost.
There are occasional minor problems, like
cursors appearing where they had pre
viously been turned off. Not a particularly
disastrous problem, of course, but it shows
that software like this isn't foolproof, and
there may be other, as yet undiscovered
hitches. But it should perform well with
legally-written applications software, like
wordprocessors, spreadsheets and so on.

If your machine codeprogramming is up
to it, you could use interrupts or the timer
event to get the micro to call Crashproof at
regular intervals. In that way you could
make sure precious data is saved regularly
in case of a power failure or otherdisaster.
Indeed, the program might prove most
useful to people working in less than
perfect environments, like site offices,
where the power may be coming from an
on-site generator.

The program could also prove useful
when your machine crashes. If the crash
isn't total, and Crashproof still works, you
could save the machine status so you can
sort out the problem later —and then hit
CTRL-Break.

Theoretically, Crashproof could be used
for piracy. But we tested it with a few
games and found that some of them -
including Sentinel and Cholo —wouldn't
run with the Crashproof ROM in place.

So far the program works only with the
BBC B using the standard disc filing sys

tem (DFS). Versions for other disc filing
systems are in the pipeline.

System utility
This latest utility ROM chip from Jersey-
based KM Software is a general collection
of programmers' utilities. The ROM
detects whether it is fitted to a BBC B/B+

or a Master 128, and offers a different set
of commands for each micro.

The major features of the ROM are a
disassembler and a memory editor. The
former is fairly average with useful features
such as a 6502/65C12 toggle, and the
ability to disassemble I/O memory from
the Tube. However, you can't scroll back
wards, a drawback in my view. The mem
ory editor is good, being one of the Disc
Doctor type where you can watch memory
alter on screen. You can also edit the 4k

private workspace and CMOS RAM on a
Master, and the Tube memory on either
machines.

Two odd commands are *MODE and

::"DLOADER, for downloading programs
from disc where they are written to runon
tape, usually containing machine code
which must reside at &E00. The reason
these commands are odd is that they don't
actually do the job, they instead print the
Basic code required to do it on screen. I
suppose the idea is that they can then
incorporate that code into your own pro
grams, but still, it's a bit strange.

The ROM also contains a picture com
pressor which squashes disc images of
screens. This is quite efficient, and the
compressed picture can be expanded again
without this ROM installed.

On the BBC micro there are commands

to list, unplug, reinstate ROMs, and save
them to disc/tape, and to direct a star
command to a particular ROM to avoid
clashes. On both machines formatting and
verifying (of DFS discs only) is provided.

At £25 the ROM isn't cheap, and it
doesn't really offer anything that isn't on
many other ROMs. Unless you need a
Master-compatible 'refreshing' editor, or
the screen packer, I wouldn't bother.
System Utility ROM, £25 from KM Soft
ware, 39 Clos des Ormes, rue Verte, St
Lawrence, Jersey, Channel Islands.

Crashproof isavailable from Avon Com
puters, 21 Cooper Road Industrial Estate,
Thornbury, Bristol BS12 2UW, price £11.50.

Advanced Battery-backed RAM costs
£39.95, and Advanced Control Panel costs
£34.50, both from Advanced Computer
Products, 6 Ava House, High Street,
Chobham, Surrey GU24 8LZ.
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AT LAST The DEMON II IS LAUNCHED

!« :r~ CDxn MTWHOrK LTD. svm$^ $&
AUTO DIAL AUTO BAUD

for ONLY £79.95 VAT
AUTO ANSWER

' V21 & V23 Speeds
• Front Panel MAINS SWITCH
' 3 Metre Telephone Lead
' Built In Power Supply

Introductory Offer

FREE Disc Connect
FREE Computer Lead

' 25 Pin D Socket

* 6 LED Indicators
* Custom Moulded Case
* Fitted Mains Plug

DISC - CONNECT
The easiest way to use a modem from a BBC

' Auto dials voice and data lines
' Fully automatic modem baud rates on Demon
' Auto redial of engaged Data numbers
' Call timing

For just £5.00 + VAT

• 300 Number store with FULL LOGON SEQUENCE
' Displays detailsot speed, hoursof operation
*Easy Number selection bycursor, codeor joystick
' Works in conjunction with most comms Roms

Please send me:

To: DATAPHONE LTD, 22 Alfric Square, Woodston,
Peterborough, PE2 OJP, Telephone (0733) 230240.

....(Qty)DEMON II Modems @

... .(Qty) Magic Modems (STD) @

... .(Qty) Disc-Connect @

£96.54

£91.00

£6.50

... .(Qty)DEMON Modems@

... .(Qty) Enterprise1 Modem @

... .(Qty)Z Rom<5>

inc. VAT & P&P

£73.50

£119.54

£24.00

Pleaseenclose cheque or Access/Barclaycard Noto the valueof £ and includefulladdress.

New Product

Atlast! MODE 7
on the

ELECTRON

-full hardware implementation
-7 colours, flashing, double height, etc.
-1kscreen(HIMEMat&7COO)
- same video chips as BBC micro

- screen POKEs displayed correctly
-connects between Electron and Plus One/Rombox

- NO internal modifications to Electron

- RUNS BBC MODE 7SOFTWARE, e.g. Wordwise

- Price £79 including P&P.etc.
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JAFA SYSTEMS
9, LON-Y-GARWA,

CAERPHILLY,
MID-GLAMORGAN

For further details, phone 0222 887203

Also still available - the original 'kit' boards for
the E2P Second Processor:

Bare pcb, instructions and software - £15

INSTANT ON-SCREEN HELP '

All BBCmodels can now have On-Screen help with our range of ROMsand Discs.
Switchto and fromanyCOMPANION with only onecommand fromBasic or Wordprocessor.

WORDWISE COMPANION
For Computer Concepts Wordwise and WordwisePlus wordprocessors.

ROM with easy fitting instructions. £, 19.95 including P &P.

BASIC COMPANION
Instant help for getting to grips with BASIC programming.

ROM With easy fitting instructions. JC. 19.95 including P &P.

PROGRAMMERS COMPANION
Colours, Graphics, Sounds, VDU codes, ASCII codes, «FX commands etc.

ROM with easy fitting instructions. £. 19.95 including P 6 P.

MACHINE CODE COMPANION
Assembly language help. OS routines, 6502 Instructions, Addressing Modes, Vectors etc,

ROM with easy fitting instructions fl 19.95 including P 6 P.

STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLLER
Adds 20 'star' commands for direct BASIC control of two stepper motors and a relay .

Ideal for plotters, turtles etc. With full instructions and program examples.
Combines the ease of use of Basic and the speed of machine code.

ROM with easy fitting instructions £. 11.95 including P 6 P.

Sp6Clcll Of£er • Buy any TWO of the above and get one FREE '

STEPPER MOTOR INTERFACE
Boxed unit which plugs into the User Port to control two 12V stepper motors and a relay,
With information on stepper motors driving.
VERSION 1. Powered from BBCauxiliary power supply. £, 23.OO inc. P 6 P.
VERSION 2. With mains Power supply (optically isolated) £. 46.00 inc. P S P.

Master and Compact Owners
Avoid the problem of limited ROM sockets. The above ROMs are also available in

ROMIMAGEform on disc ready for loading into sideways RAM.
40 or 80 track disc. ( Please state ) C 6.95 including P t P.

Disc Versions
40 or 80 Track versions of Basic, Programmers and Machine code Companions.

Same content but use IK memory. £. 9.95 including P fc P.
All three DiscCompanions on onedisc. 40or 80Track £19.95 including PI p.

Demonstration Disc
With interactive demonstration and samples from all four Companions. £, 1 .OO inc. PSP,

2 Way Adaptor
For BBC auxiliary power socket C 3.00 inc. P & P.

Telephone (0686) 27549 For Details. ( Anytime )

P.O.Box 17, NEWTOWN, ROW-VS. SY16 1ZZ. ,
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PART EXCHANGE YOUR BBC
FOR ANYTHING WE CARRY IN STOCK

ALLOWANCE ON YOUR OLD MACHINE

We will accept your BBC computer,
any age, any condition, even non-
working, in part exchange for any
product we normallyhold in stock.
This offer applies to both BBC products
and Amstrad computers.

A selection from our product range
is shown here, and as you can see, our
prices are very competitive. The
allowance you can expect for your
machine is detailed in the table
opposite.

Just send your BBC (and manual
please) to us with a cheque or credit
card number, and provided we have
the item you require in stock (please
phone to check), it will be sent by
return.

This offer means that Compshop has
a number of second hand BBC 32K
machines for sale, all with 3 months
warranty. So if you want a BBC but
can't afford a new one, phone us for
prices and availability.

AMSTRAD

PC1512SD £516.35
PC1512DD £642.85
BBC MASTER 128 £449.00
TURBO UPGRADE £125.00
CUMANA DISK SYSTEMS
CSX100 £102.35
CSX400S £136.85
CS100 £125.35
CS400 £159.85
CD200 £188.60
CD800S £274.85
PRINTERS
CANON PW1080A £286.35

PJ1080A £485.85
EPSON LX80 £217.35
JUKI 6100 £286.35

6200 £516.35
MONITORS
MICROVITEC
1431 £193.20
1451 £251.85
1431AO £251.85
1451AP £286.35
KAGA/TAXAN 12" £113.85
PHILIPS 12" £90.85

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT

CARRIAGE ON ANY ITEM
POST - £3.00 COURIER - £10.00

MORE
THAN
THREE

YEARS OLD

THREE OR

LESS
YEARS

OLD

WITHOUT
ACORN

DISK
INTERFACE

£125 £175

WITH
ACORN

DISK
INTERFACE

£175 £225

PLEASE DEDUCT £30.00 IF YOUR
BBC HAS ANY REPAIRABLE FAULTS

COMPSHOP w«i estsbltshed in
197Band hu continually ottered

the beat in micro computers
to discerning customer!.

We sell only
computers and

peripherals, and
therefore can offer

the support many
Quotationsgiven. //• I I . I>V\ other shops cannot.

comfinor FRICE NtOMISE
—We guarantee to match the
priceonequipment offered
from stock through any _—
other supplier.

Educational
enquiries and
orders welcome.

m
14Station Road, New Bamett, Hertfordshire, EN5 1QW

(Close to New BametBRStation - MoorgateLine)
Telephone: 01-441 2922 (Sales) 01-449 6596 Telex: 298755 TELCOM G

OPEN(BARNET) - Warn - 7pm- MondaytoFriday
Warn - 4pm Saturday

NEW BRANCH OPEN AT
311 LondonRd. Cambeiley, SurreyGUI5 3HE

Telephone (0276) 22677

IMAGE PROCESSING Klick
The flexible computer benching system

For IBM PC & BBC Micro

IMAGE III - FRAME STORE
* Real time picture capture from camera or

video tape recorder.
* Max. resolution 512 x 512 x 64 Grey levels.

* 3 Resolution options.
* Storage ofmultiple pictures.

* Economical price £ 1990.00 + V. A. T.

RAMASES IMAGE
PROCESSING SOFTWARE

* Menu driven.

* Contrast stretching * picture subtraction.
* Linear and area measurement.

* Image enhancement * edge detection.
* Image storage and retrieval from disk.

* Economical price £590.00 + V.A.T.

For full specification consult the
IMAGE PROCESSING SPECIALIST

ELTIME VISION SYSTEMS.
UNIT D29 MALDON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
FULLBRIDGE, MALDON, ESSEX. CM9 7LP.

Telephone: 0621-59500 Telex: 995548

ACORN USER AUGUST 1987

The Klickflexiblebenching system has been designed for
constructing free standing benching which can be assembled
quickly and easily.The Standard range is available in 3 heights
and can be supplied with a selection of underbench storage units.
The Flexirange provides the scope for any unusual size, height or
configuration required. For product brochure and price list
please contact:
Store Stock Systems Ltd, Claverton Road, off Floats Road,
Wythenshawe, Manchester M23 9NE Telephone 061-998 9726
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SEE US AT THE ACORN USER SHOW. STAND FOUR

SSI2
ADFS problem?

Both first-time and experienced users need help in unravelling and
simplifying the complexities of the ADFS. 'Helping Hand' has many
commands that will let you make the most of the ADFS's sophist
icated facilities. With this user-friendly yet comprehensive ROM you
have 33 powerful commands at your fingertips:
* Find a file anywhere on a disc. * Move yourself and your files
around the directory tree structure more speedily. * Keep your
discs neat and tidy with a fast archive command. * Convert DFS
discs into ADFS. * Detect ADFS or DFS discs automatically.
* Disable the ADFS if you want!
Lots more too - all for £29.95 (including manual). BBC B, B+ and
Master, and Turbo/6502 second processor compatible. Access and
Visa phone orders accepted.
£1.50 p+p for mail orders

HELPING
HAND

r

i

i

i

i

i

L

THE DATA STORE, 6 CHATTERTON ROAD, BROMLEY,
KENT BR2 9QN. 01-460 8991 Please send me a copy

of HELPING HAND with manual. I enclose £31.45 (PLEASE PRINT NAME & ADDRESS)

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE AU AUG 87

OFFICIAL ACORN DEALERS
We are official Acorn Dealers with high
standards to maintain and we take pride in
friendly and efficient advice and service.
Call and see our comprehensive range of
products - if we don't have what you want
in stock, we can get it.

*BBC Master Computers. *Monitors. *Printers.

*Discs and drives. *Mice. *Modems.

*Cables and leads. *Printer ribbons. *Paper.
*Joysticks. *Accessories. *Storage boxes.
*Games. *Books. *Educational software.

We can demonstrate and advise you about the
products best suited to your needs - unlike so many
of the chain stores. Our Repair Department is on site
and is fast and reasonably priced. We accept Access
and Visa phone orders and offer a fast delivery
service.

Data Stare
6 Chatterton Road, Bromley, Kent BR2 9QN. 01-460 8991

Let BEEBAID take the load
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The DFS certainly makes accessing files quick and easy.
Beebaid, a powerful 16k ROM, makes using the DFS even quicker and

easier by utilising a series of "networked" menus.
Just look at these facilities:

Input commands such as CHAIN LOAD 'RUN 'ACCESS 'LOAD 'COPY 'DELETE !"••••••«"••••"•
•COMPACT 'INFO 'DUMP 'TYPE and 'EXEC by a single key press. Copy selected Ja ft< 114 Kingsway, West wickham,
files from disc to disc. List programs with page mode set. Load machine code | K', BR4 gjQ 01 462 8453
KaRmcmt ,hc >TeCt SniSe? '"h d,isassemj|lY- ,R0,M CTO9,LnJ I Please send me a copy of BEEBAIDMANAGEMENT - Switch your ROMS on and off. copy them to disc or oad ROMS I with manuals., enc,osepyC34.
on disc to sideways Ram. DISC INDEX - Acomprehensive and easy to use disc _
index system - find the disc you want easily and quickly. With 44 commands to I NAME
help you. BEEBAID is a must for all DFS users. Compatible with BBC B. B+ and _ Anr>RF<?q
Master, and Turbo/6502 Second Processor. I "uunco°

Makes using discs easier! I^'111^687 THE 16K DFS
WORKHORSE
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THOSE MAGNIFICENT MICROS
Ace Acorn((ser pilot Irving Jaquette takes some

flight simulators up for a spin

Flying is an infinitely seductive affair, but
sadly, a love for aeroplanes is a demanding
and expensive indulgence, which can drive
its participant to the very edge of financial
extinction. Yet it maintains an unbreakable

hold on the hapless victim. Never having
been one of the lucky few who are paid to
fly, I am all too familiar with the side
effects of aerial addiction - permanent
damage to the bank account, a strong
tendency to bore people at parties, and
worst of all, those 'lost weekends' when
family and friends take a very bad fourth
place to flying, flying and flying.

Alcoholics, gamblers and drug addicts
can all resort to a variety of self-help
organisations to help them snap back to
reality. We hopeless pilot-cases have only
one way to ease the pangs until the next
take-off - simulators.

The hallowed design team of the BBC
micro must have included at least one
aviation junkie. How else can once explain
the feature which makes this computer
uniquely suitable for flight simulation soft
ware? The analogue port lifts the BBC
micro above the serried masses of Com

modores, Sinclairs and Amstrads in the
evolutionary ladder of simulator hardware.

Using a potentiometer-type joystick
linked to theanalogue to digital port makes
it possible to fly a simulated aeroplane the
same way you would fly the real thing.
The switch-type joysticks used by other
computers make it impossible to reproduce
any realistic handling characteristics. If you
imagine flying, or even driving a car, with
nothing between the straight-ahead and full
lock positions you will see why. Even the
most spirited aerobatics only rarely call for
the stick to be moved right out to the
control stops.

Given this rare and wonderful feature

you would be entitled to expect that
simulation programmers would rise to
their feet as one in a spontaneous standing
ovation. No? Well, at least they should
support the use of an analogue joystick.
The fact is that not all do. This goes some
way to explaining why some simulations
handle like the real thing, whereas others

ACORN USER AUGUST" 1987

assume the flight characteristics of a badly
retarded penguin.

Prince among princes is Geoffrey Cram-
mond. When the superlative Aviator was
launched by Acorn Soft, appropriately at
the Battle of Britain Museum in Hendon, I
sauntered nonchalantly up to the nearest
computer and waggled the stick enthusias
tically in the vague hope that something
might respond. Instead of the lukewarm
reaction I expected, the simulated Spitfire
reared up like a startled racehorse and it
took several minutes of frantic flying be
fore I managed to train myself to make the
almost imperceptibly delicate control
movements necessary for smooth progress.
Once learnt the lesson was not forgotten:
like its full-size counterpart, Crammond's
Spitfire is a touchy thoroughbred which
will not tolerate slipshod handling.

Like Crammond's other masterpiece,
Revs, Aviator is a true attempt at simula
tion, rather than a video game about aero
planes. This has put offsome reviewers and
would-be players who have never pro
gressed past the initial steep learning curve.
As a regular Chipmunk pilot, I still needed
about six hours' flying time of Aviator
before I felt completely at home with it. I
now own three copies to guard against
individual tapes or discs wearing out, but
the cost of flying time is still a lot less than
the £50 an hour it now costs to rent a

mundane light aeroplane.
If you are an estranged Aviator owner

who has never managed to come to terms
with it, do persevere. A good understand
ing of the principles of flight is necessary:
the supporting documentation is better
than most but still misleads in one or two

areas. An extremely worthwhile sup
plementary source of basic flying know
ledge is Flight Briefing for Pilots Volume
One by Neville Birch and Alan Bramson, a
standard work on the subject.

To fly Aviator with any precision, an
analogue joystick is essential. The standard
Acorn sticks are rather too short for fine

control, and a firm base for any joysticks is
vastly preferable to a hand-held arrange
ment. An extremely helpful modification is
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MASS DATA STORAGE
-The Complete Solution

With more experience than any other company in the
provision of hard disc storage for BBC users, Amcom can
supply a range of ADFS compatible Winchester drives,
second to none.

With storage capacities of up to 600 megabytes, Amcom
Winchesters are designed for use in demanding
environments like schools, colleges, and universities as well
as for industrial applications.

Connection of an Amcom Winchester couldn't be simpler as
it connects directly to the 1MHz bus socket of the computer
by a 34-way cable. Plug in, switch on, _
and that's all there is to it.

Used in conjunction with
or to replace
conventional floppy
disc drives, Amcom
hard disc systems are
totally compatible
with all ADFS

software as well as

the BBC Master Series

computers.

Amcom for the complete mass
storage solution

^ESM
For further information on; Winchester
hard discs, Educational networking
systems 01 Tapesireamers, contact

Amcom Software Ltd. 35 Carters Lane,
Kiln Farm,Milton Keynes MKII 3HL.
Telephone (0908) 569212

a

note
DISC PACK: EDITOR • SYNTHESISER • KEYBOARD • LINKER • PRINTOUT SONG AND SOUND
LIBRARY • £29.95 INC VAT. PLEASE ADD£1.25 P&P PERORDER. CASSETTE 1. KEYBOARD
SYNTHESISER •SOUND LIBRARY •£9.95 INC VAT. CASSETTE 2 EDITOR PRINTOUT •SONCAND
SOUND LIBRARY • £9.95 INC VAT. PLEASE ADD£1.25 P&PPERORDER.

ADDITIONAL SONG LIBRARY DISC: 2 TOCCATA AND CAROLS • 5 400 YEARS OF MUSIC • 4 MAINLY
BACH 5 IAN WAUGH ORIGINALS • 6 OLD FAVOURITES • £4 EACH INC VAT • POSTACE FREE

NOW WORKS ON BBC MASTER. B+ AND ALL DFS AND DDFS (INC SOLIDISK AND WATFORD)

NEWUTILITIES DISC: KEYBOARD -*• MUSIC FILE CONVERTER PLAY FROM BASIC UTILITY TMS
MUSIC FILE CONVERTER • MUSIC EDITOR FILE CONVERTER • £6 INC VAT • POSTAGE FREE

ECONET VERSION £89.70 INC VAT PLUS £1.25 POSTAGE AMSTRAD AND COMMODORE 64
VERSIONS ALSO AVAILABLE.

4MATION EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

Linden Lea, Rock Park, Barnstaple, Devon EX32 9AQ
Telephone: (0271) 45566 Telex No: 42513 Sharet G. 4MAT

SEND A5 S.A.E. FOR CATALOGUE

^Olt- THE MUSIC SYSTEM

•A Is Phe mosPadvancedmicro basedmusic
programforthe BBC microcompuPer

ih IssophisPicaPed, yePsimplePo use
fh feaPures unparalleled creaPe, ediP, play

andprinP Punes facil/Pies

/ Has a Song and Sound Library gePPing
everyone offon Phe right note u

*h Even Pfie InsPrucPion Manual has been
applauded

/ ITIS MOKE THAN JUST WOKTH
NOTING I

+ BW THE MUSIC SYSTEM
TODAi

ORDERS TO: SYSTEM, DEPT. A,
12 COLLEGIATE CRESCENT, SHEFFIELD S10 2BA.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.*Z2i (0742)682321

I. ISLAND * LOGIC SYSTEM SOFTWARE
R^Th
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to extend the stick with a sawn-off length
of broomstick, a cheap ballpoint pen body
or some other convenient implement. This
makes the controls much lower-geared,
and fine adjustments become a lot easier.

Taking off is relatively straightforward -
just let off the brakes, open up to full
power and lift off with gentle backward
stick movement at any speed over 100
knots. However, the aeroplane is able to
accelerate more briskly on the ground than
in the air, and keeping the controls slightly
forward of neutral will enable you to
achieve 200 knots before you run out of
runway. This is not advisable in any real
aeroplane you may encounter though, as
few runways are as perfectly smooth as the
Aviator example and real-life tyres tend to
suffer at these unnaturally high speeds.

Landing the Aviator Spitfire safely is
fairly easy once you have learned not to
over-control on final approach. Lining up
with the runway often causes problems for
beginners, especially as roll control de
teriorates at low speeds. Aviator is, in my
experience, unique in reproducing the roll
inertia of the heavy metal wings. Rolling
back to level flight from a turn at low
speed, you must centralise the stickslightly
before the wings-level position, otherwise
you will overshoot into a slight bank the
other way.

For an easy landing practise attempt,
take offand fly straight ahead, holding the
altitude down to about 500 feet until the

speed reaches 250 knots or above. Then
pull back smoothly into a half-loop. When
the inverted horizon comes into view,
move the stick forward to maintain steady
inverted flight for a moment and roll back
to straight and level using full side deflec
tion one way or the other. Then throttle
back all the way and slow down to 150.
Drop the undercarriage and flaps and go
back to about half power to counteract the
greatly increased drag.

You should now be on a steady final
approach at 110 to 120 knots. Maintain
speed by raising or lowering the nose and
adjust your sink rate by judicious use of
power. Aim for 300 feet by the time the
white line appears in the middle of the
runway, then make a gentle backward
check at about50 feet over the runway and
wait. As the speed drops you should
gradually pull back on the stick to keep
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flying just above the ground. Get your
timing right and you will settleat about 80
knots. Throttle back and brake, keeping
straight with the rudder.

To add to the commercial appeal of the
program, Aviator has a bolt-on game scen
ario, the contextual improbability of which
makes it look something of an after
thought. Transposed from the Spitfire's
natural element to the prairies of mid-west
America, you dice with death against giant
flying cockroaches. It pays to shoot these
up on the ground as the mature flying
cockroaches earn fewer points, but in the
early stages of growth they are particularly
hard to hit without crashing as a result of
the explosion's shock-waves. Far better to
ignore the game scenario altogether and
hone your skills by flying under the local
suspension bridge or roaring inverted
down Main Street, Acornsville.

Sadly, Aviator is available only on cas
sette and 5.25-inch disc. If you have
3.5-inch drive you are out in the cold.
Similarly, even the cassette version seems
incompatible with the whole Master series.
A source in the know reports that there
were plans for a Master-compatible version
but that this was mysteriously forgotten.
The incompatibility appears to lie in
Acorn's over-complicated copy protection
rather than Crammond's programming, so
if all you Master owners ring up and
complain you might get some action.

Meanwhile, what kind of flying fix is
available to non-BBC B owners? Doctor

Soft has three products available, two
variations on a Phantom jet fighter and a
Boeing 747. The 747 simulator is the earlier
program, and it shows. The graphics are
unimpressive and the dynamics are highly
dubious. Besides, Jumbo jets are really
quite boring in the context of home com
puter flight simulators. Their main func
tion is to transport large numbers of people
comfortably and economically to distant
destinations. There's only one of you, and
you are going to finish your flight in the
same room you started in.

For more entertaining flying, look no
further than Phantom Combat, which puts
you in the ejector seat of the legendary
McDonnell-Douglas F4 Phantom. This a
less faithful simulator than Aviator - which

is perhaps just as well, as the Phantom's
real-life flying characteristics are as peculiar
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COULD THIS BE YOUR

PROGRAM?

ft******

Is your program good enoughto fill this
spot?

Will your game be the next No. 1 hit?
Are you looking fortop royalties?
Are you writing for leading computers

such as Commodore 64/128, C16/Plus-4,
BBC/Electron, Atari, Amstrad, MSX,
Spectrum or any other 6502/Z80 Micro.

Answer YES to any ofthese questions
and we would like to hear from you. Send
your program tape or disc, together with full
instructions for fast evaluation. Be sure to
state your computer type, memory,
peripherals used and your name, address
and telephone number.

34 BOURTON ROAD GLOUCESTER GL4 0LE
Tel (0452) 412572

P.S. Urgentlyrequired games software for Electron and BBC
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and tricky as the Spitfire's are elegant and
well-mannered.

The accent is definitely on making your
enemy miserable. The enemy in this case is
a simple dart-shaped target which none the
less flies a mean dogfight. The simulator
flies like a real aeroplane, but not particu
larly like a Phantom. It is more like a
modern high technology fly-by-wire num
ber like the F16, with enough thrust to
accelerate upwards and easy handling re
gardless of speed.

This simplicity of handling is very help
ful when you are mixing it up with a
MIG-21 adversary. The first few are easily
dispatched, but more experienced and
deadly opponents soon appear.

True simulator aficionados with like-

minded acquaintances are urged to put
together two BBC machines (you must
have a disc drive attached) with the Double
Phantom two-player version. In combat
mode each player competes with the other,
so that, for instance, in a head-on closure
each player can see the manoeuvres of the
other out of his own windscreen.

Combat damage is not all-or-nothing as
it is when playing against the computer. It
takes several good hits to wipe the floor
with your rival. If by some fluke he
manages to get in a few hits against you,
your aircraft will degrade in various ways:
first the artificial horizon might go, then
you will encounter control restrictions, a
loss of power or a possible fuel leak.

The more recent Strike Force Harrier,
from Mirrorsoft, has achieved a fair degree
of commercial success, but this has been
among game players rather than simulator
buffs. Far too much of the BBC micro's

power is devoted to creating a war-like
scenario with pretty colour graphics for
there to be much in the way of realism.

The vector-drawn line graphics of
Aviator and Phantom Combat may be
somewhat simplistic but they are updated
much more quickly and smoothly than the
jerky Strike Force Harrier can manage. The
acute agility of the real Harrier is not
accurately represented, with the pitch rate
in particular putting one in mind of the
Graf Zeppelin rather than a small jet
fighter-bomber.

Nevertheless, Strike Force Harrier does
have a following as a strategy game deman
ding considerable thought and skill and it
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would be churlish to deny its appeal to
those who want a good zap. Just don't
expect flight simulation in its proper sense.

With the mainstream options covered, a
few interesting products lurk on the
computer-flying periphery.

Anyone with an interest in the program
ming side of flight simulations should look
out a copy of Jumbo by Molimerx. This
simulator was the first I ever found for the

BBC micro, being descended from a TRS-
80 program.

Considering the standards of the very
early 80s it is a worthy achievement, parti
cularly as it is written in Basic. Stop
sniggering! - it works surprisingly well and
has the great virtue that you can get into
the program to see how it works. The
Basic listing is full of old-fashioned
spaghetti-type constructs as you might ex
pect from a TRS-80 conversion, but it is
easy to follow and can be modified to very
entertaining effect to suit your own de
mands. Want more power? Just bolt on a
few supplementary engines. Not enough
fuel? Add on some extra tanks for a

non-stop global circumnavigation.
More useful for genuine pilots wishing

to keep in practice than for enthusiastic
amateurs is Micro Nav II, which closely
resembles the kind of instrument flying
simulator found at flying-club level. This is
essentially all about navigation procedures
and instrument approaches, and as such is
both instructive and enjoyable for people
with a serious interest in aviation. Don't

look to this one if you're interested in
gee-whiz aerobatics or neutralising the
Soviet threat, though.

Finally, one very well-known British ST
and Amiga programmer has been using an
Acorn RISC development system for some
time, and the grapevine indicates that the
Archimedes version of his flight simulator
makes anything seen so far on fashionable
machines like the ST look like something
on a 4k Atom. Even allowing for a stan
dard degree of youthful over-enthusiasm
from programmer X, this sounds highly
promising
Acorn Soft, Cambridge Technopark, 645
Newmarket Road, Cambridge CB5 8PD.
Mirrorsoft, Maxwell House, 74 Worship
Street, London EC2A 2EN.
Doctor Soft, PO Box 66, East Preston,
Littlehampton, West Sussex, BN16 2TX.
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ACORNUSER
exhibition
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THE RED HALL

BARBICAN EXHIBITION HALL
GOLDEN LANE LONDON EC2

23rd July 1987
Trade &Education Day

3rdJuly 1987 24th-26th July 1987
Jucation Day Open to thegeneral public

Organised by Redwood Publishing Ltd

The 1987 ACORN USER Exhibition isthe premier show in
theUK devoted to all aspects ofbuying, using and getting
the mostout of your BBC computer. You will have the
opportunityof beingableto review the latesthardware
and software innovations whetheryouare an educational,
business or home user.

This year'sSTAR attraction willbe the new ACORN
RISC-based micro computer. The ACORN USER
Exhibition will bethe first public opportunity for you to
viewand evaluate this latest break-through inmicro
computer technology.

Running alongside the Show will be aseriesof informative
seminars exploring many areas of interest which will allow
youto hear and talk to your regular ACORN USER
authors.

Subjects to be covered will include: Education software,
business software, programming, monitors, printers,
peripherals, music, publishing and graphics.

Before July 15th,advance tickets willbe available at the
specially reduced price of£2.00. We shall bewelcoming all
those employed in education free ofcharge ontheopening
day, Thursday 23rd July 1987. In addition to the free day,
educationalists will beeligible for half price tickets - £1.50 -
for the Public days onthe 24th through to the26th.
These tickets are available onthedoor or in advance by
using the coupon below.Seminar tickets are £3.00.

f XHIMTION MALI

How to get there
Underground
Barbican, Moorgate, St. Paul's, Bank, Liverpool St.
British Rail

Holborn Viaduct, Cannon St., Broad St., King's Cross, St. Pancras,
LiverpoolSt.
Show Hours

Thurs 23rd - 10.00 to 18.00 hrs Trade &Education Day. Free
Fri 24th - 10.00 to 18.00 hrs^
Sat 25th - 10.00 to 18.00 hrs > Open to the general public. £3.00
Sun 26th - 10.00 to 16.00 hrs I

Advanceticket application (for use before July 15th)

Iam employed ineducation, pleasesend free tickets for the Trade and Education day.

sk Iamemployed ineducation, please send me tickets at half-price, £1.50 each, for the 24th,25thor 26thJuly 1987.

* Please send me advance Public daytickets (« £2.00eachfor the 1987 ACORN USER Exhibition.

Ienclosecheque for £ made payableto Redwood Publishing Ltd.

Alternativelypleasecharge my Access/Barclaycard no Card expiry date

Signature Date

Please send tickets to: Name.

Address

Send all cheques to Redwood Publishing Ltd. 141-143 Drury Lane, LondonWC2B 5TF.
Pleasesend me detailsof the seminar programme. [~_
Please send me a subscription form for ACORN USER ~J Educational Computing P ^ Delete as necessary

AU3
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MORLEY ELECTRONICS
TELETEXT
ADAPTER
Would you likeaccess to free highquality softwareand over
a thousandpages of information, but Prestelaccess charges
and phone bills too expensive? Then read onl
The answer is Telelext Yes the same system everyone has
seen incorporated into television sets, but with a difference.
WhenTeletext is read by a computer you can actually use the
data.
The MORLEY TELETEXT ADAPTER introduces you to the
world ol Teletext at a price that won't break the bank. Inside it
youwill find the latest insecond generation Teletext chip
technology,which unlikeour rivalswho are stillusing chips
designed more than ten years ago, willbe fully compatible
with any future advances In the Teletext system.
With the Morleyadapter you will get a state of the art unit that
automatically tunes itself into the required station (no more
messing around withscrewdrivers or twiddlinglittleknobs in
the back of the case), a user friendlymenu driven program,
easy to lollow instructions and a 12 month warranty. Add to
this the free downloadable telesoftware and we are suro that
youwill agree that we are offeringyou one of the best
bargains on the market today.

FEATURES:
*Advanced design uses the latest technology, will handle

ANY future enhancements to the Teletext system e.g.: full
field;8 bit data transfer; 2k pages etc.
*Simplyplugs into the user port.
* Low power consumption, less than 200ma Optional power
supply available.
' User friendlymenu drivensoltware includingextended
OSCLI and OSWord commands lor access from BASIC
programs.

*Supplied wilh 16kATS (Advanced Teletext Soltware) and
16k support ROMsoftware inc. printer dumps, page
spoolers etc.
*FREETelesoltware, no access charges (updatedweekly).
' Save selected pages to disdape lor later retrieval.
' Fullaccess lo allTeletextservices and channels e.g.:
CEEFAX. ORACLE. 4-TEL.
' Gives you a real-time clock at your disposal ("TIME).
' Software upgrades to allow forany enhancements to the
Teletext service, e.g.: extra channels, fullfielddata on cable &
satellite systems etc. (onlythe media charge).
' Easy to follow comprehensive user guides.
' No hardware limitations, itcan forexample receive virtually
unlimited numbers of channels.

* Utilsdisc available includingprinter drivers allows pages to
be selected and dumped direct to a printer (no more TV or
Radio Times to buy).

WHAT THE REVIEWERS SAID:

".. .In terms ol price, performance, future expansion
possibilitiesand those little touches that show thought tor the

end user Iwould recommend the Morley uni(.'~(Acorn User,
January. 1986).
".. .The Morleyunit has been designed to ensure that its
operation is simple and smooth. It is the ideal Telelext
adapter tor school vso.'-(A&B Computing. June. 1986).
".. .Using itover a number of months in different schools, it
has proved utterly reliable, and may confidentlybe
recommended."-^r/ie Times Educational Supplement.
September. 1986).

THIS IS THE BIGGEST SELLING TELETEXT
ADAPTER CURRENTLY IN PRODUCTION
WORLDWIDE, AND COMES WITH A FULL MONEY
BACK SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

^^L a • 1

RAMDISC
programs and files may be saved and loaded from the RAMdiscin the same manner as froma
floppydisc witha large Increase of speed, for example, a 20k mode 0 screen takes about 3-4
seconds to load from disc and about 0.2-0.3 seconds to load from the RAMdisc. The RAMdisc

ROMoperates as a utility ROMworkingwith the current filing system rather than as a separate
filing system. Therefore ensures compalibilitywith any Acorn compatible DFS (not ADFS).The
RAMdisc can be selected by a' command to take the place of any drive number from 0 to 9. If
the RAMdisc replaces a floppy drive as 0 for example, all commands addressed to drive 0 will
be intercepted by the RAMdisc. The default drive number la 4. Any "Dangerous' 'commands
such as "COMPACT, "COPY, 'BACKUP etc can be intercepted and the BBC's RAM frompage
2 to &7FFFsaved to RAMdiscworkspace, and may be recovered using a 'command. This
prevents accidental corruption of any programs/data in RAMyou may have been using at the
time. The filing system wedge ROMsupplied supports load/save, byte lile access, all relevant
OSFSC commands, and contains a formatter verifier and 'sectoredilor for use with the
RAMdisc. Catalogue structure allows up to 2,668 files.
WellHint's the spec, add to this our usual 12 month no quibble guarantee and we're sure
you'llagree the MorleyRAMdiscis the sensible alternative ifIncreased storage capacity and
speed is your requirement.

Nowavailablel The lirst true MEGA capacity RAMdisc for the BBC. BBC B* and MASTER
computers.
Thisfully compatible unit,currently available in either 1 or 2 megabyte versions comes
complete with operating software on ROM, power supply, battery backup and a
comprehensive user guide.

FEATURES:
One megabyte of RAM connected to the 1mHz bus. Used withthe supplied ROMsoftware

EPROM PROGRAMMER V2

The MORLEY EPROM PROGRAMMER V2 is a small self contained unit that plugs intothe BBC
or MASTER user port. Itcomes witha highqualilyZIF(zero insertionforce socket)and
contrastingplastic case. Also included in the package is it's own user friendlymenu driven
software on ROM or disc.
Thisstate of the art unit, allows programming of 2764 (8k), 27128 (16k). and 27256 (32k)
EPROMS. Notonlydoes lhe hardware allowprogrammingof the usual NMOSdevices, but will
handlethe newgenerationCMOSequallyas well,and wilhthe average timetaken to program
a 16kat less than 30 seconds we believe it to be one of the fastest programmers
available today.
THE HARDWARE
The Unit is completely under software control, there are no knobs or switches to bailie the
novice,and the extended features provided should excite the pro's.

THE SOFTWARE
The comprehensive user friendly software included in the package has two main parts, the first
allows EPROMS to be read, programmed, verified and edited, also allowinga ROM image lo
be loaded or saved to disc. The second is a full ROM management system in its own right,
which has a host ol useful features and routines, such as KILLand RESURRECT ROM to
disable or enable a sideways ROM, dump ROM image to buffer or disc, move ROM image in
buffer to sideways RAM,and VIEW-SEARCH any sideways ROM.
The whole system is available now for less than the price of one WORDWISEchip. So get
yourself the all new MORLEY EPROM PROGRAMMERV2 today and start using those
expansion boards for what they were made fori ROMS.
Immediate delivery no quibble 12 month guarantee.

SOFTWARE from M/B
DESIGN 7

Probably the best MODE7 screen designer available.
DESFAX 7
MODE 7 Teletext vu-dala 6ystem includingscreen designer and carousel facilities.
MASTERCOPY

Selective copier ADFS to DFS or vice versa. Supplied on ROM or DISC.

For further details on all products
call 091 262 7507 after 4.00pm

To order please fill in and send order form to: MORLEY ELECTRONICS, Unit 3, Maurice Road Industrial Estate, Wallsend, Tyne and Wear NE28 6BY.
Adapter Software
ROM •
SWR DISC D
40 TRK D
80 TRK D
Please Tick

NAME

ADDRESS.

Please send me
Qty. II MorleyTeletext adapters
Qty. • Optional PSU
Qty. • Master Copy ROM
Qty. D Master Copy Disc
Qty. il Teletext utilities on Disc

@ £119.95 inc. VAT
(w £9.95 inc. VAT
@ £13.95 inc. VAT
@ £11.95 inc. VAT
(<r £5.95 inc. VAT

PHONE No.

Qty. D M/B DESIGN7 screen designer to £7.95 inc. VAT
Qty. II 1 Mbyte RAM disc («> £199.95 inc. VAT
Qty. I I 2 Mbyte RAM disc (<" £349.95 inc. VAT
Qty. L) Eprom Programmer V.2 ("• £27.95 inc. VAT
Qty. LI Desfax C« £23.00 inc. VAT

Total £

AU/8

CHEQUE No.

POSTCODE

Pleaseadd£3.00P+PonAdapters and RAM Discs, £2.00P+Pon PSU'sand Programmers, £1.00P+PonSoftware.
ACORN USF.R AUGUST 1987

Please allow 28 days for delivery
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BUSINESS
REPORT BACK ON YOUR IDEAS

In April we asked for your ideas for business and pleasure computing.
The response covered railways and music!

My article in the April edition inviting
readers to share their ideas about ways of
using the micro for business or pleasure
produced some interesting mail which is
still coming in over a month later. Do keep
the ideas flowing!

The replies have been a mixture of
general tips, a few programs and some
items for review. Although the last was not
what was originally intended, the replies
were interesting for all that. If anyone is
interested in any of the items mentioned
here, I will be happy to forward their
letters to the originators, but I will not
publish addresses except where software
dealers are concerned.

One of the largest micro users to write
in was Peter Stevens of Lowestoft, who
told me about the problems of keeping the
membership list of the Historical Model
Railway Society. This had been kept on an
IBM System 38 minicomputer, but was
forced to move to a private microcomputer
system. With 1500 members in the records
at the time of the change, they had big
problems, but all has come right and they
now happily look after nearly 2000 mem
bers on a BBC micro.

As Peter pointed out to me, the new
system 'helps generate income for the soc
iety through mailshots, it supplies a vari
ety of information on membership status,
checks subscription payments and takes the
sting out of compiling data for the Inland
Revenue'. Other large clubs could easily do
the same.

If the railway enthusiasts were happy
with their system, not everyone was so
pleased with their own purchases. P G
Taylor from Uttoxeter, who is a profes
sional accountant, wrote about his experi
ence in buying a sideways RAM board.
The first one was eventually returned to
the supplier after producing a continuous
buzz which could not be traced and a

different one was then ordered from Pear-

tree Computers at Huntingdon. Mr
Taylor's story had a happy ending because
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when the same fault appeared in the new
board, Peartree carried out a careful check
and discovered that the problem arose
because the DFS had been relocated in the

wrong socket. The moral of this is that if a
firm takes the trouble to help its customers
then it deserves support.

A different kind of response came from
Professor Moore from Aberdeen, who sent
three useful programs which he had de
veloped. On his own admission they are
not elegant, but they do work efficiently.

The first is designed to draw a 'popula
tion pyramid' to illustrate the distribution
of the ages of the population, something
that economists, geographers and statisti
cians need to do quite frequently. The
collected data can then be dumped to an
Epson printer and converted to slides for
projection if required.

A second program works out the dis
tances between points on a map whose grid
references are known, using the gazetteer
of the Ordnance Survey Atlas, and along

with the previous one it would be useful in
any school where there is a BBC micro in
the geography or mathematics department
- as there certainly should be these days.

His third program is a simple one which
works in conjunction with a View docu
ment to sort the words alphabetically and
so help to construct the basis of a simple
index. There are many such programs in
existence, but his has the virtue of being
both simple and cheap.

Not all the information sent to me was

about technical uses, and one which arrived
from Jim Brook of Bromsgrove told of
using the Island Logic Music System to
help him learn music in connection with an
amateur operatic society, without the need
for an accompanist. He produced a tape of
the tricky timing of notes and musical
phrases using the micro and then can
practise at his convenience - even while
driving the car.

My last one for this month brings out a
feature that we should all bear in mind. I

had a good idea from Mancunian Roger
Gibbons for improving a program for
plotting time/temperature graphs by
adding a relative humidity procedure. It is
useful and deserves mention but, as he
innocently mentioned, the program was
originally printed in another journal. This
means, of course, that the copyright be
longs to the originator, and without proper
permission it cannot be sold. I have sug
gested to him that he offers it to that
magazine as an update, and they should be
pleased to get it.

IDEAS WANTED

If you make use of your micro for
business or pleasure, or have written a
piece of useful software, and would like
to share your knowledge and experi
ence, write to Roger Carus, c/o Acorn
User, Redwood Publishing, 141-143
Drury Lane, London WC2B 5TF. Or
use British Telecom Gold: 81:RED001.
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COMPACT SOFTWARE
GAMES/ADVENTURES
BBC PUBLICATIONS
White Knight
BLUE RIBBON
Games Disc I
Games Disc II
COS
Birdie Barrage Golf
Steve Davis Snooker
MICRO POWER
Dr Who and the Mines of Terror
MicroPower Magic
SQUIRREL
Games Disc
SUPERIOR
Revs/4 Tracks
Elite
Repton III
Galaforce
Karate Combat
Repton 2
Strykers Run
Speech
Citadel
Acornsoft Hits Volume I
Acornsoft Hits Volume II
Around the world in 40 screens disc
TYNESOFT
Big K.O.
Goal
Jet Set WillyII
Commonwealth Games
Mousetrap
US Drag Racing
Vindaloo
Winter Olympics
EDUCATIONAL
ASK.
Best Four Maths
Best Four Language

Figures of Fun £18.95
HIGHLIGHT
Comp 1 £19.95
Comp II £19.95
Superior Collection 1 ?£v& £14.95
Superior Collection 2 £19.95
Grand Prix Construction Kit £14.95

ELECTRON SOF1
GAMES/ADVENTURES

rwARE

MICRO POWER
Micro Power Magic £7.95
Ghouls S/O £7.95
Swag S/O £6.95
Felix Meets Evil Weevils S/O £6.95
Killer Gorilla S/O £7.95
Felix in the Factory S/O £7.95
Moonraider S/O £7.95
Adventure 0 S/O £7.95
Galactic Commander S/O £7.95
Bumble Bee S/O £6.95
Chess S'O £7.95
Croaker S/O £7.95
Cybertron Mission S/O £7.95
Danger UXB S/O £7.95
Electron Invaders S/O £7.95
Escape Moonbase Alpha S/O £7.95
Frenzy
Felix & Fruit Monsters

S/O £6.95
S/O £7.95

Gauntlet S/O £6.95
SUPERIOR SOFTWARE
Elite £12.95
Acornsoft Hits I £9.95
Acornsoft Hits II £9.95
Ravenskull £9.95
Repton III £9.95
Thrust BBC/Electron £7.95
Karate Combat BBC/Electron £8.95
Citadel £9.95
Repton II £9.95
Galaforce £9.95
Around the world in 40 screens cassette £6.95
TYNESOFT
Ian Botham Cricket BBC/Ele £7.95
Big K.O. BBC/Electron £7.95
Jet Set Willy II BBC/Ele £7.95
Future Shock BBC/Ele £7.95
Goal BBC/Ele £7.95
Winter Olympics BBC/Ele £6.95
U.S. GOLD
Impossible Mission BBC/Ele £9.95
Questprobe £7.95

M&M COMPUTERS
Bon-Accord House

41 Albert Street, Aberdeen AB1 1XU
ro5S Tel: 0224-571735

special prices j Telex 739916 \enrn
0224-571735 Incorporating MICROBANK LTD

031 331 1716
nli;\|MTI>'t|i

BBC SOFTWARE
GAMES/ADVENTURES
Dr Who and the Mines
of Terror Master B+
MicroPower Magic 40 Track
MicroPower Magic 80 Track
Micro Power Magic
Dr Who and the Mines of
Terror (16K Rom + Cassette)
Dr Who and the Mines of
Terror (16K Rom + Disc)
Castle Quest Disc
Castle Quest Cassette
Star Fleet Encounter
ACORNSOFT
4-Tracks
Magic Mushrooms
Boxer
Bouncer
Complete Cocktail Maker
Snooker
Terrapod
Drogna
Aviator
ACORNSOFT Disc
Snooker
Magic Mushrooms
4-Tracks Disc
Aviator
ARCANA
Powerplay Disc
AUDIOGENIC

Thunder Struck BBC/Ele
Thunder Struck Disc
Power pack
The Last of Free BBC/Ele
Pycastria Disc
Pycastria BBC/Electron
International Megasports/Genesis Project
Complete BBC
BBC PUBLICATIONS
White KnightMK12Disc
White Knight MK12
Able to transfer to disc
Maths with a Story I Disc
Battlefieds (Cassette)
Picture Craft (Disc)
Modem Master
SUPERIOR
Around the world in 40 screens disc
Acornsoft Hits I
Acornsoft Hits I Disc
Acornsoft Hits II
Acornsoft Hits II Disc
Elite Disc
Revs/4 Tracks
Revs/4 Tracks
Elite
Ravenskull
Ravenskull Disc
Repton III
Repton III Disc
Strykers Run
Strykers Run Disc
Thrust Disc
Thrust BBC/Electron
Superior Collection Vol 1
Superior Collection Vol 2
Grand Prix Construction Kit
Karate Combat Disc
Karate Combat BBC/Electron
Citadel
Citadel Disc
Repton II
Repton II Disc
Galaforce
Galaforce Disc
TYNESOFT
Big K.O. BBC/Electron
BigK.O.Disc
Winter Olympics Disc
Future Shock Disc
Goal Disc
Ian Botham Cricket Disc
Commonwealth Games Disc
Jet Set Willy II Disc
Jet Set Willy IIBBC/Ele
Future Schock BBC/Ele
Goal BBC/Ele
Ian Botham Cricket BBC/Ele
Jet Set WillyBBC/Elec
Winter Olympics BBC/Elec
U.S. GOLD
Impossible Mission Disc
Impossible Mission
Raid Over Moscow

£9.95
£12.95

£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95

S/O £9.95
S/O £9.95

£14.95

Rebel Planet £9.9;
Questprobe £7'gj
BountyBob £g.gi
Tapper j^gi
ULTIMATE
Cosmic Battlezones ro g'
BEAU JOLLY
Five Star Games 'B' £9.91
Computer Hits III £9.9!
ComputerHits2 Disc £14!9!
ComputerHits2 £ggj
Computer Hits 10 names rft'o'
BUG-BYTE
Plan B £2.g;
Dunjunz S29i
Skyhawk BBC/Ele t2,9i
Star Force Seven £2.9!
Roboto £2.9!
Twin Kingdom Valley £2.9!
Jack Attac £2^9!
Savage Pond £2 9'
CDS
BrianClough's FootballFortunes £14.9!
BRain Clough's Football Fortunes £17.9!
Colossus 4 Chess BBC/Ele £9.gj
Colossus 4 Chess Disc £14 9!
DESIGN PEOPLE SOFTWARE
Tanks Disc £12.9!
Sink the Bismark Disc £10 9£
DOCTOR SOFT
Double Pantom disc E19.9E
Phantom Combat Disc £12.9!
Phantom Combat tsiot
DOMARK
Young Players Full Edition
TrivialPursuit disc E19.9E
Young Players Question Pack
(TrivialPursuit) £7.95
TrivialPursuit £14 95
ELITE
Commando £9.95
Air Wolf £9.95
Air Wolf Disc £14 95
FIREBIRD
The Sentinel £9.95
The Sentinel Disc £14 95
GREMUN
Footballer of the Year £9.95
Footballer of the Year Disc £14.95
IMAGINE
Yle Ar Kung Fu £8.95
Yle Ar Kung Fu Disc £12.95
LEISURE GENIUS
Monopoly Disc £14.95
Scrabble £12.95
Scrabble Disc £14 95
MACSEN
Blockbusters BBC/Ele £7 95
MARTECH
W.A.R. £8.95
W.A.R. Disc £14.95
Samantha Fox Disc £12 95
MELBOURNE HOUSE
The Hobbit £9.95
Lord of the Rings £15.95
Way of the Exploding Fist £9.95
Way of the Exploding Fist Disc £14.95
MIRRORSOFT
Strike Force Harrier £9.95
Strike Force Harrier Disc £12.95
Hi-Bouncer s/O £6.95
MOSAIC/LEVEL 9
The Secret Diaryof AdrianMoleDisc £12.95
OCEAN
Daley Thompson Supertest D £14.95
Yie Ar Kung Fu II £8 95
BUSINESS SOFTWARE (MASTER)
GuestSense (GuestHouse &Hotel package) £172.50
FixSense (FixedAsset package) £172.50
Per Sense (Personnel package) £172.50
Alsoavailablefor IBM, Amstrad & Apricot equipment.

H S SOFTWARE

READ-RIGHT AWAY

ADVENTUROUS ENGLISH
English Grammar & Language Skills
Age 7-11 years Disc
CROSSWORDS
Range 8 years to adults
For the BBC/Electron Disc
ENTERTAINING ENGLISH
English Language Skills
Age 7-11 years for the BBC "B1 Disc

POSTAGE & PACKING ON SOFTWARE
All prices include VAT at 15%

For Software add £1 for outside Scotland.
and 50p within Scotland, for orders over

6 games post & packing is FREE.

E.O.+E.

To: M&M COMPUTERS, Bon-Accord House, 41 Albert Street Aberdeen AB1 1XU
Please send me

I enclose a cheque (or £ payable to M&M COMPUTERS.
Please debit my Access'Visa Account

No Signed
Name Address
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programming
By Peter Cockerell
This book describes in detail all aspects of programming the new
Acorn Rise chip (generally referred to as the ARM). This 32-bit chip,
on average 4 times faster than a 68000, will form the basis of a new
generation of machines. The book explains why the chip is so fast
and how to take full A<Av advantage of its power.

Topics covered
include;

•• First concepts.
> Inside the ARM.
• The ALU and barrel shifter.

•• The instruction set.
•> Instruction timings.
> The BBC BASIC assembler.
> Assembly programming principles.

•• Data structures.

•• Non-user modes.
' • Undefined instructions.
•> Interrupts and vectors.

The book is completely up-to-date covering only the new 2 micron
ARM, with appendices on the floating point and co-processor
instructions and with numerous example programs. A truly
comprehensive reference manual for anyone who intends to program
in ARM assembly language, or for those who just want to find out
why the Acorn RISC chip is so special.

Price £12.95

Computer Concepts
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX. Tel: (0442) 63933

Access/Barclaycard accepted. All orders despatched within 24 hours.



BUSINESS
CUT DOWN ON KEYSTROKES

Graham Bell adds some useful function keys to
make View wordprocessing easier

Many people have now acquired printer
drivers for the View family. These are
small programs that allow you to control
your printer, and get bold or underline
effects in your View text. Printer drivers
can be created for any printer by the Acorn
Printer Driver Generator. This package
also adds two extensions to the original
View concept. First the screen driver to
emulate bold, italic or underlined print on
the screen, and second, the idea of 'ex
tended highlights'. These are multiple com
binations of the two ordinary highlights (*
and -) used to switch all the various print
styles, without having to use the HT
command to redefine the code for each
new effect. The Printer Driver Generator
adds convenience to View, but there is a
problem associated with the new extended
highlights. Can you remember them all?
Here is a method for single key entry of
the highlight sequences together with the
construction of your own customised edit
ing functions. It pays to increase your
*WORD power!

Single key entry
It sometimes isn't easy to remember all of
the extended highlight sequences, so listing
1, on the yellow pages, is a way ofdefining
the red function keys to allow them to be
typed with a single key press. The listing is
nota Basic program: it can betyped in with
View itself, then saved in a text file called
'EXTKEYS'. Then enter:

*EXEC EXTKEYS

in View command mode. Alternatively, the
text can beput in your IBOOT file. Thered
keys are defined to give the following
extended highlight sequences:

Shift-CTRL-f2 alternative font on/off
Shift-CTRL-f3 subscript on
Shift-CTRL-f4 sub- orsuper-script off
Shift-CTRL-f5 superscript on
Shift-CTRL-f6 italics on/off
Shift-CTRL-f7 bold on/off
Shift-CTRL-f8 Viewlndex index mark
Shift-CTRL-f9 reset printer
Shift-CTRL-Copy exact space (*@)

Furthermore, the cursor keys with Shift-
ACORN USF.R AUGUST 1987

The hardworking editorof Acorn Userfindsextra function keys useful

CTRL will move the cursor eight times
faster than the cursor keys alone. The keys
have to be pressed in combination with
both Shift and CTRL together, so as not to
clash with View's built-in editing functions.
To put an italics code in your text, simply
hold down CTRL and Shift, and press
function key 6.

Italics, bold, subscript and so on can be
marked on a function key strip so they can
bereferred to easily.

Bespoke editing functions
There are some handy editing functions
that are absent from View. One of these is
a Delete Word key. To delete a word 'by
hand', the cursor is moved to the first letter
of the word, then Shift-f3 (Delete up to
Character) is pressed, then the space bar.
This can be programmed into a red key:
*key 0 "!!!_ "
So when the cursor is on the first letter of a

word, pressing Shift-CTRL-fO would de
lete the word in one go. The '![_ ' in the
key definition represents the Shift-f3, and
it is followed by a space. This exactly
matches the way you delete a word by
hand but is much easier.

To use this new editing function, you
don't have to use EXTKEYS. If the new
soft key definition is going to be used

without EXTKEYS, then beforehand type
#fx 228 1

in command mode, to ensure that Shift-
CTRL-function key combinations are in
terpreted as soft keys.

A major improvement upon this defini
tion is:

*key o ":!:y:!:y:!<:!i_ "

With this definition, the cursor doesn't
need to be under the first letter of the word
to be deleted (anywhere from the space
immediately preceding the word to the
character before the space preceding the
next word will do). Unfortunately, neither
will delete the last word on a line.

Note the use of quotation marks in the
key definitions: they are not usually
needed for defining soft key strings, but
they do make spaces at the beginning or
end of the string visible (there is one space
at the end ofeach of the above definitions).

In fact, almost any series of key presses
can be programmed into a red key. Other
editors use this system too (Wordwise for
example, and Edit, the Acorn screen editor
in the Master 128 ROM), but the rela
tionship between the original key presses
and the string required in a :;KEY defini
tion is different for View. All these strings
are given in figure 1. The only two points
to watch are that Escape can only be
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IM
Premier Software PM

47 Aiderford Street, SIMe Hedlnoham, Halite*). Essex, C09 3HX.
Tel. 0787 60426. Presto MBX 219996436 BT Gold MIK 140

IPIIRIIRfTrrfRCIDM
nf Your Printer (Dan ©o nt

IPKHIWIMDM makes it easier to use.

'DtUxttcm is a menu driven ROM which
allows easy access to all of your printers
special functions such as, underline, condensed
print, emphasized print, double width. As well
as being made available from the menu
these functions are available by typing simple
star commands. These star commands can be
placed Inside Wordwise Plus text and also used
within View and almost every other major word
processor. It is not opsslble to state exactly
what each version of jJtlnttom will do because
that depends upon which printer .you use, but
here are some of the commands .which are
implemented on the Panasonic KXP-1080/1
version :-

♦UNDERLINE <ON/OFF>
♦EMPHASIZE <ON/OFF>
♦CONDENSED <ON/OFF>
♦SPEED <U/B> (Uni or Bi directional print)
♦CENTRE <ON/OFF>
♦PROPORTION<ON/OFF> _tt^
♦MARGIN <LEFT> «RIGHT/+WIDTH»
♦FORMFEED
♦ENLQ <ON/OFF>
♦ELITE <ON/OFF>

There are over 30 commands in this version
of the ROM so these are Just a few examples.

PRINTROM is available for the following printers
but if yours is not in this list give us a call and
we wiu certainly try to help.

PANASONIC KXP1080/1, TAXON KAQA, CANNON PW1080/11S6, ALMOST ALL EPSONS,
BROTHER M100S. CENTRONICS OLP, ACORN AP100, NEC PIMWRITERS, STAR SQ10, ETS.

ROM version £14..95, S/W RAM version £9.95
Price includes VAT but add a pound for P&P

WORKS WITH^I^ :rsions of the

ArraH IFOSSE

from

SYSTEMS

for total control of your arrays!
Arrays are the fundamental data structure in BBC Basic - but they have
their limitations. How Arraymate is here to helpyou to realise their full
potential.
With Arraymate's powerful 'star' commandsat your fingertips, you
can...

* Sort an array into ascending or descending order -
any array type, any number of dimensions.

* Select the key elements to be used in sorting.
* Rotate' the contents of an array, up or down.
* List dimensions and program references of current arrays.
* Selectively erase an array.
* Simulate passing array parameters to a procedure.
* Safeguard all your variables while you edit your program,

or even chain in a new one!

* ... and more!

Arraymate is suppliedon Eprom, and iscompatiblewith
BBC Model B, B+ and Master.

Only £15.75 inc. p&p. 30-day money-back guarantee
Tradeenquiries welcome.

Order now for immediate dispatch, from
FOSSE SYSTEMS, 3 The Chipping.Tetbury, Qlos. Q1.8 8EU.
Tel (0666) 54477.

Please send me Arraymate Eproms @ £15.75each
I enclose a cheque/postal order for£ —
name __ Address —

o
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Mijas Software
Meet us at the

ACORN USER SHOW
stand 34a

First on the BBC with a

Relocatable Assembler and Linker
First on the BBC with a

Assembler Source-Code DEBUG
Now bring you

Small 'C
Separately compilable modules
Module libraries,Source Debug

Developed for use with the Mijas
65(C)02 Development System

Complete System including Assembler
Linker, Debug, Shell and utilities

£50
From:- Mijas Software.Mijas.Winchester Rd.

Michedever.Hants S021 3DG
Payment by ACCESS welcome at the show

Official orders welcome from educational establishments

G-TEN LIMITED
THE MAIL ORDER SOFTWARE HOUSE

BBC MICRO TAPE DISC 3.5 PERIFERALS(PSP CI.50 p'item) OUR

E £ £ PRICE

£

Airwoll 7.25

7.25

11.25

9.75

NA

11.25Repton 3
7.25

7.25

10.50

9.50

11.25

NA

7.25 9.50 N.A

Thrust 6.50 9.50 NA

B.C. FOOtlMll Fortunes.... 7.25 11.25 N.A

7 25 9.75 N.A

4.25 NA NA

Robel Planet

YleAr KungFu 2 7.25 11.25 N.A

Citedal... 7.25 9.75 11.25
Strike Force Harrier 7.25 10.50 NA

Speech.. 725 9.75 N.A ELECTRON RRP OUR

7.25 1125 N.A PRICE

Elite 9.75 10.50 11.25 £ £

7.25 N.A N.A Xor 9.95 7.25

Mikie _ ,,. 6.50 NA N.A Five Star Games 2 9.95 725

9.75 10.50 11.25 Micro Power Magic 795 6.50

Sentinel 7.25 11.25 N.A Superior Col. V3 9.95 7.25

7.25 NA N.A Ravenskull 9.95 7.25

Firetrack. __ _ 7.25 11.25 NA Repton 3 9.95 7.25

7.25 9.75 11.25 Bomb Jack 9.95 7.25

7.25 9.75 11.25 Commando 9.95 7.25

7.25 11.25 N.A Football Manager 8.95 6.50

Crystal Castles
PaperboyTemple ot Terror 6.50 1075 N.A 9.95 7.25

Please allow 14-28days delivery. Please add 75p P&Pper item(UK/BFPO only)
Overseas orders add £1.50 P&P per item. Please make cheques or postal orders

(Sterling only) made payable lo: G-TEN LIMITED.

UKor BFPO Orders, please send to:
G-TEN LIMITED, DEPT AU8,

FREEPOST (no stamp needed),
LONDON E1 6BR

Overseas Orders send to:
G-TEN LIMITED, DEPT AU8, 1st FLOOR

146/150 COMMERCIAL STREET,
LONDON E1 6NU

Please note: Price lists willonly be sent with orders
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emulated in text mode (so '[[' in a ::'KEY
definition will make the wordprocessor
return to command mode, but not go from
command mode to text mode), and that
one soft key definition may not refer to
another (you can't incorporate the Delete
Word function directly into another defini
tion, so there is no string given for Shift-
CTRL-fO).

Using this softkey string technique, you
can invent numerous useful macros of your
own. For example, a 'Delete Beginning of
Line' function might be needed:
*key 1 "!!#2!!IP!!#1!!,"
If, after looking at figure 1, the workings
of this and the improved Delete Word
definition are clear, then writing new func
tions should be no problem. Otherwise,
think of the definitions split up into steps
as shown in figure 2. Easy!

The file EXTKEYS leaves fO and fl free

for such macros, and you could use f12 to
fl5 as well (these are the fast cursor keys),
without losing the single-key entry of
extended highlights.

Exec files
As well as the familiar IBOOT file and the

EXTKEYS file described above, exec files
can be made to do all sorts of other things.
But some useful files require control codes
in them that can't be typed into View and
saved. So a new method of creating these
files has to be used. Listing 2 on the yellow
pages is a small Basic program. Type it in
and save it. When it is run, it creates a new
exec file called 'NLQ'.

So in View, type:
*EXECNLQ

It switches your printer's typeface to near
letter-quality mode. This works whether
you are using a printer driver or not, and
with any Epson-compatible printer. For
Kaga/Taxan or Canon printers (except the
Aseries), you'll have to change line 90 to:
90 VDU 2,1,27,1,ASC"(",3

because these printers select NLQ in a
different way. A benefit of this exec file
approach isthatthesame idea can be used in
Basic orany other language, not just View.

This idea can be used to send other
control codes to the printer. You could
modify the B^sic program to use:
70 *SPOOL RESET

90 VDU 2,1,27,1,64,3
100 PRINT "Printer reset"

The RESET exec file which this produces
resets theprinter.

A more ambitious program using the
technique is listing 3. This is for the Epson
FX and LX printers, and other printers that

ACORN USHR AUGUST 1987

BUSINESS

Function keys

fO

f 1

f2

f3

f4

f5

f6

f7

f8

f9

L Shift -fO

M Shift--f 1

N Shift--f2

0 Shift--f3

P Shift--f4

Q Shift--f5

R Shift--f<b

S Shift--f7

T Shift--f8

U Shift--f 9

:\ CTRL-f0

! 3 CTRL-f1
1 s*.

CTRL-f2

CTRL-f3

CTRL-f4
1 CTRL-f5
II

CTRL-f6

tt CTRL-f7

* CTRL-f8

7.

note Shift-f4 includes a single space after the

Cursor keys

left ! !X Shift/left ! ( CTRL-left !8

ri ght ! !Y Shift/right ! ) CTRL-right !9

down ! !Z Shift/down !* CTRL-down ! :

up ! : C Shi ft/up !+ CTRL-up • 5

Other special keys

Tab !I Copy l!!W Delete I?
Return !M Shift/Copy !!' Escape !C

to insert " or ! into the key string, use !" or IS

Figure 1. Key definition strings for bespoke View editing functions

Delete Beginning of Line

Shift-f7! !#

2

! ! IP

I !#

1
• i

set marker

marker number two

f4 beginning of line
Shift-f7 set marker

marker number one

CTRL-f0 delete block between markers

Improved Delete Word

!Y

IY

(

right
ri ght

Shift/left

Shift-f3

SPACE

two spaces right

go back to start of word

Delete up to character
delete to next space

Figure 2. Some examples ofcustomised editing functions

have a downloadable character set, such as
the Kaga-Taxan, and Canon printers. This
program produces as exec file called
'POUND'. It should not be used in con
junction with a View printer driver.

One ofthe many problems with using the
Acorn micros with a printer is that the
characters you see on screen don't match
what isprinted on thepaper. Hash (#) and

pound (£) are the most common culprits.
The POUND exec file changes the printer's
characters to match those of the micro, so
ensuring 'whatyou see iswhat you get'. To
set it all up, just type:

::EXEC POUND

This program is especially useful when
listing Basic programs - Acorn User uses
something similar toprint the yellow pages.
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CONTRACT BRIDGE
BRIDGE-MENTOR II

VERSION 1.10

"One of the best serious games proqrams"
MICRO USER
" the bit offering we haw mm for the
bridge pktyr go far BMDOE CLUB REVIEW
"anldeal teaching akT acorn user

The internationally acclaimed system for the
COMPACT/MASTER/BBC/ELECTRON thatcan really
improve yourstandardof play"
PractiMyour bidding:Perfect
yourcard-play: Create yourown
archive of interesting hands

With highresolutioncolour
graphics and sound,
BRlDGE-MENTOR II guides you,
step-by-step, throughexpertty
analysed hands. A host of features
including the spectacular
"AUTOPLAY" option.The package
now includes the famous
"Challenge" hands archive... in
total-over 60 testing hands to
improve your game... with
unlimitedscope formore III

Now with comprehensive
24 page on-line user guide

BRIDGE-MENTOR II Version 1.10 licensedcopiesavailable for all
MASTER/BBC/ELECTRON models with 32k+ DFS/DDFS and MASTER
COMPACT/ELECTRON (64k 0 withADFS. Alsotape-to-discforother disc systems.

5.25" Disc (DFS/DDFS)
3.5" Disc (ADFS)
Tape-to-Disc

Please state 40/80 track where relevant

E17.50
£19.50
£19.50

Cheques to:- MINIC BUSINESS SERVICES,
12 WOBURN CLOSE,
BUSHEY, HERTS WD2 3XA.

SOFTWARESuitable for standard and Master Series Computers

Business CASHBOOK Double Entry bookkeeping inmemory forclubs £13.75
CASHBOOK Double Entry random accessdiscbookkeeping lorclubs £22.95

*** ACCOUNT Double Entry random accessbookkeeping with credit control, statements,
ledgers and analysis lorbusiness £34.45

• •NEW** ACCOUNT PLUS as above with datasort, autostatement generator, invoice, order
quotation etc. mail shot merge etc £57.44
MICRO-TRADER The complete BBC accounts system. Seedemo disc £230.00
MICRO-STOCK 4000items suitable torusewith Micro-Trader £86.25

*** RANDOM MAILING mail merge, 5 sorts, 1, 2, or3 acrosslabels £34.45
* * * EXTENDED PAYROLL "Impressive package - Micro User" 1,2.4 weekly &monthly,

contracted in &out,3 overtime, personnel file, 2 payslip formats, plus,plus £57.44
*** SPECIAL THREE STAR OFFER-ALL THREE STAR PROGRAMS £79.95
Genealogy FAMILY TREE 340/750 people 100/250 marriages. Ancestral, descendant &family

tracing with lull tree printout, sorted list. Review in Feb Issue £19.95
Statistics STATPACK thestatspackage for students, 30results £13.75
ROMS CARETAKER utility "If you write BASIC you need it" £2990

PRINTMASTER utility "Beats thebest!" £29.90
**NEW** INTER-BASE The latest ROM from Computer Concepts £49.95

INTER-CHART data display "Quite clever - well very clever" £29.99
INTER-SHEET spreadsheet "Not bad!-it's thebest" £44.99
INTER-WORD "The WISIWYG superwordprocessor I use &teach." £47.00
SPELL-MASTER The fastest, largest spelling checker anywhere £49.95
WORDWISE PLUS Programming facilities that others haven't got" £44.99
SYSTEM DELTA "The cleverer thanclever program language database" £62.95
SYSTEM DELTA extended programming language manual £1995

EPROMMERS EPROMS 27128 16k £3.25
UVIPAC Eprom Programmer 8 &16k £20.95: 32k Programmer £20.95
UVIPAC Eprom Eraser £20.95: Toolkit Eprom Software £7.95

COMPUTERS AMSTRAD PCW8512 complete with printer &software £429.95
AMSTRAD PC1512 Dual Disc Drive Mono complete with £200software £625.00
AMSTRAD PC1512 Dual Disc Drive Colour complete with £200 software £798.99

BBC/IBM/BBC Full description of how tosend data between the two machines £4.95
PRINTERS CITIZEN LSP-10 120cps NLQ 38cps.Many features. Save £91.00 £249.00

RIBBONS. FX,RX,LX-80, 120D, GLP, Amslrad, Shinwa from £3.50
PRINTER CABLE Suitable for BBC/Electron to parallel printers £7.95

DISCS DISC DRIVE 800k Opus twin double sided cased £215.00
DISCS 5.25" Double sided &density 40/80 tracks. 5 colours inbox £10.95

LISTING PAPER Box 2000 fanfold perforated 11" x9.5" 60gsm (None cheaper?) £12.95
Box 2000 fanfold micro-performated A4 80gsm(None better?) £22.95

LABELS For Mailing 1000 1across 3.5"x1.4375 £6-50
For Mailing 2000 2across 3.5"x1.4375 £11.95
For Mailing 1000 3across 2.75"x1.4375 £650
For Disc labelling 1000 1across 5"x15/16" £495

AUSTRALIA Come with us to theAustralian Computing Exhibition from 8-10September
Ask for brochure for more software and further details

Prices include VAT. Add 57p for p/p. Printers add £9.95

(AU), 25 Fore Street, Praze;
Camborne, Cornwall TR14 OJX
or telephone 0209-831274with ACCESS
or PRESTEL *2582020 •
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PAGEMAKER GRAPHICS
Cutouts for AMX Pacemaker

IT he Clipboard Graphics Library]

Isport I Cm| activity]
&4 ; . -* -

m
II you are a Pagemaker user, take advantage ol a
large range o( graphic outputs on disc. Each disc
contains 30 cutouts and can be purchased singly or

in packs made up of your choice ol subject.
Catagories include: sport, vehicles, animals,
trees, people, objects, childrens, computing
and miscellaneous. Single discs (R0I s/s and -lot.
d/s) cost £2.50 or packs of 5 or more at £2 per disc
(40t. s/s at £3.50 and £3 per pair). Samples of some
cutouts may be obtained by sending a stamped
addressed envelope.

VIDEPAK is a Superb collection of compressed
graphic screens on Double Sided 80 track discs
Pictures in Mode 0(VP001) Mode 1 (UP101) Mode 2
(UP20I) may bo purchased separately at C4 or all
three for £10 fully inclusive Each disc has over 50
screens together with Pictureshow software
Individual screens can be expanded and modified in
art pakages such as Pagemaker. SuperArt and The
Artist

PHOTO DIGITISING SERVICE available for your

photographs or drawings Send us your pictures
and we will send them back as Graphic Screens
stored on disc.

40t s/s 4 pics £4 d's 8 pics £6
80t S'S 9 pics £6 d/s 18 pics £10

Slate which Mode
Mode 0 1 or ?

Dept. 1 MICROaSTUDIO
83 CLAY STREET
S0HAM...CB75HL
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MICRO-TRADER
INTEGRATED SALES PURCHASE AND NOMINAL LEDGERS

Designed for business use by a business man programmer. "Micro-
Trader" is a fully integrated program in which all Sales and
Purchase Ledger transactions are automatically updated to the
Nominal Ledger.

"Micro-Trader" offers full Sales and Purchase Ledger facilities
including SALES INVOICEand STATEMENT PRINTING with a
capacity of 450 accounts and 3000 transactions per month in each
Ledger.

NormalIncome Expenditure, Assets, Liabilities A JournalPosting in
the Nominal Ledger with full Reporting for individual accounts,
Audit Trial, Trial Balance, Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet.

This suite is the only accounts package a real business needs to
keep, maintain and finalise its accounts. If you are seriously in
business consider how much time and money you spend and lose
because you are not an accountant. You are a business man and so
am I. You have a computer and so have I, all you now need is
"MICRO-TRADER" to let you get on with running your business. I
have already got it.

"MICRO-STOCK" would be an asset if you purchase goods in your
business. It is a Stock Control program, fully integrated with
"Micro-Trader". 4000 Stock Items with user defined codes. Invoice
and Credit Notes and Cash Sale routine. Full Stock Held Reports.

EXTENDED PAYROLL solves the wages problem. We have been
supplying payroll programs since 1982, a year longer than anybody
else for the BBC. People trust us.

Micro-Trader £200.00: Micro-Stock £75.00: Extended Payroll £49.95

Ring Colin Chatfield, Fellow of the Institute of Analysts and
Programmers, for more information. He will be pleased to advise
which, if any, of these programs you need.
To the Trade - If you are interested in selling the best business

programs for the BBC you could do worse than
ring us.
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Around theWorld in 40 Screens

Repton Returns... to Conquer the World
After the success ofRepton 3,we were overwhelmed withrequests for us to publish another set ofscreens forthe game. Wehave
now produced 40 newscreens which,although enticinglyamusing, are even trickier to complete than the original 24screens of
Repton 3.
Thesenew screens feature Reptonvoyaging around the world. In America, Repton isa sheriff witha penchant forhamburgers and
whisky; hisjob isto jail all the bandits and avenge the Red Indiana TheArcticsees Repton as an eskimo being "hotly" pursued
home to his igloo by polar bears and penguins. Across to the Orient,and Repton isa kung-fu master amongst the pagodas,
rickshawsand Chinese dragons. Repton becomes a deep-sea diver in the Oceans; he searches for pearls around the rotting
shipwrecks whichare inhabited by dangerous octopuses and squids.Finally, inAfrica, Reptonreaps his rewardsby defeating the
tribesmen, caging the parrots, and collecting the apples, bananas and pineapples —whilst watching out for falling coconuts!

Each copy of Around The World in 40 Screens includes:
• the Repton 3 main program,
• the Repton 3 editor, and
• the 40 new game screens.

BBC Micro Cassette £6.95 Acorn Electron Cassette..£6.95
BBC Micro 5Va" Disc £7.95
BBCMaster Compact 3V2" Disc....£9.95

(Compatible with the BBCB, B+ and Master Series computers).
The screen pictures show the BBCMicro version of the game.

PRIZE COMPETITION
Ifyou complete all 40 screens of Around The World, you can
enter our competition. Prizes include £200 in cash, with
Repton mugs, badges, pens and certificates for runners-up.
Closing Date: 31st January, 1988.

FREE REPTON BADGE
WITH EVERY GAME SOLD

A colourful Repton badge is included free with every
cassette or disc of Around The World in 40 Screens.

—
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Please make
all cheques
payable to
"Superior
Software Ltd".

Dept. A1, Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS71AX. Telephone: 0532459453.
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
All mall orders are despatched
within 24 hours by tlrst-class post.

1Postage and packing Isfree.
Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced immediately.



Commander John Stryker
Stryker's Run was one of our most successful releases of 1986. Itstayed
at the top of the BBC Micro software charts for six weeks and received
several glowing reviews: "The graphics are stunning... Thisshould be
in every collection" enthused A& BComputing.
Now CODENAME: DROID presents a new challenge for Commander
John Stryker. He has been commissioned by the Allied Nations to
undertake another perilous mission in their continuing struggle
against the warmongering Volgans.

Histask is to locate and seize the Volgans' latest weapon: a new
spacecraft (codenamed the Z11) which is equipped with the
revolutionary matter/anti-matter warp drive facility. Stryker must land
on the mysterious planet Volga, penetrate the Volgans' underground
defence systems, find the spacecraft and requisition it.

BBC Micro Cassette £9.95 Acorn Electron Cassette... £9.95

BBC Micro51/4" Disc £11.95 Acorn Electron 3Vi" Disc. £14.95
BBC Master Compact 31/2" Disc £14.95

The screen pictures show the BBC Micro version of the game.
The graphics of the Acorn Electron version are indentical.
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Dept. CD6. Regent House, Skinner Lane. Leeds LS71AX. Telephone: 0532459453.

is back in CODENAME: DROID
As Stryker descends below the planetary surface, he will
pass through 4 different zones of Volgan activity:-
• The Surface Defence —an array of steel girders, ropes and

chains lies coldly between the crusted white rock walls.
• The Ancient Shrine — a stone-walled temple bedecked with

hideous gargoyles and rusting chandeliers.
• The Crew's Quarters —the Volgans' relaxation area: tables and

chairs are arranged invitingly amongst the essential ventilation
pipes.

• The Missile Factory —clinical psuedo-metallic walls surround the
missiles, bombs, and computers of the evil Volgan race

Your character in the game can jump, run, kneel, crawl,
climb up and down ropes, fire his laser blaster and drop
mines. He can also fly for short distances using his jet-pack,
and access information via his wrist terminal computer.

Prize Competition
Ifyou complete the entire CODENAME: DROID mission, you can
enter our competition.
Prizes include 1 talking remote-controlled robot, 5 small remote-
controlled robots, £150 in cash, and competition certificates.
Closing Date: 29th February, 1988.
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Please make
all cheques
payable to
"Superior

Software Ltd". 24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
• All mall orders are despatched

within 24 hours by first-class post.
• Postage and packing Is free.
• Faulty cassettes and discs will be

replaced Immediately.


